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Introduction

In early 2001, the State of Illinois initiated construction of a presidential library to honor
the life and works of our country’s sixteenth president, Abraham Lincoln. The site for the
proposed Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library (and Visitors’ Center) was a multi-block area
located in Springfield’s downtown commercial district within sight of the Old State Capitol and
the city’s central business district (see Figure 1).

The library and visitors’ center consists of three separate sections, each located on a
different city block. The Presidential Library (which houses the Illinois State Historical Library
and the Lincoln Collection) has been constructed predominately on the north half (and projecting
slightly onto the south half) of Block 12, Original Town Plat, Springfield, Illinois. The
Presidential Museum and Visitor’s Center is located on the adjacent Block 1 (Original Town
Plat) immediately to the north. The Presidential Library and Visitor’s Center complex is
bounded by Madison Street on the north, Sixth Street on the west, Seventh Street on the east, and
Washington Street on the south. Associated with this two-block library and museum complex is
a large multi-story parking garage. As originally planned, this parking garage was to be an
underground facility located in that area south of Union Station and west (across Sixth Street) of
the proposed Visitors’ Center (on Block 2, Original Town Plat). As parking needs were re-
evaluated, it became obvious that this space was not large enough, and a new above-ground
facility was designed for the half block immediately north of Union Square (on the east half of
Block 2, Ninian Edwards Addition to the City of Springfield and bounded by Mason Street to the
north, Madison Street to the south, Sixth Street to the east, and the mid-block alley located to the
west). As the parking needs for the complex continued to be re-evaluated, it again was enlarged,
re-designed, and expanded to the west, past the alley and encompassing the entire Block 2,
Ninian Edwards Addition to the City of Springfield.

In compliance with provisions of Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of
1966 (36 CFR 800, et. seq.) and Section 707 of the Illinois State Agency Historic Resources
Preservation Act (20 ILCS 3420, as amended, 17 IAC 4180), it was the responsibility of the
Illinois Historic Preservation Agency to assess the impact of the proposed construction activity
associated with the construction of the Lincoln Presidential Library Complex on the historic
resources within the proposed project area. With this in mind, the Preservation Services Division
of the Illinois Historic Preservation Agency (IHPA) determined the need for the assessment of
archaeological resources within these multiple project areas.

Fever River Research, Inc. (Springfield, Illinois) conducted the cultural resource
investigations for the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum Complex project over
a four-year period beginning in early 2000. As the project area was located within an urban
environment—and completely encapsulated by the built environment (buildings and pavements),
the project presented several obstacles to archaeologists. Due to the lack of ground surface
visibility, a traditional Phase I archaeological survey was not possible. In an effort to assess the
proposed construction activity on the potential below-ground subsurface resources within the
multi-block area, the IHPA contracted with Fever River Research to conduct a literature search
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to identify potential archaeological resources that might be expected within the greater project
area. The results of this literature search were presented with an historical context for the early
settlement of Springfield as well as a predictive model for potential archaeological sites within
the three-block project area. This report was entitled “A Cultural and Historical Study For the
Proposed Site of the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library, Springfield, Illinois” (Mansberger,
Stratton and Wresch 2000). As a result of the literature search, subsurface archaeological
investigations (consisting of a hybrid Phase I survey and Phase II testing strategy) were
recommended for each of the three individual blocks within the greater project area. Over a
three-year period, Phase II testing and subsequent archaeological mitigation was conducted on
all three project areas (library, museum, and parking garage).

This report summarizes the results of the Phase II archaeological testing and Phase III
archaeological mitigation work conducted by Fever River Research (Springfield, Illinois) on the
Presidential Library project area (Block 12, Original Town Plat) for the Historic Sites Division
of the Illinois Historic Preservation Agency (IHPA) and the Illinois Capital Development Board
(CDB) in preparation for the construction of the Lincoln Presidential Library, Museum, and
associated parking garage located in downtown Springfield, Illinois.1 Separate reports detail the
results of the archaeology conducted on the other three project areas (Museum, East Half Parking
Garage, and West Half Parking Garage project areas) (Mansberger 2008b, 2008c, 2008d).

1 An archaeologist defines an archaeological “ site” as any location of human activity. In large urban areas, the
archaeological “ site” is, in essence, the entire community. Unfortunately, the analytical utility of such a large “ site”
becomes relatively cumbersome. As such, the site limits in an urban area is oft en defined on the level of the city
block. Block 2, Ninian Edwards Addition to Springfield was assigned the number 11SG1286. This number is the
Smithsonian Institution’s Trinomial System for identifying archaeological sites in the United States. The first
number refers to the state (in this case, the “ 11” refers to Illinois), the second set of l etters refers to the county (in
this case Sangamon); and the third number refers to the actual site documented within that county.
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Figure 3. Pre-construction site plan for the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library project
area illustrating the location of the greater project area (outlined in red) and the extant
structures (outlined in blue).
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Project Philosophy and/or Research Methods

Prior to the initiation of the archaeological research, the extant buildings within the
project area were evaluated as to their National Register of Historic Places eligibility. At that
time, two extant buildings were present within the project area—both buildings being located
within Lot 5, Block 12 (Original Town Plat). The northern-most building, which was located on
the north end of Lot 5 adjacent to the alley, was a three-story brick commercial structure dating
from the late nineteenth century and occupied by the Coney Island restaurant. The second
structure, which was located immediately south and abutting the Coney Island building, was an
early twentieth century building occupied by J.T.’s—a local nightclub and/or bar. Otherwise, the
remainder of the project area—consisting predominately of the north half of the block—was an
asphalt covered parking lot

As a result of the earlier building assessment (which was conducted by the Preservation
Services Division, Illinois Historic Preservation Agency’s staff), the Coney Island building was
determined eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places (as per Criterion C?),
and; in contrast, the building occupied by J.T.’s was determined not eligible for listing on the
National Register. Contractual arrangements were made with the City of Springfield and Fever
River Research for the preparation of an Illinois Historic American Buildings Survey
documentation package for the Coney Island building (Stratton and Mansberger n.d.).
Subsequently, during construction of the project, these two buildings were demolished.

Although urban environments often are overlooked for their archaeological potential
(particularly in Illinois), significant archaeological deposits (both prehistoric and historic) can
often be located in an urban setting. In heavily built-up urban environments, where most of the
ground surface has been paved and/or covered with extensive fill deposits (such as the current
project area), traditional Phase I archaeological reconnaissance surveys are difficult to conduct—
often requiring extensive disruption of the existing landscape (such as the excavation of backhoe
trenches) to accomplish the survey. This was, indeed, the case with the current project. The
surface visibility for the Lincoln Presidential Library project area—as well as with the other
three project areas—was 0%, as the entire area was covered with a surface parking lot or
buildings. Nonetheless, a quick preliminary assessment of the 1854 City of Springfield map
illustrated that this half-block project area was a well-developed residential neighborhood by that
date.

As the project area was located within an urban environment—and completely
encapsulated by the built environment (buildings and pavements), a traditional Phase I
archaeological survey was not possible. With this in mind (and in conjunction with discussions
with the Preservation Services Division, Illinois Historic Preservation Agency), a “hybrid”
approach to the survey (Phase I) and testing (Phase II) of these urban lands was developed and
implemented.2 The Phase I archaeological reconnaissance survey for the current project area

2 Traditional CRM (Cultural Resource Management) compliance archaeology is conducted in three “ phases”—
which consists of Phase I Survey (Identi fication), Phase II Testing (Evaluation), and Phase III Mitigation
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was divided into two separate phases (referred to as Phase IA and Phase IB/Phase II). The first
part of the survey (Phase IA) consists of an archival exercise. By looking at the many historic
documents available for this area (such as late nineteenth and early twentieth century Sanborn
fire insurance maps) and the character of the existing buildings (such as presence or absence of
deep basements), an historic context for early Springfield and a model for predicting the
probability of intact historic resources in the project area was prepared. This predictive model
helped identify areas that had high potential for intact archaeological deposits, and was used to
help guide the placement of the Phase II back hoe trenches. Once the areas of high
archaeological potential were identified, the archaeologist could more efficiently conduct the
ground disturbing subsurface investigations. The fieldwork phase of this survey (Phase IB/Phase
II) required the excavation of several backhoe trenches and/or excavation blocks within the areas
of high archaeological potential as defined by the previous archival research. This strategy
worked very effectively. One of the results of this revised strategy was the realization that areas
we thought might be disturbed by later construction activity, were often encapsulated by the
construction of buildings that lacked basements (and built slab-on grade).3 The results of both
the Phase IA and Phase IB/Phase II research conducted for the Lincoln Presidential Library
project area were presented in Mansberger (2004).4

The objectives of this Phase IA archaeological reconnaissance survey was to 1) conduct a
literature and/or archival search to assess site-specific documentary records pertaining to the
project area land use through time, 2) develop an historical context for the project area to assist
with the evaluation of potential resources, 3) prepare a predictive model of potential
archaeological resources within the project area to assist with the excavation of backhoe
trenches, if warranted, and 4) prepare a report that discusses the methods and results of these
investigations.

(Treatment). The first phase (Phase I) is the survey, which is conducted to locate and/or identi fy cultural resources
within a given tract of land. The second phase (Phase II), which is often referred to as archaeological “ testing,”
consists of a National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) determination of eligibility. The third phase (Phase III),
which is usually referred to as “ mitigation,” consists of the archaeological excavation (also known as “ data
recovery”) of those areas of a signi ficant and/or NRHP eligible site being impacted by the proposed construction
activity.

3 During the course of the investigations discussed here, the distinction between the survey (Phase I) and site
assessment (Phase II) phases of traditional compliance-driven archaeological research became blurred, and the
literature search (or Phase IA) became the first step in the process, followed by a combined fi eld survey (Phase IB)
and site assessment (Phase II) which occurred at the same time. As the project developed, it also became apparent
that small block excavations (in contrast to test trenches) were better suited to the Phase IB/II research—particularly
if one suspected that subsequent Phase II archaeological mitigation was likely. The excavation of test trenches and
the placement of backdirt between the trenches made subsequent stripping of the entire site more difficult than if one
had excavated a series of small block excavations instead.

4 Other archaeological researchers have utilized a similar, albeit even more modi fied approach which combined all
three phases of the traditional archaeological process into a single phase (cf. the archaeology of the Cypress Freeway
Replacement Project in Oakland, Cali fornia; Praetzellis and Praetzellis 2004). Praet zellis and Praetzellis (2001:1)
refers to this as a “ consolidated approach to the Section 106 compliance” process, and notes that this “ approach
collapses the three-phase process of identi fication, evaluation, and treatment into a single phase, necessitating
determination of NRHP eligibility of archaeological discoveries in the field.”
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Ultimately, the objectives of this cultural and historical resources study were to identify
historic properties potentially eligible for inclusion on the National Register of Historic Places in
the three-block project area comprising the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library (Blocks 1, 2,
and 12, Original Town Plat, Springfield, Illinois). As an architectural assessment of existing
buildings had already been conducted, this project focused on the potential below-ground,
archaeological resources within the project area. Due to the urban nature of the project area, and
the inability to identify historic resources in an urban setting using traditional archaeological
survey techniques, a two-phase approach to the Phase I archaeological survey was proposed.
The existing report, consisting of a detailed archival and/or literature search to identify potential
archaeological resources in the project area, represents the first phase (Phase IA) of this two-
phased archaeological survey.

The literature search consisted of a systematic assessment of archival resources in order
to locate site-specific information pertaining to the historic land use in the project area. A wide
range of archival resources was used to achieve this task. Of particular interest were two middle
nineteenth century city maps (Potter 1854, Sides 1858), three bird’s eye views of Springfield
(Ruger 1867, Koch 1872, Beck and Pauli 1872) as well as several late nineteenth and early
twentieth century fire insurance maps (Sanborn 1884, 1890, 1896, 1917, 1941, 1952). The 1854
and 1858 city maps allowed researchers to assess the pre-Civil War land use of this block.
Similarly, the fire insurance maps allowed the researchers to assess the later nineteenth and early
twentieth century land use history of each location. Additionally, a search of the earliest deed
book (available at the Sangamon Valley Collections, Lincoln Library) was conducted through
October 1837 in an attempt to locate early deed records relating to these various lots.

The literature search was conducted at various local repositories including the Sangamon
Valley Collection at the Lincoln Library (Springfield City Library), the Illinois State Library, the
Illinois State Archives, and the Illinois State Historical Library. The vertical files at the
Sangamon Valley Collection as well as the county histories, city directories, and biographical
sources were consulted for general historical background and site-specific information. All
relevant historic maps and plats consulted during this research are contained in the following
report, organized by block. The results of this literature search was detailed in the report entitled
“A Cultural and Historical Study For the Proposed Site of the Abraham Lincoln Presidential
Library, Springfield, Illinois” (Mansberger, Stratton and Wresch 2000).

By looking at the available historic documents for this area, a predictive model outlining
the probability of intact historic archaeological resources in the project area has been prepared.
The following three figures outline the probability of intact resources within these three blocks.
Areas identified as Very Low Probability on these maps indicate that no early (pre-1870s)
resources were identified for this area. Areas identified as Low Probability on these maps
indicate 1) that historic resources associated with an early component (pre-1870s) were identified
for this area and 2) subsequent structures with deep basements more than likely have destroyed
any potential for subsurface remains of the early component at this location. Areas identified as
Moderate Potential on these maps indicate that 1) historic resources associated with an early
component (pre-1870s) were documented for this area and 2) subsequent disturbances associated
with the construction of later buildings, although suspected, is undetermined. Areas identified as
High Probability on these maps indicate that 1) historic resources associated with an early
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component (pre-1870s) were documented for this area and 2) subsequent disturbances associated
with the construction of later buildings is suspected as being light. Figure xx summarizes the
archaeological potential of the current project area..

In Block 12, the only area assigned a high archaeological potential was within a portion
of Lots 1 and 2 (areas once associated with the early County Jail Complex). A portion of the
south halves of Lots 3 and 4 was assigned a moderate archaeological potential. It was thought
that these areas might contain intact rear yard deposits associated with the early Francis
residence as well as the Journal buildings. The remaining areas, such as that located beneath the
Chatterton Opera House, were assigned a low archaeological potential.

The objectives of the fieldwork phase of this survey (Phase IB) was to excavate several
backhoe trenches within the areas of high archaeological potential as defined by the previous
research. Although the primary intent of the Phase IB investigations was to concentrate in areas
identified as having High Potential, investigations in some areas identified as having Moderate
Potential were also conducted. The number, size, and location of backhoe trenches excavated in
each block was determined in consultation with the SHPO’s Chief Archaeologist (Preservation
Services Division, Illinois Historic Preservation Agency). During the course of these Phase IB
investigations, additional site-specific documentary research, particularly early chain-of-title
research and a more thorough understanding of the early city directories, was conducted.

It should be kept in mind that this predictive model is based on our current understanding
of 1) the archival record, as well as 2) nineteenth century urban sites. With this in mind, one
needs to be aware of the potential of undocumented early historic and even prehistoric
components that might be present within the project area. Similarly, our understanding of post-
1870s disturbances is weak. Although we suspect that many of the later nineteenth and early
twentieth century commercial buildings constructed in the project area had deep and/or full
basements, it is possible that some did not. As such, early historic components may actually
have been preserved by the construction of these later buildings. With this in mind, it is always
possible that significant, early historic and/or prehistoric components may be discovered during
the course of construction even after the completion of the Phase IB investigations.

Fever River Research initiated the Phase II archaeological testing of the Lincoln
Presidential Library project area (Block 12, Original Town Plat) on March 22, 2001. The
archaeological testing conducted at this time, which was conducted over a five-day period in
which the temperature dipped to a –20 degrees Fahrenheit, consisted of the excavation of a series
of backhoe trenches within the large surface parking lot. The location of the backhoe trenches
was determined by the research presented in the earlier literature review (Mansberger, Stratton
and Wresch 2000), and in consultation with the Illinois Historic Preservation Agency’s chief
archaeologist. Over a two-day period, four backhoe trenches were excavated across the north
half of this block in the areas thought most likely to yield information regarding the potential
integrity of underlying cultural deposits. These test trenches were identified as Test Trenches 1
through 4 (see attached Figure for test trench locations). Approximately 675 linear feet of
backhoe trench was excavated. Each test trench averaged approximately 4’ to 5’ in width. At
approximately 4’ in width, a total of 2,700 square feet of the project area was opened up for
inspection (comprising approximately 5.3% of the north half of Block 12).
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These test trenches documented the presence of extensive fill deposits overlying the
original (circa 1820s) ground surface within the project area. In many areas, this original ground
surface was located 3’ to 5’ below the existing ground surface. Those areas immediately
fronting Sixth and Jefferson Streets generally contained deep structural cellars that impacted the
early ground surface. The most obvious of these structural features was the remains of the
Chatterton Opera House (see discussion, Lots 3 and 4), which was located along Jefferson Street,
fronting Sixth Street. This substantial stone foundation extended at least 8-10’ below the
existing ground surface and contained extensive brick and stone rubble fill. Nonetheless, several
features dating from the initial period of settlement in downtown Springfield (circa 1820-1830s)
were encountered within these four test trenches.

The results of this work were detailed within a letter report submitted to the IHPA on
March 6, 2001. As outlined in this letter report, the Phase II investigations documented the
presence of a variety of subsurface features, which were determined to be significant—and to
contribute dramatically to our understanding of life in early Springfield. Based on the Phase II
investigations, it was our opinion that the archaeological deposits located on Lots 1 through 4
date from Springfield’s early years of settlement and were eligible for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places (as per Criteria A and D). Archaeological deposits from this early
period have the potential to contribute significantly to our understanding (and interpretation) of
the quickly evolving, pre-industrial city that Abraham Lincoln lived in. Although post-1900
disturbances clearly had impacted the integrity of these early historic deposits, sufficient
resources existed to warrant listing on the National Register. As such, it was our opinion that
archaeological site 11SG1286 was eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places
(Mansberger 2004).

As a result of the Phase II investigations, the Illinois Historic Preservation Agency
determined the nineteenth century archaeological remains located on Lots 1 through 4 (Block 12)
to be eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places (Letter from Anne Haaker to
Sandy Stenger, 2001). Subsequently, the Data Recovery Plan (DRP) for the mitigation work on
this property has been approved by the IHPA (Anne Haaker to Sandy Stenger, 2001). As
outlined within the Data Recovery Plan prepared for the archaeological mitigation of this site
(Mansberger 2001), it was determined that these resources had the potential to address several
questions relevant to the early settlement of Springfield. These archaeological resources had
great potential for addressing issues relating to the quality of life of early Springfield residents—
in this case both at their home and their workplace. Therefore, it was recommended that
archaeological data recovery be conducted to mitigate the impact of the proposed construction of
the Lincoln Presidential Library project on these resources. With this in mind, the archaeological
mitigation was undertaken. In implementing the Data Recovery Plan for the Library project
area, two large areas (or “blocks”) were identified as areas that had the potential to contain
significant intact archaeological resources, and were within the footprint of the proposed Library
building. Other areas—particularly areas located within Lots 1 and 2—were identified as having
significant subsurface cultural resources, but they were not located beneath the footprint of the
proposed building, and it was determined by CDB that they were to be little affected by the
proposed construction activity. Therefore, in discussions with the IHPA, these areas were not
mitigated. In hindsight, this was a bad decision, as subsequent construction activities—
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particularly the construction of underground utility lines—has severely impacted these
significant resources.

Upon completion of the Phase II testing, project managers were insistent that we had only
two weeks to complete our mitigation fieldwork. Amidst rain, on April 1, 2001 we began
stripping off overburden on two large excavation blocks. Rain and unseasonable extremes (both
hot and cold) in temperature were to plague us throughout much of the fieldwork. After many a
long day of fieldwork, working seven days a week straight through—and thanks to numerous
volunteer excavators—fieldwork was completed on April 22nd , 2001. Over this approximate
three-week period, a large block was stripped of overburden exposing over 50 subsurface
features, which were subsequently excavated. It was one of the largest, and most fast-paced
projects I have ever been involved with.

After a substantial hiatus waiting for funding from the Capital Development Board, the
artifact analysis and report preparation for the entire four-year project was undertaken. As the
size of the database was extremely large—and represents one of the more significant historical
archaeological projects undertaken in Illinois up to this time—presenting the results of this work
in a single volume seemed unwieldy and impractical. This represented far too much data to be
presented within a single report. As such, the results of the archaeological investigations
conducted for the Presidential Library and Museum project have been presented within four
separate documents—referred to as Block Technical Reports. These Block Technical Reports
describe the methods and results of the excavations from each of the four project areas. These
four highly descriptive volumes organize and present the site-specific archival research and
results of the field investigations, and contain little interpretation and/or synthesis of the data. A
large portion of each report consists of lengthy appendices, which present the extensive data
(feature descriptions supplemented with pictures, plan and profile drawings, artifact inventories,
and summary artifact tables) collected during the investigations. These four volumes include, in
their order of undertaking, Volume I (the Library Project area), Volume II (the Museum Project
Area), Volume III (the East Half of the Parking Garage Project Area), and Volume IV (The West
Half of the Parking Garage Project Area). These four descriptive volumes should function as
basic descriptions of what was found, and represents comparative data for future researchers.5

As noted above, the main objective of the four Block Technical Reports is to present the
field and laboratory data. Our research interests at Fever River Research have focused on the
explicit, systematic, thorough, detailed, and factual description of site structure, feature
morphology, and artifact diversity at these sites, and one of our major research interests within
the past few years has been to look at the variation in these early sites—whether it be in feature
morphology or the quantity and quality of various artifact types present. We hope to be able to
discern differences in the structure of these sites and their artifact assemblages in order to speak
intelligently about the quality of life of these early settlers—and how it varied among the various
families who were moving into the unsettled regions of the state.6 Too much of the historical

5 This reporting model was adapted from that utilized by Praetzellis and Praetzellis (2004) in their work on the
Cypress Freeway Replacement Project in Oakland, California.

6 Mansberger has oft en used the term “thick” description to describe the explicit, systematic, thorough, detailed, and
factual description of site structure, features, and arti facts at a site. “Thick description” as introduced into
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archaeological writings being produced in Illinois are being generated from either limited
excavations, or poorly excavated and understood sites. Good archaeological research and
synthesis starts with quality excavations and data.

anthropology by Clifford Geertz, who borrowed it from Philosophy, refers to layered, rich, and contextual
description of an event or social scene. Schlereth (1985:165) defines it as “ the technique of subjecting to intense
scrutiny a mass of facts of every kind so as to elicit every possible cultural meaning from them” (emphasis added).
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Figure 4. Two views of the Coney Island and J.T.’s (also known as the Lincoln Square
Tavern) buildings located on the north end, Lot 5, Block 12, Original Town Plat,
Springfield, Illinois.
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Figure 5. Probability of archaeological resources within Block 12, Original Town Plat,
Springfield.
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Figure 6. Location of test trenches excavated during the Phase II archaeological testing at
the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library project area, spring 2000 (Block 12, Original
Town Plat, Springfield, Illinois).
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Figure 7. Phase II archaeological testing in progress, consisting of the excavation of a
series of parallel backhoe trenches. View is looking east towards Seventh Street down the
center of the north half of Block 12.
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Figure 8. Results of Phase II testing.
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Figure 9. Detail of stratigraphy along the Lot 2 and 3 (?) boundary indicating the differential episodes of fill present in the two
lots. The fill sequence in Lot 3 (right) documents the presence of three potential episodes of construction and/or filling
episodes taking place over the last 175 years.
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Figure 10. Detail of complex stratigraphy within Test Trench 2. Note the presence of the intact 1830 ground surface, and the
character of the fills capping the features. These features were subsequently identified as Features 10, 11, and 12.
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Figure 11. Overview of the archaeological excavations. Left: View looking east towards Sixth Street, and the initiation of
backhoe excavations to open up the large excavation blocks. Right: View looking east towards Seventh Street down the center
of the north half of Block 12, as the excavations are nearing completion.
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Figure 12. Images depict the excavation of features uncovered during the investigations.
Top: Excavaing well. Middle: First half of feature completed. Bottom: Removing second
half and exposing artifats. Albert Brine excavating remains of an early 1830s privy
(Feature 5) associated with Simeon Francis’s occupation of Lots 3-4.
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Figure 13. Feature superpositioning was common among the features within the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library
project area. The left image depicts a series of large pits (privies and cisterns) cutting into one another, prior to excavation.
The right image depicts an early cistern cut through by a later privy, which is in turn cut through by a building foundation.
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Figure 14. Great variety in size, depth, and artifact content of the features excavated
within the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library project area. The top feature represents
a large brick-lined cistern constructed for use by Simeon Francis at his residence in circa
1853. The cistern was abandoned during the early to middle 1860s and filled with a variety
of bar-related artifacts. The lower image depicts a small, shallow privy pit dating from the
late 1820s or early 1830s, and associated with either the potter John Neff Ebey or Simeon
Francis.
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Historical Setting

The Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library is located on Block 12 of the Original Town
Plat, City of Springfield. This block is bordered by Sixth Street on the west, Jefferson Street to
the north, Seventh Street to the east, and Washington Street to the south. The block is situated
immediately south of Block 1, adjoining the northeast corner of the State Capitol Square. The
construction of the Library has impacted predominately the north half of the block (Lots 1
through 4) and the north half of Lot 5 (located on the south half of the block, facing Sixth Street).
As originally laid out, these city lots measured 80’ wide (along Jefferson Street) by 157’ deep
(north/south).

The original town of Springfield was a dispersed village that was located along Jefferson
Street and centered near Elijah Iles’ store at First and Jefferson Streets. On December 5, 1823
the nascent community of Calhoun was laid out (Deed Record Book B: Page 3). The early town
“square” of Calhoun was located just south of the store. In March 1825, Elijah Iles and Pascal
Enos deeded 35 acres of land to the Sangamon County Commissioners for the development of
the Original Town Plat (Deed Record Book B: Page 101, or 103?).7 At that time, the existing
plat was laid out, with a formal square located towards the eastern end of the early community.
It was the responsibility of the County Commissioners to oversee the sale of the newly platted
town lots from that point forward. In December 1825, Calhoun was made the “permanent
county seat of Sangamon County” (B:101). In February 1833, an Act of the General Assembly
for the State of Illinois, resulted in the abandonment of the name Calhoun and “An Act for the
Re-Survey of the Town of Springfield” “provided that all deeds made for lots from that part of
the town plat, recorded as Calhoun… should be valid, and that thereafter the plat of the Town of
Calhoun should be forever known and declared as part of the Town of Springfield (Deed Record
Book K: Page 1). The new lots and streets of newly laid out Springfield were made to conform
to that of the earlier Town of Calhoun.

The existing project area was located immediately adjacent to the public square, which
was laid out in 1825, of a county seat community. The 1820s and 1830s were typical of that
associated with an Illinois by county seat community. In 1839, the State Capital was relocated to
Springfield, and the public square became the location of the state capitol

Although not located within the block proper, the city market house and early jail were
once located within the center of Sixth Street, immediately south of its junction with Jefferson
Street (see Figure 6 which illustrates both the early Market House and Simeon Francis
residence). These two buildings appear to have been demolished by 1854. For the north half of
this block (Lots 1 through 4), the 1854 and 1858 City of Springfield maps (Potter 1854, Sides
1858) illustrate the same suite of buildings. In contrast, the two maps differ dramatically with
regard to the south half of the block (Lots 5 through 8). The earlier map (1854) illustrates a
series of small frame buildings fronting Washington Street whereas the 1858 map illustrates a

7 It appears that the town plat was laid out two-degrees off of north (see mete and bound description in Deed Book
B: Page 101).
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dramatically improved row of brick (?) buildings fronting Washington Street. On both the 1854
and 1858 city maps, the name of Simeon Francis and reference to the Sangamo Journal buildings
are prominently displayed over Lots 2 through 5. Other than reference to Simeon Francis, the
only other residents of this block listed in the Springfield City Directory in 1857-1858 are the
county jailor, R. Lloyd and the deputy jailor (Lloyd’s son Augustus), which suggests that the
northernmost building in Lot 1 is indeed the County Jail.

The Board of Fire Underwriters Minimum Tariff of Rates for this block (see Table 3) are
very similar; they range from $1.00 for an unspecific building to $3.00 for the State Journal book
bindery. Table 3 illustrates the variety in commercial buildings that dominated the block by the
middle 1860s. Table 3 includes only the buildings within the project area and does not include
the Washington Street side of the block. It is interesting to note that the Illinois State Journal’s
book bindery is the most costly to insure on this block. Other significant buildings in the
immediate neighborhood included the First Christian Church constructed across the street on the
northeast corner of Sixth and Jefferson in 1853.

Table 3

Block 12 Fire Insurance Rates (not including Washington Street)
(Board of Fire Underwriters 1866)

Names Occupation Class Rate Remarks
Adam Johnston Building C 1.25
County Jail C 1.50
Rudolph Building C 1.50
O. M. Sheldon Building C 1.50
O. M. Sheldon Liquor Store C 1.50
Journal Building C 2.00
Mason Furniture Store C 2.00
Journal Printing Office C 2.75
Journal Book Bindery C 3.00
John Carmody Building C 1.50
John Carmody Grocery and Saloon C 1.50
Staley Building C 1.00
Staley Saloon C 1.25
J. Black Building C 1.25
J. Black Express Company C 1.25
Logan Double Building, each C 1.25
H. C. Myers Auction and Com. Store C 1.25
Leon Clothing Store C 1.25
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Figure 15. Lincoln Presidential Library project area (Blocks 1, 2, and 12) as illustrated on
the 1854 City of Springfield map (Potter 1854). This is the earliest map that illustrates
buildings within the project area. Note how the area was fairly well developed with a
combination of commercial, residential, and institutional buildings by this date. The
project area is outlined in red.
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Figure 16. View of project area as illustrated on the 1867 bird’s eye view of Springfield (Ruger 1867). Note the State Capitol
building in the upper left. Blocks 1, 2, and 12 are to the right of the State Capitol. The approximate project area is circled in
red.
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Figure 17. View of the project area as illustrated on the 1873 bird’s eye view of Springfield (Koch 1873). The approximate
project area is circled in red.
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Figure 18. Comparison of the 1854 (top) and 1858 (bottom) city maps for Block 12,
Original Town of Springfield (Potter 1854, Sides 1858).
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Figure 19. View of the Sangamon County Courthouse, which was constructed in 1845-46
(Power 1876:38). Note the small frame, presumably residential buildings located in Block
12 (across Washington Street to the north). These small frame buildings are typical of the
commercial and residential structures located in the Lincoln Presidential Library project
area during the pre-Civil War years. The building labeled “A” is the structure that is
located on the rear of Lot 1 (behind the early County Jail building).

A
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Figure 20. View of Block 12, Original Town Plat, Springfield (Ruger 1867). The large building located on the northwest
corner is the Rudolph, later Chatterton, Opera House complex.
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Figure 21. View of Block 12 (Original Town Plat, City of Springfield) as illustrated in 1873
(Koch 1873). North is towards the right of the page. Building No. 13 is the Chatterton
Opera House; Building No. 4 is the County Jail. Building 53 is an unidentified mill.

Court House Square
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Figure 22. Detail of the 1876 Map of the City of Springfield, Ill. (Bird 1876). This map
highlighted the recently constructed Opera House, and indicates that the empty space
between the Illinois State Journal Building and the Chatterton Opera House had been
infilled with the construction of two other buildings (Bird 1876).
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Figure 23. Detail from Beck and Pauli’s Bird’s Eye View of Springfield, Illinois (Circa
1878-1880). This view is believed to date from the late 1870s. It clearly illustrates the
Chatterton Opera House (identified as Building 20) and the City Jail (identified as Building
19). Although somewhat obstructed, it appears that this image does not depict any
buildings between the Chatterton Opera House and the three-bay commercial structure
referred to as the Journal Building (located at the north side of the alley fronting Sixth
Street) (and identified by the letter “A”).

A
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Figure 24. View of Block 12 (Original Town Plat, Springfield) from the 1884 Sanborn fire
insurance map (Sanborn Map Company 1884).
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Figure 25. View of Block 12 (Original Town Plat, Springfield) from the 1890 Sanborn fire
insurance map (Sanborn-Perris Map and Publishing Company 1890).
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Figure 26. View of Block 12 (Original Town Plat, Springfield) from the 1896 Sanborn fire
insurance map (Sanborn Map and Publishing Company 1896).
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Figure 27. View of Block 12 (Original Town Plat, Springfield) from the 1917 Sanborn fire
insurance map (Sanborn Map Company 1917).
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Figure 28. View of Block 12 (Original Town Plat, Springfield) from the 1941 Sanborn fire
insurance map (Sanborn Map Company 1941).
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Figure 29. View of Block 12 (Original Town Plat, Springfield) from the 1952 Sanborn fire
insurance map (Sanborn Map Company 1952).
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Figure 30. Two views of the urban vitality of the project area. Top: Looking north, circa
1935. Bottom: Looking south, circa 1957-58 (Sangamon Valley Collection, Vertical Files).
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Figure 31. North half of Block 12, Original Town Plat illustrating the buildings documented on the 1854 city map (red)
overlaid onto the buildings documented on the 1884 Sanborn fire insurance map (black).
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Results of Archival Research and Archaeological Investigations

Each of the lots proposed for construction of the Lincoln Presidential Library and project
area are discussed below in regard to current conditions (number and description of existing
buildings), past land use history, and results of archaeological testing and mitigation. Figures 32
through 35 illustrate the landownership pattern within the project area at various points in time.
All applicable maps and relevant historical materials pertaining to each block are presented
below following the description of each lot. Detailed feature descriptions and artifact inventories
are attached as appendices.

Unfortunately, the lot boundaries as originally set out by the city planners do not always
correspond neatly with the actual archaeological components—which sometimes makes the
presentation of the results a bit confusing and difficult to organize. Lot lines do not always
correspond to the lands occupied by a specific family at a specific point in time—and land use
patterns are not static, but constantly changing through time. Land parcels were continuously
reorganized to form various sized parcels through time to meet the needs of the families or
businesses that occupied them. The earliest components may be associated with only Lot 1,
whereas a mid-century component may have a house on both Lots 1 and 2, whereas the by the
early twentieth century the adjoining three lots were redeveloped with four houses on the three
lots. This shifting land use patterns dramatically affects the analysis at various levels and makes
feature interpretation more difficult and not clean cut. At one level, the shifting land use patterns
creates problems associated with the basic definition of an archaeological “site.” The
overlapping components makes the use of a city lots as the definition of the archaeological site
unpractical due to the ever changing character of the land use through time. As such , as the city
streets basically remain in place through the duration of the history of the community, the use of
each city block as the definition of the archaeological site more practical. Nonetheless, this
definition of the archaeological site is arbitrary and probably not truly reflective of the basic
definition of site—which is, in essence, the greater city of Springfield.
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Figure 32. Landownership pattern for Lots 1-4, Block 12, Original Town Plat of
Springfield in 1832. At this time, Lots 1, 3, and 4 were each owned by a single individual,
whereas Lot 2 had been subdivided into two parcels (East and West Halves) owned by two
separate individuals.

Figure 33. In late 1832, Lots 3 and 4 were re-organized so that their long axis was oriented
perpendicular to Fifth Street, as opposed to Jefferson Street as they were originally laid
out. At this time, the South 57’ of Lots 3 and 4 had been partitioned from the larger North
100’ of each lot. The North 100’ of Lots 3 and 4 were in common ownership. S imilarly, the
South 57’ of Lots 3 and 4 were in common ownership.
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Figure 34. By 1864, this process of subdivision of the lots had continued. The North 100’
of Lots 3 and 4 was subsequently divided into three long, narrow parcels (two
approximately 40’ in width and one approximately 20’ in width). Similarly, the South 57’
of Lots 3 and 4 were divided into three long, narrow parcels, each approximately 20’ in
width). The three parcels located on the South 57’ of Lots 3 and 4, as originally laid out,
were L-shaped which allowed access to the adjacent alley for each of the commercial
buildings facing North Fifth Street. By this date, the W1/2, W1/2 of Lot 2 had been
attached to the adjoining sections of Lot 3 and 4.

Figure 35. By the early 1870s, eight commercial storefronts—not necessarily representing
separate buildings—had been constructed fronting North Fifth Street. Each of these
storefronts had an approximate 20’ wide frontage on Fifth Street. These buildings are
discussed in the accompanying text in reference to the above-referenced letters.
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Lot 1

Results of the Archival Research: Deed records suggest that this lot was first purchased
from the County Commissioners by William Butler in March 1837 for the sum of $11.25 (Deed
Book AB, page 154). In June 1839, Butler apparently sold the property to Thomas Morgan for
the sum of only $1 (Deed Book O: Page 360). Morgan, who apparently was a non-local investor
from Louisville, Kentucky, owned the property for approximately 12 years. The next sale of this
property occurred in July 1851 when Morgan sold the property to George Lumsden (Reed &
John Lamb??) for the sum of $1,000 (Deed Book GG: Page 359). This sale price suggests that
the lot had been improved by that date. Lumsden does not own the property for very long, and
over the next 24 months, four subsequent transactions take place culminating in the sale of the
property to Sangamon County in July 1853 for the sum of $2,000 (Deed Book LL: Page 419).

The 1854 and 1858 city maps indicate two prominent buildings on Lot 4—a brick
structure near the intersection of Seventh and Jefferson Streets, and a frame structure adjacent to
the alley. Both buildings are prominently displayed on the 1867 and 1873 bird’s eye views of
Springfield (Ruger 1867; Koch 1873). The 1867 bird’s eye view indicates that the northern,
brick building was two-stories in height and had a distinctive L-shaped floor plan. The larger
structure near the intersection was the county jail, which persists at this location through the
middle twentieth century. The smaller structure near the alley is potentially an early dwelling.
This dwelling appears to have been demolished sometime after 1867 but prior to the publication
of the 1873 Bird’s eye view of Springfield which illustrates a small frame shed in the area of this
earlier structure (Koch 1873). The 1876 city map illustrates only the brick jail and no other
structures on this lot (Bird 1876).

The 1857-58 Springfield city directory notes that the county jailor (R. Lloyd) and the
deputy jailor (Lloyd’s son Augustus) both resided at this location--which suggests that the jail
facility had been established at this location by that date, and that this jail was a combination
house and jail typical of the middle nineteenth century building type. Rhodes Lloyd held several
different offices within the city of Springfield. In 1851, he was nominated for the position of
city Street Commissioner, a position he was subsequently elected to in April of that year.
However, he did not keep that position very long, only thirteen days later he resigned citing no
specific reason. By May of that same year, he apparently was employed as the county jailer
(Illinois State Journal February 22, 1851; May 1, 1851). Augustus Lloyd was made newsworthy
in the Illinois Daily Journal on May 1, 1851. Two men held at the county jail (one for horse
stealing, one for stealing clothing) attempted to break out with the aid of one of the female
prisoners. The two men had picked the padlock on their cell door working through the hole their
food was passed through. Augustus Lloyd and another younger son of the jailer Rhodes Lloyd
overtook the two men, and Mr. Lloyd had them put in irons.7

The 1884 Sanborn fire insurance map is the first detailed map of the jail complex. This
map clearly illustrates the large two-story brick structure documented earlier, and identifies it as
a “Dw’g [Dwelling] and Jail.” The 1884 Sanborn map also illustrates several additional
buildings on the lot—the substantial of which is a large one story structure identified as “County

7 Illinois Daily Journal, May 1, 1851, p. 3, col. 1.
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Jail”. Smaller outbuildings indicated on this map at this time include one long, narrow frame
structure identified as a “wood house,” and five small sheds (one labeled “crib” and another
labeled “heat’g boiler”). By 1884, it would appear that the county also owned the East Half, Lot
2, on which another large frame shed was present.

Table 4

CHAIN-OF-TITLE
LOT 1, BLOCK 12, OLD TOWN PLAT

GRANTOR GRANTEE LOT
NUMBER

AMOUNT
BOOK:

PAGE DATE

Elijah Iles Co. Comm. Lot 1 B:101 3/18/1825
Samuel McDaniel James Clemons Lot 1 D:74 3/1/1830
James Clements John G. Purvis Lot 1 $50.00 E:268 9/1/1831
John G. Purvis Thomas Morgan Lot 1 $50.00 E:269 11/24/1831
Co. Comm. William Butler Lot 1 $11.25 K:406 3/8/1837
William Butler Thomas Morgan Lot 1 $1.00 O:360 6/6/1839
Thomas Morgan George Lumsden

(Reed & John Lamb)
Lot 1 $1,000.00 GG:359 7/8/1851

George Lumsden George Lamb Lot 1 $104.00 II:192 4/14/1852
George Lamb Nicholas Groesback Lot 1 $300.00 JJ:98 7/14/1852
Nicholas Groesback Isaac H. Bishop Lot 1 $1,150.00 JJ:143 ?/22/1852
Isaac Bishop Sangamon County Lot 1 $2,000.00 LL:419 7/14/1853
City of Springfield L. B. Adams Lot 1 MM:640 1/2/1854

The 1890 Sanborn fire insurance map indicates the same complex of buildings as that
illustrated on the earlier map, and indicates that the East Half, Lot 2 is associated with the jail at
that time. This jail complex remains little changed through the1896, 1917, 1941, and 1952
Sanborn fire insurance maps. The 1896 map gives some hints as to the interior organization of
the complex, noting the location of cells, the kitchen, and a carriage house. Minor changes
include the addition of an Annex building on the east half of Lot 2 (constructed sometime
between 1896 and 1917, and demolished sometime between 1941 and 1952), and the conversion
of the stables to automobile garages during the early twentieth century. This complex of
buildings was demolished sometime after 1952.

By 1915, the County Jail building located at the southwest corner of Seventh and
Jefferson Streets consisted of two buildings (the main jail and the Annex).8 The main jail
building (actually two separated but connected structures) was divided into two parts, the
sheriff’s residence at the front and the jail, divided for men and women, in the rear. The “annex”
was used for the confinement of the insane, alcoholics and children. The old jailhouse erected in
the early 1850s (?) is probably represented by the brick structure on the 1854 city map. During
these early years, the L-shaped structure housed the jailer (and his family) as well as the prison

8 Zenas Potter. The Correctional System of Springfield, Illinois. Springfield Survey Committee, Springfield,
Illinois, 1915, p. 40.
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cells. In circa 1870, however, a new brick cellblock was constructed at a cost of about $10,000.9

This new cellblock functioned as the men’s ward. Side windows provided uncommonly good
ventilation and light, compared to that of the city prison. There were two rows of cell tiers that
divided the ward into sections, one for black prisoners and one for white prisoners. A hallway or
corridor was found in front of each row of cell tiers, at the end of which stood an open bathtub,
toilet and two sinks. When the ward was overcrowded, which was a common occurrence,
especially during the winter; many men were forced to sleep on the floor with no coverings. The
women’s ward at the county jail was located on the second floor of the older building (the same
one that housed the jailer and his family). The ward was located immediately above the kitchen,
so in the event of sudden fire, rescuing any of the women would have been nearly impossible, as
the only approach to their ward was via a single wooden staircase. The women’s ward was
essentially one large room with windows on two sides. Steel bars divided the room into a cage
(where the women would generally be held) and an open area. Additionally there was another
cage of three solid walls and a front of bars in this section of the building that often was used to
house Federal prisoners or those who needed to be separated from other prisoners. 10

Directly behind the county jail building (to the west, facing Jefferson Street) stood the
county jail annex—a two-story brick building with barred windows and doors. This building
was constructed sometime between 1896 and 1917. There were a total of six rooms between the
two floors, each with bare walls and floor, and a single bed per room. A variety of prisoners
were held in this building, all at the same time. Mentally ill persons, children, ill prisoners from
the men’s or women’s ward, and prisoners with other sorts of delirium, were all held in these six
barren rooms. As a general rule, men would be kept upstairs and women downstairs, but with
overcrowding, men would be shuffled downstairs as well (Potter 1915).

Obviously, the county jail played an important role in local and regional history. Besides
being the location where many individuals were incarcerated, it was also the site of several
public hangings that guests of the nearby Grand Hotel could watch from their hotel-room
windows. But the Sangamon County Jail also played an important role in national events during
the early years of the twentieth century. It was at the County Jail that the initial disturbances
associated with the Springfield Race Riots of 1908, which eventually lead to the establishment of
the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) began (Senechal
1990). .

Results of Archaeological Investigations: During the initial literature search, several
areas within this lot were given a high priority for having the potential of undisturbed
archaeological remains. Initial Phase II testing consisted of the excavation of a three backhoe
trenches across this lot, which ran in an east-west direction. Test Trench 1, 2, and 3 all appear to
have encountered structural remains (brick and stone foundations) that corresponded well with
the location of structures documented on the Sanborn fire insurance maps. Test Trench 1
appears to have hit the remains of one of the smaller outbuildings. Similarly, Test Trench 2

9 “The County Jail House, Old and Decrepit Then as Now.” Unidentified newspaper, Sangamon County Jail
Vertical File, Sangamon Valley Collection, Springfield City Library, Springfield, Illinois. April 23, 1941.

10 Zenas Potter. The Correctional System of Springfield, Illinois. Springfield Survey Committee, Springfield,
Illinois, 1915, pp.40-43.
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appears to have hit another small outbuilding as well as the foundations and floor of the cell
block—which was remarkably well preserved. Test Trench 3 appears to have encountered the
rear service wing of the original jail. Physical remains of a subsurface drain system constructed
with stone line circular conduit was also documented, which appears to have been associated
with the original 1850s jail complex.

Towards the east end of Test Trench 1, an early (potentially 1820s and 1830s) domestic
midden was documented. Within the undisturbed topsoil in this area, handpainted pearlware
teawares and quality lead glass tablewares were encountered—albeit in very low number. This
midden probably was associated with the pre-1852 house that was once located on Lot 1 (pre-
dating the 1852 construction of the jail complex).

Discussions with the Capitol Development Board and the Illinois Historic Preservation
Agency indicated that the majority of Lot 1 would not be impacted by the proposed construction
activity, and thus, even though significant subsurface remains were encountered, the decision
was made to preserve them in place. Shortly thereafter, during relocation of overhead utility
lines (and the burial of these lines below ground, the area of this early dwelling was impacted by
City, Water, Light and Power (CWLP) relocation of electrical lines.
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Figure 36. Detail of the Sangamon County Jail complex, as it appeared in 1917 (Sanborn
Map Company 1917). At this time, the complex consisted of the original House-Jail, the
Cellblock, the Annex, the carriage house, and three large sheds.
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Figure 37. Two views of the County Jail complex. The upper view is from the late
nineteenth century and illustrates the Chatterton Opera House looming in the background
(Illinois State Register 1898:207). The lower view is from the early 1950s prior to the
demolition of the buildings. Both views illustrate the original jail building on the right and
the newer cell block on the left (Sangamon Valley Collection, Vertical Files).
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Figure 38. Late nineteenth/early twentieth century (circa late 1890s or early 1900s) view of the County Jail Annex
(sandwiched between the County Jail and the Chatterton Opera House) (Sangamon Valley Collection, Vertical Files).
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Figure 39. Physical remains of the back wall of the 1850s jail included sandstone walls, brick conduit (drain), and later utility
line trench (Test Trench 3). Discovered during Phase II testing in Test Trench 3.
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Lot 2

This lot, which fronts Jefferson Street, is located immediately west of Lot 1 and east of
Lot 3. Deed records suggest that this lot was first purchased by Jabez Capps from the Sangamon
County Commissioners in March 1827 for the sum of $10 (Deed Book B: Page 235). The low
sale price probably indicates that this lot was unimproved at that time. Capps, a local merchant,
did not own the land for very long, as he sold it to Elizabeth Trainer in November 1830 for $80
(Deed Record Book D:325).11 In February 1847, Elizabeth Trainer subdivided the lot into two
parcels—the East Half and the West Half—and sold the West Half to Hiram Trainer for $100
(Deed Record Book GG: Page 44).12 This was the beginning of a series of land sales that
resulted in the subdivision of this lot into many smaller parcels. Initially, the lot was divided into
an east and west half—with the east half eventually being incorporated into the County Jail
property.13 Both the 1854 and 1858 city maps suggest that much of the W1/2, W1/2, Lot 2 had
been incorporated into the grounds of Simeon Francis residence and adjoining Illinois State
Journal property on adjacent Lots 3 and 4 by this date. Deed records indicate that Simeon
Francis purchased the W1/2, W1/2, Lot 2 from Hiram Trainer for the sum of $150 in either July
or December 1852—which was relatively late in Francis ownership of the adjoining property
(Deed Record Book 7:528 and Deed Record Book JJ: Page 482).

Both the 1854 and 1858 city maps note that there are no improvements on Lot 2. By the
early 1860s, the W1/2, W1/2, Lot 2 (consisting of more-or-less the West 20’ of the lot) had been
broken up into four small parcels, each associated with adjacent parcels from Lots 3 and 4 with
commercial structures fronting on North Fifth Street (see Figure x). With the construction of
Rudolph’s Opera House in 1866, a very small portion of the northwest corner of this lot was
improved upon, leaving the easternmost portion of lot 2 untouched until the construction of the
County Jail Annex (see discussion of Lots 1 and 3).

During the Phase II archaeological testing, test trenches 1, 2, and 3 all cut across the
midsection of this lot. Although little was uncovered in these test trenches within the majority of
Lot 2, the test trenches did uncover a variety of middle to late nineteenth century features within
the W1/2, W1/2, Lot 2.

These features included a large cistern (Feature 14) with nearby filter (Feature 12; which
was not on Lot 2) clearly associated with the Simeon Francis occupation—and thus probably
post-dates 1852. This cistern cut through two earlier shallow privy pits (Features 30 and 31)—

11 Jabez Capps was an early Sangamon County immigrant who traveled overland to Sangamon County after arriving
in Boston from England in 1817. See the accompanying Lot 3 and 4 discussion for more information on Jabez
Capps.

12 Presently, little is known about the Trainer family. Elizabeth Trainer was apparently a resident of Hamilton
County, Ohio. She died in August 1850, and her investment properties (such as lands on the adjacent Lot 2) were
sold at public auction at that time to Hiram Trainer (Sangamon County Probate records). At that time, Thomas
Lewis was the estat e administrator, and we are not cl ear as to Hiram’s relationship to Elizabeth. Power (1876)
contains no listing for the Trainer family.

13 Although no deed has currently been located that documents the purchase of this land by the county. The 1884
Sanborn fire insurance map suggests that it had been incorporated into the county jail landholdings by that date.
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both of which probably associated with the earlier occupation of Lot 2. Two of the more
interesting features uncovered on this lot was an early commercial midden (identified as Feature
41) and a privy (Feature 18) filled with a variety of mid-century black glass containers. The
privy probably was associated with the circa 1860-65 occupation of the Francis house—which
was potentially being utilized as a tavern or public house at this time. Additionally, several large
posts were noted—potentially representing remains of a post-in-ground structure.
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Table 5

PARTIAL CHAIN-OF-TITLE
LOT 2, BLOCK 12, OLD TOWN PLAT

GRANTOR GRANTEE LOT NUMBER AMOUNT
BOOK:

PAGE DATE
Elijah Iles Co. Comm. Lot 2 B:101 3/18/1825
Co. Comm. Jabez Capps Lot 2 $10.00 B:235 3/6/1827
Jabez Capps Elizabeth Trainer Lot 2 $80.00 D:325 11/16/1830

Elizabeth Trainer Hiram Trainer W1/2, Lot 2 $100.00 GG:44 2/26/1847

Hiram Trainer Turner W. Floyd E1/2, E1/2, W1/2,
Lot 2

$450.00 LL:88 12/11/1852

Turner W. Floyd Thomas Lewis E1/2, E1/2, W1/2,
Lot 2

$800.00 PP:71 4/24/1854

Hiram Trainer Simeon Francis W1/2, W1/2, Lot 2) $150.00 7:528 7/23/1852
Hiram Trainer Simeon Francis W1/2, W1/2, Lot 2 $150.00 JJ:482 12/11/1852
Joseph Perkins Benedict Hall &

Co.
W1/2, W1/2, Lot 2 10:64 12/18/1860

R. S. Benedict City of Spfld. W1/2, W1/2, Lot 2 $700.00 11:549 12/2/1861
Thomas Lewis Hiram Trainer E1/2, Lot 2 $425.00 GG:542 8/23/1851
Thomas Lewis, et.
al.

Ralph J. Coats E1/2, Lot 2 $625.00 RR:102 2/13/1855

R. J. Coats Jno. A. McKay E1/2, Lot 2 $2,200.00 26:28 10/31/1865
John A. McKay John R. Tyson E1/2, Lot 2

E1/2, W1/2, Lot 2
$3,600.00 36:401 2/16/1869

Thomas Lewis William K. H.
Donegan

E1/2, W1/2, Lot 2 $500.00 VV:461 12/13/1855

Wm. K. H. Donegan Reuben & Levi
Coon

E1/2, W1/2, Lot 2 7:16 11/4/1859

Jas. Keys, Trustee Allen Miller E1/2, W1/2, Lot 2 $500.00 11:552 10/8/1861
Allen Miller James Keys E1/2, W1/2, Lot 2 $500.00 11:554 12/14/1861
James Keys John A. McKay E1/2, W1/2, Lot 2 $700.00 18:203 3/17/1864
John A. McKay John R. Tyson E1/2, W1/2, Lot 2

E1/2 Lot 2
$3,600.00 36:401 2/16/1869

City of Springfield Jno. A.
McClernand

S59’4 1/2” ,
W1/2, W1/2,Lot 2

$1,482.00 20:630 10/10/1864

John A.
McClernand

O. M. Sheldon S59’4 1/2” ,
W1/2, W1/2,Lot 2

$150.00 28:01 4/7/1866

Shelly M. Cullom VanDwyn &
Hemnenway

S59’4 1/2” ,
W1/2, W1/2,Lot 2

$125.00 31:814 8/17/1883

A. C. Malone, Shff Robert McQuire S59’4 1/2” ,
W1/2, W1/2,Lot 2

$1,771.00 33:611 8/13/1884
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Lots 3 and 4

Lot 3 is located immediately west of Lot 2, whereas Lot 4 is located west of Lot 3 at the
southeast corner of the intersection of North Sixth Street and Jefferson Streets. Whereas Lot 3
had a comparatively narrow 80’ frontage on Jefferson Street, the adjacent corner Lot 4 not only
had the 80’ frontage on Jefferson Street, but an additional 160’ frontage on North Sixth Street.
The history of Lots 3 and 4 have been intricately connected since at least the early 1830s, and
will be discussed together.

Table 6

PARTIAL CHAIN-OF-TITLE
LOT 3 and 4, BLOCK 12, ORIGINAL TOWN PLAT

GRANTOR GRANTEE LOT NUMBER AMOUNT
BOOK:

PAGE DATE

Elijah Iles Co. Comm. Lots 3 and 4 B:101 3/18/1825
Co. Commissioners William H. Pool Lot 3 $12.50 B:222 9/6/1826
Co. Commissioners Jabez Capps Lot 4 $15.00 C:18 12/5/1827
William H. Poole Jabez Capps Lot 3 $35.00 C:74 10/28/1828
Jabez Capps Thomas Haughan Lots 3 and 4 $200.00 E:534 7/4/1832
Thomas Haughan Joseph Klein S57’ Lots 3 and 4 $174.00 F:129 10/2/1832
Joseph Klein Allen Francis S57’ Lots 3 and 4 $3,000.00 LL:164 5/12/1853
Allen Francis Simeon Francis ½ Interest in

S57’ Lots 3 and 4
$1,500.00 WW:538 9/15/1856

Thomas Houghton Nathaniel Ware N100’ Lots 3 and 4 (plus) $300.00 F:459 6/19/1833
Nathaniel Ware Simeon Francis N100’ Lots 3 and 4 $359.12 G:310 11/25/1833
Simeon Francis City of Springfield N100’ Lots 3 and 4 $10,000.00 6:558 9/29/1859

Deed records suggest that Lot 3 was originally purchased from the County
Commissioners by William H. Poole in early September 1826 for the price of $12.50 (Deed
Record Book B: Page 222).14 Similarly, Lot 4 was purchased from the County Commissioners
in early December 1827 by Jabez Capps for the sum of $15 (Deed Book C: Page 18). The
difference in sale price probably reflects the slightly higher price for corner lots, and both prices
suggest that the lots were unimproved at that time. It is interesting to note the sale of the interior
Lot 3 nearly a year prior to the corner Lot 4—as the corner lots were generally more desirable.
In late October 1828, Jabez Capps purchased Lot 3 from William Poole for the sum of $35 (Deed
Record Book C: Page 74). With this purchase, Capps owned the contiguous Lots 2, 3, and 4—

14 Little is known about William Poole—which coincidentally is the same name of William “Bill the Butcher” Poole
who was “ a member of the New York City gang, the Bowery Boys, a bare-knuckle boxer, and a leader of the Know
Nothing political movement” and made famous in the movie “ Gangs of New York.” The infamous New York
William Poole was not born until July 1821 and clearly is not the same individual as the Springfield William Poole.
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representing three-quarters of the north half of Block 12. Of these three lots, Capps had
purchased Lot 2 the earliest (in March 1827).15

Jabez Capps was one of the early immigrants to the Sangamo Country, having arrived
about 10 years prior to the great snow of 1830-31 (a date commonly referenced in regard to the
early settlement of the county). Capps was born in London in September 1796, and immigrated
to the United States in October 1817. Stringer (1911:588), in discussing Capps’ biography, notes
that

Remaining a few weeks in Boston, he walked to New York. In New York, he
remained a short time and then walked to Philadelphia. After a short stay there,
he walked westward over the Allegheny mountains to Pittsburg [sic], where he
arrived in January 1818. Here he remained until the Ohio river opened in the
spring of the year, when he worked his passage on a flat-boat to Cincinnati. After
about a year’s stay in Cincinnati, where he was employed in pottery making, he
was joined by his brother, Ebenezer Capps, who had subsequently come from
England. Together they left Cincinnati and walked to St. Louis. Having heard a
great deal about the ‘Sangamo country” in Illinois, they started, in the spring of
1820, to visit it. They first stopped at Clark’s old mill on the south fork of the
Sangamon river and here Jabez Capps taught the first school every taught in
Sangamon County. In 1822, a town had been laid out in Sangamon County by the
name of Calhoun. Early in 1824, Springfield was laid out adjacent… [to Calhoun,
and] in 1823, Jabez and Ebeneezer Capps moved to Calhoun, where the former
taught the first school in Springfield. In 1824, he abandoned school teaching and
purchased a log house of Stephen Stillman, the first postmaster of Springfield, and
opened up one of the first stores in Springfield, in which he kept an assortment of
various articles needed by the pioneers. In 1828, he married Prudence A.
Stafford, daughter of Oliver Stafford, who had located in Sangamon County in
1825.

Capps’ obituary added a bit more detail, noting that, when they left Cincinnati, he and his
brother Ebenezeer purchased a boat (presumably a flatboat?) and floated to Louisville, Kentucky
(the location of the Rapids which hindered travel further south along the river). The two Capps
brothers then traveled overland to St. Louis on foot, where they “found nothing very promising
there in a business way and decided to come to Sangamon county, which, by the way, he says
was at that time called the St. Game county on account of the abundance of wild game.” Capps
arrived in Sangamon County in 1819, where he taught school for approximately ten years at
Round Prairie on the south fork of the Sangamon River. After a relatively unsuccessful stay in
Springfield, Capps relocated in 1836 to a prominent glacial landmark in what is today Logan
County, and with Barton Robinson and George Turley founded the town of Mt. Pulaski, later the
county seat of Logan County. In Mt. Pulaski, Capps established a store and became a successful
entrepreneur, receiving the entire accolade associated with a “town founder.” According to his
obituary, Mr. Capps was “a Whig before the war, was an Abolitionist and became a Republican

15 Of these three lots, it was also the first that Capps sold off—which he did in November 1830 (Deed Record Book
D: Page 325).
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when that party was founded” (“Jabez Capps Dead”, Illinois State Journal Register April 2,
1896).16

It doesn’t take much reading between the lines of the published historical sources to
speculate that Capps was a bit displeased with his efforts to better himself in Springfield. Over
the years, he tried many different career paths in an effort to make his fortune and/or become
successful in Springfield. Although he pursued the noble profession of school teacher for over a
decade, his early efforts at school teaching in the county and early Springfield apparently were
not bringing him enough financial gain. Over the years, Capps tried a variety of occupations.
While in Cincinnati, he apparently worked at pottery making for approximately one year. Upon
his early arrival in Calhoun, he tried the cobbler’s profession, manufacturing shoes and boots.
Shortly thereafter, he opened a store and “kept an assortment of the various articles needed by
the pioneers,” and may have operated a tavern (Donnelly, Loyd and Company 1878:407). As
this same source noted

Not meeting with the success he anticipated, and finding it very difficult, if not
impossible to collect from all his customers, many of whom lived in what is now
Logan Co., Mr. Capps determined to sell, and seek a new location.

Finally, in 1836—at the height of the town speculation craze in Illinois (and just prior to the
Economic Crisis of 1837)—Capps struck something that apparently brought him both personal
and financial satisfaction. He founded a town and became a successful merchant and civic
leader.

It is not clear why Jabez Capps purchased these three contiguous lots along Jefferson
Street in 1827 and 1828. This was several years yet before Capps relocated to Mt. Pulaski. No
doubt his intent was to make money, but it is not known whether he was purchasing them solely
in hopes of inflationary gain—or whether he had a specific plan for developing these particular
lots. In discussing Capps life, the Illinois State Journal Register (April 2, 1896) makes an
interesting observation about his early years in Springfield, noting that “Mr. Capps owned
property while in Springfield which was then not considered worth the taxes paid on it. This
same property is now worth more than any other in the city, being located around the court house
square.” Perhaps this reference was to these town lots?

By the late 1820s, speculation and/or actual development along east Main Street probably
were relatively high. Although published historical accounts do not appear to place any actual
development in this area during the late 1820s, the archaeological evidence may suggest
otherwise. By this date, this area of East Jefferson Street (then known as Main Street) was
located on the eastern fringe of the expanding community, along the primary east/west corridor
through town, and may have been the location of several early manufacturing and/or light
industrial establishments (such as John Ebey’s redware pottery). One might suspect that the lots
purchased by Capps in late 1827 and 1828 were improved during Capps ownership of the

16 The Illinois State Journal Index contains several entries relating to the Capps family, including references to Jabez
as a Springfield grocer (ISJ 1832); the sale of several lots owned by Jabez as being sold for unpaid taxes (ISJ March
3, 1838), that John Capps was the proprietor of the Springfield Coffee House (July 1834), and that Jabez(?) [or
John?] was issued Springfield tavern license in April 1839.
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property (1827-July 1832). As will be discussed below, archaeological evidence for this early
component is minimal—but present. As will be discussed later, of particular interest is the
presence of two separate artifact middens that were discovered on Lots 3 and 4 . One of these
middens represents the remains of a large crate of broken ceramic plates (blue edge decorated
pearlware) discarded on the property and potentially associated with Capps’ early mercantile
venture. The second midden represents a concentration of redware pottery sherds, which
represents discard of broken crockery from a redware pottery probably associated with John
Ebey and located on Lot 4.

Figure 40. Portrait of Jabez Capps—founder of Mt. Pulaski, Logan County, Illinois—
during later life (Source).

Although deed records apparently were never filed with the county documenting the
purchase of Lot 4 by John Ebey, subsequent deed records make reference to the fact that Ebey
lived at this location, and as noted below, his obituary makes reference to the fact that he once
owned this land. This deed, dated November 1833 made reference to the double lot (Lots 3 and
4) as “being the same whereon John N. Ebey built and lived upon the same that was conveyed to
N. A. Ware by Thomas. Haughan…” (Deed Record Book G: Page 310). This deed record
clearly indicates that the redware potter John Ebey improved the two lots with a building or
buildings, and lived at this location. In conjunction with this deed, his obituary states that “Mr.
Ebey was a manufacturer here of earthen ware and was once the owner of the real estate upon
which The Journal building now stands” (State Journal Register December 7, 1893: Page 4). It
is interesting to note that Jabez Capps had worked in the pottery manufacturing industry earlier,
while living in Cincinnati. Perchance Capps had intentions of establishing a pottery in
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Springfield when he purchased this land? Perhaps he was the one that initially developed the
pottery at this location, and later “sold” his interests to Ebey? Or perhaps Capps, aware of the
potential of a pottery in the quickly growing community, simply persuaded Ebey to move his
pottery into town? At any rate, upon Ebey’s removal from the county, he either sold the lot back
to Capps, or forfeited his rights to the property.

According to his obituary, John Neff Ebey “was a manufacturer … of earthen ware”
producing pottery in Sangamon County “as early as 1826,” which would have been shortly after
his arrival in central Illinois (State Journal Register December 7, 1893: Page 4). John Ebey was
born in Huntington County, Pennsylvania on September 10, 1805. A few months after his birth
(in December 1805), he moved with his parents (George and Mary Ebey) to Franklin County,
Ohio where he was raised.17 The Ebey family apparently were Swiss Mennonites who had
immigrated to Lancaster County, Pennsylvania (southeastern Pennsylvania) during the early
years of the eighteenth century.18 By the 1780s, the family had relocated to Huntingdon County
(south central Pennsylvania) (Ebey 1990).19

17 George and Mary had nine children that survived childhood. They were Mary, Elizabeth (born c. 1792 in
Pennsylvania and married to a William Sells), Jacob (born in 1794 in Pennsylvania, arrived in Sangamon County in
1831), Henry (born in 1797 in Pennsylvania), Barbara (born in 1800 in Pennsylvania, and married to Reverend
William Royal), Susan (born in 1803 in Pennsylvania), John Neff (born September 10, 1805 in Pennsylvania),
George (born in 1811 in Ohio, arrived in Sangamon County in 1828, married in Ohio to Matilda Kirkpatrick in
1832), Rosanna (born in 1813 in Ohio, came to Sangamon County in 1828, and married David Beam). Mary Ebey
died on March 15, 1815. George, Sr. came to Sangamon County in 1828, and died at Winchester (Scott County) in
1848 (Power 1876:278).

The elder George Ebey was apparently was a carpenter, joiner, and gunsmith. The younger George “ is known as the
Pioneer. He was the first family member to begin the movement westward. Born in Warwick Township, Lancaster
County, Pennsylvania, in 1764, he served during the American Revolution, enlisting as a teenager in 1781, in
Captain John Stone’s Company Second Battalion, Lancaster County, Militia. Later he moved westward to
Huntington County, Pennsylvania, where in 1790 he married Magdalena (Mary) Ellenberger, a Lancast er County
girl. Together they moved west again to Dublin, Franklin Co. OH., in 1805. Thirteen years lat er, with some of his
children, George Ebey moved west again, thi time to Illinois.” Quast (1999) also states that George was one of the
first to consistently spell the family’s name Ebey (versus Aebi)
(http://listseraches.rootsweb.ancestry.com/th/read/EBY/1999-07/0930928070).

18 Much of the extended Royal-Brunk-Ebey family were Mennonites. Religion clearly was one of the binding
factors among this extended family. Thomas Royal’s diary makes note of a camp meeting that he attended and the
impact of the “ Great Awakening” that overtook the country during the 1820s-30s. By the 1830s, the family was a
member of the Salem-Sugar Creek Baptist Church (Hart, personal communication 2008).

19 Power (1876:277) noted that “the origin of the family in America was with George Ebey, a native of Holland,
who came to this count ry probably about 1750. On landing in Philadelphia he was sold for money to pay for his
passage across the ocean. He was taken to Lancaster county, Pa., and after serving out his time, married and raised a
family. He was a soldier in the Revolution, under Gen. Anthony Wayne, and was one of a number of soldiers called
‘forlorn hope,’ at the storming of Stony Point. The assault was success ful, but George Ebey was among the slain.”
Chapman Brothers (1899) contains more material on the parents li fe in Pennsylvania and Ohio. George, Sr. was a
miller in Pennsylvania, and due to a boating accident, his health was impaired and he sold his property in
Pennsylvania and moved to Ohio [this source says the family moved in 1804], where they settled approximately
twelve miles north of Columbus, on the Sciota River where he construct ed a saw and grist mill in partnership with
John Sells. This was the future location of the town of Dublin, Ohio. Aft er the death of his wi fe, he lost his
property and rented a mill near Columbus and remained there for five years. He died in 1848 at the age of 84.
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According to Power (1876:278), John Ebey arrived in Sangamon County on November
15, 1825, settling in what is today Ball Township. He married Mary Brunk the following spring
(on May 28, 1826).20 Mary Brunk was the sister of George and David Brunk. The Brunk
family—under the leadership of George Brunk—were instrumental in arranging for the mass
migration of their extended family (and friends) to the Sangamo County in the late fall of 1824.
The patriarch of this extended family was Thomas Royal—a venerated Revolutionary War
veteran who had married the widowed Ellen Brunk, mother to George and David. As Power
(1876:630) notes, the family “moved to Sangamon county, Ill., in company with her sons,
George and David Brunk, the Newcomer family, and others, numbering in all sixty-three
persons, arriving in the fall of 1824, in what is now Ball township.” At seventeen years of age,
the young George Brunk had come to central Illinois from Ohio, arriving in the fall of 1821 and
“entered eighty acres of land in what is now Ball township, returned to Ohio, and brought his
mother, and stepfather, Thomas Royal, with his brothers and sisters, to Sangamon county, and
settled them on the land he had entered.”21

Was John Ebey part of the extended Royal-Brunk family prior to leaving Ohio, or did he
locate among them in rural Ball Township upon his arrival to the county? John Ebey’s sister,
Barbara, had married Thomas Royal’s son, William, in 1818—and it would clearly appear that
John Ebey was part of the extended Royal-Brunk family by the time the family immigrated to
Sangamon County in late 1824 (Power 1876:278; Hart 2003). Although neither John Ebey, nor
the William Royal family arrived with the first wave of the Royal-Brunk migration, they
followed soon thereafter.22

The extended Royal-Brunk family settled in southeastern Ball township along the
wooded Horse Creek drainage. This rural cluster of families located within the relatively young
countryside was referenced by the Sangamon County Commissioners as the “Upper Settlements
on Horse Creek” (Minutes 1825:127). Among the families interrelated to the Royal-Brunk clan
and associated with this move were the Royal (Miami County, Ohio), Ebey (Franklin County,
Ohio), Newcomer (Franklin County, Ohio), Sells, and Deardorff families. It is interesting to

20 Mary “ Rebecca” Brunk was the sister of George and David Brunk. Together, John and Mary Ebey had ten
children that survived into adulthood. They included Leonidas, Maria, George W., John V., Elizabeth, Harriet,
William H, Barbara, Angeline, and Charles. Mrs. Rebecca Ebey died on June 2, 1873. John Ebey died on
November 20, 1893 (Power 1876:278; Donnelly, Loyd and Company 1878:430; Illustrated Continental Historical
Company 1885:1086).

21 George’s mother, Ellen Brunk, married Thomas Royal. Thomas Royal “ was born about 1758, in Manchester,
England. He came to America with a comrade about his own age, near the beginning of the war for Independence.
They both volunteered in the army of the colonists, and his comrade at his side had his head blown completely off.
About the same time Mr. Royal was severely wounded by a charge of buckshot entering his ankle, some of which he
carried to his grave. After the Revolution he marri ed a Miss Cooper, in Virginia [present-day West Virginia], and
raised a family. Mrs. Royal died, and he married Rebecca Matthews. They moved to Franklin county, Ohio, where
Mrs. Rebecca Royal died, leaving one child. Mr. Royal married Mrs. Ellen Brunk. They had one child in Ohio, and
moved to Sangamon county, Ill….” Thomas Royal died in August 1834. Ellen Brunk Royal di ed in September
1844. George Brunk died on the family farm on September 2, 1868. David Brunk died in January 1855 (Power
1876:153-544, 630-31; see also Hart 2003 and Mansberger and Price 1995).

22 John Ebey arrived in late 1825, and the William Royal family arrived in 1826 (Hart 2003).
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speculate that the National Road played an important part in the migration of these families from
southern Ohio into central Illinois. Other families that intermarried with this extended family
included the Boyd, Jones, Rusk, Nuckolls, and Beam families.

Several members of the Brunk, Newcomer, and Ebey families were potters by trade.23

Due to the impact of the extended Royal-Brunk family and their migration to the region, the
Sangamo Country developed into an early and significant redware pottery production district by
the late 1820s. Apparently, according to Lockey (n.d.), both William and Charles Royal
“learned the potters trade and worked together” while in Franklin County, Ohio, and it
apparently was the Royal brothers that “set up the pottery business” in Illinois. William Royal
did not arrive in Illinois until 1826 (Power 1876: 630-31). Currently it is unclear as to when
Charles Royal arrived. Royal (1964:3) notes that “William Royal and his brother Charles were
successful in the profession of a potter… Upon his [William’s] conversion, his religion took
possession of him [and] in 1831 he was admitted on trial for membership in the Illinois
Conference of the M. E. Church and [he] turned the potter trade entirely over to his brother
Charles.” After William joined the ministry, Charles continued with the pottery business until he
“got lead poisoning from working with the glazed ware, so he had to give up the business…”
According to Lockley (n.d.), William and Charles “made cups, saucer and plates, and
earthenware, such as jugs, jars and other glazed ware,” and one of the Royal brother’s helpers in
the pottery business and apparently living with the family during these early years in Illinois
“was the young George Ebey, the younger brother of Barbara Ebey Royal” [and John Neff
Ebey]. As such, it would appear that George (and potentially John) Ebey learned the potters
trade upon their arrival in central Illinois.24

23 In Illinois, both George and John Ebey worked as potters, as did David Brunk, Christopher Newcomer, and the
Royal brothers (William and Charles). Currently, it is not clear as to whether George Brunk also worked in the
potters trade. There is no evidence that the elder Thomas Royal was ever t rained as a potter. Charles Newcomer
was born in Huntington County, Pennsylvania in October 1791. In 1803, at the age of twelve, the young
Christopher Newcomer was placed under the guardi anship of, and raised by, George Ebey, Sr. Newcomer married
Susan Sells, in Franklin County, Pennsylvania in July 1813. The couple, with their children, moved to Sangamon
County with the first wave of the Royal -Brunk migration in December 1824. He worked as a farmer-potter for his
entire li fe. Newcomer died on February 12, 1852 on the farm he settled on in 1824 in Woodside Township. His
wife Susan died on the farm on January 12, 1872 (Power 1876:128, 541-42, 645; Hart 2003). [Purchased additional
land, earlier, in Ball Township. NE1/4, Section 1 from Anthony Deardorff in 1828 and SE1/4, Section 1 from John
Curtis in 1830.]

Another potter that worked with Christopher Newcomer for many years was Valentine Boll. Boll was born
in April 1807 in Flërsheim, Nassau, Germany. In 1833, while in his mid-20s, Boll immigrated to America arriving
in Baltimore. Upon visiting a relative in New Philadelphia, Ohio, Boll traveled to St. Louis, “ and from there to
Sangamon county, and made pottery for Christopher Newcomer two years” (circa 1834-36). In late 1836, he
returned to Germany and married Elizabeth Heller, returning in lat e 1837 to Sangamon County with his bride and
extended family (including his father, step-mother and her five children, a married sister and her husband, Garred
Young—totaling seventeen individuals besides himself) (Power 1876:125-126). Power (1876:126) notes that “ he
made pottery in Ball township for about eighteen years [circa 1837-1855] and then engaged in farming exclusively.”
Boll’s shift to full-time farming may have been instigated by the retirement and subsequent death of David Brunk in
1855. Boll died in early 1879 (Illinois State Journal 2/24/1879).

24 George Ebey (born January 18, 1811) returned to Ohio in May 1832 to marry Matilda Kilpatrick, the daughter of
Robert and Jane Kilpatrick. Chapman Brothers (1899) notes that Matilda was a Kilpatrick, not Kirkpatrick. Her
father (Robert Kilpatrick) was a weaver from Pennsylvania. Upon his return to Illinois, in 1833, he relocated to
Scott County settling first in Manchester, and finally Winchester in 1834. It was in Winchester that George
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The Elijah Iles store records located at the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library shed
some light on who was the “owner” of this early rural pottery, and when production may have
started. Christopher Newcomer, Thomas Royal, and John Ebey all are documented within the
early store ledgers, which begin in 1824. Newcomer was documented within Iles’ store
purchasing unspecific “merchandise” by late December 1825. The majority of Newcomer’s
early purchases were paid for with an agricultural commodity—bushels of corn. On two
separate occasions, though, Newcomer paid down his store account with pottery. This occurred
on May 22, 1827 when he was credited for paying $10.10 “by potters ware,” and on June 27,
1827 when he was credited for $37.84¾ “by potters ware.” John Ebey first appears in Iles’ store
records purchasing goods a few weeks later in late February 1826. He, too, purchased general
merchandise—that day’s purchases totaled $4.77. Unlike Newcomer, Ebey’s early payments
were all made with crockery. Ebey’s first payment occurred later that spring, on June 17, 1826,
and consisted of “one jug” valued at 50 cents. Ten days later, on June 27, Ebey made a payment
“by crockery” valued at $37.84¾. On May 22, 1827, Ebey was again in the Iles’ store and was
credited $10.10 for “potters ware.” It is interesting to note, as noted above, that on these same
days Christopher Newcomer was also credited $37.84¾ and $10.10 for “potters ware,”—as if
they came into town together with a load of crockery and split the proceeds of the pottery sale
between them (with each being credited half of the sale to their store accounts).

Over the next approximate four years, Ebey was in Iles’ store on the average of two to
four times per month to purchase general merchandise, and the vast majority of his payments to
Iles during these early years was in the form of “potters ware,” “crockery,” or “crocks.” Table 4
summarizes Ebey’s payments to Iles over the years 1827 through early 1830. The elder Thomas
Royal is present in the store ledgers numerous times over this same period—and all of his
payments were made with another agricultural commodity—pounds of butter (suggesting that he
may have been raising a considerable number of dairy cows during these early years). William
Royal shows up infrequently (three times between December 1828 and May 1829), and all of his
payments were made in yet another agricultural commodity—pounds of bacon. David Brunk
first appears in the store records in early December 1829, and he appears to be paying his debt
“by pair shoes sold (?).” George Brunk appears a few days later and pays his account with cash
and butter. Charles Royal was not present in the store ledgers.

Based on these store ledgers, it would appear that John Ebey was the first to bring potters
ware into Iles’ store to pay down his debt. This would suggest that Ebey may have fired his first
kiln of ware sometime during the spring of 1826—which would correspond well with his
published obituary (which states he produced pottery “as early as 1826). These ledgers also

produced some of the first salt-glazed stoneware in Illinois. Chapman Brothers (1899) comments that George “ had
learned the potter’s trade from his brother-in-law, and when ninet een years old established himsel f at that calling,
and not having money enough to carry on the business alone, was obliged to work on shares for about three years.”
This would suggest that he learned the trade prior to 1830, and that he worked from circa 1830-1832 for “ shares,” or
on a per-piece basis. Aft er returning to Illinois from Ohio, he relocated in Manchester, and in 1834 he again moved
to Winchester. “Two years later [circa 1836?], Mr. Ebey bought this place and here they have lived for over hal f a
century. He erected a pottery, and has been actively engaged in that business to this day. He has also gradually
worked into farming, and now has a fine farm of 200 acres of land, of exceeding fertility, one mile northeast of
Winchester.”
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suggest that by 1827 Newcomer and Ebey may have been partners in this pottery enterprise
during this time, as they appear to have split the value of several loads of ware brought into the
store (in 1827). The lack of similar entries for Thomas Royal, the Royal brothers (William and
Charles), and the Brunk brothers (George and David) strongly suggests that these individuals—if
they were working in the pottery business at this time, were paid for with cash (or potentially
also potters ware)—and thus were not owners of the business, but were simply paid employees.
The pattern in payments made by Ebey also suggests that he may have only fired a single kiln (or
two) of potters ware each spring—as his barter in potters ware occurred in June 1826, May 1827,
April-May and July 1828, and May 1829. Four payments made in late 1829 and very early 1830
indicate a very different pattern of payments. In July 1829, Ebey paid down his account with
“wax and cash.” By the fall of 1829, he had apparently taken out a loan (or loans) from John
Williams (and others?), as the next three payments to the store was “by note” and “by John
Williams.” This shift in payment method may document his removal from the rural Cotton Hill
pottery, and early preparation for the establishment of a new pottery in downtown Springfield.
By late 1829, Ebey probably was not making pottery at his rural pottery works, which may have
been operated at that time solely by Newcomer.25

Although the location of this early rural redware pottery is uncertain, it most likely would
have been located on lands owned by either the Royal or Brunk families. Unfortunately,
although two pottery production sites have been documented within the vicinity of the Horse
Creek Settlement, no pottery sites have been documented on lands owned by either the Royal or
Brunk families during these early years (later 1820s). The two pottery production sites that have
been documented are the Ebey-Brunk Pottery Site (also known as the Cotton Hill Pottery Site)
and the Horse Creek Pottery Site.

The Ebey-Brunk Pottery Site, which is located on an 80-acre parcel of land (located in
Section 2 of Ball Township) which was purchased from Jay Slater by John Ebey in December
1829. The 1830 Federal census suggests that Ebey (and his family) were apparently living in
this rural vicinity at that time.26 William Royal had purchased the 80-acre parcel of ground
immediately adjacent to the west in December 1827. Archaeological excavations were
conducted at this location in the summer of 1976 by Sangamon State University, and
documented the remains of a small bottle-shaped kiln and dense waster deposits of redware.27

The waster sherds documented the production of an early redware assemblage that included not
only utilitarian crockery (jars, jugs, bowls) typical of food preparation and storage, but also of
refined and slip-decorated tablewares (cups, saucers, plates, bowls) more typical of household

25 John Ebey also made a payment of $3.00 on March 4, 1826 on Jabez Capps account at the Iles store. It is not
clear as to why Ebey would be paying down C apps store account at this time. It was not for a few years yet (in
1830?) that Ebey was to purchase Lots 3 and 4 from Capps for his urban pottery works.

26 John Ebey and William Ramsey are listed side-by-side in this census. Their immediate “ neighbors” listed in the
census were Daniel Collins, Isaac Clark, David Clark, Edward Lucas, and William Nelson (1830:178). George
Brunk appears listed on the previous page, with his “ neighbors” being John Pitman, Jacob Beam, and Isaac Keys
(1830:177). Jabez Capps—located in Springfield at this time?—does not appear until page 184 of the 1830 Federal
census.

27 These investigations were conducted with students under the direction of Robert Sherman. Although the majority
of the artifact collections from these excavations have survived (and are currently in the possession of Fever River
Research), the notes, photographs, and field drawings disappeared many years ago.
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tableware use—and relatively uncommon in Illinois. These wares appear to be reminiscent of
middle-to-late 1820s—or potentially very early 1830s—production. The presence of the
decorated tablewares argues for this assemblage dating from the early years of the Royal-Ebey-
Brunk-Newcomer production (during the later half of the 1820s)—and potentially pre-dating the
1829 purchase of this property by Ebey. As his obituary stated, “as early as 1826, Mr. Ebey was
a manufacturer here of earthen ware” (State Journal Register December 7, 1893: Page 4). If this
site does not represent the circa 1826 production of the Royal-Ebey-Brunk family, then an earlier
pottery production site must have been located somewhere in the vicinity.

Table 7

Payments by John Neff Ebey to Elijah Iles
General Store Ledger Book (Volumes 1-3)
(Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library)28

Date Payment Value
June 17, 1826 by 1 jug $ 0.50
June 27, 1826 by crockery $37.84 ¾
July 27, 1826 by sundries
September 23, 1826 by sundries
May 22, 1827 by potters ware $10.10
April 23, 1828 by potters ware $ 7.00
May 29, 1828 by potters ware $22.75
July 5 (?), 1828 by potters ware $18.62 ½
October 20, 1828 by cash $ 5.00
May 8, 1829 by potters ware $13.20
May 30, 1829 by crocks $ 2.81 ¼
July 4, 1829 by wax and cash $ 5.43 ¾
October 10, 1829 by note on [illegible name] $12.00
December 28, 1829 by J. Williams $30.00
January 9, 1830 by note $ 7.56 ¼

Whether due to the prodding of Jabez Capps to relocate to Springfield, or to simply set
off on his own, John Ebey moved into Springfield sometime in very late 1830 or early 1831 and
established a pottery in town. By 1830, Springfield had grown substantially and the market for
utilitarian crockery was more centralized in this community than in the countryside of Cotton
Hill Township. It clearly was much easier to move clay to the urban pottery, than to move
finished product to the market place. It was probably about this time that William Royal joined
the ministry full time, and he “turned the potter trade entirely over to his brother Charles”

28 This table of payments was generat ed from Iles Springfield Store ledgers. These ledgers generally list the
consumer’s purchases as “ mdse” (merchandise). Further research in the Il es store day book would shed some light
on Ebey’s (and others) purchasing patterns. For example, a quick perusal of the day book indicat es that on July 11,
1829, George Ebey purchased one cake soap, one gimlet, one old hammer, and ¼ pound Dupont powder. The next
entry in the day book was for John Ebey, who purchased 1 ½ pounds of sugar. On August 19, 1829, Ebey purchased
1 pound (?) of lead valued at $0.95 from Iles’ store. The lead was probably processed into a slip glaze for his potters
ware.
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(Lockey n.d.). Perchance the loss of William, and a shift in management style and/or
personalities within the workshop initiated a change. Although it is not known exactly when
Ebey relocated to Springfield, he ran an advertisement in the fall of 1831 which stated that he
had established a “potter’s ware manufactory” near the Springfield Public Square—suggesting
that he had probably built this pottery during the 1831 construction season. The advertisement
stated that

POTTER’S WARE.

The subscriber has established in Springfield, near the Public Square, a Potter’s
Ware Manufactory; and will be able to supply all orders in his line of business on
good terns.

WANTED—In exchange for ware, clean cotton and linen RAGS; for which two
and a half cents per pound will be allowed. Most kinds of Country produce will
also be received in exchange for Ware.

John N. Ebey
Springfield, Nov. 10, 1831

It is not clear if Ebey utilized the help of his fellow Cotton Hill potters—Charles Royal,
Christopher Newcomer, David Brunk, or Barnett Ramsey during these years, or whether they
remained at the rural Cotton Hill pottery, which remained in the ownership of John Ebey through
1833. Potentially Ebey was in partnership with Ramsey at this time?

His brother George Ebey apparently was working for “shares” from circa 1830 through
late 1832—at which time he returned to Ohio to marry—and he might have been working in
either the rural or urban workshop for Ebey at that time. Mazrim (2003:11) suggests that “it is
possible that… [Charles Royal] had followed Ebey to Springfield from Cotton Hill.” But there is
no evidence for this, one way or the other. Although Ebey abandoned his efforts at pottery
production in Springfield, others continued with pottery production in the region for many years
to come.29

29 Upon Ebey’s removal to Scott County, in October 1833, he sold his rural pottery (the Cotton Hill Pottery, located
in Section 2) to William Ramsey. Mounce (1989:46) suggests that Ramsey may have followed Ebey to Greene
County in the early 1830s. In 1837, David Brunk purchased the property, and continued to operate it until his death
in 1855. After David Brunk’s death in 1855, it is believed that the pottery was no longer in operation. Christopher
Newcomer continued to pot for an indeterminate amount of time. He died on February 12, 1852. Boll returned to
Sangamon County with his extended family and “ made pottery in Ball Township for about eighteen years”—
potentially from his family farm (Power 1876:125-126). The location of the Valentine pottery has never been
located. Much of the Boll farm was inundated by the construction of Latke Springfield in the 1930s and/or
developed with residential housing. Other potters in the region included Barnett Ramsey, Sackett, and Goble,
(Mounce 1989).

The Ramsey kiln was located in downtown Athens, Menard County, Illinois. The site of the pottery was
located on the north end of Main Street, and was minimally investigated by Mazrim in 1994. Apparently no report
is available for this work. Potentially a Jacob Ramsey was also potting in Athens at an early dat e. Both Goble and
Sacket were in Athens potting prior to their relocation to rural Jo Daviess County. Barnett Ramsey married
Elizabeth Shoup—daughter of an early Cotton Hill settler—and the family moved to the Oregon Territory, Paci fic
Coast, in 1852. By 1876, the family was living at Marysville, Baker County, Oregon (Power 1876:655). Carrying
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Ebey’s Springfield pottery was rather short lived, and as he personally stated, “In 1832,
while yet in Springfield, I became very anxious to manufacture stoneware” (State Journal
Register December 7, 1893: Page 4). When Ebey actually moved from Springfield is unclear.
The History of Schuyler and Brown Counties, Illinois (1882:338) simply notes that John Ebey
remained in Sangamon County “until 1832,” at which time he moved to Scott County. The
following history implies he left Springfield for Winchester (Scott County) in 1833. In
discussing the early history of the pottery industry of the State of Illinois, the White Hall
Republican (January 7, 1882) carried a story about John Ebey’s relocation to western Illinois.30

In the fall of 1827, I [John Ebey] first passed over the ground where White Hall
now stands. I was then manufacturing earthenware in Sangamon county.
Michael Baker, formerly and since a citizen of White Hall, who was working for
me and learning to turn ware, informed me that there was a fine white clay in that
vicinity. I loaded an ox wagon with ware, drove over the beautiful, but
unimproved intervening prairies to Kinkead’s Point, some 10 miles east of
Carrollton. I sold the ware to A. M. Kennett, father of Mortimer Kennett, since
mayor of St. Louis. Thence I went to the little pottery run by William Heath,
father of N. P. Heath, since deceased, on the land now owned by Nancy Evans,
south of S. M. Henderson’s present residence. Heath built the first kiln, and made
the first ware ever manufactured in Greene county. The second kiln was built
west of Simeon Ross’ present residence.

Heath was using what was known as the Ross clay. I took part of a load of the
clay home with me for painting purposes on common pottery.31 In 1832, while
yet in Springfield, I became very anxious to manufacture stoneware. I tested all
the clay in the vicinity, with a proportion of the Greene county clay, and all
except the latter was a failure.32 That proved so encouraging, that in 1833, I went
to the little village of White Hall, got the numbers of the clay land, and went to
Edwardsville and entered it, and in April moved into the front room of a little
house near where the old M. E. church stands.33 Dr. William Holliday occupied
the front room. I bought an old log cabin, moved it to the lot now owned by Dr.
Chapman, and there turned the first stoneware made in Greene county. I had no

on the tradition, Ramsey established a redware pottery in Linn County (1864-1868) and Lane County Oregon.
David Brunk had married a Shoup girl; and William Ramsey—Barnet’s brother—married a Maria Brunk. Ramsey
and Brunk families connect ed by way of the Shoup family.

30 This article was reprinted in The History of Greene County (Illustrated Continental Historical 1885:1087).

31 This suggests he brought it back for the slip decoration work that he did—which shows up at his rural pottery in
Cotton Hill, but not at the Springfield location. It suggests that he was not in Springfield in 1827.

32 This experimental production with the Greene County clays was probably conducted at his Springfield pottery,
which was located on Lot 4, Block 12 (the existing project area).

33 It seems, based on this statement, that it was in April 1833 that Ebey moved from Springfield to Winchester. It
was in June 1833 that Francis purchased this land from Nathaniel Ware.
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kiln, but I hauled the green ware to Edward Heath’s redware kiln, then used by
Michael Baker, and there burned the first stoneware ever burned in the county. It
was a very good, common article. I sold part of it to Joshua Simonds, who sold
dry goods in a small tenant house, near the present site of the postoffice. From
this time until 1864, a period of 31 years, but little was done in the way of
manufacturing stoneware, and from that date the history of the business is familiar
to the people of White Hall, and the state at large.

Brother George’s removal to Ohio in 1832 to get married—and his eventual return to Manchester
in 1833—coincides well with his brother’s removal from Sangamon County.34 The county
history states that two years after moving to Scott County [circa 1834?],

He was a potter by trade, and while hauling his wares from his place in Scott
county to Rushville, he chanced to stay over night with the pioneer, O’Neal.
During the conversation in the evening, which related to his calling, the manner of
manufacture, and the kind of clay necessary to the same, some one present stated
that he had discovered from a tree turned up by the roots in the neighborhood, a
clay that fairly answered the description given by Mr. Ebey. On the following
day Mr. E. was taken to the place mentioned, and, on investigating it, was found
to be a superior quality of potters’ clay. Mr. Ebey returned home, and
immediately commenced preparations to remove to Ripley, which was effected
the same year, 1836. A shop and kiln were soon erected, and the first pottery
manufactured in the town was taken from the kiln late of the same year. This was
the starting point that has made this town so famous as one of the most extensive
manufacturing towns of pottery in the west.35

34 In January 1832, George returned to Ohio to marry Matilda Kirkpatri ck. Upon his return to Illinois in 1833, he
“settled at Manchester in this county [Scott County], where he began to work at once at his trade, and in the spring
of 1834 moved to Winchester, then a small village in the woods and hazel-brush. He here began the manufacture of
stoneware, carri ed on the business success fully for three years and sold out his property in town and removed to the
farm where he now resides, about three-quarters of a mile northeast of Winchester. Mr. Ebey has always been noted
for his enterprising spirit, never afraid to make experiments in new and untried directions, and, as luck or good
judgment would have it, he generally has been success ful.”

“ In 1829, when he [George Ebey] resided in Sangamon county, he visited Whitehall. He there found clay
which in his judgment was suitable for the manufacture of stoneware. He put some of it into his saddlebags, and
carried it all the way to Ohio to compare it with the cl ay there, and for the purpose of having it tested. The result
proved the correctness of his judgment, and induced him, after having selected his ‘partner,’ to settle in this part of
the state” (Atlas Scott County 1873).

35 Ebey was known as “ a public-spirited man, and did much to build up this town. It was he and Mr. F. T. Glenn
who laid out the town, and who, a little less than fi fty years ago, were the active, driving men of the yet little village
of Ripley. In 1855, Mr. Ebey moved back to Scott county, and from thence he went to Green [sic] county, where his
wife died in 1873.” Later, discussing the town history, reports that “ John N. Ebey sold the first goods in the fall of
1838. His storeroom was a small, temporary frame building, and was located on the north side of the square”
(1882:340).

John Ebey had relocated to Manchester by 1834, as his son John V. was born in that town (Worcester
1960). He then went to Ripley “ where he laid out the town, and named it for Ripley, Ohio.” Then to Winchester,
then to Chapin, arriving in White Hall in 1863. The Illinois State Journal Index also notes that John Ebey was
appointed “ collector at Puget Sound (April 9, 1853-2:1). Portion of his family immigrated to Oregon Territory.
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Ebey also dreamed of greater success, and was intent on manufacturing the more desired
salt glazed stoneware. “In 1832, while yet in Springfield, I became very anxious to manufacture
stoneware.” Redware was quickly becoming an outdated product—often questioned for its
safety (due to the lead glaze), and the more affluent consumers preferred the more vitrified,
harder fired stoneware. Unfortunately, such stoneware required a different kind of clay than that
found in rural Sangamon County—which was well suited for redware production. By the 1840s
redware was becoming—for the most part—old fashioned and less sought after than more
durable and vitrified salt glazed stoneware. Redware potters of the time had the option of 1) shift
production to the more difficult to fire stoneware (which generally required relocating to a source
of appropriate stoneware clays), 2) switching production to Albany-slipped wares, or 3)
relocating to a more unsettled and/or frontier location where redware was still acceptable
(Mansberger 1994). With this in mind, Ebey apparently experimented while in Springfield with
western Illinois stoneware clays, and eventually moved to Winchester (Greene County). Had the
“wanderlust” and “Mr. J. N. Ebey began the manufacture of pottery-ware in Chapin in 1859, but
not meeting with success, he moved to Winchester, where he is now engaged in business”
(Donnelley, Loyd and Company 1878:430).

The location of Ebey’s Springfield pottery has been unknown until the current research.
The deed referencing Ebey’s location on Lot 4 was only recently discovered, and no ceramic
waster sherds from downtown Springfield were known to exist.36 As will be discussed later,
extensive ceramic waster sherds and kiln furniture associated with redware pottery production
were found on this lot. The presence of these sherds alone would not be proof of his production
of redware at this location—as the waster sherds could easily have been discarded at this
location—but the presence of the deed, in conjunction with the presence of the waster sherds, is
solid evidence that this was the location of the Ebey pottery. As such, it is at this location (Lot 4
or Lots 3 and 4?) that John Ebey probably constructed a redware kiln and house during his stay
in Springfield between circa 1829-33.

Jabez Capps sold the combined Lots 3 and 4 to Thomas Hogan (or potentially Haughan)
for the sum of $200 on Independence Day (July 4th), 1832 (Deed Record Book E: Page 534).

This represents the end of a short-lived experiment with the production of pottery in urban Springfi eld. In contrast,
the rural industry persisted at Cotton Hill under the hand of David Brunk for many years to come.

Brunk brought an “indentured apprentice” named George P. Smith into his shop 1839 (Illinois Indentures of
Apprenticeship, Illinois State Historical Library); not sure how long Smith continued to make pottery in the region.
Other potters who were in the county included Barnet Ramsey from Athens. The Illinois State Journal Index
contains several newspaper advertisements (April 10, 1845-3:3, Athens Potter; March 2, 1848:2:7, sells real estate;
May 11, 1850-3:1 administers estate). Other less well known potters from the region include the Goble and Sackett
families—who eventually relocat ed to rural Jo Daviess County (outside Elizabeth, Illinois). The Sackett family
eventually relocat ed to nearby Galena (Jo Daviess County) and became famous for their “ Galena Pottery” (see
Horney 1965; Mansberger 1994, 1995, 1997, 2001).

36 Previously, Mazrim (1997:19) incorrectly identi fied the location of Ebey’s downtown pottery as being at the
southeast corner of Fifth and Mason Streets—a location that was extensively investigated as part of the Abraham
Lincoln Presidential Library Parking Garage project. Although this land was owned by the Ebey family in the early
1830s, there is no evidence of a redware pottery ever having been present at this location.
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This sale price is substantially higher than what he had paid for the land suggesting that these
lots were minimally improved at that time. Although this was relatively good economic times
with inflation running high, the $100/lot may indicate that there were some minor improvements
on one—or both—of these lots by that time. Little is currently known about Hogan.37 It seems
unlikely that it is coincidental that this is the same time frame that Ebey moved from Sangamon
County. One might suspect that Ebey had a financial arrangement for the purchase of this
property that was never filed with the county courthouse—and that Ebey either sold it back to
Capps, or forfeited his rights to the property.

Only a few months after Hogan purchased these two lots, in October 1832 he sold the
south 57’ 2½” of the combined Lots 3 and 4 to Joseph Klein for the sum of $174.00—almost the
same price that he had paid for the entire two lots only three months earlier (Deed Record Book
F: Page 129). The S57’ Lots 3 and 4 was located immediately north of the alley separating the
north and south halves of the block, fronted North Sixth Street, and was within sight of the court
house square—ideal commercial property.

The following discussion of Lots 3 and 4 is broken into two sections: 1) North 100’ Lots
3 and 4, and 2) South 57’ Lots 3 and 4. Although Hogan sold off and/or partitioned the South
57’ Lots 3 and 4 first, the following discussion will discuss the N100’ Lots 3 and 4 first.

37 Power (1876) has no entry for Thomas Hogan, Haughan, or Haughton.
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Figure 41. Advertisements from late 1831 for Jabez Capps Store and Grocery (located at
his “old stand on Main Street” and “opposite the Post Office”) and John Ebey’s “Potter’s
Ware Manufactory” (located “near the Public Square”). It is probably not coincidental
that the Capps and Ebey advertisements were located adjacent to one another in the
newspaper, as Ebey’s pottery was located on Capps land and they may have been
collaborating in some manner with this business. It is also interesting to note that these
advertisements were published in the first issue of the Sangamo Journal, which was
published on November 10, 1831 by Simeon and Josiah Francis.
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Figure 42. Detail of John Ebey’s rural Cotton Hill pottery kiln (bottom) during excavation
in 1974, as illustrated in 1975 exhibit catalog (top). This kiln probably dated from the later
1820s to very early 1830s. Although relatively contemporaneous redware sherds were
found in Springfield indicating the production of pottery on this site, no evidence of the
urban kiln was found.
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N100’ Lots 3 and 4

After partitioning off the S57’ Lots 3 and 4 in October 1832, Thomas Hogan sold the
remaining north 100’ of Lots 3 and 4 to Nathaniel Ware for $300 on June 19, 1833 (Deed Record
Book F: Page 459). Nathaniel Ware was a non-local investor from St. Louis County, Missouri.
Approximately five months later, in late November 1833, Ware sold the parcel of land (N100’,
Lots 3 and 4) to Simeon Francis for the sum of $359.12 (Deed Record Book G: Page 310). As
noted earlier, these two sale prices may suggest that there were minor improvements on this land
by mid-1833.

Simeon Francis was an influential newspaper and businessman in early Springfield who
arrived in town in 1831.38 Together, six brothers and two sisters left Connecticut for Illinois in
September 1829.39 The family traveled a circuitous route from Connecticut that took seventy-
seven days of straight travel to arrive in St. Louis, Missouri. The travelers left Connecticut on a
boat at Hartford, traveled down the Connecticut River, across Long Island Sound to New York
City, up the Hudson River to Albany, to Buffalo by canal, by sailing boat to Lower Sandusky (on
Lake Erie), and by wagon from there overland to Cincinnati. From Cincinnati, the group
boarded a steamer down the Ohio, and having survived the wreck of one steamer, arrived in St.
Louis in early December 1829. The family remained in St. Louis until the summer of 1831, at
which time Josiah traveled to “Springfield and issued a prospectus for the Sangamo Journal,
soliciting subscriptions to the same. Simeon and J. Newton came later, and the first issue of the
Journal was issued Nov. 10, 1831” (Power 1876:314).

Upon his arrival in Springfield, Simeon and his brother Josiah established the Sangamo
Journal, operating the business under the banner “S. Francis and Company”. As noted above,
the first issue of the Sangamo Journal was published on November 10, 1831. Shortly thereafter,
in 1835, Josiah relinquished his position with the paper for a different career path (becoming a
merchant in nearby Athens), leaving Simeon in complete command. Simeon later added as
partners his brothers Allen and J. Newton.40

38 Francis was born in Wethers fi eld, Connecticut (in 1796) and had entered the newspaper business at an early age.
For a short while, Simeon Francis published a newspaper in New London, Connecticut, eventually moving to
Upstate New York (Buffalo) where he published the Buffalo Emporium. Due to the anti-Masonic agitation that
occurred in 1828 over the abduction of a Mr. Morgan, Francis (a Mason) “ was forced to suspend” his publication,
eventually arriving in Springfield in 1831 (Interstate Publishing 1881:216; Power 1876:314). Watson (1990:180-
185) contains an interesting context for this Anti-Masonic uprising during the late 1820s (See also Power 1876:314).

39 The extended family included the brothers Simeon, Calvin, Josiah, Edwin, Allen, and J. Newton, and the sisters
Mary and Huldah.

40 The first edition of the Sangamo Journal was a six-column folio, weekly paper that served all of Sangamon
County, and at that time Sangamon County included the present counties of Logan, Mason, Menard, and Cass, along
with portions of four other current counties. Cost of the paper was $2.50 per year (Interstate Publishing Company
1881:214). In 1847, the Francis brothers changed the name of the newspaper to the Illinois Journal, and a few years
later, in August 1855, the paper was renamed the Illinois State Journal (Inter-State Publishing 1881:216).

According to Carroll Hall, there is speculation that the Sangamo Journal was originally to be called the Sangamon
Journal, however a l ack of a letter ‘N’ in the chosen typeface forced Francis to shorten the title to simply
“Sangamo” (Hall 1976). Hall credits Francis with coining the name “Sangamo,” however this name was in use for
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During the initial years of operation, the Sangamo Journal office was located at the
southwest corner of Fifth and Washington Streets (facing the west side of the Public Square).
The newspaper offices were relocated to a frame building constructed for the Francis brothers on
the northeast corner of Washington and Sixth Streets in 1835—which was located on the
southwest corner of Block 12 facing the east side of the Public Square. The newspaper offices
remained at this location for 18 years (1835-1853). According to the Interstate Publishing
Company (1881:216) “in 1835, the Francis brothers erected a two-story frame building, forty-
four by twenty feet, on the lot at the northeast corner of Washington and Sixth Streets. This was
the first Journal building, and was occupied for about eighteen years, until the completion of a
new and better building erected on North Sixth, between Washington and Jefferson, and used
until November, 1879.” This later building was that structure located on the south part of Lots 3
and 4, and located within the existing project area (see discussion below).

With his newspaper business recently established on the west side of the Public Square, it
was time for Simeon to construct a residence, and he choose the corner lot owned by Haughan at
the southeast corner of Jefferson and North Sixth Street—only a half block from the Public
Square. Apparently shortly after purchasing this corner lot in November 1833, Francis
constructed himself an upscale residence at this location. In June 1834, shortly after purchasing
this property, Simeon’s sister (Mary Francis) relocated from St. Louis to Springfield. Apparently
she had been ill, and she lived with Simeon until her death in October 1834 (Power 1876:314).
As Power (1876:314) indicates, “Simeon Francis and wife were without family, but brought up
Ann Douglas, a niece of Mrs. Francis, who returned to New York in 1836, married Capt. George
Barrell, and resides in Springfield.” The Francis family were obviously politically connected, as
in 1840, President Harrison offered Francis an appointment as Indian Agent to the Territory of
Oregon, a position that he initially intended to take, but resigned prior to making the trip—as
Power (1876:314) notes that “after making all necessary preparation for his trip there he
resigned.”

Apparently, the publishing business was good for the Francis brothers, and by the early
1850s they sought to relocate their business to larger and/or better quarters—potentially to
purchase property. In 1853, after 18 years at the earlier location, “the firm took possession of a
brick building a half block farther north on Sixth St., present location of A. W. Sikking Co.
There it continued under different proprietorships until November, 1879, when it moved to its
present location” (Unidentified newspaper, Vertical Files, Sangamon Valley Collection). This
building was located on the S57’ Lots 3 and 4 (see discussion below).

What better location to construct a new commercial building for their publishing business
than the lot fronting North Sixth Street immediately south of the Francis residence and owned by
Joseph Kleine. On May 12th, 1853, Allen Francis—Simeon’s brother—purchased the S57’, Lots
3 and 4 from Joseph Klein for the sum of $3,000 (Deed Record Book LL: Page 164). This
purchase price clearly suggests that Klein must have demolished the pre-existing, potentially
domestic improvements on this parcel of ground (and associated with Ebey) and constructed a

many years prior to Francis’ arrival in the region. An earlier paper (the Sangamo Spectator) was established by
Hooper Warren in Springfield in 1826-27 (Power 1876).
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large, three-bay, two-story brick commercial structure at this location. This structure had three
modern storefronts –each approximately 20’ in width and fronting North Sixth Street. The stores
extended approximately 80’ in depth (east/west). It is not clear as to when Klein might have
constructed this building, but it is suspected that it was relatively new—if not newly
completed—when purchased by Allen Francis. A few years later, in September 1856, Allen
Francis sold the S57’ Lots 3 and 4 to Simeon Francis for the sum of $1,500 (Deed Record WW.
Page 538).

Figure 43. View of the Simeon Francis residence, as illustrated on the 1858 city map.

The 1854 and 1858 city maps both illustrate the same buildings on the combined Lots 3
and 4. Located on the N100’ of these two lots (and extending over into the west half of Lot 2)
was documented a large structure, presumably a house, identified with the name “S. Francis.”
On the southern portion of these two lots, the 1854 city map illustrates two structures joined
along a common wall. The 1858 city map illustrates a single frame structure with the identical
footprint as that illustrated on the 1854 city map. Whereas the 1854 city map identifies the
buildings with only the letters “S. & A. F.” (which stands for Simeon and Allen Francis), the
1858 city map adds the words “Journal Buildings.” The 1857-58 city directory indicates that
Simeon Francis residence was located at 70 Jefferson Street—presumably at this location. The
size of this frame dwelling suggests that it was a substantial structure fronting Jefferson Street.41

41 The 1905 sketch map of the City Market drawn by Mr. Arnold (see Figure 36) suggests that the Francis residence
faced Sixth Street. The Weimar oil painting suggests that this house faced Jefferson Street.
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Weimar’s circa early 1850s oil painting of the north side of the State Capitol Square, illustrates a
building presumed to be the Francis residence (see Figure 6). This oil painting depicts a rather
large, side-gable structure with the massing reminiscent of a central hall, double-pile house
(similar to the Iles House). The 1854 and 1858 city maps indicate that the main or front portion
of the house had two prominent rear extensions. The first extended south—and probably
represented a portion of the original dwelling (perhaps the rear kitchen wing). The second rear
extension projected off towards the east, and was excessively long and narrow. This extension
may have been a later modification (or addition) constructed onto the earlier house as an
“addition” sometime prior to 1854. Unfortunately, little else is known about this substantial
early house.

Simeon Francis and Abraham Lincoln were more than passing acquaintances. The
relationship between Abraham Lincoln and Simeon Francis began purely as an anonymous
business relationship. Lincoln, while living in New Salem, would sell subscriptions to the paper
and write letters to the editor.42 It was not until 1837, when both men lived in Springfield that
their friendship would truly grow. From 1831-1855, Francis was the editor of the Sangamo
Journal later renamed the State Journal. The State Journal was a Whig (later Republican)
document that was friendly to Lincoln and his political career. Lincoln is even quoted as saying,
“the Journal paper was always my friend; and of course, its editors the same,” no doubt referring
to Francis.43 Politically Francis and Lincoln were quite similar, both were dedicated Whigs who
later joined the Republican Party, often attending local party activities and campaigning together.
On a more personal level, Lincoln and Francis acted as though they were blood brothers, each
taking a keen personal interest in the other’s life. Legend has it that Francis’ wife (Mrs. Eliza
Rumsey Francis) was responsible for the reconciliation of Mary Todd with Lincoln after their
romance had broken off. After a separation beginning in January of 1841, the “courtship [was]
renewed in secret” with Mary and Abraham being reunited in the Francis home. The couple
were subsequently married in November 1842.44

In June 1855, Simeon Francis sold his Springfield newspaper to W. H. Bailhache and
Edward L. Baker, publishers of the Alton Telegraph.45 Initially, Francis must have only sold the
business to Bailhache and Baker, as deed records do not record the sale of any real estate to them
until April 1858. At that time, Simeon sold a single bay of the large brick commercial structure
(the southern most bay fronting the alley and identified later in this report as Parcel H) for the
sum of $6,000 (Deed Record Book 4: Page 137).

42 Again, according to C arrol Hall in his article “ Lincoln’s Public Relations Man,” folklore says that aft er reading
the first few issues of the Sangamo Journal, Lincoln walked all the way to Springfield to meet the editor, i f this is
the case it would have been the first occasion where Francis and Lincoln would have crossed paths.

43 Carrol C. Hall, “ Lincoln’s Public Relations Man.” Prepared for: Bicentennial Studies in Sangamon County (IL)
Historical Society, 1976, p. 2. Located in the Sangamon Valley Collection file “ Francis, Simeon—Biography.”

44 Carroll Hall, “Lincoln’s Public Relations Man,” p. 3. (see also Hart 1999 and Shipton 1944:np).

45 David Baker of Alton had married Ninian W. Edwards’ daughter. Bailhace was a son of Judge Bailhache (Power
1876). Power (1876:314) incorrectly notes that Francis sold the newspaper in June 1856.
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In a letter dated July 14, 1855, Francis wrote about the stress of being an editor of a
newspaper, the constant deadlines, and his reasons for selling the newspaper. He noted that “we
sold our newspaper establishment the last week, and your friend is no longer the editor of a
newspaper…. And the relief I now feel in mind and body is most wonderful. Hitherto all my
duties have been performed ‘under whip and spur,’ and, indeed, I had no time to enjoy the
common socialities [sic] of life. From daylight until bedtime every day I suffered from the
exacting claims of a daily newspaper press.” (Unidentified newspaper, Vertical Files, Sangamon
Valley Collection). Apparently, among social and political circles in Springfield, Bailhache and
Baker were part of a group of like-minded individuals referred to as the “Edwards clique.”
Francis July 1855 letter continues by noting

You have heard that the son of David J. Baker of Alton married Ninian W.
Edwards’ daughter. He and a son of Judge Bailhache had edited the Alton
Telegraph, and published the same, for two years when they sold out the
subscription to the Alton Courier, a Democratic Anti-Nebraska paper. These
young men were encouraged to come here and establish in opposition by various
members of the Edwards family, including Benjamin S. Stewart, John Cook and
others. Ninian knew, however, that such a plan would not succeed well, and the
clique concluded it was best to buy out the Journal. Mrs. Edwards was anxious to
have her daughter remain in Springfield. Finally after much negotiations we sold
for $8,000—half in one year—and the remainder in two years at 10 per cent
interest. I am satisfied with the sale.

We were forced into the measure by the Edwards clique and though this was
designed for the benefit of others, it has enured [sic], as I think, wholly to our
benefit. No men can manage the Journal with the same economy we have done;
and if the present owners do not it will be a boring business with them.

I feel as though a tremendous load had been taken from me, which was weighing
me down. It will require some time to settle up our business. I will just say here
that Lincoln does not belong to the Edwards clique (Unidentified newspaper,
Vertical Files, Sangamon Valley Collection).

After selling the Journal, Francis became interested in agricultural issues and for three
years published the periodical Illinois Farmer from his Springfield location. Francis was also
instrumental in promoting the development of land grant schools in Illinois, and for a short time
was the Secretary of the State Agricultural Society (Power 1876:314-15). As Hall (1976) notes,

Francis had a great love of nature and was an outstanding amateur botanist. He
was greatly interested in farm progress, constantly encouraging experimentation
with crops that could stabilize farmers’ financial welfare. He was a leader in the
early agricultural societies and was a prime mover in what is now known as the
Illinois State Fair.
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Figure 44. Simeon Francis (left) and Allen Francis (right)—brothers who collaborated on
the Illinois State Journal in early Springfield.

During this time (circa 1856-59), he also operated an agricultural implement warehouse,
operating under the guise of “Francis and Barrell.” This implement dealership was located in the
same commercial building owned by Francis, located immediately south of this house, and also
occupied by the new newspaper owners. George Barrel had married Simeon’s niece (Ann
Douglas) in 1836, and as they had raised her as a daughter, Barrell was, in essence, Simeon’s
“adopted” son-in-law. The 1857-58 Springfield city directory indicates that Francis was a dealer
in agricultural implements at that time, with his shop on the east side of Sixth Street between
Washington and Jefferson (presumably in the same building that the newspaper was operating
from). Apparently, business must not have been as profitable as he had hoped. The October 1856
term of the Sangamon County Circuit Court filed a Judgment against Simeon Francis, Allen
Francis and George Barrell—partners in “Francis and Barrell”—for the sum of $465.78 (plus
costs) (Judgment Docket Book K: Page 295). The plaintiff was Benedict Hall and Company.
(Transfer 18). On November 1st, 1859 Simeon Francis, Allen Francis and George Barrell
(partners under the assumed name of Francis and Barrell) and Simeon and Allen Francis (partners
under the assumed name of S. and A. Francis) deeded personal property and lands to James
Matheny and Calvin Francis (Deed Record Book 8: Page 260). Shortly thereafter, Simeon left
Springfield. A later deed indicates that Roswell Benedict, William Hall, Lewis Benedict, and
Henry Southwick were partners in Benedict, Hall and Company.

In 1859, Francis closed his Springfield businesses, and shortly thereafter moved to
Portland, Oregon where he began publication of the Oregon Farmer, was the first editor of the
Daily Oregonian, and naturally became involved in Republican politics. As President, Mr.
Lincoln did not forget his old friend, and appointed Francis Paymaster in the United States Army
for the Washington Territory, with his residence at Ft. Vancouver. Francis retired from that
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position in 1870, returned to Portland, Oregon where he died on October 25, 1872 (Power
1876:314-15; Interstate Publishing 1881:216; Shipton 1944).

In 1859, upon his relocation to Oregon, Francis apparently sold the N100’ Lot 3 and 4—
that property which contained his residence—to the City of Springfield for the sum of $10,000 on
September 29, 1859 (Deed Record Book 6: Page 158). The Illinois State Journal documented the
city’s purchase of this property.

On Monday night the city council passed an ordinance providing for the
purchase of the beautiful lot on which the residence of S. Francis, Esq., is
situated in order to erect thereon a City Hall. This is one of the most eligible
lots in the city, and for this particular purpose it cannot probably be surpassed,
being large, dry and well shaded. We have no doubt the action of the Council in
this matter will meet the approval of our citizens. Property of this character is
constantly rising in value and the wants of the city require the erection at an
early day, of a hadsome [sic] and commodious building in a convenient location
for the accommodation of its officers. The first step has now been taken, and
the next will be looked for with interest. The lot fronts 100 feet on Sixth, by 160
on Jefferson street, and was sold for $10,000. We understand the dwelling is to
be removed (Illinois State Journal, September 28, 1859, p. 3, col. 2).

In December 1861, the City of Springfield also purchased from Benedict, Hall and Company a
portion of the S57’ Lots 3 and 4 for $700 (Deed Record Book 11: Page 549--Transfer 21).
Although the City of Springfield had purchased the property intent on constructing a new city
hall at this location, they never followed through with their construction plans.

It is unclear as to what the Francis residence was used for during the years the property
was owned by the City of Springfield (circa 1859-1866). Nonetheless, it appears that the
structure probably was not demolished at this time, and –as will be discussed later—the house
potentially was used by the city as commercial rental property. Archaeological evidence hints
strongly at the presence of a bar or saloon at this location during these years. Unfotunately, it is
not known who might have been operating a saloon or bar from this location during these years.
One potential candidate might be Oliver Sheldon. The Illinois State Journal index does contain
some interesting references to him [Proprietor of the Quincy House (December 11, 1845—2:4)
and liquor dealer (May 29, 1851-3:1; September 19, 1856-2:4)]. Power (1876) contains no
information on Sheldon.

In 1864, the City of Springfield apparently realized they no longer had a need for the
Francis property—and they proceeded to sell the land that they had previously purchased from
Francis for $10,000. At this time, the city of Springfield divided the property into a series of five
commercial lots each with an approximate 20’ frontage on North Sixth Street. By this time, the
W20’ of Lot 2 was also attached to the equivalent portion of Lots 3 and 4—creating commercial
lots that were approximately 20’ wide by 180’ in length. For this discussion, these parcels are
referred to as Parcels A through E (from north to south) (see Figure 35). In October 1864, the
City of Springfield held a public auction and sold all five parcels of land. The following
discussion is organized around each of these parcels of land.
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Table 8

Partial Chain-Of-Title
Miscellaneous Parcels Fronting Sixth Street,

Extending Through N100’ Lots 3, 4 (And W20’ Lot 2),
Block 12, Original Town Plat

[See Figure X For Sketch Map Of Parcel Locations]

GRANTOR GRANTEE
PARCEL
DESCRIPTION AMOUNT

BOOK:
PAGE DATE

City of Springfield John McClernand Parcels A and B $4,054.75 20:268 10/10/1864
John McClernand Robert Rudolph Parcels A and B $6,500.00 22:146 12/17/1864

City of Springfield Shelby Cullom Parcel C $1,988.75 21:96 10/10/1864
Shelby Cullom Robert Rudolph Parcel C $2,340.00 24:192 4/1/1865

Robert Rudolph Christopher Brown,
Trustee for Jacob Bunn

Parcels A, B, and C $100.00 22:475 4/13/1867

Brown (Jacob Bunn) George Chatterton, Jr. Parcels A, B, and C $11,687.76 62:485 4/1/1879
George Chatterton, Jr George Chatterton, Sr Parcels A, B, and C $15,000.00 78:520 1/9/1883

City of Springfield Oliver Sheldon Parcels D and E $3,958.00 22:317 10/10/1864
Oliver Sheldon Shelby Cullom Parcel D $2,275.40 23:93 4/4/1865
Shelby Cullom John Piper Parcel D $1,700.00 51:275 8/6/1874
John Piper George Eastman Parcel D (Mortgage) $3,000.00 40:7 8/12/1874
George Eastman John Piper Parcel D (Satisfi ed) $3,000.00 140:541 11/29/1898
George Eastman John Schoeneman. Parcel D $3,675.00 61:330

61:331
11/5/1877

Parcels A (130 N. Sixth), B (128 N. Sixth), and C (126 N. Sixth): In October 1864, the
City of Springfield sold Parcels A and B (the northern 40’) to John McClernand for the sum of
$4,054 (Deed Record Book 20: Page 268). At this same time, Parcel C was purchased by Shelby
M. Cullom for $1,988.75 (Deed Record Book 21:96)—and, as will be discussed later, Parcels D
and E were purchased by Oliver M. Sheldon for $3,958.00 (Deed Record Book 22: Page 317).
At these prices, the City of Springfield apparently recouped their $10,000 initial investment that
they had paid Francis several years earlier. Both McClernand and Cullom were local investors.46

McClernand sold Parcels A and B (for the sum of $6,500) to Robert Rudolph in
December 1864 (Deed Record Book 22: Page 146). A few months later, in April 1865, Cullom
sold Parcel C (for $2,340) to Rudolph (Deed Record Book 24: Page 192). By early 1865, Robert
Rudolph had acquired Parcels A, B, and C (consisting of the approximate North 60’ of this

46 The 1864 Springfield city directory includes both McClernand and Cullom. Cullom later had an illustrious
political career (see Power 1876:298-299).
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frontage), and began the construction of a substantial commercial structure. Robert Rudolph, a
successful Springfield brewer, proceeded to construct on this large corner lot (consisting of
Parcels A, B, and C) one of the more substantial public buildings in Springfield—the Rudolph
Opera House. With Rudolph’s purchase and initiation of construction, the Francis residence was
finally demolished.

In 1866, on the southeast corner of Sixth and Jefferson Streets (on Parcels A, B, and
probably C—essentially where Simeon Francis’ home once stood), Robert Rudolph built
Rudolph’s Opera House. The Rudolph Opera house was constructed by Robert Rudolph, who
had come to Springfield as a master brewer for the Reisch and Kun brewery (see Mansberger
1993). The estimated cost for the construction of the Opera House was $160,000.47 The opera
house opened with its first performance on December 24, 1866. Although successful as a
brewer, Rudolph had married the Kunz daughter, and had constructed not only the opera house
but also a substantial Italianate House on North Walnut Street, near its intersection with
Carpenter Street and across the street from the brewery.

The Rudolph Opera House was typical of the middle-nineteenth century Opera House
building type, with commercial retail space on the lower floors and the opera house occupying
the upper story of the commercial building. The Illinois State Journal (March 17, 1876)
described the building.

The design of the building was very handsome, and was made by Col. Adolph
Schwartz, then a professional architect of this city.48 The material of the building
was Quincy brick, richly adorned with Joliet cut stone. The principal front on
Jefferson Street was 181 feet in length, and the business front on Sixth Street was
60 feet in length. These two fronts were joined by a rounded corner, which ten
years ago was more of a novelty than now.

On the Sixth Street front were three stores, and there were two smaller stores on
Jefferson Street, and also an apartment originally intended for “the Opera House
restaurant,” but which was never used for that purpose.

The fine auditorium was 80 feet long, 56 feet wide and 36 feet high in the center.
The stage and all its appointments, including the scenery, were of the best and
most tasty which could be procured at the time of the building.

The second floor “Opera House,” compared to later theatrical space, was small and was
generally used for debates and meetings or the occasional small theatrical performance.
Although it was similar to other theatrical venues at the time, situated on the second story over a
store—it was much more extravagant than what had preceded it. As Bunn (1974:11) noted, “it
far surpassed the various halls which up to this time had housed theatrical and other
entertainments in Springfield.” Rudolph’s was different in several ways—it was larger than

47 Sources vary as to the actual costs of the opera hosue. The Illinois State Journal (March 17, 1876) cite the costs
at $125,000. In either case, the cost of construction was substantial.

48 Tthe building was designed by the Springfield architectural firm of Shwartz and Dilger.
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most other theaters, and was extravagantly decorated in white enamel and gold, carved boxes on
either end of the stage and an iron balcony suspended from the ceiling by iron rods.49

Entertainment at Rudolph’s was varied, from comics and cosmics to lecturers, and of course,
concerts and theatrical productions (Bunn 1974:1). Although it had a short life, several
dignitaries graced the stage at the Rudolph Opera House. Of particular interest was “One of the
most notable gatherings was the reunion of the Armies of the Tennessee and Cumberland, on
October 14th, 15th and 16th, 1874, Gen. W. T. Sherman presiding. Gen. Grant and his family
were present, and the stage and auditorium were occupied by men of national reputation in the
field and forum.” Also, “On August 26th, 1874, the Democratic state convention met in the
Opera House” (Bunn 1974).

Both the 1867 and 1873 bird’s eye views of Springfield (Rugers 1867; Koch 1873)
illustrate the substantial opera house once located at the southeast corner of Jefferson and Sixth
Streets. Unfortunately, good times were not in store for Robert Rudolph and his venture into the
theatrical world. As part of this economic venture, Rudolph borrowed $60,000 from the Bunn
family in 1867 (Deed Record Book 22:475). He died on May 13, 1868—only a short time after
the completion of his Opera House and residence.50 Apparently, the family was over-extended
financially after his death, and the Bunn family foreclosed on the widow Rosa Rudolph in 1870,
forcing a public sale of the property and the subsequent transfer of the property to Jacob Bunn.51

Misfortune was to continue to haunt those associated with the Rudolph Opera House—.
On March 17th, 1876, disaster struck as a fire broke out in the Opera House then owned by Jacob
Bunn and the building was nearly destroyed by fire.52 The Illinois State Register, located in a
building only a couple of doors to the south of the fire, carried a long, detailed account of the
disaster. Fire did considerable damage, not only to the commercial establishments located within

49 George Bunn, Jr. “The Old Chatterton.” Journal Of the Illinois State Historical Society, Springfield, Illinois,
1943., p. 7. George Bunn, Jr. reminisces of his days visiting the Chatterton Opera House, describing the interior of
the building in his article in the Journal of the Illinois State Historical Society. The lobby of the Chatterton was as
gallantly decorated as the interior of the theat er itsel f. Just inside the main doorway to the left stood the ticket
offi ce, where had there been remaining tickets for a show, a gentleman would sell them. A wire partition divided
the lobby where a staff member would take their tickets and dividing the crowd into three parts, those who held
tickets for the bal cony, the gallery, or the floor. The interior of the auditorium, at its inception was guaranteed to be
a thing of beauty, with high gilded ceilings, sporting cherubs with horns and giant chandeliers, which were
originally gas-lit. Double tiers of boxes, where the most elite guests could be found, flanked the proscenium of the
stage. Theater night in Springfield was always a gala night. Advance ticket sales were handled at none other that
Chatterton’s Jewelry Store, and the playbills from the Operas became Springfi eld’s most sought after advertising
venue. Cabs from Little’s and Salzenstein’s Livery Stables would bring carriage load after carriage load to the
theater entrance. The orchestra, conducted by Professor Louis Lehman, would entertain the crowd until curtain
time, when the audience would be captivated until the end of the show.

50 Probate records are rel atively detailed regarding the Rudolph estate (Book 9:Page 381; Probate Book 4: Page 367-
69 contains an inventory of his estate).

51 Jacob Bunn was a Springfield grocer, entrepreneur, and banker.

52 An article in the Daily State Journal dated January 1, 1870 discusses the random fires that have been occurring
along Fifth and Sixth Streets; in an effort to raise the awareness of the fire departments procedures. List of fires
include saloons, boarding houses and dwellings.
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the building, but also to the three adjacent businesses—“damaging seriously three adjoining
buildings.”

it was evident that the Opera House was doomed, and all that could be hoped for
was the saving of adjoining property, and to this end every effort was directed.

the destruction of the store-rooms below was commenced. These were occupied
by Mr. Schultz, druggist; Mueller Bros., wholesale liquor dealers; O. Hanratty,
gas-fitter, and Anton Gus and Philip Spies, saloon keepers. When the fire reached
the rooms occupied by Mueller Bros., a succession of explosions of barrels filled
with spirits followed, causing jets of flame to shoot upward, and filling the air
with fire brands.

people in the adjoining buildings were engaged in removing their effects, the
steamers were emitting dense volumes of smoke and flame, men and boys hooted,
and altogether the occasion was one of the wildest excitement, and the scene long
to be remembered.

everything of an inflammable nature entering into the construction of the Opera
House block was consumed, the adjoining buildings were flooded with water, and
the fire, with the exception of the smouldering [sic] embers beneath the heaps of
bricks, was over.

The fire apparently threatened the adjoining county jail, and while the building was being
evacuated, seven of the prisoners escaped. The next morning, things didn’t look too good for
this neighborhood.

This morning the scene was a sad one. Where a few hours before had stood the
spacious Opera House block, covering half a square, naught remained but a huge
pile of debris and a portion of the blackened walls, and to the south of it the shell
of a two-story brick building, belonging to John O. Piper, occupied by John Nelch
& Son, as a bakery, and by Henry Nelch, as a dwelling. The contents were
removed, but the building was completely flooded. The loss is in large part, if not
wholly, attributable to water. Next south of that stands the building belonging to
the estate of Joseph Eck.53 A portion of the roof in the rear end of the building
was crushed by a falling wall, and there was some damage by water.

53 Joseph Eck was the successor to O. M. Sheldon’s wholesale liquor business. In January 1872, Eck took out
newspaper advertisements noting that he was the “ Successor to O. M. Sheldon.” The Illinois State Journal
(7/3/1871) carri ed a notice that stated “ Dissolution of Partnership… The firm of Sheldon & Eck is this day dissolved
by mutual consent. Mr. Eck will continue the business as wholesale Liquor Dealer, as the old stand on North Sixth
street.” The ad noted that “ Mr. Eck, judging from his long connection with this establishment, for the past fourt een
years, feels confident of being able to meet the wants of all the old patrons, together with as many new ones who
may favor him with a call” (ISJ 1/4/1872). Implies that Eck had been associated with Sheldon’s business from circa
1858. The 1866 Fire Underwriter’s indicate that Sheldon was operating from this location by that date. It seems
possible to suspect that it was Sheldon who occupied the Francis residence as a store in circa 1858-59?
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The article continues, by discussing the financial loss and insurance held by the various parties.
Of interest to us is the adjacent buildings to the south, and the 1876 newspaper article does give
us some insights as to who is at this location at that time.

The loss of John and Henry Nelch, baker’s stock, and dwelling in second story,
and of Gotlieb Burkhardt, saloon, and dwelling in second story, we have not
estimated. It could not have been very heavy, however, as we understand it to
have been caused almost wholly, if not entirely, by removal of stock and
household goods.

The damage to the building belonging to the estate of Joseph Eck, was, perhaps,
$300 or $400, caused by falling wall and by water; insurance not stated. The
damage to Mrs. Landour’s building was principally from water. She is absent
from the city, but we understand that she was insured.

As suspected, it would appear that the Opera House—which was located on Parcels A, B, and
C—was totally destroyed, and that buildings present on Parcels D and E at this time survived,
although they were damaged by the fire.

The economic crisis known as the Panic of 1873 had crippled Bunn financially, finally
forcing a closure of his bank in 1878. As part of Bunn’s debt management, on April 1, 1879, the
Rudolph Opera House was sold to George Chatterton, Jr. for the sum of $11,687.76. After the
fire, Bunn transferred Parcel A—the corner business storefront—to Henry Mueller in July 1878
for the surrender of a claim of $4,360.55 (Deed Record Book 62: Page164). Similarly, Parcel C
was transferred to Amasa Booth and Alexander McCosker in August 1878 for the release of a
claim of $8,750 (62:180).

Henry Mueller had apparently married Mr. Rudolph’s daughter, and was the son-in-law.
The 1868-69 Springfield city directory lists a “R. Rudolph” with a “saloon on Jefferson, cor 6th

Street” as well as the Opera House. It perhaps was Mueller that operated the early saloon at this
location. The 1869-70 city directory lists H. E. Mueller, dealer in wines and liquors, at the
corner of Jefferson and Sixth Street. At that time, his residence was listed as West Carpenter—
suggesting that he may have been married and residing with the Rudolph family by this time.
The same city directory notes Mrs. R. Rudolph as the proprietor of Rudolph’s brewery. The
1869-70 Springfield City Directory carries an advertisement for “H. E. Mueller, Importer of
Wines and Cognacs, and Wholesale Dealer in Old Bourbon and Rye Whiskey, and Domestic
Liquors, Opera House Building, corner Sixth and Jefferson Sts.” (see Figure). The 1871-72
directory indicates that H. E. Mueller was a wholesale liquor dealer with a residence on North
Fifth Street opposite the Arsenal. The 1875 Springfield city Directory notes that the business of
H. E. Mueller and Brother was still operating from the Opera House Building. Both the 1889-90
and 1891-92 city directories also indicate that 130 North Sixth Street—the corner storefront—
was occupied by Fred Hautler and H. E. Mueller.

Parcel C (126 North Sixth Street) was the third store front south of the intersection of
Sixth and Jefferson Streets, and initially was part of the Rudolph Opera House. By 1884, the
store that occupied this parcel of land was identified as 126 North Sixth Street. This particular
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parcel (Parcel C) is believed to be that property described by Bunn (1976) as Sullivan’s Saloon,
and for much of its life this building appears to have housed a saloon. Both the 1889-90 and
1891-92 city directories indicated that a James T. Sullivan operated a tavern at 126 North Sixth
Street. As early as 1866, a saloon appears to have been associated with the Rudolph Opera
House—not unexpected as Rudolph was a local brewer. The 1868-69 city directory notes the
presence of a saloon operated by “R. Rudolph”, and it is suspected that this might be the
precursor to H. Mueller’s wholesale liquor business, which was located in the corner building
after the fire. Upon Francis’ departure and sale of the property to the City of Springfield, this
approximately 20’ wide parcel of land was purchased by Cullom in October 1864. Cullom
apparently was an investor, who sold the lot the next year to Rudolph for the construction of his
Opera House (on Parcels A, B, and C). The attached figures illustrate this building in its later
incarnations. It is interesting to note that it was not of the same design as the adjacent to
buildings associated with Chatterton’s Opera House.

Is this the place to mention, in parentheses, Sullivan’s Saloon which abutted
Chatterton’s on the south? Some of us, between the acts and emboldened by the
dazzle of it all, had our first drinks there, and put our foot on our first bar-rail; and
our reflections in the speckled mirroe gazed back, rather too approvingly, I have
no doubt, on our first fine efforts to be men of the world. But let us leave
Sullivan’s quickly; we should never have gone there in the first place (Bunn
1974:21).

The 1884 Sanborn fire insurance map indicates that the ground floor store was occupied by a
Saloon, and that the upstairs was occupied by a cigar manufacturer. The third floor of the
building was occupied by an unknown Lodge.

Although the history is a bit “fussy” at this point, it would appear that the building known
as the Rudolph Opera House was soon rebuilt, and sold to George W. Chatterton, Sr.—the owner
of Chatterton’s Jewelry Store on the west side of the square (Bunn 1974:12). At this time, the
building may only have consisted of Parcels A and B—with Parcel C comprising a separate
entity. It was under the direction of Chatterton’s son—who “had a real love of, and flair for, the
theater” that the Opera House was “remodeled” and attained its appellation as “the finest theatre
in the middle-west” (Bunn 1974:12). The newly remodeled [or rebuilt?] opera house—known
from this point forward as the Chatterton Opera House—reopened on September 10, 1879. This
reopening “coincided with the beginning of the lushest [sic] and most prosperous era in the
American theatre,” and its location halfway between St. Louis and Chicago made it an attractive
venue for performers (Bunn 1974).

It was Chatterton’s son George, Jr. who took a keen interest in the theater, and was
responsible for beginning its renovations. He enlisted the help of a New York architect to
redesign the structure, modeling it after the Union Square Theater in New York City. The
interior was lavished with gilt, red velvet plush, and enormous chandeliers, bringing the true
theater experience to the city of Springfield for the first time. The Chatterton Opera House truly
had great timing, opening just as American theater was becoming popular. Situated midway
between St. Louis and Chicago, it was a perfect stopping point for traveling shows from New
York. Besides high line theater dramatic productions, the Chatterton saw its share of musical
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comedies, burlesque shows, minstrels, and even lecture events.54 [reference to a history of
Springfield theater by a Henry House, 1931]

George Chatterton, Sr. died in March 27, 1888. This began a relatively long and drawn
out period of subdivision of the Chatterton estate among his children. Initially, the property was
willed to his three children, George obtaining 1/3 interest in the property. George apparently
borrowed heavily against the property, and by early 1894 (and shortly after another economic
panic), creditors were at his heals. At that time, George sold his interest in the property to
property to C. C. Brown, assignee (Deed Record Book 125: Page 573), and he was formally
declared insolvent in December 1894 by the courts (Sangamon County court records Book 3:
Page 507).

As the years wore on, the Chatterton continued through the years, amidst rising costs,
poorer quality shows, and competition. By the mid-1920s, times were tough for the opera house,
and the final curtain call—and closing night—occurred on May 13, 1924. At that time, the
“building was condemned as unsafe, the front part was partially torn down and rebuilt into shops,
and the rear demolished” (Bunn 1974:23). In that area where the rear of the theater used to stand
an automobile filling station was constructed, potentially by and/or for the Sweney Gasoline and
Oil Company (Item No. 205—Lease established between Wm. T. Maloney and the Chatterton
family—October 1929). Later this area was converted into a surface parking lot.55 The front
portion of the building (that portion fronting Sixth Street) continued to be used as retail space
with this land remaining in the Chatteron family (Kate Chatterton Sankey) through January 10,
1966. At that time, the property was sold to the City of Springfield for $10 (Deed Record Book
598: Page 455). In September 1968, the last of the Opera House was demolished for surface
parking lots.

Parcel D (124 North Sixth Street): This parcel of ground, which was the fourth
storefront from the Sixth and Jefferson Street intersection, was located immediately south of the
Rudolph Opera House. By 1884, the store located on this parcel of land was identified as 124
North Sixth Street. In October 1864, the City of Springfield sold this approximate 20’ wide
parcel of land and the adjacent 20’ wide parcel of land (consisting of Parcels D and E) to Oliver
Sheldon for the sum of $3,958. This sale price is consistent with the approximate $2,000 per 20’
wide commercial frontage that the City of Springfield sold this property for—and would suggest
that there were no improvements these parcels of land at that time. It would appear that Sheldon
purchased this double frontage (Parcels D and E) in order to acquire the southern frontage
(Parcel E) which was contiguous to Parcel F—which he had acquired in October 1859
(purchasing it directly from Francis). It is believed that Sheldon operated his liquor business
from Parcel F during these years.

The 1866 Fire Insurance Underwriters suggest that Oliver Sheldon occupied a “building”
and a “Liquor Store” on the east side of North Fifth Street between Rudolph’s Opera House and

54 Bruce Campbell. The Sangamon Saga. Springfield, Illinois, 1976, pp. 127-30; Bunn, p. 7.

55 George Bunn, Jr. The Old Chatterton. Journal Of the Illinois State Historical Society, Springfield, Illinois, 1943,
p. 18-19
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the Journal building. This may locate Sheldon’s two buildings within Parcels D and E—and
suggest that these two buildings were constructed sometime during the middle 1860s—most
likely in circa 1864-65. Conversely, this may only suggest that Sheldon was located in either
Parcel F or G in 1866—and was located within the Journal building commercial block..
Unfortunately, the 1867 Bird’s eye view of Springfield does not appear to illustrate these two
buildings, and the 1873 Bird’s Eye View is inconclusive. Shortly thereafter, in April 1865,
Sheldon sold Parcel D to Shelby Cullom (an investor), who in turn sold the property to John
Piper in August 1874. Cullom’s sale price of $1,700 was considerably lower than his $2,275
purchase price nine years early. It is not clear as to how this parcel of land was used during these
nine years, and the lot may have simply remained vacant.

What is known about John Piper? May just be the developer and/or property owner. The
1876 newspaper account of the Opera House fire suggested that John O. Piper owned this
particular unit, and the ground floor of the building was occupied by John Nelch and Son (as a
bakery), and the second story dwelling space was occupied by Henry Nelch. At this time (1876),
the building was partially damaged—and completely flooded—during the fire, and “the loss is in
large part, if not wholly, attributable to water.” The newspaper account of the fire in 1876 notes
that “the damage to Mrs. Landour’s building was principally from water. She is absent from the
city, but we understand that she was insured.” It is not clear as to whether Mrs. Landour was
simply the owner of this property, but as noted below, Piper, Landour, and Burhardt were
associated with this parcel of land via several trustee deeds. The 1876 newspaper account of the
fire noted that Gotlieb Burkhardt, operated a saloon, and potentially occupied a second story
dwelling in the vicinity of the opera house—potentially on Parcel D.

On August 12, and November 20, 1874, two separate trust deeds were drawn up between
John Piper and George Eastman (Trustee for Louisa Maynard) (Deed Record Book 40: Pages 7,
265) to secure the payment of a $3,000 loan and interest payments (at 10% interest per year)—
the total due in August 1877. In early January 1875, a third trust deed was drawn up between
John Piper (a bachelor) and Gottleib Burkhardt (Trustee for Lena Landour) (Deed Record Book
41: Page 543). This trust deed was to secure payment of a $1,000 loan with interest payments
(also at 10% interest)—all due by January 4, 1878. Apparently after the fire and loss of income,
Piper must have had some financial difficulty in re-paying these loans, as the property was sold
at public auction on October 25, 1877 (Transfer 76). This sale was due to a court judgment
against Piper in favor of Peleg Canedy for the sum of $590.90 (plus costs of $23.30). At that
time, John Schoeneman purchased the property for the sum of $3,675.00 (Deed Record Book 61:
Page 330 and 331). The 1884 Sanborn fire insurance map indicates that this two-story building
housed a saloon. Subsequent maps illustrate a similar structure without additions to the rear.

What do we know about John Schoeneman? Apparently, Schoeneman operated a saloon
from this address for over 25 years. He died in late 1900 (Deed Record Book 61: Page 330 and
331). The 1889-90 and 1891-92 city directories suggest that a Charles Ballweg occupied the
building at 124 North Sixth Street.

This building apparently persisted through the late twentieth century, being torn down in
circa 1968. Photographs of the two buildings located on Parcels D and E are presented in the
attached figure. This photograph illustrates a typical two-story brick commercial structure with
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cast iron storefront, arched second story window hoods, and bracketed cornice typical of mid-
century commercial Italianate structures.

Parcel E (122 North Sixth Street): This parcel of ground, which was the fifth store
front from the Sixth and Jefferson Street intersection, and four stores north of the alley. This
parcel of land was located immediately north of, and adjacent to, the large brick commercial
block constructed in the 1850s and occupied by the Journal. By the 1880s, the store located on
this property was identified as 122 North Sixth Street. In October 1864, the City of Springfield
sold this approximate 20’ wide parcel of land and the adjacent 20’ wide parcel of land to the
north (consisting of Parcels D and E) to Oliver Sheldon for the sum of $3,958. As noted above,
these lots were probably not improved at that date. Sheldon sold off Parcel D April 1865, and it
would appear that the two parcels of land (consisting of Parcels D and E) were potentially
purchased by Sheldon in order to acquire the south parcel (Parcel E), to attach to his previously
owned property immediately to the south of that (Parcel F—located in the large commercial
block constructed in the 1850s)—which he had acquired in October 1859 (purchasing it directly
from Francis).

The 1876 newspaper account of the Opera House fire notes that the building immediately
south of Piper’s (suspected as being Parcel D) was owned by the estate of Joseph Eck—who was
the successor to O. M. Sheldon’s wholesale liquor business.56 This would agree with our current
understanding of the landownership pattern on this block. The same newspaper account notes
that “the damage to the building belonging to the estate of Joseph Eck, was, perhaps, $300 or
$400, caused by falling wall and by water; insurance not stated.” The 1889-90 city directory
suggests that a Jos. McCloskey occupied the building at 122 North Sixth Street. Similarly, the
1891-92 city directory indicates that an A. D. Hensley occupied this store.

The 1884 Sanborn fire insurance map indicates that this building was occupied by a
second-hand clothing store on the ground floor, and a dentist on the second floor. The footprint
of this building was substantially smaller than the building to the north or south. The 1890
Sanborn fire insurance map suggests that a small two-story addition had been constructed on the
rear of the building, increasing its size to that of the adjacent building to the north. Between
1896 and 1917, a large addition was constructed onto the rear of this building. At that time, the
lower floor was indicated as a saloon, and the upper floor was listed as “Lodge R’m.” By 1941,
the lower story of this building was indicated as being a restaurant.

Like the buildings around it, this building apparently persisted through the late twentieth
century, being torn down in circa 1968. Photographs of the two buildings located on Parcels D

56 Joseph Eck was the successor to O. M. Sheldon’s wholesale liquor business. In January 1872, Eck took out
newspaper advertisements noting that he was the “ Successor to O. M. Sheldon.” The Illinois State Journal
(7/3/1871) carri ed a notice that stated “ Dissolution of Partnership… The firm of Sheldon & Eck is this day dissolved
by mutual consent. Mr. Eck will continue the business as wholesale Liquor Dealer, as the old stand on North Sixth
street.” The ad noted that “ Mr. Eck, judging from his long connection with this establishment, for the past fourt een
years, feels confident of being able to meet the wants of all the old patrons, together with as many new ones who
may favor him with a call” (Illinois State Journal 1/4/1872). Implies that Eck had been associated with Sheldon’s
business from circa 1858. The 1866 Fire Underwriter’s indicate that Sheldon was operating from this location by
that date. It seems possible to suspect that it was Sheldon who occupied the Francis residence as a store in circa
1858-59?
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and E are presented in Figure x. This photograph illustrates a typical two-story brick commercial
structure with cast iron storefront, flat stone lintels and horizontal banding, and brick cornice
typical of later nineteenth century (circa 1890s) or early twentieth century (circa 1900s-10s)
commercial structures—suggesting that the store front may have been remodeled sometime
during the early years of the twentieth century. The building’s massing was fairly small and
diminutive compared to larger adjacent structures.

South 57’ Lots 3 and 4

Joseph Klein was one of Springfield’s early capitalists—or in more modern terms—real
estate developer. Major Klein—as he was known—was a very successful businessman and
responsible for the development of many properties in early Springfield. By 1854, and the
publication of the city map that year, his name appears scattered across the map associated with
various income generating properties. Klein, no doubt, constructed something on this parcel of
land, unfortunately we do not know what he constructed, nor when he constructed it. As will be
discussed later, the archaeological remains discovered on this parcel of land appears to document
a domestic component from the 1830s (probably associated with the early Ebey occupation?)
that persisted through much of the middle-to-late 1840s (represented by a stone-lined well, a
small earthen cellar, and a refuse midden)—and as such, it might appear that Klein may have
simply managed a pre-existing house at this location, and/or constructed a new dwelling at this
location.57

The 1854 and 1858 city maps illustrate a building at this location. Both plat maps
identify the structure with the name “S. & A. F.” (Simeon and Allen Francis). Additionally, the
1858 city plat identifies these as “Journal Buildgs.” The 1867 Bird’s Eye View of Springfield
illustrates a multi-story commercial structure fronting Sixth Street.

Based on the 80’-with of this lot, this building (or block of buildings) would have
measured less than 40’ deep by approximately 60’ exposure on Sixth Street. Although the size
of the building along Sixth Street corresponds with the known size of the Journal building, the
depth is inconsistent with the later Sanborn maps. As such, it is not known whether the maps
were simply drawn incorrect, or that the maps depict an earlier version of the Journal buildings.
Potentially, these maps depict an earlier block of commercial structures constructed by Klein? If
so, the archaeology does not substantiate this hypothesis, as the archaeology documents a large
building with a footprint that measures approximately 60’ by 80’ in size. As will be discussed
below, the archaeology documented a series of three commercial structures, each approximately
20’ by 80’ in size. For purposes of this discussion, the northern-most store has been identified as
Building F, the middle store has been identified as Building G, and the southern most store,
fronting the alley, has been identified as Building G.

57 Major Klein died in mid-February 1858 after a “ protracted and painful illness.” His obituary notes that he was
“one of the oldest and most esteemed residents of our State… and that he was remarkable for his intellect and much
beloved by his friends for his many ennobling qualities” (Illinois Daily Journal September 17, 1858). Apparently,
he was an early store operator in Springfield—opened store Klein and Company in late 1835 (SJR November 21,
1835-3:3). The Illinois State Journal Index contains several references to his presence in the newspaper, which
includes his construction of new warehouses (January 6, 1857 page 2:15).
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Table 9

Partial Chain-Of-Title
Miscellaneous Parcels Fronting Sixth Street,

Extending Through S57’ Lots 3, 4 (And W20’ Lot 2),
Block 12, Original Town Plat

[See Figure 35 For Sketch Map Of Parcel Locations]

GRANTOR GRANTEE
PARCEL
DESCRIPTION AMOUNT

BOOK:
PAGE DATE

Joseph Klein Allen Francis S57’ Lots 3 and 4 $3,000.00 LL:164 5/12/1853
Allen Francis Simeon Francis S57’ Lots 3 and 4 $1,500.00 WW:538 9/15/1856

Simeon Francis O. M. Sheldon Parcel F $4,000.00 7:9 10/31/1859
Smith (Co. Sheriff) Matterson and Reames Parcel F 12/18/1858
Masterson and Reames O. M. Sheldon Parcel F $2,500.00 11:191 7/24/1861
Smith (Co. Sheriff) O. M. Sheldon Parcel F $2,500.00 11:192 8/26/1861

Perkins (Co. Sheriff) Wellington Clapp Parcel G 8:114 3/19/1860
Wellington Clapp John Williams Parcel G $545.29 9:451 1860
J. Williams John Mason Parcel G $3,000.00 9:207 9/21/1860

Simeon Francis Wm. H. Bailhache and
Edward Baker

Parcel H $6,000.00 4:137 4/1/1858

Wm. H. Bailhache David Phillips Parcel H 18:612 12/5/1862

The 1867 view illustrates a building that clearly represents the commercial brick
structures identified as the Journal building. This view also illustrates a long narrow extension
off the rear of building fronting the alley and identified as Parcel H. The 1873 view illustrates a
similar structure. By 1876, major additions had been constructed on the rear of all three stores.
The 1884 Sanborn fire insurance map depicts a single block of buildings that extend
approximately 160-80’ in depth.

Parcel F (120 North Sixth Street): It was probably in this storefront, and the adjacent
storefront to the south, that Simeon Francis and his “adopted” son-in-law (George Barrell)
operated their agricultural implement dealership from. Deed records indicate that Francis and
Barrell, via a court order, sold the N19’ of the S57’ on December 18, 1858 due to a judgment for
approximately $705 in favor of Jacob S. Biddlecorn [??] against the Francis brothers doing
business under the name of Francis and Barrell. Unclear, but appears that this same property was
apparently purchased by the New York firm of Masterton, Reames and Company (Robert M.
Masterton and Abraham Reames) on July 23, 1861. This firm subsequently transferred the
property to Oliver M. Sheldon—with a residence of New York City--for $2,500. It is suspected
that Sheldon was operating a business from this Springfield location from the late 1850s.
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The 1884 Sanborn fire insurance map indicates that this three-story building was
occupied as a Wholesale Liquor business with office on the second floor. Two separate
extensions were located off the back. The first one was only one story in height, whereas the
second and/or farthest eastern extension was two stories in height. Suspect that this business was
the location of the Sheldon-Eck business. A wholesale liquor business was also documented at
this location in the 1890 and 1896 Sanborn maps. The 1889-90 city directory indicates that this
store was occupied by Joseph Eck. Similarly, the 1891-92 city directory indicates that the
building is occupied by Joseph Eck, J. Carmody, and Mrs. C. Eck. The 1917 Sanborn fire
insurance map indicates that this store’s use had shifted from a wholesale liquor dealership to a
saloon.

It is interesting to note that the façade of this building is depicted on the 1884, 1890,
1896, and 1917 Sanborn maps as slightly different (projecting closer to the street) than that of the
adjoining to buildings to the south. Although it is suspected that all three buildings were
constructed in a single episode, this may indicate that the façade of this structure—or the
adjoining two—had been rebuilt sometime during the mid-nineteenth century (prior to 1884).
Perchance due to the 1876 fire

Parcel G (118 North Sixth Street): During the late 1850s that Simeon Francis and his
“adopted” son-in-law operated their agricultural implement dealership from this—and the
adjacent Parcel F—from this location. The storefront identified as Parcel G was sold by the
county sheriff at public auction, due to a civil judgment against the firm for $433.81. This
judgment was made in favor of the firm of Longstreet and Company (dated September 11, 1858).
On March 19, this firm sold the store to Wellington Clapp (trustee for Clapp, Kent, and Beckly).
Clapp, in turn sold the property to John Williams for $545.29 on October 3, 1860 (Deed Record
Book 9: Page 451). It is believed that about this time that the property was purchased by John
Mason, who operated a furniture store (Williams, Mason and Williams) from this location for
many years. Power (1876:476-77) notes that Mason, who was from New England (born in 1814
in Vermont and raised in upstate New York), arrived in Springfield in May 1837. The Illinois
State Journal Register Index indicates that John Mason was a partner with R. B. Zimmerman and
O. Hempstead (July 17, 1840), and a chair maker (August 22, 1849) during his early years.
Apparently, he learned the business of chair making in Springfield, eventually expanding into the
manufacture of cabinet furniture, and that he retired in 1869 “with ample means and impaired
health” (Power 1876:476-77).

The 1884 Sanborn fire insurance map indicates that this three-story building was
occupied by a tailor, with the second and third floors being used for agricultural implements—
presumably for the building next door. The rear extension on this building at this time was only
one-story in height. The 1890 Sanborn fire insurance map indicates that this store was solely
devoted to agricultural implements. By this time, the building was the location of the Sikking
business. Advertisement of company suggests that the Sikking business was established in 1866.
Power (1876) contains nothing on family. The 1889-90 city directory indicates a firm by the
name of Manback and Weiss occupying this storefront. The 1891-92 city directory indicates the
firm of W. H. Hall occupied the building.
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Parcel H (116 North Sixth Street): This parcel was sold outright by Francis to
Bailheche and Baker in April 1858. Sources differ as to amount $6,000 in deeds; $8,000 in other
correspondence. Deed records indicate that Simeon Frances sold a brick house to William
Bailhache and Edward Baker for the sum of $1,000 in April 1858. This brick house was located
on a 20-foot wide by 130-foot long parcel of land located on the southern end of Lots 3 and 4
immediately north of the alley and probably represents the southern most structure documented
on Lot 4 on the 1858 city map. Based on the deed covenant, the building appears to have shared
a common wall with the adjacent structure to the north (as indicated on the 1854 city map).58

Although referred to as a “brick house” this structure must have been the brick commercial
building occupied by the Journal offices at that time (see attached figure for a circa 1860 view of
these buildings).

The original Sangamo Journal newspaper offices were located on the southwest corner of
Fifth and Washington Streets.59 Little is known about the original buildings at this location. In
1835, Simeon Francis and his brother constructed a two-story frame building (44’ by 20’ in size)

on the lot at the northeast corner of Sixth and Washington Sts. [Lot 5, Block 12],
where it remained for 18 years [until circa 1853], when the firm took possession of
a [previously existing] brick building a half block farther north on Sixth Str.,
present location of A. W. Sikking Co. [Lot 4, Block 12]. There it continued under
different proprietorships until November 1879 (Untitled newspaper article,
Sangamon Valley Vertical Files).60

58 The deed notes that “ the tract of land hereby conveyed intending to extend far enough north so as to include the
one hal f of the north wall of the Brick House now situated upon said tract of land and no further north than to
include the said half of said wall” (Deed Book 4, page 137-38).

59 The History of Sangamon County (Int er-State Publishing 1881:254) identi fied the 1840s location of the Journal
offi ces as being in “ an old frame building where Conant and Eldredge’s furniture store stood at the present time.”
The 1881 through 1887 Springfield city directories note that the Conant and Eldredge furniture store was located at
110 North Sixth Street. The 1884 Sanborn fi re insurance map indicat es that a three-story brick structure (then
occupied by a furniture store) identified as 110 North Sixth Street was located three doors south of the alley. In
1919, this property was purchased by Hercules Gekas and became the original home of the Coney Island Restaurant.
This location corresponds with the current Kerasotes parking lot immediately south of the Club JT’s Saloon. The
ghost of the building on the south side of Club JT’s Saloon may be a physical reminder of that early building.

In 1851, the cabinetmaker Josiah Francis (not related to Simeon Francis) advertised that his cabinet “ shop [was] next
north of the Journal Offi ce, and Residence third dwelling south of the American House” suggesting that the Journal
offi ce occupied one of the two southern buildings documented on lot 5 in 1854 (Illinois State Journal January 2,
1851, page 4, col. 4). A circa 1860 photograph of the newly constructed Journal office building on Lot 4 illustrates
the single story frame structure immediately south of the alley (on Lot 5, Block 12). It may have been this building
that Francis occupied as a cabinet shop? Or is this simply a painted spot on the building—and the entrance to the
ball court?

60 Inter-State Publishing (1881:216) noted that the building construct ed on Lot 5 at this time “ was the first Journal
building, and was occupied for about eighteen years, until the completion of a new and better building erect ed on
North Sixth, between Washington and Jefferson, and used until November 1879.”
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As such, the buildings depicted on the 1854 and 1858 city maps must represent this
structure—which is also depicted in a mid-century photographs (see Figure x). In 1854 and
1858, all three buildings on this lot were owned by Simeon and Allen Francis.

A comparison of the 1854 and 1858 city maps may suggest that the newspaper offices
were moved north onto the south half of Lot 4 (Block 12) by 1858 (if not earlier, by 1854). The
1858 city map clearly notes that the Journal Buildings were located on Lot 4 immediately north
of the alley. The unidentified newspaper article notes that the Journal offices were moved into a
pre-existing brick building at this location in circa 1853. The 1884 Sanborn maps note the
presence of this large three-story brick structure. It is suspected that this large brick structure
may have housed his agricultural implement dealership as well as the Journal offices after he
sold the newspaper. An interesting side bar is that Power (1876:316) notes that Allen Francis
“erected the Journal buildings, and a brick dwelling on the corner of Sixth and Carpenter [sic]
streets.”61

Deed records indicate that Simeon Frances sold a brick house to William Bailhache and
Edward Baker for the sum of $1,000 in April 1858. This brick house was located on a 20-foot
wide by 130-foot long parcel of land located on the southern end of Lots 3 and 4 immediately
north of the alley and probably represents the southern most structure documented on Lot 4 on
the 1858 city map. Based on the deed covenant, the building appears to have shared a common
wall with the adjacent structure to the north (as indicated on the 1854 city map).62 Although
referred to as a “brick house” this structure must have been the brick commercial building
occupied by the Journal offices at that time (see Figure 41 for a circa 1860 view of these
buildings).

Another reference to the Journal buildings was made by Wilson (1945:139) who noted
that the Journal offices in 1857 were located “on the second and third floors in the building now
known as 116 North Sixth Street.” Wilson (1945:139) citing the recollections of a Joseph Roper,
noted that “the office of the paper was on the second and third floors in the building now known
as 116 North Sixth street, this city. The front room on the second floor was about 16 x 20 feet,
and served as editorial, business and mailing room. In the middle of the room was a large wood
stove, which stood in a box of sand occupying about 3 x 5 feet; the other furniture was the
editorial table, a common kitchen table, two mailing tables, three or four common wooden
chairs, and my desk in one corner. In this crowded room was where I first knew Lincoln. He
was a frequent visitor at the Journal office…” Wilson (1945:140) continues by reciting a story
told by John Carmody who claimed that the vacant lot that was the handball court was adjoining
his property.

61 Difficult to reconcile this statement—especially the reference to Carpenter Street. Potentially Allen Francis
constructed the earlier offi ce complex locat ed at Sixth and Washington Streets? Allen Francis was appointed by
President Lincoln to be an American Consul [U.S. Ambassador?] at Victoria, Vancouver’s Island in October 1861.
He resigned that post in 1871 and with his two sons “engaged in the fur trade with the Indians, on the north Paci fic
coast” (Power 1876:316). His son Edwin :has seen much of frontier li fe, is master of the Russian language, and
many of the Indian languages, and reside at Sitka, Alaska.”

62 The deed notes that “ the tract of land hereby conveyed intending to extend far enough north so as to include the
one hal f of the north wall of the Brick House now situated upon said tract of land and no further north than to
include the said half of said wall” (Deed Book 4, page 137-38).
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The 1884 Sanborn fire insurance map indicates that this was the location of the Sikking
Building, immediately north of the alley on Lot 4, Block 12. Presumably, Francis’ agricultural
implement dealership was located on the ground floor of this building during the later 1850s.
Wilson (1945:132) also noted that Abraham Lincoln had a “love of handball.” In discussing the
location of the handball court, Wilson (1945) notes that

immediately south of the Journal office there was a vacant piece of ground
some 85 x 100 feet, the south end of which was the solid wall of a three-story
building. The door or entrance to the ball alley as it was called was at the north
end. This was in 1859 or 1860. Here I have seen Mr. Lincoln play ball a
number of times. My memory is clear that Mr. Lincoln got as much or more
real enjoyment in these games than any of the others. His suppleness, leaps and
strides to strike the ball were comical in the extreme.

The description of this 85’ by 100’ parcel of land immediately north of a three-story
brick building and south of the Journal building does not fit well with the location of the Journal
Office on Lot 4–as a small, single-story frame structure was located in the area immediately
south of the Journal building. It is possible that this photograph dates slightly earlier than 1860,
and that the small frame building had been demolished by that date –creating a fairly open area
south of the Journal building.

Even though Francis had sold the paper, Lincoln still retained connections to the
periodical. Under the new management Lincoln would frequent the newspaper office, according
to J. D. Roper,63 who would later become one of the publishers of the paper. Lincoln would
occasionally bring two of his boys, who, known for their rambunctious behavior would wreak
havoc on the workroom. Most of these visits would last for an hour or more, talking with Mr.
Baker or reading other newspapers from across the States. Bailhache and Baker, proprietors of
the Illinois State Journal, at first, were cautious in presenting its political views, but eventually
supported the American Party and renounced the Democratic Party, just as Francis’ Journal had.
Baker and Bailhache continued to publish the paper as partners until Bailhache received a
government appointment in 1862, from Mr. Lincoln himself, and he relinquished his share to a
Mr. D. L. Phillips. Phillips remained only until 1866, when he sold his shares back to Mr.
Bailhache upon his return to Springfield after the Civil War. Management changed hands
several more times over the years, with Mr. Baker always at the helm, until 1878 when the stock
of the company was purchased by Paul Selby, M. F. Simmons, and H. Chapin.64

Abraham Lincoln was not only a friend of the first editor of the State Journal, but of its
subsequent owners as well. Not only did Lincoln use the State Journal for his political campaign
advertising, but also even before that, he served as deliveryman for the Journal during his days
as postmaster at New Salem. According to some researchers, every significant step in Lincoln’s
career is recorded in the pages of the Journal—Lincoln even wrote editorials for the paper from

63 A. W. Shipton, “ Lincoln’s Association with the Journal” (1944, p. 10).

64 The brick building that formerly housed the State Journal later became known as the A. W. Sikking Building.
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the White House during his presidency.65 The final bond between the Journal and Lincoln came
just before he left town to assume the presidency. The President-elect took the manuscript of his
inaugural address to the Journal office and swore a trusted employee to secrecy. He had the
manuscript put into type and a few proofs printed so that he could hand it out to party leaders to
get their advice before delivering his address. It was in the composing room of the Illinois State
Journal that one of the most famous addresses of all time was put into print.

According to a newspaper account (regarding A. W. Sikking Company), the Journal
Building was constructed in 1854 (Illinois State Journal Register September 17, 1969).
According to this same newspaper account, the newspaper occupied the upper floors of this
building until 1878, and G. A. Van Duyn “moved into the bottom section of the building in 1866
and specialized in the sale of hides, wool and farm supplies.” The 1889-90 and 1891-92 city
directories both indicate that the building at 116 North Sixth Street was occupied by the G. A.
Van Duyn and Company. Sometime during the late nineteenth century (circa 1896), Van Duyn
and A. W. Sikking became “associates.” Van Duyn apparently died in circa 1900, and Sikking
purchased the business from the estate in circa 1904. The Sikking firm “originally dealt mainly
in supplies for the farmers, such as buggies, cream separators, wagons, plows, sickles, scythes,
and then went into the modern phase of farm machinery such as combines, corn pickers and
planters.” At some point in the twentieth century, the company was purchased by Sikking’s son
(C. B. Sikking) and son-in-law (I. L. Shepherd) who continued to operate the store through 1956,
at which time the company employees purchased the business. In 1969, the company filed for
bankruptcy—ending a long history of agricultural implement and farm supply sales from this
location [see additional newspaper article, Illinois State Register December 8, 1958]. The
buildings were demolished in 1968.

65 A. W. Shipton. “Lincoln’s Association with the Journal.” A speech delivered by A. W. Shipton, President of the
Copley Press, Inc., the owners of the State Journal and now the State Journal Register, at an annual conference circa
1944, pp. 6-7. Reportedly, Lincoln would send anonymous letters, obviously from him to the State Journal office,
to be published in the editorial section of the paper to offer to his hometown his personal views on issues,
speci fically the secession of South Carolina in 1860 (See Illinois State Journal, December 20, 1860).
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The Archaeology (Lots 3 and 4)

The predictive model for archaeological integrity, which was developed at the beginning
of this project, indicated that the majority of Lots 3 and 4 was of moderate to low archaeological
potential. Although interest in the remains of the Journal buildings and Francis’ residence was
high, the possibility of intact remains from these structures was considered low. Although the
majority of Lots 3 and 4 had been assigned a low archaeological potential (those areas fronting
Sixth and Jefferson Streets), a portion of Lots 3 and 4 that fronted the alley had been assigned a
moderate archaeological potential. The area of Lots 3 and 4 marked moderate potential were
rear yard activity areas associated with the Francis residence (and to a lesser extent the Journal
office building) that were thought might not have been impacted by the construction of later
buildings (with deep basements). As the archaeology was to indicate, these areas actually had
good archaeological integrity.

During the Phase II investigations, the west end of four backhoe trenches cut across these
two lots (see Figure x). Fill deposits within these backhoe trenches were rather deep (3’ to 5’ in
depth), but an undisturbed, pre-settlement ground surface was noted throughout most of the area.
Those areas immediately fronting Sixth and Jefferson Streets generally contained deep structural
cellars that impacted the early ground surface. The most obvious of these structural features was
the remains of the Rudoolph/Chatterton Opera House, which was located along Jefferson Street,
fronting Sixth Street. This substantial stone foundation extended at least 8-10’ below the
existing surface and contained extensive brick rubble fill. Nonetheless, several features dating
from the initial period of settlement in downtown Springfield (circa 1820-1830s) was
encountered within these four test trenches. These features included a large diameter pit
(presumably representing a cistern approximately 8-9’ in diameter), a large rectangular pit
(initially believed to be a cellar; subsequent excavations indicated it was a complex of
overlapping smaller pit features), a stone pier base, a well, and two distinctive middens. One of
the middens (located in the east end of Lot 3) consisted of a dense concentration of unused blue
shelledge pearlware plates suspected as having been discarded by a merchant. The second
midden (located towards the center of Lot 4) contained a dense concentration of redware
crockery sherds (many of them bloated and/or burned), as well as burned brick and kiln
furniture—typical of a redware pottery production activity area. One of these sherds was
inscribed “1831”—and it quickly became obvious that we probably had encountered materials
from John Ebey’s Springfield pottery.

Based on these investigations, it was determined that these archaeological deposits
(dating from Springfield’s initial period of settlement) were eligible for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places, and that a review of the construction plans for the Presidential
Library indicated that the avoidance of the majority of these resources was not possible.
Therefore, archaeological data recovery was conducted to mitigate the impact of the project on
the archaeological resources located in Lots 3 and 4. Except for an area within the southeast
corner of Lot 3, all undisturbed areas within these two lots were excavated. Project managers
insisted that that area located within the southeast corner of Lot 3 would not be impacted, and
this area of the Lot—which was believed to contain undisturbed deposits with good integrity—
was not mitigated. Subsequent construction activity ultimately resulted in the destruction of the
archaeology within this area. Excavations resulted in the discovery of a wide range of
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subsurface features, which are described below. The following discussion of the archaeology of
Lots 3 and 4 is organized around the previous landownership history.

1. The Pre-Francis and/or Pre-1833 Component: This component is associated with
the Jabez Capps ownership of the combined Lots 3 and 4. The archaeology documents both
domestic and light industrial (pottery manufacture) activities, as well as potential mercantile
activities. During the very early 1830s (circa 1830-1832) the potter John Neff Ebey probably
worked and lived at this location. Several distinctive features associated with this industrial
component were identified, and include one small pit (Feature 1) and two distinctive middens
(Middens A and B, identified as Features 39 and 41, respectively)—all located on the N100’ of
the property. One of these middens (Feature 40) contained redware waster sherds associated
with the production of pottery, presumably from this location. These redware sherds contained a
variety of utilitarian wares (jars, bowls, jugs) and kiln furniture (saggers, pads, and brick).
Absent from these waster sherds were the refined tablewares produced by Ebey and others and
recovered from the excavations at the rural Cotton Hill Pottery in the 1970s. This lack of refined
tablewares in the urban assemblage is probably due to the later date of production of these wares,
with the refined tablewares being produced for a short period of time during the initial
production at the rural pottery site. The second midden (Feature 41) consists of a dense
concentration of broken blue edge-decorated pearlware plates (with scalloped rims). These
plates were all of the same size (9”—check size) and impressed “ADAMS.” The sheer volume
of these sherds—and the lack of other contemporary ceramic or glass wares in this midden—
suggests that they were not deposited as part of a domestic kitchen midden, but represent the
discard of unused broken plates. Such discard behavior may represent the discard of a single
(albeit large) shipping crate of ware that arrived at Capps’ store with its contents broken. Instead
of discarding the crate of broken ware at the store (which was located to the west on Jefferson
Street), Capps may have hauled the crate to his lot which was located on the outskirts of the then
settled community. It is interesting to note that these features may not be oriented exactly to the
street grid system, but slightly askew to that grid—suggesting that they may pre-date the laying
out of the town plat in circa 1825.

Features potentially associated with the domestic component consist of two wells
(Features 23 and 27), a small earthen-walled cellar (Feature 22), and a domestic midden (Midden
C, identified as Feature x)—all located on the south 57’ of the two lots. Only one of these wells
probably dates to this early component, with the other well representing a late 1830s or early
1840s replacement well. Although it is not clear whether these domestic features pre-date 1833,
it is believed that they date from at least circa 1830 and the Ebey occupation. The fill in these
features suggest that they were not abandoned until sometime in the early to middle 1840s (or
potentially late 1840s?). It is unclear who may have occupied the house at this location during
these years. After Ebey’s departure, the S57’ Lots 3 and 4 were purchased by Joseph Klein, and
it is unknown who may have been living at this location through these years. One potential
interpretation—albeit without any basis—is that Simeon Francis and his family occupied this
pre-existing house upon his initial purchase of the property, and until his new house (which
fronted Jefferson Street to the north) was completed. The date of Francis’ new house is not
known. As such, much of the artifacts found in the early midden and associated features may
have been discarded by the Francis family during the later 1830s and 1840s. In any case, the
artifacts appear to document a fairly well-to-do family.
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2. The Francis Domestic Component (1833-1859): The component, which is situated
on the N100’ Lots 3 and 4 and West 20’ Lot 2, is associated with the Francis occupation from
circa 1833 to 1859. Francis residence is clearly documented on this parcel of land, which was
partitioned from the S57’ of Lots 3 and 4 in 1832. Unfortunately, we do not know when this
house was constructed.

Although interest in Francis’ house was high, it was unfortunate that the Rudolph-
Chatterton Opera House was constructed at this location. This substantial structure, constructed
in 1865-66, contained a full basement, which had impacted the remains of the Francis residence.
Due to the construction of this opera house, any archaeological resources located on the
approximate north half of the Francis “lot” had been destroyed. Fortunately, the approximate
south half of the Francis “lot” remained relatively undisturbed by these later construction
activities. Unfortunately, the archaeological visibility of the Francis residence was minimal, and
little physical evidence of the dwelling was documented by the archaeological investigations.
No structural foundations, cellars, or basements once associated with this building were found.
The discovery of two pre-1860 cisterns on this “lot” does document the presence of this early
dwelling, and also documents the approximate corners of the structure. The earliest cistern
(Feature 3B) was represented by a fairly shallow, brick-domed circular pit constructed with
mortar applied directly onto the dirt walls. The later cistern (Feature 14) was a much larger and
deeper structure (with a much greater holding capacity) that was represented by a brick walled
and domed circular pit with an adjacent filter system (Feature 12). The earliest cistern appears to
have been located off the southeast corner of the original rear kitchen wing and a porch (Section
B of the house) that probably was located in this area. The date of construction of this cistern is
not known; it may date to the original 1830s construction of this house. Similarly, the later
cistern appears to have been constructed off the southeast corner of the newer rear service wing
represented by the long and narrow, east/west trending extension on the rear of the house (as
illustrated on the 1854 and 1858 city maps; and identified as Section C in Figure 58). This later
cistern was probably constructed in 1853 when this small parcel of land (W1/2, W1/2, Lot 2) was
attached to the Francis landholdings (perhaps in circa 1854-55 after construction of the new
cistern?). The earlier cistern appears to have been abandoned and filled during the Francis
occupation. In contrast, the later cistern appears to have been abandoned and filled during the
period immediately prior to the Francis removal, and prior to the demolition of his house (circa
1859-66). The fill in the later cistern, dating from the early to middle 1860s, contained a variety
of non-domestic debris probably associated with a tavern or saloon—suggesting that the Francis
residence during these years may have been rented by the City of Springfield and operated as a
commercial establishment at that time.

Although few features were documented that represent physical remains of the house,
significant features dating from this occupation were located and excavated. A brick-lined well
(Feature 20) probably was constructed for this early domestic component. This well, which was
located within the east yard of the house, was abandoned sometime during the post-Francis years
(post 1859). The fill in this well contained debris associated with a tavern and/or saloon. The
upper and lower fill within the well documented distinctively different bar-related assemblages,
with the lower fills probably dating from circa 1860-80 and the upper fills dating from circa
1880-1900. Additionally, six privy pits (Features 5, 6, 18, 30, 31, and 34) once associated with
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this house were identified on this parcel of ground. Three of these pits (Features 5, 6, and 34)
were probably associated with the Francis residence. The pits temporal sequence appears to be
Feature 34 to Feature 6 to Feature 5. Two of these pits (Features 5 and 6) were oriented with
their long axis parallel with the south property line—which was established in 1832, and clearly
associated with the Francis family. Both of these privies contained a significant assemblage of
primary 1830s and/or early 1840s domestic artifacts. The third privy (Feature 34) had its long
axis oriented north-south, and may pre-date this subdivision of the two parcels of ground (and
thus pre-date 1832). If so, this privy may have been associated with the Ebey occupation.
Unfortunately, Feature 34 contained very few artifacts. Two of the privies (Features 30 and 31)
had been impacted by construction of the later cistern (Feature 14). These two features may
have been associated with the earlier use of the adjacent Lot 2—and pre-dates the circa 1850s
attachment of this land onto the Francis landholdings. The final privy (Feature 18) does not
belong within this component—as it probably was associated with the circa 1858-66 use of the
Francis residence as a potential saloon. Privies dating from the 1840s and 1850s were
uncharacteristically missing, and may indicate the use of interior facilities by the Francis family
during these years. Two round pit features (Features 24 and 25) appear to date from the 1850s ,
and my possibly represent these missing privy pits. Very little domestic midden was identified
on this parcel of land.66

3. The Unidentified Domestic Component (1833-circa 1850): This domestic
component was located on the S57’ Lots 3 and 4, which was partitioned from the N100’ in 1832.
As discussed above, this domestic component may pre-date this 1832 partition. If it pre-dates
this 1832 partition, the component may have associated with the potter John Neff Ebey. Clearly,
the component persisted through the 1830s and into the 1840s. During these years, the property
was owned by Joseph Klein. The archaeological component may simply represent the remains
of a domestic structure constructed by or for Joseph Klein in circa 1832-33.

Features associated with this component include two wells (Features 23 and 27), a
shallow cellar (Feature 22), and a domestic midden (Midden C, identified as Feature 39)—all of
which were encapsulated beneath the brick commercial structure that housed the Journal. The
cellar is a small, shallow, rectangular pit that probably was located beneath the floorboards of a
fairly impermanent dwelling (such as a simple log structure). No structural foundations were
discovered from this structure. The two wells (Features 23 and 27) represent an early and later
well, both of which were filled with domestic debris pre-dating 1850. The earlier stone-lined
well appears to have been filled directly with household debris (kitchen slop buckets and hearth
cleanings with lots of wood ash). In contrast, the later brick-lined well appears to have been
filled with surrounding midden. The artifacts from these two features, and the associated
midden, are of great interest and document the lifeways of a fairly well-to-do early Springfield
resident. Lacking from this suite of archaeological features are privies. It is unfortunate that the
suspected location of privies associated with this component were probably located along the
north edge of the “lot.” Archaeological resources within this area were destroyed by the late
nineteenth century construction of a commercial building (with basement).

66 A small, finely potted, salt-glazed stoneware churn—representing either a toy or a salesman’s sample—was found
in Feature 25. It is interesting to speculate that this small churn represents a sample of the newly manufactured
stoneware product being manufactured in western Illinois and given to Francis by John Ebey sometime after his
departure from Springfield.
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4. Later Nineteenth-Early Twentieth Century Commercial Components: In circa
1853-54, the new Journal building was constructed on the S57’ Lots 3 and 4, resulting in the
demolition of the dwelling located on the S57’ of Lots 3 and 4. Similarly, with the departure of
Francis from his residence in 1859, the house appears to have been used as a commercial
structure for approximately 5-6 years prior to being demolished. In 1866, the substantial
Rudolph Opera House was constructed on the northern end of the two lots—creating an open
area between the Opera House and the Journal building. The Opera House was destroyed by fire
in 1876, and rebuilt shortly thereafter. Sometime in the later 1860s the final two commercial
structures were constructed on this open land.

Parcels A, B, and C were located on the northern end of Lots 3 and 4, and it was on these
parcels of ground that the opera house was constructed. Substantial stone foundation system and
deep, full basement were located beneath this structure. These structural features (identified as
Feature 44) were documented as being in place at the time of the archaeological investigations.
This building had impacted any potential archaeological resources that might have been present
in this area.

As noted above, the commercial Journal Building was constructed on the south end of
Lots 3 and 4 in circa 1853-54. Parcels F, G, and H were associated with this 1850s structure. A
wide, albeit shallow, stone perimeter foundation from this building was discovered relatively
intact (Feature 42). This foundation system consisted of an exterior perimeter wall and two
interior walls that partitioned the original structure into three commercial bays or stores. Each
bay measured approximately 20’ wide by 80’ in depth—a measurement that was consistent with
the size of the commercial bays documented in the 1840 Tinsley Dry Goods store (Mansberger
2007). Located beneath the southern-most bay was located a substantial brick pad (Feature 21)
that has been interpreted as the remains of the foundations for the printing press. Lead printing
type was found in the fill around the edges of this feature. Brick foundations (Features x and x)
and a tile drain (Feature 53) document multiple additions constructed onto the rear of this
building. The earliest brick foundations probably represent an addition that was in place by the
middle 1860s. Two brick-lined wells (Features 32 and 33) were located off the rear of this
structure. No privies were found in association with this commercial component. The far rear of
the lot (to the east) associated with this commercial property was not excavated, and the
associated privies were probably located within that area.

That area located between the Opera House and the Journal building consisted of an
approximate 40’ parcel of land that was not developed until sometime in the later 1860s or very
early 1870s. At that time, two commercial buildings—each approximately 20’ wide and fronting
North Sixth Street—were constructed. With the construction of these two storefronts, the
streetscape along the east side of the 100 block of North Sixth Street had become completely
infilled with brick structures. These two structures have been identified as Building D and E. It
is not clear as to which of these two buildings was the earliest. Fire deposits—probably
associated with the 1876 destruction of the Rudolph Opera House, were identified on this lot.
Building D was the taller of the two buildings and extended farther to the rear (east). Several
features were associated with the early component of this Italianate commercial structure.
Feature 20 is a brick-lined well which was probably constructed for use with the earlier Francis
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residence. The fill in this well, which consists of interesting assemblage of bar and/or saloon
related debris dating from a circa 1860 through 1900 period, potentially originated from within
Building D. Two brick-lined privies were located to the rear of this structure. It is not clear as to
which of these privies is the earliest. Feature 2 is oval in plan and extends to a depth of
approximately 6-8 feet (check depth). Feature 8B is circular in plan, farther removed from the
building, and extended to a depth of only 4-5 feet. It is suspected that Feature 2 predates Feature
8B, but not completely sure of this. In some ways, Feature 8B predating Feature 2 makes more
sense. Features 16 and 17, which are of unknown function, probably date to this early
commercial component. Two privies (Features 7 and 8A) were associated with the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century occupation of this building. Feature 7 probably post-dates
Feature 8A, as the later feature was incorporated into the footprint of an addition constructed
onto the opera house sometime during the later nineteenth century.

Similarly, a small brick commercial structure was constructed on Parcel E sometime
during the middle to late 1860s or early 1870s. Several archaeological features were located
during the excavations within the rear of this structure. Featrues 3A and 4 represent early privy
pits associated with the early commercial component. Feature 4, which contains a rather
interesting bar assemblage with numerous kaolin smoking pipes, probably pre-dates Feature 3A.
The proximity of Features 2 and 4 along the property line separating Parcels D and E suggests
that these may have been contemporary privies servicing the buildings on each of the two
parcels. If so, the differences between the small, shallow wood lined Feature 4, and the deeper,
brick-lined Feature 2 are substantial. Feature 9 is a small mortar preparation pit potentially
associated with an episode of remodeling.

Sometime after 1896 (and prior to 1917), a substantial addition had been constructed onto
the rear of the structure located on Parcel E. Three pits (Features 10, 11, and 29) located to the
rear of this building represent sequential privies associated with the late commercial component.
Unfortunately, it has been difficult to determine the temporal sequence of these privy pits. Logic
suggests that the sequence, from earliest to latest, is F10-F11-F29 (based on the gradual
movement of the privies farther away from the building—a practice common among domestic
privies). Having said this, though, Feature 10 appears to be the latest in this series—suggesting
that the progression of privies may have moved from closer to the building with time). Of
special note was the recovery of the remains of a human infant within the fills of Feature 29.
According to profile, sequence may be Feature 11 (post dates 1896) followed by Feature 29,
followed by Feature 10.
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Figure 45. Early 1850s (circa 1852-54) illustration of the north side of the Illinois State
Capitol square (Weimar n.d.). The large building in the foreground is the Capitol building.
At this time, the north side of the square was occupied by a series of small, false-front,
frame commercial buildings collectively referred to as “chicken row.” Note the presence of
both the old Market House andSimeon Francis’ house. It is unclear as to what the building
fronting Sixth Street, and located between the Francis residence and the Market House, is.
This oil painting was probably prepared immediately prior to the construction of the
Journal building, and it would appear that this illustration depicts the earlier house located
on the S57’ Lots 3 and 4. This long and narrow two-story structure appears to have a gable
roof and does not correspond with the later images of the Journal building. The well-
developed residential character of Block 1 is well represented in this illustration.

S. Francis House?

Market House
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Figure 36. Sketch of the City Market House and Jail drawn by A. V. Arnold (November
1905). This building, which was located within the center of Sixth Street, was demolished
sometime circa 1853-54. Note Simeon Francis’ residence and the Illinois State Journal
office building to the right (Sangamon Valley Collection, Vertical File). The Whig Pole was
put in erected as part of a political celebration that occurred in August 1844. It was a tall
pole set into a 12’-deep stone lined pit. The local history notes that “the Journal Office was
in an old frame building on the east side of Sixth street, where Eldredge & Conant’s
furniture store now stands. Simeon Francis was the editor and publisher. South of the
Journal office was the marble yard of Captain Adam Johnson. Opposite the Journal office,
in the middle of the street, stood the market house and calaboose, or city prison. At a point
south of the market house, and in the middle of the street, the foundation for the new pole
had been prepared” (Interstate Publishing Company 1881:254). In 1844, the Journal office
would not have been at this location, but located a half block south. Something does not
jive between this statement and these two images.
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Figure 37. The Chatterton Opera House during the early twentieth century (Sangamon
Valley Collection, Vertical Files). The construction of this large, three-story masonry
building at the southeast corner of Jefferson and Sixth Streets probably destroyed the
archaeological remains of the Simeon Francis residence.

Figure 38. Late 1890s (?) view looking southwest along Jefferson Street. From left to right
are the County Jail, County Jail Annex, and the substantial Chatterton Opera House
(Sangamon Valley Collection, Vertical Files).
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Figure 39. View of the marquee from the Chatterton Opera House at the turn of the century. Note the saloon and café in the
adjacent store fronts (Bunn 1974).
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Figure 40. Program covers (top) from events held at the Chatterton Opera House. (Bunn
1874) As Bunn (1974:19) notes in the advertisement above (bottom), “delicate fare,
presumably with stern moral overtones, occasionally reached Springfield. Note the
audiences were segregated by sex and that the silent motion picture was enhanced by
orchestral music.”
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Figure 41. A variety of famous and not-so-famous personalities visitedSpringfield to perform at the Chatterton Opera House.
“John Sullivan, the recently dethroned heavyweight boxing champion, made an acting appearance in 1896,” (left), and “the
voluptuous Lillian Russell visited Chatterton’s at least once, in 1885” (Bunn 1974:22).
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Figure 42. Auditorium of the Chatterton Opera House as reconstructed by Hiram Jackson, staff Artist from descriptions by
Sam Bonansinga, one-time stage hand and Teorge Pehlman (SJR Photo; VF91-628).
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Figure 43. Lands owned by Kate Sankey—Chatterton descendent and owner of the
Chatterton Opera House in circa 1965 (Sangamon County Abstract Company 1965).
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Figure 44. Buildings fronting the 100 block of North Sixth Street, as illustrated on a plat
from measurements taken by Allen Enos (surveyor) in July 1917 and December 1927
(Sangamon County Abstract Company 1965). The Opera House is outlined in red.
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Figure 45. Detail of the Chatterton Opera House foundations, as exposed during the Phase II archaeological investigations.
This view is from outside of the original structure looking east towards the southeast corner of the structure.
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Figure 46. Detail of building at 126 North Fifth Street (Bunn 1974:19).
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Figure 47. Detail of buildings located at 124 (left) and 122 (right) North Sixth Street (Bunn
1974:19).
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Figure 48. Circa 1965 view of the two buildings at 124 (left) and 122 (right) North Sixth
Street.
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Figure 49. Detail of the “Office of the Illinois State Journal” as depicted on the margins of
the landownership map entitled (Ledlie 1858). It is interesting to note that the “Journal
Office” sign was located over the south two of the three commercial bays.
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Figure 50. Illinois State Journal buildings, circa 1860. Building A is a large, three-story, brick building containing three store
fronts. This large, L-shaped building was constructed circa 1853-4, and was shortly thereafter occupied by Francis and his
newspaper. It was against the south wall of this building that Lincoln apparently played handball. This building was
dramatically remodeled during the early years of the twentieth century by the Sikking Company. It was situated immediately
north of the alley. Building B is a long and narrow, single-story, frame structure with a false-front. This building, located
immediately south of the alley, was set back from the street suggesting that it was constructed during the years of the early
market house (which was situated in the middle of Sixth Street at this location). This building may have housed Josiah
Francis’ cabinet shop in 1851. Although this building appears on both the 1854 and 1858 city map, it may not have persisted
much longer than that date. Building C, a substantial three-story brick commercial building, was located midway between the
alley and Washington Street to the south. Although in the physical location of the two-story frame structure that previously
housed the Journal offices, this building appears to be a three-story brick structure (Sangamon Valley Collection, Vertical
Files; Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library).

A

B

C
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Figure 51. Two views of the A. W. Sikking and Company building. This building,
although touting a major early twentieth century facelift, housed the offices of the
Illinois State Journal from its construction in circa 1853-54 to 1879 (Sangamon Valley
Collection, Vertical Files). The building immediately to the north (left) of this
structure, although looking like a circa 1860s structure (and not an 1850s building),
should represent the north one-third of the Journal building.
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Figure 52. Details of the building (Parcel F) located immediately north of the Sikking
Building in the early twentieth century. This is believed to be an original section of
the circa 1853-54 Journal building. Distinctive elements of the building include its
cast-iron storefronts, arched window hoods, and Gothic-style brick cornice. This
does not appear to be the same building as illustrated in the previous circa 1860
photograph—and suggests that the Journal building may have undergone a
substantial mid-to-late nineteenth century remodeling.
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Figure 53. View of buildings along east side of Sixth Street (Lot 4, Block 12, Old Town Plat, Springfield) in November 1965
(Sangamon Valley Collection, Vertical Files). The three bays of the Chatterton Opera House is located to the far left (Labeled
A) while the Sikking Building (the remains of the Illinois State Journal office building, here labeled “B”) is located north of the
alley to the right. The Sikking Building probably represents the southern two-thirds of the early Journal building.
Potentially, the brick building immediately north of the Sikking Building (labeled “C”) represents the north one-third of this
early 1850s building. The 1860s Gothic Revival character of the building labeled “C” is inconsistent with the suspected
character of the early Journal Buildings (see Figure 41), potentially suggesting that the early Journal Buildings may have been
remodeled during the middle nineteenth century years or that this north portion of the building was rebuilt. Note that the
County Jail Complex (located on the northeastern corner of this block) appears to have been demolished by this date.

A B
C
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Figure 54. September 1968 demolition of the Chatterton Opera House (Sangamon Valley Collection, Vertical Files).
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Figure 55. Advertisements for businesses located within the project area along North Sixth
Street. Top: Two advertisements for H. E. Mueller’s wholesale liquor business located in
the Rudolph Opera House building (top left, 1869-70 Springfield City Directory; top right,
1870 Springfield city directory). Bottom: Mason’s Furniture store located in the Journal
block (1857-58 Springfield City Directory).
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Figure 56. Advertisement for Joseph Eck’s wholesale liquor business—successor to O. M.
Sheldon (Illinois State Journal 1/4/1872).
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Figure 57. Map of potential pre-1833 features located on Lots 3 and 4, Block 12, Original
Town Plat, Springfield, Illinois. Middens A and B, as well as Feature 1 clearly date from
this pre-1833 period. These features were probably associated with John Neff Ebey’s
redware pottery that was on this site from circa 1829-1832. Features 22 (a cellar), Features
23 and 27 (two wells), and Midden C are all associated with an early pre-1850 domestic
component that may pre-date 1833.
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Figure 58. Archaeological features associated with the Francis occupation of the N100’ Lots 3, 4, and N100’ W20’ Lot 2 from
circa 1833 until 1859. These features include a well (Feature 20), two cisterns (Features 3B and 14), a cistern filter (Feature
12), and five potential privy pits (Features 5, 6, 24, 25, and 34). Feature 18 represents the remains of a privy pit that might
date to the circa 1860-65 post-Francis occupation of the Francis house—which may have been utilized as a commercial
property (saloon?) at that time.
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Figure 59. Archaeological features associated with the early commercial development of Lots 3 and 4. Buildings D and E
were located on the south end of Francis’ old landholdings (N100’ Lots 3 and 4). These two buildings post-date 1865.
Buildings F, G, and H—which were constructed prior to 1854—were owned and occupied by the Francis brothers. The
Journal offices were probably located within Building H. Feature 21 probably represents the foundations of the early printing
press.
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Figure 60. Archaeological features associated with the late commercial development of Lots 3 and 4. This configuration of
buildings represents a post 1896 and pre-1917 configuration—that probably dates to circa 1905-1910. By this time, the
majority of the property had been developed with substantial commercial structures. A series of privy pits (Features 8A, 10,
11, and 29) and a potential ash pit (Feature 7) were documented from this period.
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Figure 61. Advertisement for the Illinois State Journal’s Steam Printing Press published in
the 1860-61 Springfield City Directory. The large brick pad identified as Feature 21
probably functioned as the foundation for this very printing press.
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Lot 5

Deed records suggest that this lot was first purchased from the County
Commissioners by B. Wright (Deed Book AB, page 154).67 No chain of title research was
conducted for this lot.

As discussed above, the 1854 and 1858 city maps both indicate that Simeon Francis
owned this lot. Whereas the 1854 city map documents three frame structures on the north
half of the lot, the 1858 city map documents the addition of several brick structures along
the south half of the lot. The 1867 bird’s eye view of Springfield suggests that this entire
lot was built-up with multi-story commercial buildings by that date. Similarly, the 1884
Sanborn fire insurance map indicates a solid row of commercial buildings fronting Sixth
Street.

It is suspected that one of the three buildings documented on Lot 5 on the 1854 city
map represents Simeon Francis’ second (?) Journal building (see discussion above). The
function of the two early buildings north of the early Journal building is unknown. One of
these buildings may represent an early furniture store occupied by Josiah Francis. By the
late 1850s or early 1860s, this building was apparently replaced with a more substantial
structure. The building currently at the north end of Lot 5 (presently 114 North Sixth
Street) has been home to several businesses over its lifetime. It is possible that the earliest
portion of this building (represented by foundation remains) may date to the late 1850s .
The earliest records in the Springfield city directories indicate that John Carmody opened a
grocery store and moved into the residential apartment above the store in 1859 (suggesting
the presence of a two-story structure at this location by that date). John Carmody, a grocer,
came to Springfield in 1849. Also active civically for many years, he was a member of the
Springfield City Council.68 Carmody’s grocery and family residence remained at 114
North Sixth Street until 1888. This building was substantially remodeled in 1925-26, with
the upper stories being used as the Liberty Hotel. Various other commercial businesses
occupied the lower level of the structure until 1931, when Hercules Gekas moved his
family and his restaurant there from two doors south. Coney Island Red Hots, previously
located at 110 North Sixth Street opened its doors at 114 North Sixth Street in 1931, and
remained there, as the Coney Island Restaurant until 1997.

The building located on this lot has been referred to as the “Coney Island
Building.” A detailed Illinois Historic American Buildings Survey (IL-HABS)
documentation package was prepared for this building (IL-HABS No. IL-2000-1; Stratton,
Mansberger and Wresch n.d.).

67 An interesting footnote of Springfield history is that the adjacent lot (Lot 6) was owned by “Black Frank” a
free black inhabitant of early Springfield. For a context of Afri can-Americans in pre-Civil War Springfield,
see Richard Hart’s “ Honest Abe and The African Americans” (Hart 1998).

68 Springfield City Directory for 1886, Babeuf, Springfield, Illinois, 1886.
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Due to the character of the commercial buildings (with substantial basements)
along Sixth Street, the majority of this portion of the project area was considered to have a
low archaeological potential. Nonetheless, a small area towards the rear of the Coney
Island building was noted to contain no basement. This area, although fairly inaccessible
due to its location beneath the building, was assigned a moderate archaeological potential.
A single backhoe trench was excavated within this area, after the demolition of the
building was accomplished. Although this backhoe trench noted the presence of an intact
ground surface, no early artifacts or features were noted. No further work was conducted
in this area.

During the subsequent construction activity, two wells were discovered during the
excavation of the deep basement for the new building. In this area, two wells were noted
and the archaeologists were notified. By the time the archaeologists had arrived, the
construction workers had shoveled through the upper fills of these artifact-rich features.
The features were mapped as to their location on the lot, and a sample of artifacts was
collected from each feature.
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Figure 62. The two buildings located on the north end of Lot 5 (Coney Island and
J.T.’s).
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Table 10

Archaeological Features
Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library (Block 12)

Feature Feature Suspected Approximate City Lot
Number Description Function Date Range Location

1 Shallow oval pit unknown ca. 1830 4
2 Brick-lined oval pit privy 1850-70s 4
3A Mortar-lined circular pit cistern 1850-70s 4
3B Wood-lined rectangular pit privy 1875-90s 4
4 Wood-lined rectangular pit trash pit or privy 1855-75 4
5 Unlined (?) rectangular pit privy 1830-40s S1/2 Lot 4
6 Unlined (?) rectangular pit privy 1830s-40s S1/2 Lot 4
7 Wood-lined rectangular pit privy 1870-90s 4
8A Wood-lined rectangular pit privy 1880-90s 4
8B Brick-lined oval pit privy 1860-80s 4
9 Mortar concentration discard episode ?? 4
10 Wood-lined rectangular pit privy 1870-90s 3
11 Wood-lined rectangular pit privy 1870-90s 3
12 Brick-lined circular pit cistern collector 1850-70s 3
13 Unassigned Number
14 Brick-lined circular pit cistern 1850-70s 3
15 Irregular depression midden/rodent (?) 1830s 3
16 Small rectangular pit post/robbed pier 1850-70s
17 Large rectangular pit robbed pier/wall 1850-70
18 Wood lined rectangular pit privy N1/2, Lot 2
19A Square pit post N1/2, Lot 2
19B Square pit post N1/2, Lot 2
20 Brick-lined circular pit/shaft well N1/2, Lot3
21 Rectangular brick pad press support S1/2, Lot 4
22 Unlined rectangular pit cellar S1/2, Lot 4
23 Brick-lined circular pit/shaft well S1/2, Lot 4
24 Unlined (?) circular pit/basin privy (?) N1/2, Lot 3
25 Round cylindrical pit privy N1/2, Lot 3
26 Rectangular pit brick pier or foundation S1/2, Lot 4
27 Stone-lined circular pit/shaft well S1/2, Lot 4
28 Brick-lined circular pit/shaft well S1/2, Lot 4
29 Wood lined rectangular pit privy N1/2, Lot 2-3
30 Wood lined square pit privy N1/2, Lot 3
31 Unlined round pit privy N1/2, Lot 3
32 Brick-lined circular pit/shaft well S1/2, Lot 3
33 Brick-lined circular pit/shaft well S1/2, Lot 3
34 Unlined rectangular pit privy N1/2, Lot 4
35 Long, narrow trench robbed wall N1/2, Lot 4
36 Brick lined circular pit/shaft well Lot 5
37 Brick lined circular pit/shaft well Lot 5
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38 Brick lined circular pit/shaft well Lot 5
39 Sheet Refuse (Midden) domestic household discard S1/2, Lot 4
40 Sheet Refuse (Midden) pottery manufacture discard N1/2, Lot 4
41 Sheet Refuse (Midden) commercial (store) discard N1/2, Lot 4
42 Sandstone foundation walls commercial building (Journal) S1/2, Lot 4
43 Brick foundation walls commercial building (Journal) S1/2, Lots 2-3
44 Limestone foundation walls commercial building (Chatterton) N1/2, Lots 2-4
45 Small, rectangular pit pier N1/2, Lot 4
46 Brick foundation walls commercial building N1/2, Lot 4
47 Brick foundation walls commercial building N1/2, Lot 4
48 Brick foundation walls commercial building (Chatterton) N1/2, Lot 2
49 Brick foundation walls commercial building (Chatterton) N1/2, Lot2
50 Brick foundation walls commercial building Lots 2, 3, 4
51 Brick foundation walls commercial building N1/2, Lot 4
52 Brick foundation walls chimney (Chatterton) N1/2, Lot 4
53 tile drain in trench drain S1/2, Lot 3
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APPENDIX I

LOT PROVENIENCES
THE LIBRARY (BLOCK 12)

Feature 1
F1-1 Surface
F1-2 South ½, Level 1
F1-3 North ½, Zone I

Feature 2
F2-1 General Surface adjacent to Features 2 and 4
F2-2 South ½, Level 1
F2-3 South ½, Level 2
F2-4 South ½, Level 3
F2-5 South ½, Level 4
F2-6 North ½, Zone I
F2-7 North ½, Zone II
F2-8 North ½, Zone III, Male
F2-9 North ½, Zone III, Female

Feature 3A
F3A-1 East ½, Level 1
F3A-2 East ½, Level 2
F3A-3 East ½, Level 3
F3A-4 East ½, Level 4
F3A-5 East ½, Level 5
F3A-6 West ½, Zone IV
F3A-7 West ½, Zone I-III

Feature 3B
F3B-1 East ½, Level 1
F3B-2 East ½, Level 2
F3B-3 East ½, Level 3
F3B-4 West ½, Zone I
F3B-5 West ½, Zone I
F3B-6 West ½, Zone II

Feature 4
F4-1 Surface
F4-2 South ½, Level 1
F4-3 South ½, Level 3
F4-4 North ½, Surface of Builder’s Trench
F4-5 North ½, Zone II
F4-6 North ½, Zone III
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Feature 5
F5-1 Surface
F5-2 East ½, Level 1
F5-3 East ½, Level 2
F5-4 East ½, Level 3
F5-5 West ½, Zone I
F5-6 West ½, Zone II

Feature 6
F6-1 Surface
F6-2 East ½, Level 1
F6-3 East ½, Level 2
F6-4 West ½, Zone I
F6-5 West ½, Zone II
F6-6 West ½, Zone III

Feature 10
F10-1 Surface
F10-2 North ½, Level 1
F10-3 North ½, Level 2
F10-4 North ½, Level 3
F10-5 North ½, Level 4
F10-6 North ½, Level 5
F10-7 North ½, Level 6
F10-8 South ½, Zone I
F10-9 South ½, Zone III
F10-10 South ½, Zone IV

Feature 11
F11-1 Scraped Surface
F11-2 North ½, Level 1, Outer fill
F11-3 North ½, Level 1, Inner
F11-4 North ½, Level 1, Builder’s Trench
F11-5 North ½, Level 2
F11-6 North ½, Level 3
F11-7 North ½, Level 4
F11-8 North ½, Level 5
F11-9 North ½, Level 6
F11-10 South ½, Zones III and IV
F11-11 South ½, Zones VI A and B
F11-12 South ½, Zone VII
F11-13 Looter’s Back-dirt

Feature 12
F12-1 Surface
F12-2 North ½, Level 1
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F12-3 North ½, Level 2

Feature 14
F14-1
F14-2
F14-3
F14-4
F14-5
F14-6
F14-7
F14-8
F14-9
F14-10
F14-11
F14-12

Feature 15
F15-1 Surface
F15-2 Level 1

Feature 16
F16-1 Level 1

Feature 18
F18-5 South ½, Level 1
F18-6 South ½, Level 2
F18-7 South ½, Level 2, Builder’s Trench
F18-8 South ½, Level 3
F18-9 South ½, Level 4
F18-10 South ½, Level?
F18-11 North ½, Zone I
F18-12 North ½, Zone II
F18-13 North ½, Zone III
F18-14 North ½, Zone IV
F18-15 North ½, Zone V
F18-16 North ½, Zone VI
F18-17 North ½, Zone VII, Dark fill
F18-18 North ½, Zone VII, Light fill

Feature 18 (Midden)
F18-1
F18-2
F18-3
F18-4
F18-19
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Feature 22
F22-1 North ½, Level 1
F22-2 North ½, Level 2
F22-3 South ½, Level 1
F22-4 South ½, Level 2
F22-5 Intrusive Rectangular Post on East side
F22-6 Intrusive Post

Feature 24
F24-1 Surface
F24-2 East ½, Level 1
F24-3 West ½, Level 1

Feature 25
F25-1 Surface and/or over Burden
F25-2 South ½, Surface
F25-3 South ½, Level 1
F25-4 North ½, Zone I

Feature 26
F26-1 Level 1

Feature 27
F27-1 Surrounding Midden
F27-2 Surface
F27-3 South ½, Level 1
F27-4 West ½, Level 1
F27-5 East ½, Level 2
F27-6 West ½, Level 2
F27-7 Level 3
F27-8 Level 4
F27-9 Level 5
F27-10 Level 6
F27-11 Level 7

Feature 28
F28-1 South ½, Level 1
F28-2 South ½, Level 2
F28-3 South ½, Level 3
F28-4 South ½, Level 4
F28-5 South ½, Level 5
F28-6 South ½, Level 6
F28-7 South ½, Level 7
F28-8 South ½, Level 8
F28-9 North ½, Zone I
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F28-10 North ½, Zone II
F28-11 North ½, Zone III
F28-12 North ½, Zone IV
F28-13 North ½, Zone V
F28-14 North ½, Zone VI
F28-15 North ½, Zone VII
F28-16 North ½, Zone VIII

Feature 29
F29-1 North ½, Level 1
F29-2 North ½, Level 1, Inner Box
F29-3 North ½, Level 2
F29-4 North ½, Level 2, Builder’s Trench
F29-5 North ½, Level 3
F29-6 North ½, Level 3, Builder’s Trench
F29-7 North ½, Level 4
F29-8 North ½, Level 5
F29-9 North ½, Level 6
F29-10 South ½, Zone I
F29-11 South ½, Zone II
F29-12 South ½, Zone III
F29-13 South ½, Zone V
F29-14 South ½, Zone IV
F29-15 South ½, Zone VI

Feature 30
F30-1 South ½, Level 1
F30-2 South ½, Level 2
F30-3 South ½, Builder’s Trench

Feature 31
F31-1 South ½, Level 1

Feature 34
F34-1 Level 1

Feature 36
F36-1 Exposed Surface (well)

Feature 38
F38-1 Exposed Surface

Feature 39
F39-1 Upper Midden; West of Cinder Layer
F39-2 Upper Midden; East of Cinder Layer
F39-3 Lower Midden; Between Sandstone Wall and 1st Brick Cross-Walls
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F39-4 Lower Midden; between Cross-Walls 1 and 2
F30-5 Lower Midden; between Cross-Walls 2 and 3
F39-6 Lower Midden; between Cross-Walls 3 and 4
F39-7 Lower Midden; between Cross-Walls 4 and 5
F39-8 Lower Midden; between Cross-Walls 5 and 6
F30-9 Lower Midden; East end, East of Cinder Layer
F39-10 Lower Midden; West of Sandstone Wall, center bay, Northwest of “Fireplace”
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APPENDIX II

LOT INVENTORIES
THE LIBRARY (BLOCK 12)

[Numbers in parenthesis represent ceramic or glass vessel number; refer to Appendix IV
for description of that vessel.]

Feature 1
Lot F1-1
1 dark green/black container glass
3 bone

Lot F1-2
1 dark green/black container glass
1 machine cut nail fragment

Lot F1-3
2 dark green /black container glass
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 lead musket ball (flattened into a cube)
7 bone
1 glazed brick
2 brick

Feature 2
Lot F2-1
1 kaolin pipe stem
1 undecorated whiteware burned
1 undecorated pearlware
2 redware
1 aqua container glass melted
2 aqua container glass melted
1 (F2-1)
1 (F2-2)
1 (F2-2)
1 (F2-3)

Lot F2-2
1 kaolin pipe bowl (badly burned; with attached clinkers)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.51” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.43” diameter)
1 hand-painted, porcelain doll head (1 ½” tall)
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1 melted lead
1 metal button (encrusted on nail)
1 scrap iron (2 ¼” long; 3/8” wide)
1 unidentified cast iron grate (8” long; 1 ½” wide)
39 aqua window glass
1 swirled red paste stoneware doorknob
6 undecorated whiteware
1 relief decorated ironstone
1 redware waster
1 (F2-4)
3 (F2-5)
1 (F2-6)
3 clear container glass
7 aqua container glass
7 aqua container glass
12 dark green/black container glass
1 blue container glass
1 clear container glass melted
1 amber container glass
1 (F2-30)
1 (F2-31)
3 (F2-32)
1 (F2-33)
42 bone
2 burnt shale

Lot F2-3
1 hand-painted, porcelain doll head
1 4-hole milk glass button (.43” diameter)
1 felt paper with tar and chip coating (roofing material)
1 brass clothes “clip” (3 ¼” long; see lot F2-7)
7 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware with back string “…MADDOC…”
1 undecorated whiteware with back string “…MEAKIN / …NSTALL / …NGLAND”
1 redpaste swirled doorknob
1 brass “pointer”
4 (F2-7)
1 (F2-8)
2 (F2-9)
1 (F2-10)
3 (F2-11)
3 (F2-12)
1 (F2-13)
1 (F2-14)
1 (F2-15)
2 (F2-16)
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1 (F2-33)
1 (F2-34)
1 (F2-35)
1 (F2-36)
1 (F2-37)
1 (F2-38)
1 (F2-39)
1 (F2-40)
2 (F2-41)
5 dark green/black container glass
8 clear container glass
6 aqua container glass “tip”
12 machine cut nail fragments
1 iron wire
2 unidentified iron
1 screw top jar lid (tin; 2 ¾” diameter)
1 brass rim fire cartridge (approximately .38” to .40” diameter; short)
20 aqua window glass
3 writing slate (?)
2 roofing slate (?)
1 slate writing “pencil”
37 bone
1 sandstone
1 clinker

plaster (with white coat)

Lot F2-4
cloth

1 (F2-7)
5 (F2-8)
1 (F2-11)
1 (F2-12)
1 (F2-16)
1 (F2-17)
1 (F2-18)
2 blue container glass
2 clear container glass
1 amber container glass
6 aqua container glass
4 dark green/black glass
2 (F2-39)
1 (F2-42)
1 (F2-43)
1 (F2-44)
2 (F2-45)
2 writing slate
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5 sheet metal container
8 machine cut nail fragments
2 clear window glass
32 bone
3 clinkers

mortar

Lot F2-5
cloth

1 porcelain doll body (frozen Charlotte; approximately ¾” to 1” long)
1 hand-painted porcelain doll face
2 undecorated whiteware
1 (F2-2)
1 (F2-5)
1 (F2-17)
1 (F2-19)
6 aqua container glass
3 clear container glass
1 (F2-46)
1 (F2-47)
1 (F2-48)
1 (F2-49)
3 (F2-50)
1 (F2-51)
24 (F2-52)
1 (F2-33)
30 aqua window glass
23 bone
6 machine cut nail fragments
2 roofing slate (?)
1 sandstone “chips” (small)

Lot F2-6
1 undecorated whiteware
1 redware
1 (F2-5)
1 (F2-8)
1 (F2-10)
1 (F2-12)
1 (F2-13)
4 (F2-20)
3 (F2-21)
5 (F2-22)
2 undecorated whiteware with back string “…ADDO… / [STA]FFORDSHIRE

PO[TTERY]”
2 (F2-23)
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2 (F2-24)
1 (F2-25)
1 amber container glass
2 dark green/black container glass
1 blue container glass
2 clear container glass
3 aqua container glass
2 clear glass (globe?)
5 (F2-53)
9 (F2-54)
9 sheet metal container (round; approximately 2” diameter)
6 machine cut nail fragments
1 unidentified hard rubber (?) ball (1 ½” diameter; thread/cloth impressions on surface)
1 iron spike (5 ¼” long)
1 unidentified iron
18 aqua window glass
57 bones
9 roofing slate
2 clinkers

coal

Lot F2-7
1 hand-painted porcelain doll head
1 2-hole milk glass button (.51” diameter; gilded)

fabric
2 (F2-5)
1 (F2-7)
2 (F2-9)
1 (F2-17)
3 (F2-19)
1 salt glazed stoneware
8 undecorated whiteware
2 (F2-20)
1 (F2-21)
1 (F2-26)
1 (F2-27)
1 (F2-28)
1 (F2-44)
5 (F2-45)
1 (F2-53)
1 (F2-55)
1 (F2-56)
5 (F2-57)
2 (F2-58)
4 (F2-59)
2 (F2-60)
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16 (F2-61)
1 (F2-62)
2 (F2-63)
1 carved soapstone ink stamp (grape leaf design/motif)
4 sheet metal container
6 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2 ¾” long)
2 machine cut nails (2” long)
1 brass “pointer” tip
1 turned bone “pointer” tip
1 unidentified iron (ice skate?)
3 unidentified iron
1 “tin” can base (with paint inside?)
19 aqua window glass
68 bone
1 writing slate
1 roofing slate
1 triangular file

clinkers
coal
plaster (with white coat)

Lot F2-8
2 undecorated ironstone, burned
1 red paste swirled doorknob
1 undecorated with pontil back stamp
1 (F2-5)
1 (F2-10)
1 (F2-19)
1 (F2-61)

(F2-64)
3 clear container glass
2 aqua container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
1 bone rat-tail utensil handle (4 ¼” long)
3 peach pits
26 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (3 1/8” long)
21 aqua window glass
52 bone
2 roofing slate

plaster sample
brick sample

Lot F2-9
1 (F2-16)
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2 (F2-19)
1 (F2-24)
8 (F2-29)
2 clear container glass
1 amber container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
4 aqua container glass
1 (F2-64)
1 (F2-65)
1 milk glass button (.44” diameter)
32 aqua window glass
62 bone
3 machine cut nail fragments
2 machine cut nails (2 ½” long)
1 machine cut nail (1 7/8” long)
4 roofing slate
1 clinker

coal

Feature 3A
Lot F3A-1
2 undecorated hand painted whiteware with back stamp
2 undecorated hand painted whiteware
1 monochrome blue transfer print whiteware
8 undecorated whiteware
5 Albany slipped stoneware
1 salt glazed stoneware
2 redpaste earthenware
3 redware
2 salt glazed stoneware refined
1 (F3A-1)
1 (F3A-2)
1 (F3A-3)
1 (F3A-4)
1 (F3A-5)
1 (F3A-6)
1 (F3A-7)
1 (F3A-8)
1 (F3A-9)
1 (F3A-10)
1 (F3A-11)
1 (F3A-12)
1 (F3A-13)
1 (F3A-14)
3 (F3A-15)
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1 (F3A-16)
1 (F3A-45)
1 (F3A-46)
1 (F3A-47)
4 (F3A-48)
2 (F3A-49)
1 (F3A-50)
3 (F3A-51)
1 (F3A-52)
1 (F3A-53)
2 (F3A-54)
1 (F3A-55)
1 (F3A-56)
1 (F3A-57)
1 (F3A-58)
1 (F3A-59)
1 (F3A-60)
1 (F3A-95)
7 clear container glass
20 aqua container glass
2 dark green/black container glass
6 Kelly green container glass
5 amber container glass
1 melted container glass
5 kaolin pipe stems
1 decorated gold foil (ornately decorated; cork cap?)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.45” diameter)
1 2-hole hard rubber button (.88” diameter; “ N.R.CO / GOODYEAR’S P=T 1851”)
61 machine cut nail fragments
1 iron-wire bail
1 unidentified copper
2 copper wire (.068” diameter)
1 copper wire (.15” diameter)
107 bone
40 aqua window glass
1 roofing slate
4 writing slate
4 plaster (with white coat)

Lot F3A-2
2 creamware (?), undecorated
1 black transfer print whiteware
5 undecorated hand painted whiteware
7 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated hand painted whiteware with back stamp
6 salt glazed stoneware
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4 extruded unglazed drain tile (exterior diameter 4”)
2 redware
1 (F3A-6)
8 (F3A-17)
1 (F3A-18)
3 (F3A-19)
1 (F3A-20)
1 (F3A-21)
1 (F3A-22)
3 (F3A-23)
1 (F3A-25)
1 (F3A-26)
1 (F3A-27)
1 (F3A-28)
1 (F3A-29)
2 (F3A-30)
1 (F3A-31)
3 (F3A-49)
1 (F3A-50)
1 (F3A-61)
1 (F3A-62)
1 (F3A-63)
1 (F3A-64)
1 (F3A-65)
1 (F3A-66)
1 (F3A-67)
1 (F3A-68)
1 (F3A-69)
1 (F3A-70)
1 (F3A-71)
1 (F3A-72)
1 (F3A-73)
1 (F3A-74)
1 (F3A-75)
1 (F3A-76)
1 (F3A-77)
1 (F3A-78)
1 (F3A-79)
2 (F3A-80)
1 (F3A-81)
1 (F3A-82)
2 (F3A-83)
1 (F3A-84)
2 (F3A-85)
1 (F3A-86)
3 (F3A-87)
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1 (F3A-88)
2 (F3A-89)
1 (F3A-90)
1 (F3A-91)
2 (F3A-92)
3 (F3A-93)
2 (F3A-94)
1 (F3A-95)
2 (F3A-96)
1 (F3A-97)
10 (F3A-98)
5 (F3A-99)
1 (F3A-100)
5 (F3A-101)
2 (F3A-102)
2 (F3A-103)
3 (F3A-144)
1 (F3A-149)
1 (F3A-150)
19 aqua container glass
67 clear container glass
15 amber container glass
132 Kelly green container glass
1 hand-painted porcelain doll head)
1 kaolin pipe stem
1 4-hole milk glass button (.48” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.61” diameter)
1 glass marble (.68” diameter)
1 2-hole decorated shell button (.49” diameter)
1 zinc and iron harmonica soundboard
1 copper/brass clothing clasp
93 machine cut nail fragments
2 sheet/scrap iron (4” long)
1 brass rod (.23” diameter)
1 copper wire (.14” diameter)
1 copper wire (.15” diameter)
1 copper wire with triangular escutcheons (.15” diameter)
2 rubber “bulbs”
1 marble “flake” or “spall” (large)
92 aqua window glass
517 bone
61 roofing slate

plaster (with white coat)
coal sample

Lot F3A-3
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1 Albany slipped stoneware
1 dark green/black container glass
1 clear container glass
33 Kelly green container glass
1 (F3A-145)
1 (F3A-146)
1 (F3A-148)
5 machine cut nail fragments
1 unidentified iron
10 aqua window glass
21 bone
20 roofing slate (one with punched hole; purplish color)

plaster sample (with white coat)

Lot F3A-4
1 undecorated whiteware with back stamp
12 undecorated whiteware
1 extruded unglazed drain tile
3 salt glazed stoneware
1 Albany slipped stoneware
1 (F3A-32)
1 (F3A-33)
1 (F3A-34)
9 (F3A-35)
5 (F3A-36)
2 (F3A-37)
1 (F3A-38)
4 (F3A-39)
4 (F3A-40)
1 (F3A-41)
1 (F3A-42)
4 (F3A-43)
1 (F3A-55)
1 (F3A-104)
1 (F3A-105)
8 (F3A-106)
2 (F3A-107)
3 (F3A-108)
1 (F3A-109)
3 (F3A-110)
1 (F3A-91)
1 (F3A-112)
1 (F3A-114)
2 (F3A-115)
4 (F3A-116)
6 (F3A-117)
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1 (F3A-118)
1 (F3A-143)
1 (F3A-145)
2 (F3A-147)
1 Kelly green container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
5 aqua container glass
49 clear container glass
1 hard rubber lice comb (2 ¼” wide by 3” long; embossed “ I. R. COMB CO. GOODYEAR

1851”)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.63” diameter)
1 kaolin pipe bowl
1 porcelain toy teacup (¾” tall; handled)
1 porcelain toy saucer
1 coin (5-cent shield nickel?)
11 sheet metal container
15 machine cut nail fragments
2 brass shoe reinforcements
2 brass/copper forged utensil handle
347 aqua window glass
92 bone
1 schist whetstone

brick (demolition debris; with glazing on flat surface-kiln brick?)
1 shaley coal/clinker
1 sandstone

Lot F3A-5
2 (F3A-39)
1 Albany slipped stoneware
1 relief decorated whiteware
1 (F3A-118)
1 (F3A-109)
8 (F3A-119)
2 (F3A-120)
1 (F3A-121)
1 (F3A-122)
2 (F3A-123)
2 (F3A-124)
1 (F3A-125)
1 (F3A-150)
8 amber container glass
6 Kelly green container glass
1 4-hole milk glass button (.64” diameter)
1 porcelain doll head (3 ¼” tall)
1 unidentified copper (lamp burner?)
1 copper tube (¼” diameter)
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22 aqua window glass
12 bone
3 asphalt and stone on felt paper (roofing material)

Lot F3A-6
2 (F3A-44)
4 (F3A-111)
5 (F3A-119)
2 (F3A-120)
7 (F3A-124)
1 (F3A-126)
2 (F3A-127)
4 (F3A-129)
1 (F3A-130)
1 (F3A-131)
7 (F3A-124)
1 (F3A-148)
1 (F3A-142)
13 aqua container glass
1 Rockingham glazed marble (.78” diameter; burned)
32 bone
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 unidentified iron
1 asphalt and stone on felt paper (roofing material)

Lot F3A-7
3 undecorated whiteware
2 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware
1 Albany slipped stoneware
2 (F3A-30)
8 (F3A-100)
1 (F3A-113)
1 (F3A-125)
3 (F3A-128)
1 (F3A-132)
1 (F3A-133)
1 (F3A-134)
1 (F3A-135)
1 (F3A-136)
1 (F3A-137)
1 (F3A-138)
3 (F3A-139)
1 (F3A-140)
1 (F3A-141)
1 (F3A-146)
3 (F3A-150)
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3 clear container glass
2 amber container glass
3 aqua container glass
3 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (4” long)
2 unidentified copper (pocket knife?)
1 unidentified iron
5 aqua window glass
73 bone
3 roofing slate
1 large clinker (3” diameter)

Feature 3B
Lot F3B-1
1 redware (?) elbow pipe
2 undecorated whiteware
1 unglazed redpaste earthenware (with sooted interior & exterior clear glaze drip)
5 salt-glazed stoneware
2 Albany slipped stoneware
1 (F3B-1)
3 (F3B-2)
2 aqua container glass
1 Kelly green container glass
2 dark green/black container glass
3 bone
7 machine cut nail fragments

Lot F3B-2
4 redware
11 salt-glazed stoneware
3 (F3B-2)
4 redware
11 salt-glazed stoneware
3 (F3B-2)
1 (F3B-3)
1 (F3B-4)
1 (F3B-5)
7 (F3B-6)
1 (F3B-7)
1 (F3B-8)
8 (F3B-16)
2 (F3B-17)
2 (F3B-18)
2 (F3B-19)
2 (F3B-21)
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15 aqua container glass
20 dark green/black container glass
39 Kelly green container glass
2 5-hole bone buttons (.66” diameter)
1 bone
2 machine cut nail fragments
1 unidentified iron
1 unidentified iron (needs electrolysis)

Lot F3B-3
4 redware
24 salt-glazed stoneware
1 (F3B-6)
1 (F3B-9)
15 aqua container glass
36 dark green/black container glass
52 Kelly green container glass
2 (F3B-16)
2 (F3B-17)
2 (F3B-18)
1 (F3B-19)
8 (F3B-21)
9 (F3B-22)
1 (F3B-23)
4 bone
16 machine cut nail fragments

plaster

Lot F3B-4
2 redware
1 (F3B-6)
1 (F3B-10)
1 (F3B-11)
1 (F3B-12)
5 aqua container glass
2 clear container glass
1 (F3B-24)
2 limestone gravel “chips”
1 aqua window glass
5 bone

plaster sample
brick sample

Lot F3B-5
1 kaolin pipe bowl
3 salt glazed stoneware
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(F3B-2)
1 (F3B-4)
1 (F3B-13)
1 aqua container glass
5 dark green/black container glass
6 Kelly green container glass
1 (F3B-17)
1 (F3B-24)
1 (F3B-22)
4 (F3B-21)
3 bone in-lay
3 bone
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 limestone gravel “chip”

Lot F3B-6
1 kaolin pipe stem
10 redware
6 salt-glazed stoneware
2 redware wasters
1 (F3B-7)
5 (F3B-6)
1 (F3B-12)
1 (F3B-14)
1 (F3B-15)
1 clear container glass
2 aqua container glass
14 Kelly green container glass
6 dark green/black container glass
2 (F3B-20)
1 (F3B-21)
1 (F3B-25)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.45” diameter)
1 bone
37 sheet metal container
13 machine cut nail fragments

plaster sample
brick sample

Feature 4
Lot F4-1
1 painted (blue) whiteware
1 annular decorated whiteware
4 undecorated whiteware
1 heavily fired/burned redware sherd (Ebey Pottery) waster
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1 unglazed redpaste earthenware
1 salt/salt-glazed stoneware
1 (F4-1)
3 (F4-2)
2 (F4-3)
1 (F4-4)
1 (F4-5)
1 (F4-6)
1 (F4-7)
11 dark green/black container glass
5 aqua container glass
1 (F4-11)
5 (F4-12)
1 (F4-13)
1 F4-14)
1 (F4-15)
1 painted (blue) whiteware
1 annular decorated whiteware
4 undecorated whiteware
1 heavily fired/burned redware sherd (Ebey Pottery) waster
1 unglazed red paste earthenware
1 salt/salt-glazed stoneware
11 dark green/black container glass
5 aqua container glass
1 (F4-1)
3 (F4-2)
2 (F4-3)
1 (F4-4)
1 (F4-5)
1 (F4-6)
1 (F4-7)
1 (F4-11)
5 (F4-12)
1 (F4-13)
2 (F4-14)
1 (F4-15)
17 kaolin pipe bowls
46 kaolin pipe stems
12 bone
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 aqua window glass
1 glazed kiln tile (heavily burned)

Lot F4-2
10 undecorated whiteware
1 unglazed red paste earthenware
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1 (F4-8)
1 (F4-9)
1 (F4-10)
4 clear container glass
1 aqua container glass
2 dark green/black container glass
2 clear container glass, melted
3 kaolin pipe stems
11 machine cut nail fragments
3 machine cut nails (2 ½” long)
9 aqua window glass
11 bone

charcoal
2 clinkers

mortar (very brown in color)
1 brick

Lot F4-3
6 machine cut nail fragments
2 machine cut nails (2 ¾” long)
2 burned sandstone

Lot F4-4
2 kaolin pipe bowls

Lot F4-5
2 plaster (whitewashed; no finish coat)

Lot F4-6
2 machine cut nail fragments
2 bone

Feature 5
Lot F5-1
1 transfer print (brown) whiteware
1 redware
5 (F5-1)
6 (F5-2)
1 (F5-3)
1 (F5-4)
1 (F5-5)
1 (F5-6)
10 (F5-7)
2 (F5-19)
1 (F5-20)
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4 mirror glass
3 bone

Lot F5-2
1 aqua window glass/mirror (1.68 millimeters, 1.59 millimeters)
1 undecorated whiteware
24 redware
2 sandstone
4 redware wasters
1 (F5-4)
1 (F5-8)
1 (F5-9)
1 (F5-10)
1 (F5-11)
1 (F5-12)
1 (F5-13)
27 (F5-15)
3 aqua container glass
2 clear container glass
2 clear container glass
2 (F5-21)
2 aqua mirror glass
10 bone
5 sheet metal container
1 machine cut nail fragment
3 unidentified bar iron (approximately ¾” wide by 1/8” thick)

Lot F5-3
2 redware
1 redware waster
4 (F5-1)
12 (F5-15)
4 (F5-16)
1 (F5-17)
7 (F5-18)
28 (F5-22)
29 (F5-23)
1 (F5-24)
21 aqua container glass (vial)
3 aqua window glass (1.48 millimeters, 1.49 millimeters, 1.56 millimeters, 1.59

millimeters, 1.69 millimeters, 1.63 millimeters)
3 machine cut nail fragments
1 unidentified iron (2 ¾” long; V-shaped section)
3 mirror glass (large fragment)
2 bone
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1 glazed brick (kiln brick?)
1 brick

Lot F5-4
8 bone

Lot F5-5
42 redware
4 redware wasters (including tableware)
1 red paste earthenware; glazed one side only (see vessel F5-7)
1 (F5-3)
3 (F5-5)
1 (F5-17)
3 undecorated whiteware
4 transfer print (dark blue) pearlware
1 (F5-18)
9 clear/lead container glass (F5-24)
4 (F5-20)
2 (F5-19)
1 5-hole bone button (.68” diameter)
1 brass tack
2 machine cut nail fragments
1 kiln tile (ridged)
1 unglazed kiln tripod leg
1 glazed brick (badly burned)
1 aqua window glass
7 aqua mirror glass
5 bone
4 brick
9 sandstone

Lot F5-6
1 (F5-17)
2 (F5-20)
1 (F5-23)
3 clear/lead container glass
1 sandstone

Feature 6
Lot F6-1
2 redware waster sherds
2 redware
1 (F6-1)
1 (F6-2)
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1 (F6-3)
21 lead glass container
4 (F6-10)
1 (F6-11)
1 (F6-12)
1 (F6-13)

brick
1 bone

Lot F6-2
1 redware waster
3 redware
6 undecorated porcelain
10 (F6-4)
12 (F6-5)
2 (F6-6)
1 (F6-7)
1 (F6-8)
5 (F6-9)
4 aqua window glass
6 (F6-10)
5 (F6-13)
1 (F6-14)
5 (F6-15)

(F6-16)
1 (F6-17)
7 (F6-18)
6 (F6-19)
1 (F6-20)
2 (F6-21)
4 (F6-22)
17 (F6-23)
2 (F6-24)
2 (F6-25)
2 (F6-26)
2 (F6-27)
5 (F6-28)
85 clear/lead container glass (vessels F6-10 & 28)
42 aqua container glass
17 dark green container glass (vessels F6-26 & 27)
2 worked bone handles (3/4” by 3 5/8”; “rat tail” tang)
4 bone

Lot F6-3
1 annular decorated whiteware
4 clear/lead container glass
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1 coin (.62” diameter; half dime)
1 bone
1 brick

Lot F6-4
4 redware
3 redware wasters
2 salt glazed stoneware
2 (F6-11)
2 machine cut nail fragments
6 limestone “chips”

slacked lime
5 sandstone
4 brick
1 glazed kiln brick (broken brick heavily glazed in broken surface)

Lot F6-5
1 redware
3 aqua container
2 clear/lead container glass
4 (F6-16)
31 (F6-12)
3 (F6-25)
18 (F6-29)
1 5-hole bone button (.67” diameter)
2 5-hole bone buttons (.66” diameter)

slacked lime
5 bricks (demolition debris; non-kiln)

plaster

Lot F6-6
2 clear/lead container glass
1 (F6-30)
1 brass pendant or pierced coin (.66” diameter)
1 aqua window glass
1 plaster/mortar
1 sandstone

Feature 7
Lot F7-1
1 (F7-6)
1 undecorated porcelain
2 undecorated whiteware
1 (F7-17)
1 (F7-19)
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1 burned whiteware
1 Albany/Albany earthenware
2 (F7-3)
2 (F7-4)
2 amber container glass
2 blue container glass
4 aqua container glass (burned)
1 clear container glass (burned)
4 aqua container glass
31 clear container glass
1 (F7-21)
1 (F7-22)
1 (F7-23)
1 (F7-24)
1 (F7-25)
1 (F7-26)
1 (F7-27)
1 (F7-28)
1 (F7-29)
1 (F7-30)
1 (F7-31)
1 (F7-32)
1 (F7-33)
16 (F7-34)
1 (F7-35)
3 (F7-36)
4 (F7-37)
1 (F7-38)
1 (F7-39)
1 (F7-40)
2 (F7-41
2 (F7-42)
5 aqua window glass

eggshell
coal sample

2 bone

Lot F7-2
1 (F7-1)
1 glass syringe
1 4-hole milk glass button (.44” diameter)
1 milk glass cuff link
1 brass/mother of pearl handled pocket knife
1 brass/glass pocket watch
1 unidentified coin or button (?)
1 sheet metal container
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4 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (3 ¾” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ¾” long)
1 machine cut nail (finish; 3” long)
1 brass/copper threaded “SALT” shaker top
1 brass screw (small; ½” long)
1 brass wing nut (1 1/8” long)
1 brass center-fire cartridge (.35” diameter; short)
48 bone

coal sample
2 clinkers

Lot F7-3
1 (F7-1)
1 (F7-2)
1 undecorated ironstone burned
2 undecorated whiteware
1 red paste/swirled ceramic door knob
9 (F7-3)
7 (F7-4)
3 (F7-4)
3 (F7-106)
1 fabric
13 sheet metal container (round; 2 ¼” diameter)
1 wire drawn nail fragment
2 wire drawn nails (1 ¾” long)
2 wire drawn nails (2” long)
2 wire drawn nails (3” long)
22 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (4 ½” long)
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
1 brass comb back (7” long)
1 unidentified cast iron bracket (needs electrolysis)
105 bone
1 copper wire (.06” diameter; twisted)
1 writing slate (lined)
1 schist whetstone

shaley coal
plaster sample
coal/coke

1 clinker

Lot F7-3
fabric (potentially soles and clothes; cotton)

1 leather shoe heel and sole (metal studs/nails)
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Lot F7-4
1 (F7-2)
1 (F7-5)
3 (F7-6)
2 (F7-7)
1 (F7-8)
4 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (dark blue) pearlware
2 aqua window glass
3 aqua container glass (burned)
18 aqua container glass
1 clear container glass (burned)
20 clear container glass
1 amber container glass
1 amber container glass
3 (F7-43)
1 (F7-44)
1 (F7-45)
2 (F7-46)
1 (F7-47)
2 (F7-48)
1 (F7-49)
1 (F7-50)
1 (F7-51)
1 (F7-52)
1 (F7-53)
1 (F7-54)
1 (F7-55)
5 (F7-56)
7 (F7-57)
3 (F7-58)
1 (F7-59)
1 (F7-60)
1 (F7-61)
1 (F7-62)
3 (F7-63)
4 (F7-79)
3 fabrics
9 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (4 ½” long)
1 brass octagon shaped trade token (1”)
3 zinc/copper (?) Hutchinson Blob-top bottle stoppers
1 unidentified iron (round)
1 iron wire
1 unidentified iron (non-tableware knife?)
1 threaded iron hook (3 ¾” by 2”)
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32 bone
1 roofing slate

eggshell

Lot F7-5
1 (F7-9)
1 unglazed red paste earthenware
2 clear container glass (burned)
1 clear container glass
2 aqua container glass
2 (F7-64)
1 (F7-65)
1 (F7-66)
1 (F7-67)
1 (F7-68)
1 glass syringe with plunger
5 fabrics
1 ironwood handled (flat-tanged) 3-tined fork
34 bone
7 sheet metal container
11 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (4 ¼” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 1/8” long)
1 aqua window glass
1 sandstone

Lot F7-6
2 (F7-10)
1 (F7-11)
4 (F7-12)
5 (F7-13)
1 (F7-14)
1 (F7-17)
4 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware with backstamp (“IRONSTONE CHINA / ALFRED MEAKIN /

TUNSTALL / ENGLAND”)
1 Albany slipped/Albany slipped earthenware
15 clear mug body sherds
25 clear mug rims
1 aqua window glass
5 aqua container glass
100 clear container glass
1 (F7-69)
1 (F7-70)
1 (F7-71)
2 (F7-72)
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3 (F7-73)
4 (F7-74)
5 (F7-75)
5 (F7-76)
3 (F7-77)
3 (F7-78)
1 (F7-80)
1 (F7-81)
2 (F7-82)
1 (F7-83)
1 (F7-84)
1 (F7-85)
2 (F7-86)
1 (F7-87)
3 (F7-88)
1 (F7-89)
2 (F7-90)
1 (F7-91)
4 (F7-92)
3 (F7-93)
1 (F7-94)
1 (F7-95)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.60” diameter)
6 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
1 unidentified token/coin (1” diameter; illegible)
1 iron rod (¼” square stock; 10 ½” long)
32 aqua window glass
27 bone

Lot F7-7
6 (F7-11)
1 (F7-13)
9 (F7-14)
1 (F7-15)
1 (F7-16)
8 (F7-17)
8 (F7-18)
2 clear container glass
11 (F7-96)
4 (F7-97)
10 (F7-98)
1 unidentified oval cylinder (1.17” by .96” diameter; 3” long; graphite? badly burned)
1 unidentified iron “footed urn” (5 ½” tall)
1 aqua window glass
60 bone
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1 roofing slate
brick sample
coal sample

Lot F7-8
4 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated ironstone
2 undecorated creamware
2 (F7-8)
2 transfer print (dark blue) pearlware
2 redware (finely potted tableware; Ebey)
1 redware
1 Albany slipped/Albany slipped earthenware
2 aqua container glass
6 clear container glass
15 machine cut nail fragments
10 aqua window glass
77 bone
5 clinkers
1 coke

Lot F7-9
1 undecorated whiteware
1 (F7-99)
4 machine cut nail fragments
1 zinc/iron Hutchinson blop-top bottle stopper
1 aqua window glass
3 bone

Lot F7-10
1 (F7-2)
1 (F7-8)
1 (F7-16)
1 (F7-20)
1 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware burned
1 transfer print (dark blue) pearlware
2 redware
1 aqua window glass
4 aqua container glass
1 dark green container glass
18 clear container glass
1 (F7-100)
1 (F7-101)
1 (F7-102)
1 (F7-103)
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1 (F7-104)
1 unidentified coin
12 machine cut nail fragments
2 machine cut nails (4 ¾” long; bent)
2 machine cut nails (3 ¾” long; one with burned wood attached, 2” by?)
1 machine cut nail (4” long)
1 wire drawn nail fragment
1 wire drawn nail (2 ¾” long)
1 wire drawn nail (4 3/8” long)
1 brass rim-fire cartridge (approximately .38”-.40” diameter; short; heavily corroded)

plaster (with finish coat)
1 melted clear glass
11 aqua window glass
83 bone

Lot F7-11
4 undecorated whiteware
1 (F7-19)
12 bone
12 machine cut nail fragments
1 clinker

Lot F7-12
1 undecorated ironstone
1 (F7-105)
3 bone

Feature 8A
Lot F8A-1
1 (F8A-1)
1 (F8A-2)
1 salt glazed stoneware bottle
2 (F8A-27)
4 (F8A-28)
1 (F8A-29)
2 (F8A-30)
3 amber container glass
1 dark green container glass
1 milk glass
6 clear container glass
1 4-hole milk glass button (.61” diameter; pie crust decoration)
2 sheet metal container
5 machine cut nail fragments
2 machine cut nails (3” long)
4 aqua window glass
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17 bone
1 roofing slate

coal sample

Lot F8A-2
1 (F8A-3)
3 Albany/Albany earthenware
1 undecorated whiteware
1 (F8A-29)
1 (F8A-31)
3 (F8A-32)
22 clear container glass
3 amber container glass
1 unfired brass/lead, rim fire cartridge (approximately .38”-.40” diameter; short)
6 sheet metal containers
2 machine cut nail fragments
3 aqua window glass
8 bone

Lot F8A-3
1 (F8A-4)
1 (F8A-5)
1 (F8A-6)
1 (F8A-7)
1 (F8A-8)
2 redware
5 undecorated whiteware
1 (F8A-29)
2 (F8A-33)
1 (F8A-34)
1 (F8A-35)
2 (F8A-37)
1 (F8A-38)
1 (F8A-39)
1 (F8A-40)
2 (F8A-41)
3 (F8A-42)
16 (F8A-43)
1 (F8A-44)
19 aqua window glass
75 clear container glass
3 mild glass container glass
9 amber container glass
2 dark green container glass
3 aqua container glass
1 bottle stopper
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shoe leather (2 heels/shoes)
26 aqua window glass
2 sheet metal container
24 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (4 ½” long)
1 machine cut nail (3 ¼” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ¾” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 5/8” long)
1 machine cut nail (2” long)
2 machine cut nails (1 ¾” long)
1 iron pipe (6 ¼” long; 1 ¾” outside diameter; ½” inside diameter)
1 brass clothing clasp
92 bone
1 roofing slate
2 writing slate (with cross-hatch pattern)
2 clinkers

coal sample
shale sample
eggshell

Lot F8A-4
5 (F8A-9)
1 (F8A-10)
1 (F8A-11)
1 (F8A-12)
12 (F8A-13)
1 (F8A-14)
1 (F8A-15)
1 (F8A-26)
2 redware
1 transfer print (black) whiteware
4 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware (burned)
1 transfer print (blue) pearlware
1 transfer print (blue) pearlware (with impressed back stamp “S[TAFFORD] D SHIRE…”

in a circle)
1 (F8A-35)
1 (F8A-41)
1 (F8A-45)
2 (F8A-46)
2 (F8A-47)
1 (F8A-48)
16 amber container glass
8 dark green container glass
3 milk glass container glass
8 aqua container glass
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13 clear container glass
12 fabrics
1 brass clothing clasp
1 brass 3-piece button (.66” diameter)
1 hard rubber loop shank button (.71” diameter; “ N.R.CO. / GOODYEAR’S P=T 1851”)
2 4-hole milk glass buttons (.44” diameter)
1 hard rubber pipe stem (mouth piece? or enemas “spout”?)
1 milk glass bead (.22” diameter)
2 brass bracelet (?) (woven?)
1 sheet metal container
20 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2 7/8” long)
2 machine cut nails (2 5/8” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ¼” long)
2 wire bails (.20” diameter)
71 aqua window glass
80 bone
1 roofing slate
1 clinker

plaster sample (with white coat)
shale sample

Lot F8A-5
1 (F8A-16)
1 (F8A-50)
1 (F8A-51)
1 (F8A-52)
1 (F8A-53)
1 (F8A-54)
1 unidentified brass (shotgun shell casing? 92” diameter)

Lot F8A-6
1 (F8A-12)
1 (F8A-14)
3 (F8A-17)
2 (F8A-18)
2 (F8A-19)
1 (F8A-20)
1 (F8A-21)
5 (F8A-22)
1 Albany slipped/Albany slipped earthenware
5 undecorated whiteware
1 (F8A-44)
1 (F8A-55)
1 (F8A-56)
2 (F8A-57)
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1 (F8A-58)
1 (F8A-59)
1 (F8A-60)
1 (F8A-61)
2 (F8A-62)
12 amber container glass
4 dark green container glass
6 aqua container glass
13 clear container glass
1 milk glass container glass
2 unidentified porcelain (knick knack?)
1 hand-painted porcelain doll leg
1 white/amber bead (oval; .30” diameter by .23” diameter)
1 wood brush handle (with copper ferrule)
1 hard rubber hairpin “tine”
9 machine cut nail fragments
2 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
1 unidentified rolled copper (?)
1 aqua mirror
97 aqua window glass
53 bone
2 roofing slate

Lot F8A-7
3 undecorated whiteware
1 (F8A-63)
1 hand-painted porcelain toy teacup
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
1 blue window glass
10 aqua window glass

coal sample
9 bone

Lot F8A-8
1 (FA-12)
1 (FA-23)
1 salt glazed stoneware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
2 undecorated whiteware
1 redware waster (jug) [Ebey]
1 (F8A-64)
1 amber container glass
1 1-hole hard rubber (?) button (.74” diameter; “NOVELTY RUBBER CO.;” melted)
6 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
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7 aqua window glass
1 bone
1 roofing slate

shale sample

Lot F8A-9
1 (FA-65)

Lot F8A-10
1 (FA-43)
1 (FA-66)
1 (FA-67)
1 (FA-68)
1 (FA-69)

Lot F8A-11
1 (FA-13)
1 (F8A-70)
1 amber container glass
5 bone

Lot F8A-12
1 (F8A-24)
1 (F8A-25)
1 (F8A-59)
1 (F8A-71)
1 (F8A-72)
1 (F8A-73)
1 (F8A-74)
1 (F8A-75)
1 (F8A-76)

Feature 8B
Lot F8B-1
1 salt/salt glazed stoneware
3 undecorated whiteware
2 undecorated porcelain
1 burned clear/clear glazed red paste earthenware waster sherd
1 transfer print (brown) whiteware
1 aqua container glass
2 clear container glass
1 clear container glass, melted
1 amber container glass
4 dark green/black container glass
2 (F8B-1)
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3 (F8B-2)
1 (F8B-3)
1 (F8B-4)
1 (F8B-5)
1 aqua container glass
2 clear container glass
1 clear container glass, melted
1 amber container glass
4 dark green/black container glass
2 (F8B-12)
10 sheet metal container
18 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2 ¾” long)
2 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
1 machine cut nail (2” long)
3 unidentified iron
1 rolled piece of sheet lead
17 aqua window glass
16 bone
3 roofing slate
1 writing slate

coal sample
2 clinkers

brick
eggshell

Lot F8B-2
2 transfer print (dark blue) pearlware
1 undecorated yellowware
1 burned clear/clear glazed red paste earthenware waster sherd
2 salt/salt glazed stoneware
2 undecorated whiteware
1 dark green/black container glass
1 clear pressed glass tableware glass
1 amber container glass
2 (F8B-6)
2 (F8B-7)
1 (F8B-8)
1 (F8B-13)
1 iron table knife (flat-tanged; wooden handled)
4 sheet metal container
6 machine cut nail fragments
2 machine cut nails (2 ¾” long)
2 machine cut nails (2 5/8” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 3/8” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 1/8” long)
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1 forged nail (2 ¾” long)
1 iron rod (square stock; 2 5/8” long)
9 aqua window glass
11 bone
2 roofing slate

coal sample

Lot F8B-3
1 clear/clear glazed red paste earthenware
1 dark green/black container glass
1 (F8B-8)
1 (F8B-9)
1 (F8B-13)
1 (F8B-14)
1 (F8B-15)
6 (F8B-16)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.64” diameter)
2 machine cut nail fragments
1 cast iron butt hinge leaf (fixed pin? 1” by 3 ¼”)
1 aqua window glass
1 bone

Lot F8B-4
2 undecorated porcelain
2 clear container glass
3 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (5” long)
2 machine cut nail (3” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ¼” long)
32 aqua window glass
1 bone

Lot F8B-5
1 unglazed/unglazed red paste earthenware
1 clear/clear glazed red paste earthenware
1 salt/salt glazed stoneware
1 amber container glass
1 (F8B-11)
1 (F8B-17)
1 (F8B-18)
1 machine cut nail fragment
8 aqua window glass

Feature 9
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1 (F10-85)

Feature 10
Lot F10-1
1 poly-sided, salt glazed stoneware drain tile or chimney flue
4 (F10-1)
1 (F10-2)
1 (F10-3)
1 (F10-28)
1 (F10-4)
1 (F10-5)
1 (F10-6)
3 (F10-7)
10 clear container glass
1 aqua window glass
1 (F10-23)
1 (F10-24)
1 (F10-25)
1 (F10-26)
1 (F10-27)
3 (F10-28)
1 (F10-29)
1 (F10-30)
1 (F10-31)
1 (F10-32)
1 (F10-33)
1 (F10-34)
1 (F10-35)
1 (F10-36)
1 (F10-37)
2 (F10-38)
1 (F10-39)
1 (F10-40)
1 (F10-41)
1 (F10-42)
2 (F10-43)
2 (F10-44)
1 (F10-45)
1 (F10-46)
1 (F10-91)
4 Hutchinson blob-top bottle stoppers
1 wire drawn nail (3” long)
12 bone
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Lot F10-2
1 undecorated whiteware
1 redware
4 (F10-8)
5 (F10-10)
2 (F10-11)
3 (F10-12)
4 (F10-13)
1 (F10-14)
1 (F10-15)
2 (F10-16)
8 clear chimney glass
4 clear interior lined container glass
4 clear container glass
2 aqua container glass
1 (F10-36)
1 (F10-47)
1 (F10-48)
1 (F10-49)
1 (F10-50)
1 (F10-51)
1 (F10-52)
1 (F10-53)
2 (F10-54)
2 (F10-55)
1 (F10-56)
1 (F10-57)
3 (F10-58)
2 (F10-59)
1 (F10-60)
1 (F10-61)
2 (F10-62)
1 (F10-63)

fabric sample
1 zinc HUTCHINSON blop-top bottle stopper
12 sheet metal container
3 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2 5/8” long)
1 machine cut nail (1 5/8” long)
1 wire drawn nail (3” long)
1 aqua window glass
196 bone

coal sample
1 clinker

Lot F10-3
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3 (F10-17)
2 (F10-18)
1 amber container glass
2 (F10-58)
1 (F10-64)
5 sheet metal container
3 machine cut nail fragments
3 aqua window glass
61 bone
2 roofing slates
1 clinker

Lot F10-4
1 redware
1 whiteware
1 (F10-18)
1 (F10-19)
1 (F10-20)
1 (F10-21)
1 (F10-22)
3 clear container glass
1 (F10-65)
1 (F10-66)
1 (F10-67)
1 hard rubber comb (8 ¾” long; with “ A. H.” or “ H. B.” etched on side; embossed

ÚNIVERSAL COMB Co.”)
2 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (3 3/8” long)
3 aqua window glass
13 bone
3 clinkers

brick sample
shale sample

3 mussel shells

Lot F10-5
2 redware
1 stoneware waster
1 salt glazed stoneware
16 clear container glass
4 milk glass
1 (F10-68)
1 (F10-69)
1 (F10-70)
1 (F10-71)
1 (F10-72)
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2 (F10-73)
1 (F10-74)
1 (F10-75)
2 fabrics
1 bone cuff link

shoe leather with eyelets
1 brass clothing clasp
4 machine cut nail fragments
2 wire drawn nail fragments
1 copper/brass spoon (table spoon size)
5 bone
1 unidentified iron
1 roofing slate
1 clinker

Lot F10-6
1 burned whiteware
1 (F10-23)
1 dark green container glass
4 clear container glass
1 aqua container glass
1 milk glass container glass
1 (F10-76)
1 (F10-77)
1 (F10-78)
3 (F10-79)
4 (F10-80)
2 glass syringes
1 hard rubber barrette
7 machine cut nail fragments
2 wire drawn nails (2 ½” long)
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
3 aqua window glass
29 bone

shale sample

Lot F10-7
1 redware
2 clear chimney glass
5 clear container glass
1 (F10-81)
1 (F10-82)
1 hard rubber fine-tooth comb (embossed “…XTRA QUALITY”)

shoe leather (1 heel; metal studs/nails)
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 wire drawn nail (3” long)
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6 aqua window glass
brick sample

54 bone

Lot F10-8
1 (F10-83)
2 (F10-84)
1 (F10-89)
1 brass, rim-fire cartridge (.22” diameter; short)
1 bone

Lot F10-9
1 (F10-85)

Lot F10-10
1 (F10-86)
1 (F10-87)
1 (F10-88)

Feature 11
Lot F11-1
2 undecorated whiteware
2 redware
7 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2 ¾” long)
2 machine cut nails (4” long)
1 unidentified iron
1 aqua window glass
9 bone

Lot F11-2
1 transfer print (blue) pearlware
2 undecorated whiteware
2 salt glazed stoneware
7 redware
1 dark green container glass
10 clear container glass
1 2-hole milk glass button (.53” diameter; painted edges)
7 machine cut nail fragments
8 machine cut nails (4” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ¾” long)
7 aqua window glass
1 aqua mirror glass
10 bone
2 roofing slates
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1 clinker
coal sample
shaley coal
glazed brick
sandstone

Lot F11-3
1 transfer print (brown) whiteware
3 transfer print (blue) pearlware
1 undecorated whiteware
5 redware
1 stoneware (burned)
1 (F11-1)
2 (F11-2)
1 (F11-3)
1 dark green container glass
1 clear container glass
1 aqua container glass
1 4-hole milk glass button (.38” diameter)
11 bone
5 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (4” long)
1 unidentified iron (cast iron container handle?)
7 aqua window glass
1 clinker

Lot F11-4
1 (F11-4)
1 aqua container glass
1 (F11-23)
1 brass stamped 4-hole button (.62” diameter)
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 bone

Lot F11-5
1 undecorated ironstone
1 annular whiteware
1 transfer print (brown) whiteware
2 transfer print (blue) pearl ware
2 redware
1 stoneware (burned)
1 kaolin pipe
1 (F11-5)
1 (F11-6)
1 (F11-7)
1 (F11-8)
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2 clear chimney glass
4 clear container glass
3 aqua container glass
2 amber container glass
2 dark green container glass
1 4-hole milk glass button (.35” diameter)
1 brass rim-fire cartridge (.22” diameter; short)
7 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (4” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
1 unidentified iron
6 aqua window glass
64 bone
1 clinker
1 roofing slate

brick sample
coal

Lot F11-6
1 transfer print (blue) pearlware (?)
1 undecorated whiteware
2 whiteware (burned)
2 redware
1 (F11-9)
1 (F11-10)
3 aqua container glass
1 amber container glass
13 clear container glass
1 clear chimney glass
1 (F11-24)
1 (F11-25)
1 (F11-26)
1 (F11-27)
1 (F11-28)
1 (F11-29)
1 (F11-30)
2 (F11-31)
1 kaolin pipe stem
1 coin (Indian head penny; dated 1882)
1 rim-fire cartridge (.22” diameter; short)
1 2-hole milk glass button (.46” diameter)
106 bone
1 copper wire (.02” diameter)
2 worked copper
1 copper washer (7/16” diameter)
1 sheet metal container
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4 machine cut nail fragments
2 machine cut nails (4” long)
2 square chains (chain belt-drive)
2 unidentified iron
10 aqua plate glass (.29” thick)
2 clinkers

sandstone

Lot F11-7
1 transfer print (blue) pearlware
1 redware
1 stoneware (burned)
1 dark green container glass
7 clear container glass
2 clear chimney glass
1 (F11-33)
1 (F11-34)
2 (F11-35)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.66” diameter)
1 elbow pipe (reeded)
2 copper wires (.03” diameter)

shoe leather (sole only with metal studs)
1 sheet metal container
11 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
2 machine cut nails (2 ¾” long)
4 aqua window glass
105 bone

coal
shaley coal
brick sample

Lot F11-8
2 undecorated whiteware
2 (F11-11)
1 aqua container glass
4 clear container glass
10 clear chimney glass
1 (F11-36)
1 (F11-37)
1 (F11-38)
1 (F11-39)
1 (F11-40)
1 (F11-41)
1 (F11-42)
1 fabric
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1 4-hole milk glass button (.62” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.57” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.68” diameter)

shoe leather (1 heel and sole; metal nails)
11 sheet metal container
12 machine cut nail fragments
3 machine cut nails (3” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 5/8” long)
1 iron clasp
1 carriage bolt (?)
3 aqua window glass

burned wood
152 bone

Lot F11-9
1 transfer print (brown) whiteware
2 unidentified whiteware
3 (F11-12)
1 (F11-13)
1 aqua container glass
1 hard rubber lice comb (embossed “ I. R. COMB CO. GOODYEAR 1851”)
1 aqua window glass
1 mussel shell

coal sample
13 bone

Lot F11-10
1 whiteware (burned)
1 (F11-14)
1 (F11-15)
19 clear container glass
3 (F11-35)
1 (F11-43)
1 (F11-44)
1 (F11-45)
1 4-hole bone button (.67” diameter)
1 fabric
1 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
13 bone

Lot F11-11
1 unidentified whiteware
1 (F11-46)
4 bone

Lot F 11-12
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4 unidentified whiteware
1 (F11-16)
1 (F11-18)
1 (F11-19)
1 (F11-47)
1 (F11-48)
1 machine cut nail
1 clinker
2 bone

Lot F11-13
1 (F11-14)
2 (F11-12)
1 (F11-20)
1 (F11-21)
1 (F11-22)
1 clear container glass

shoe leather (1 heel and sole)
3 bone
1 roofing slate

Feature 12
Lot F12-1
1 transfer print (dark blue) pearlware
1 milk glass
1 aqua container glass
1 (F12-6)
2 bone
1 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
1 iron wire (twisted)
1 roofing slate
1 brick

Lot F12-2
1 undecorated pearlware
1 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (brown) whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain
6 unglazed/unglazed buffpaste earthenware (jug)
2 salt/unglazed stoneware
2 burned clear/clear glazed red paste earthenware waster sherds
1 “Peoria-Glazed” stoneware
10 dark green/black container glass
4 clear container glass
5 aqua container glass
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1 (F12-1)
1 (F12-2)
1 (F12-3)
1 (F12-4)
2 (F12-7)
1 (F12-8)
1 (F12-9)
1 (F12-10)
3 iron barrel bands (1 ½” wide)
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ¾” long)
1 flat tanged wooded utensil handle
1 polished marble
9 aqua window glass
3 bone
1 roofing slate
4 plaster (with white coat)
4 brick
2 glazed or heavily fired brick

Lot F12-3
1 undecorated porcelain
1 aqua container glass
1 amber container glass
1 (F12-5)
1 unidentified brass
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 bone

Feature 14
Lot F14-1
1 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (black) whiteware
2 transfer print (dark blue) whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 redware waster
3 salt glazed stoneware
2 Albany slipped stoneware
1 unglazed earthenware
1 salt glazed stoneware bottle
1 (F14-1)
1 (F14-2)
1 (F14-3)
1 (F14-43)
1 (F14-45)
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2 (F14-46)
1 (F14-47)
1 (F14-48)
1 (F14-49)
1 (F14-50)
2 amber container glass
1 aqua container glass
1 dark green/black container glass

Lot F14-2
1 undecorated porcelain
8 undecorated whiteware
2 undecorated pearlware
2 transfer print (blue) whiteware
4 transfer print (brown) whiteware
1 annular decorated whiteware (burned)
1 redware waster
3 unglazed red paste earthenware
8 redware
8 Albany slipped stoneware
16 salt glazed stoneware
1 (F14-4)
2 (F14-5)
1 (F14-6)
1 (F14-7)
1 (F14-8)
1 (F14-9)
6 (F14-10)
1 (F14-24)
2 (F14-43)
2 (F14-50)
1 (F14-51)
1 (F14-52)
1 (F14-53)
1 (F14-54)
3 (F14-55)
1 (F14-56)
3 (F14-57)
1 (F14-59)
11 amber container glass
17 aqua container glass
72 dark green/black container glass
5 clear container glass
7 embossed aqua whiskey flask
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Lot F14-3
2 undecorated creamware
6 undecorated whiteware
1 painted (polychrome) whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
3 transfer print (black) whiteware
1 transfer print (brown) whiteware
1 transfer print (dark blue) pearlware
3 annular decorated (with mocha)
1 (F14-4)
3 (F14-10)
1 Rockingham glazed yellowware
1 (F14-11)
1 (F14-12)
1 (F14-13)
1 (F14-14)
2 (F14-15)
1 (F14-16)
6 (F14-17)
4 (F14-18)
1 (F14-22)
1 (F14-24)
1 (F14-43)
1 (F14-44)
1 (F14-47)
1 (F14-59)
1 (F14-50)
7 unglazed red paste earthenware
14 redware
19 salt glazed stoneware
7 Albany slipped stoneware
2 (F14-61)
2 (F14-62)
2 (F14-63)
1 clear container glass melted
11 amber container glass melted
9 clear container glass melted
11 aqua embossed whiskey flask
26 aqua container glass
69 dark/green/black container glass

Lot F14-4
7 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 transfer print (dark blue) pearlware
1 transfer print (green) whiteware
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1 undecorated porcelain
2 redware
1 redware waster (dark glazed base/burned)
3 (F14-18)
3 Albany slipped stoneware
4 salt glazed stoneware
3 unglazed red paste earthenware
1 (F14-52)
1 (F14-63)
1 (F14-64)
1 (F14-65)
1 clear container glass
9 aqua container glass
5 dark green/black container glass
3 aqua whiskey flask embossed

Lot F14-5
9 undecorated whiteware
1 painted (polychrome) whiteware
1 transfer print (brown) whiteware
6 redware
1 salt glazed stoneware
5 Albany slipped stoneware
1 salt glazed stoneware bottle
1 (F14-4)
2 (F14-10)
11 (F14-18)
1 (F14-19)
3 (F14-20)
2 amber container glass
1 clear container glass
2 dark green/black container glass
3 aqua container glass
1 amber container glass

Lot F14-6
1 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (dark blue) pearlware
1 Albany slipped stoneware
2 amber container glass

Lot F14-7
11 undecorated whiteware
5 undecorated ironstone
1 transfer print (red) whiteware
1 transfer print (black) whiteware
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1 redware waster
1 salt glazed stoneware
1 unglazed red paste earthenware
1 (F14-21)
1 (F14-22)
1 (F14-23)
1 (F14-24)
2 (F14-25)
1 (F14-26)
1 blue container glass
3 aqua container glass
1 amber container glass
4 dark green/black container glass

Lot F14-8
1 undecorated whiteware
2 undecorated ironstone
2 redware
1 salt glazed stoneware
1 (F14-27)
1 (F14-28)
1 (F14-29)
1 (F14-30)
1 (F14-31)
1 (F14-44)
1 (F14-48)
1 (F14-54)
1 (F14-55)
1 (F14-66)
3 amber container glass
9 dark green/black container glass

Lot F14-9
10 undecorated whiteware
1 painted (monochrome blue) pearlware
1 transfer print (dark blue) pearlware
2 undecorated porcelain
1 salt glazed stoneware bottle
2 redware
1 (F14-3)
2 (F14-6)
1 (F14-10)
1 (F14-19)
1 (F14-31)
1 (F14-32)
1 (F14-33)
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1 (F14-34)
1 (F14-35)
8 (F14-54)
1 (F14-55)
1 (F14-56)
2 (F14-65)
1 (F14-68)
2 (F14-69)
2 (F14-70)
2 (F14-71)
7 salt glazed stoneware
9 Albany glazed stoneware
1 unglazed stoneware
18 dark green/black container glass
6 amber container glass
17 aqua container glass
10 embossed aqua whiskey flask

Lot F14-10
1 undecorated pearlware
1 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated ironstone
2 transfer print (dark blue) pearlware
2 redware
5 salt glazed stoneware
3 Albany slipped stoneware
3 unglazed stoneware
1 (F14-31)
1 (F14-21)
2 (F14-44)
1 (F14-63)
2 (F14-68)
2 (F14-61)
4 (F14-74)
6 (F14-75)
1 (F14-76)
3 (F14-77)
2 (F14-78)
2 (F14-79)
1 aqua container glass melted
16 amber container glass
19 dark green/black container glass
9 aqua container glass
8 embossed aqua whiskey flask

Lot F14-11
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1 undecorated whiteware
5 redware
3 salt glazed stoneware
2 (F14-4)
3 (F14-18)
3 (F14-22)
1 (F14-37)
2 (F14-80)
2 (F14-82)
8 amber container glass
1 dark green/black container glass

Lot F14-12
12 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated ironstone
2 transfer print (dark blue) pearlware
1 annular decorated (with mocha) whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware with back stamp “…/ RIDGWAY…/ JOHN”
1 (F14-23)
1 (F14-25)
1 (F14-32)
1 (F14-38)
2 (F14-39)
2 (F14-40)
7 (F14-41)
1 (F14-42)
3 (F14-46)
1 (F14-51)
3 (F14-58)
1 (F14-60)
2 (F14-61)
9 (F14-63)
1 (F14-73)
2 (F14-75)
1 (F14-76)
12 (F14-79)
35 Albany slipped stoneware
6 redware
1 yellowware
4 unglazed red paste earthenware
187 salt glazed stoneware
156 amber container glass
228 aqua container glass
208 dark green/black container glass
1 clear container, melted
10 aqua container glass, melted
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15 amber container lass, melted
1 (F14-83)
8 (F14-84)
3 (F14-85)
2 (F14-86)
2 (F14-87)
2 (F14-88)
2 (F14-89)
5 (F14-90)
3 (F14-91)
2 (F14-92)
2 (F14-93)
3 (F14-94)
2 (F14-95)
3 (F14-96)
1 (F14-97)
5 (F14-98)
5 (F14-99)
1 (F14-100)
2 (F14-101)
2 (F14-102)
2 (F14-103)
1 (F14-104)
5 (F14-105)
5 (F14-106)
6 (F14-107)
3 (F14-108)
2 (F14-109)

Feature 15
Lot F15-1
2 transfer print (blue) whiteware
2 undecorated whiteware
1 salt/salt glazed red earthenware
1 salt/salt glazed stoneware
2 (F15-1)
2 (F15-2)
1 (F15-3)
2 (F15-4)
2 (F15-5)
1 (F15-6)
3 (F15-7)
2 (F15-9)
1 glazed kiln tile (ribbed)
1 mussel shell
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3 bone

Lot F15-2
1 (F15-8)
2 aqua window glass
1 brick
2 bone

Feature 16
Lot F16-1
2 undecorated white ware
1 salt-glazed stoneware (thinly potted)
1 dark green/black container glass
1 whiskey flask (aqua, molded, base fragment only)
1 milk glass
11 aqua window glass
1 clinker

plaster (with white coat)

Feature 18
Lot F18-1
181 edge decorated blue whiteware (568 grams)
1 undecorated pearlware
1 annular/mocha decorated pearlware
1 transfer print (brown) whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware with illegible back stamp
4 redware
9 salt glazed stoneware
2 (F18-1)
2 (F18-2)
1 (F18-3)
1 (F18-4)
2 (F18-5)
1 (F18-6)
5 (F18-8)
1 (F18-9)
1 (F18-10)
1 (F18-11)
7 (F18-27)
2 (F18-33)
1 (F18-34)
1 (F18-35)
1 (F18-36)
1 (F18-37)
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1 (F18-38)
2 (F18-39)
2 (F18-40)
1 (F18-41)
3 (F18-42)
1 (F18-43)
2 (F18-44)
2 (F18-45)
1 (F18-46)
1 dark green/black container glass
3 clear container glass
16 green container glass
39 amber container glass
2 aqua container glass
2 amber container embossed “R & …”

Lot F18-2
43 (F18-12)
1 (F18-13)
1 (F18-14)
2 (F18-15)
10 edge decorated blue whiteware (29 grams)
3 salt glazed stoneware
1 clear container glass

Lot F18-3
1 (F18-16)
1 salt glazed stoneware
5 burned redware wasters

Lot F18-4
1 (F18-17)
3 edge decorated blue whiteware (38 grams)
1 burned redware waster

Lot F18-5
1 4-hole milk glass button (.43” diameter)
2 (F18-18)
3 (F18-19)
1 (F18-20)
1 (F18-21)
3 (F18-22)
162 light green container glass
502 amber container glass
1 aqua container melted
17 aqua container
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1 blue container
23 clear/lead container
1 amber container embossed “…IZS…”
27 edge decorated blue whiteware (48 grams)
13 salt glazed/Albany stoneware
4 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware
1 relief decorated ironstone
1 undecorated porcelain
1 undecorated whiteware with partial back stamp
1 (F18-36)
1 (F18-38)
2 (F18-41)
1 (F18-42)
1 (F18-46)
1 (F18-47)
1 (F18-48)
2 (F18-49)
2 (F18-50)
2 (F18-51)
2 (F18-52)
2 (F18-53)
7 (F18-54)
2 (F18-55)
2 (F18-56)
2 (F18-57)
3 (F18-58)
2 (F18-59)
3 (F18-60)
3 (F18-61)
4 (F18-62)
5 (F18-63)
1 (F18-64)
3 (F18-65)
1 (F18-66)
2 sheet copper/brass utensil handles (riveted wood or bone missing)
17 sheet metal container
11 machine cut nail fragments
28 aqua window glass
5 bone
5 roofing slate

plaster/mortar
brick
coal

2 limestone

Lot F18-6
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17 (F18-2)
15 (F18-19)
1 (F18-20)
1 (F18-21)
1 (F18-22)
1 (F18-23)
1 (F18-24)
2 (F18-33)
2 (F18-34)
1 (F18-36)
1 (F18-40)
1 (F18-45)
5 (F18-46)
4 (F18-47)
2 (F18-55)
1 (F18-59)
1 (F18-60)
3 (F18-61)
12 (F18-65)
8 (F18-66)
8 edge decorated blue whiteware (16 grams) (edge decorated rims: 1.0)
1 roofing slate
1 aqua window glass
1 transfer print (dark blue) pearlware
4 undecorated whiteware
8 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware
61 aqua container glass
2 clear container glass
162 green container glass
705 amber container glass
1 (F18-67)
1 (F18-68)
1 (F18-69)
1 (F18-70)
2 (F18-71)
2 (F18-72)
2 (F18-73)
2 (F18-74)
3 (F18-75)
2 (F18-76)
2 (F18-77)
4 (F18-78)
3 (F18-79)
3 (F18-80)
3 (F18-81)
4 (F18-82)
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4 (F18-83)
3 (F18-84)
2 (F18-85)
2 (F18-86)
1 (F18-87)
1 (F18-88)
1 (F18-89)
2 (F18-90)
14 (F18-91)
26 sheet metal container
21 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
1 machine cut nail (approximately 2 ½” long; bent)
1 machine cut nail (2 ¼” long)
1 machine cut nail (1 ¾” long)
1 unidentified punched copper (circular)
82 aqua window glass
1 limestone
1 burned brick
6 purple roofing slates

coal
13 bone

Lot F18-7
2 (F18-7)
10 edge decorated blue whiteware (37 grams) (edge decorated rims: 1.5, .75, .5, .75)
1 (F18-91)
1 aqua window glass

Lot F18-8
1 (F18-19)
1 (F18-22)
2 (F18-24)
26 edge decorated blue whiteware (74 grams)
6 redware
3 (F18-64)
1 (F18-66)
1 (F18-85)
1 (F18-87)
4 (F18-92)
1 (F18-93)
1 (F18-94)
1 (F18-95)
8 green container glass
1 clear container glass
12 aqua container glass
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46 amber container glass
1 (F18-67)
24 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2 ¾” long)
2 machine cut nails (2 ¼” long)
1 unidentified cast iron kettle/container
51 aqua window glass
2 clinkers (one very large)
9 purple roofing slates (large pieces)

coal
plaster/mortar

9 bone

Lot F18-9
1 (F18-25)
1 (F18-26)
12 edge decorated blue whiteware (34 grams)
5 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware
2 redware
2 amber container glass
3 aqua container glass
1 (F18-65)
1 (F18-93)
1 (F18-97)
1 (F18-98)
5 sheet metal container
25 machine cut nail fragments
3 machine cut nails (2 ¾” long)
17 aqua window glass
4 purple roofing slates
1 limestone “chip”

brick
plaster/mortar sample

9 bone

Lot F18-10
3 (F18-12)
71 edge decorated blue whiteware (286 grams)
1 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (dark blue) pearlware
1 annular decorated whiteware
3 salt glazed/salt glazed stoneware
2 salt glazed/salt glazed stoneware
12 amber container glass
5 aqua container glass
1 green container glass
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1 clear container glass
1 (F18-64)
1 (F18-99)
3 wood and brass folding carpenter’s rule (MNV=1)
11 sheet metal container
8 machine cut nail fragments
2 machine cut nails (2 ¾” long)
1 mirror glass
7 aqua window glass
11 purple roofing slates
8 bone

Lot F18-11
1 4-hole milk glass button (.44” diameter)
1 stamped 4-hole brass button (.68” diameter)
1 stamped brass (wine bottle/cork label; embossed “…WA… / CALIF[ORNIA] /

VINE…/…”)
18 (F18-19)
3 (F18-20)
1 (F18-27)
2 amber container glass embossed “& Co.” (MNV=2)
1 amber container glass embossed “…D.H…”
1 amber container glass embossed “R &…”
1 amber container glass embossed “HAM &…”
1 amber container glass embossed “…NG”
20 edge decorated blue whiteware (58 grams) (edge decorated rims 2.0, .75, 1.0)
4 undecorated whiteware
1 relief decorated ironstone
1 undecorated whiteware with partial impressed back stamp
1 undecorated whiteware with partial back stamp “…NE CHINA / …OR”
1 (F18-45)
1 (F18-86)
3 (F18-87)
1 (F18-88)
2 (F18-100)
3 (F18-101)
2 (F18-102)
2 (F18-103)
2 (F18-104)
1 (F18-105)
2 (F18-106)
2 (F18-107)
3 (F18-108)
2 (F18-109)
5 (F18-110)
4 (F18-111)
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2 (F18-112)
3 (F18-113)
3 (F18-114)
2 (F18-115)
1 (F18-116)
3 (F18-117)
1 (F18-118)
1 (F18-119)
1 (F18-120)
182 green container glass
50 aqua container glass
22 clear container glass
591 amber container glass
1 (F18-48)
1 (F18-54)
13 (F18-66)
1 (F18-67)
1 (F18-69)
1 (F18-70)
1 (F18-90)
1 (F18-93)
1 (F18-94)
1 (F18-95)
1 (F18-99)
37 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware
3 redware
11 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware
1 wire (iron?)
43 sheet metal container
40 machine cut nail fragments
3 machine cut nails (2 ¾” long)
115 aqua window glass

coal
25 roofing slates
7 clinkers

plaster
brick

20 bone

Lot F18-12
6 (F18-2)
7 (F18-20)
1 (F18-29)
13 edge decorated whiteware (21 grams)
1 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware
1 redware
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1 undecorated porcelain
48 amber container glass
26 green container glass
20 aqua container glass
6 clear container glass
2 (F18-120)
1 (F18-121)
3 (F18-122)
2 (F18-123)
2 amber container glass embossed “& Co.” (MNV=2)
1 amber container glass embossed “&”
2 amber container glass embossed “Co” (MNV=2)
19 sheet metal container
42 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ¾” long)
15 aqua window glass
1 limestone “chip”
2 clinkers
3 bone

Lot F18-13
1 (F18-19)
9 edge decorated whiteware (14 grams) (edge decorated rims: 1.0, .5)
1 redware
1 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware
2 undecorated porcelain
1 (F18-96)
1 (F18-121)
4 amber container glass
3 green container glass
1 aqua container glass
66 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (3 ¼” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ¾” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
1 machine cut nail (1 ¾” long)
19 aqua window glass
1 limestone “chip”
5 purple roofing slates

brick
coal

1 bone

Lot F18-14
2 redware
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4 edge decorated whiteware (5 grams)
1 aqua container glass
15 machine cut nail fragments
7 aqua window glass
1 purple roofing slate
2 bone

Lot F18-15
2 (F18-28)
1 (F18-31)
18 edge decorated whiteware (45 grams) (edge decorated rims: 1.5, 1.5, 2.5)
3 redware
1 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware
1 redware tableware/refined
3 (F18-96)
29 machine cut nail fragments
2 machine cut nails (2 ¾” long)
1 unidentified iron
9 aqua window glass
6 purple roofing slates

brick
plaster

7 bone

Lot F18-16
19 edge decorated blue whiteware (19 grams) (edge decorated rims: 2.0, .75, 1.0, .5)
1 transfer print (dark blue) pearlware
3 redware
1 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware
5 clear container glass
1 amber container glass
1 green container glass
1 aqua container glass
12 sheet metal container
7 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (1 5/8” long)
1 aqua window glass
1 clinker
2 purple roofing slates

Lot F18-17
10 edge decorated blue whiteware (26 grams) (edge decorated rims: 2.0, 2.0, .5)
2 clear container glass
1 aqua container glass
1 amber container glass
1 sheet metal container
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4 machine cut nail fragments
4 purple roofing slates (large pieces)

coal

Lot F18-18
1 (F18-30)
6 redware
10 edge decorated blue whiteware (22 grams) (2”long)
1 clear container glass
1 green container glass
1 slate writing “pencil”
8 sheet metal container
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 unidentified iron
1 aqua window glass
3 sandstone
6 roofing slates

coal

Lot F18-19
1 (F18-3)
1 (F18-31)
6 (F18-32)
71 edge decorated blue whiteware (250 grams)
1 annular decorated whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
8 redware

Feature 18 (Midden)
Lot F18-1
1 turned brass finial (3 ¼” long)
9 machine cut nail fragments
15 aqua window glass
1 clinker
1 roofing slate
1 heavily glazed brick
1 brick
1 plaster (with finish white coat, painted red)
1 mortar parging, over brick (painted red)
34 bone

Lot F18-2
6 sheet metal container
1 unidentified iron rod
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33 bone

Lot F18-3
5 heavily burned/glazed brick

Lot F18-19
3 sheet metal container
1 unidentified brass
1 unidentified iron
2 aqua window glass
1 roofing slate
3 brick
56 bone

Feature 20
Lot F20-1
2 undecorated whiteware
1 redware
1 unglazed red paste earthenware
1 (F20-1)
1 (F20-2)
1 (F20-3)
2 (F20-4)
1 (F20-5)
1 (F20-6)
1 (F20-7)
2 (F20-70)
2 (F20-71)
1 (F20-73)
1 (F20-74)
2 (F20-75)
2 (F20-76)
1 (F20-77)
1 (F20-78)
1 (F20-79)
3 (F20-80)
2 (F20-81)
7 clear container glass
2 amber container glass
1 aqua container glass

Lot F20-2
6 undecorated whiteware
2 undecorated whiteware with back stamp
1 Rockingham-glazed yellowware
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4 Albany slipped stoneware
2 unglazed buff-paste earthenware
1 unglazed red paste earthenware
1 (F20-2)
1 (F20-5)
1 (F20-8)
4 (F20-9)
1 (F20-10)
1 (F20-11)
1 (F20-12)
1 (F20-35)
13 amber container glass
2 dark green/black container glass
24 clear container glass
10 aqua container glass
1 aqua scroll
4 layered glass, pink and clear
1 amber container glass (with a molded starburst pattern)
14 (F20-14)
1 (F20-75)
1 (F20-77)
1 (F20-81)
1 (F20-82)
1 (F20-83)
1 (F20-84)
1 (F20-85)
2 (F20-86)
1 (F20-87)
1 (F20-88)
6 (F20-89)
1 (F20-90)
3 (F20-92)
1 (F20-93)
1 (F20-95)
1 (F20-96)
1 (F20-97)
1 (F20-98)
1 (F20-99)
1 (F20-100)

Lot F20-3
1 red paste stoneware doorknob (swirled paste)
4 undecorated ironstone
5 undecorated whiteware
1 Albany slipped stoneware
1 salt glazed stoneware
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1 Rockingham-glazed yellowware
1 undecorated whiteware with back stamp
1 (F20-13)
9 (F20-14)
1 undecorated whiteware with repair rivet
1 (F20-35)
107 clear container glass (beer mug )
42 dark green/black container glass
38 clear container glass
29 aqua container glass
3 clear melted container glass
16 amber container glass
4 (F20-83)
1 (F20-87)
2 (F20-89)
1 (F20-101)
1 (F20-102)
6 (F20-103)
1 (F20-104)
1 (F20-105)
1 (F20-106)
1 (F20-107)
1 (F20-108)
1 (F20-109)
1 (F20-110)
3 (F20-111)
3 (F20-112)
1 (F20-113)
2 (F20-114)
2 (F20-115)
1 (F20-116)
3 (F20-117)
2 (F20-118)
3 (F20-119)
2 (F20-120)
3 (F20-121)
3 (F20-122)
2 (F20-124)
1 (F20-125)
2 (F20-126)
3 (F20-127)
1 (F20-128)
3 (F20-129)
5 (F20-130)
2 (F20-131)
10 (F20-132)
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3 (F20-133)
13 (F20-134)
4 (F20-135)
3 (F20-136)
3 (F20-137)
3 (F20-138)
6 (F20-139)
3 (F20-140)
4 (F20-141)
3 (F20-142)
3 (F20-143)
1 (F20-144)
7 (F20-145)
1 (F20-146)
5 (F20-147)
8 (F20-148)
8 (F20-149)

Lot F20-4
3 undecorated whiteware
1 redware
1 Albany slipped stoneware
1 unglazed red paste earthenware
1 undecorated whiteware handle
7 (F20-8)
3 (F20-16)
3 (F20-17)
1 (F20-18)
7 (F20-19)
4 clear bar glass
5 dark green/black container glass
2 Kelly green container glass
2 amber container glass
1 aqua container glass
10 clear container glass
1 (F20-150)
1 (F20-151)
2 (F20-125)

Lot F20-5
1 redware
2 unglazed red paste earthenware
6 salt glazed stoneware
1 (F20-4)
1 (F20-8)
2 (F20-16)
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2 (F20-19)
1 (F20-20)
3 (F20-21)
17 clear container glass
3 Kelly green container glass
25 dark green/black container glass
22 aqua container glass
8 amber container glass
6 clear bar glass
2 (F20-153)
1 (F20-154)
1 (F20-155)
1 (F20-156)
2 (F20-157)
1 (F20-158)
1 (F20-159)
1 (F20-160)
1 (F20-161)
1 (F20-162)
2 (F20-165)
2 (F20-166)
1 (F20-167)
2 (F20-169)
2 (F20-226)

Lot F20-6
2 ginger beer bottle
10 (F20-65)
2 (F20-152)
5 Albany slipped stoneware
4 salt glazed stoneware
1 redware
1 (F20-13)
2 (F20-22)
1 (F20-23)
1 (F20-24)
4 (F20-25)
2 (F20-26)
4 (F20-27)
10 (F20-28)
1 (F20-29)
1 (F20-30)
1 (F20-31)
1 (F20-32)
1 (F20-45)
1 (F20-34)
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6 aqua window glass (painted and gilded sign)
3 clear bar glass
19 dark green/black container glass
2 Kelly green container glass
9 clear container glass
26 amber container glass
23 aqua container glass
31 aqua container glass (torpedo bottle)
1 (F20-165)
2 (F20-167)
4 (F20-168)
11 (F20-169)
2 (F20-170)
4 (F20-171)
4 (F20-172)
1 (F20-173)
1 (F20-174)
1 (F20-175)
2 (F20-176)
13 (F20-177)
9 (F20-178)
2 (F20-179)
1 (F20-180)
1 (F20-181)
2 (F20-182)
1 (F20-183)
3 (F20-184)
5 (F20-185)
6 (F20-186)
7 (F20-187)
4 (F20-188)
15 (F20-189)
1 (F20-190)
1 (F20-191)
1 (F20-192)
2 (F20-193)
1 (F20-194)
3 (F20-195)
1 (F20-197)
1 (F20-235)

Lot F20-7
25 ginger beer bottle
4 (F20-65)
2 (F20-59)
7 (F20-53)
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9 Albany slipped stoneware
6 salt glazed stoneware
2 undecorated whiteware bases
1 (F20-28)
5 (F20-36)
5 (F20-38)
2 (F20-39)
6 (F20-40)
7 (F20-41)
6 (F20-42)
5 (F20-43)
3 (F20-44)
1 (F20-45)
1 (F20-46)
1 (F20-61)
1 (F20-66)
1 (F20-24)
4 (F20-25)
7 clear bar glass
9 aqua torpedo style bottle glass
36 amber container glass
30 dark green/black container glass
7 aqua container glass (whiskey decorated flasks)
21 aqua container glass
2 (F20-197)
1 (F20-198)
1 (F20-199)
5 (F20-200)
1 (F20-201)
4 (F20-202)
3 (F20-203)
2 (F20-204)
3 (F20-205)
1 (F20-206)
3 (F20-207)
3 (F20-208)
1 (F20-209)
1 (F20-161)
1 (F20-181)
2 (F20-210)
1 (F20-211)
1 (F20-212)

Lot F20-8
1 purple roofing slate
30 ginger beer salt glazed stoneware
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11 (F20-65)
1 (F20-59)
7 (F20-53)
2 (F20-52)
5 undecorated whiteware
27 salt glazed stoneware
12 Albany slipped stoneware
3 redware
1 elbow pipe stem ?
2 unglazed red paste earthenware
1 (F20-18)
1 (F20-21)
1 (F20-36)
2 (F20-39)
1 (F20-43)
2 (F20-44)
1 (F20-46)
1 (F20-47)
1 (F20-48)
1 (F20-49)
2 (F20-50)
2 (F20-51)
4 (F20-52)
1 (F20-53)
1 (F20-54)
2 (F20-57)
1 (F20-58)
1 (F20-62)
1 (F20-64)
4 (F20-65)
1 (F20-68)
1 (F20-69)
63 aqua container glass
11 clear bar glass
62 dark green container glass
80 amber container glass
17 aqua container glass (whiskey flasks)
1 (F20-161)
1 (F20-165)
1 (F20-178)
1 (F20-185)
1 (F20-187)
1 (F20-201)
2 (F20-202)
1 (F20-203)
1 (F20-205)
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3 (F20-207)
1 (F20-208)
1 (F20-211)
3 (F20-212)
1 (F20-213)
1 (F20-214)
2 (F20-215)
3 (F20-216)
5 (F20-217)
2 (F20-218)
2 (F20-219)
2 (F20-220)
2 (F20-221)
2 (F20-222)
1 (F20-223)
1 (F20-224)
1 (F20-225)
4 (F20-226)
2 (F20-227)
1 (F20-228)
2 (F20-229)
2 (F20-230)
2 (F20-231)
3 (F20-232)
3 (F20-233)
1 (F20-234)
1 (F20-235)
1 (F20-248)
2 (F20-249)
2 (F20-253)
2 (F20-254)
3 (F20-255)

Lot F20-9
1 ginger container glass
12 (F20-59)
2 (F20-52)
2 (F20-163)
1 unglazed red paste earthenware
1 undecorated whiteware
2 salt glazed stoneware
2 (F20-21)
4 (F20-43)
9 (F20-59)
2 (F20-60)
2 (F20-61)
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1 (F20-62)
1 (F20-63)
1 (F20-64)
2 (F20-65)
2 (F20-68)
1 clear bar glass container glass
7 dark green/black container glass
15 amber container glass
8 aqua container glass
7 amber Demi John
2 aqua container glass (decorated whiskey flask)
1 (F20-147)
1 (F20-207)
1 (F20-210)
1 (F20-217)
1 (F20-219)
2 (F20-226)
1 (F20-236)
1 (F20-237)
1 (F20-238)
3 (F20-239)
2 (F20-240)
1 (F20-241)
2 (F20-242)
3 (F20-243)
1 (F20-244)
1 (F20-248)

Lot F20-10
4 ginger beer container glass fragments
1 (F20-65)
6 (F20-152)
9 (F20-59)
3 undecorated whiteware
16 salt glazed stoneware
3 redware
9 Albany slipped stoneware
1 blue transfer print whiteware
1 hand painted blue whiteware
1 transfer print blue pearlware
1 kaolin pipe bowl
1 (F20-30)
2 (F20-44)
3 (F20-47)
3 (F20-49)
1 (F20-50)
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1 (F20-67)
55 dark green/black container glass (Demi John)
126 amber container glass (with embossed letters)
9 bar glass
2 aqua shoulders
7 aqua container glass (decorated whiskey flask)
111 aqua container glass
82 dark green/black container glass
1 (F20-189)
1 (F20-205)
1 (F20-209)
1 (F20-210)
1 (F20-211)
3 (F20-217)
1 (F20-218)
1 (F20-223)
1 (F20-226)
1 (F20-227)
2 (F20-230)
2 (F20-233)
2 (F20-234)
1 (F20-245)
3 (F20-246)
1 (F20-247)
5 (F20-248)
1 (F20-249)
2 (F20-250)
3 (F20-251)
2 (F20-252)
2 (F20-255)
1 (F20-256)
2 (F20-257)
3 (F20-258)

Feature 22
Lot F22-1
6 clear/clear glazed red paste earthenware
2 clear/unglazed red paste earthenware
2 (F22-1)
1 (F22-2)
21 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
1 kiln stilt “leg”
1 burned elbow pope (burned, unglazed)
1 melted/fused brick
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1 piece bark
1 brick
81 bone

Lot F22-2
4 clear/clear glazed red paste earthenware
3 (F22-3)
1 (F22-4)
18 bone

Lot F22-3
32 (F22-5)
10 machine cut nail fragments
1 aqua window glass
1 dark green/black container glass
1 limestone
2 sandstone
35 bone

Lot F22-4
5 clear/clear glazed red paste earthenware
3 (F22-3)
3 sheet metal container
5 machine cut nail fragments
1 burned/melted elbow pipe (waster)
1 amber container glass
1 large piece of “lime”

plaster/mortar
brick

1 sandstone
14 bone

Lot F22-5
1 clear/clear glazed red paste earthenware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 transfer print (green) whiteware
2 undecorated whiteware
9 (F22-6)
1 (F22-7)
1 machine cut nail fragment
4 bone

Lot F22-6
1 (F22-6)
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Feature 23
Lot F23-1
23 undecorated whiteware
14 burned undecorated whiteware
3 transfer print (black) whiteware
2 transfer print (green) whiteware
4 transfer print (blue) whiteware
2 transfer print (brown) whiteware
1 burned transfer print (brown) whiteware
3 transfer print (dark blue) pearlware
1 relief decorated whiteware
1 amber decorated whiteware
1 painted (monochrome) whiteware handle fragment
1 undecorated whiteware with back stamp
1 transfer print (purple) whiteware with back stamp
1 undecorated porcelain
2 (F23-1)
1 (F23-2)
1 (F23-3)
1 (F23-4)
1 (F23-5)
2 (F23-6)
2 (F23-7)
3 (F23-8)
1 (F23-9)
1 (F23-10)
1 (F23-11)
1 (F23-12)
3 (F23-13)
2 (F23-14)
1 (F23-15)
2 (F23-16)
1 (F23-17)
1 (F23-18)
1 (F23-29)
2 (F23-79)
1 (F23-80)
1 (F23-81)
2 (F23-91)
2 yellowware
13 redware
16 burned redware
1 sagger
19 aqua container glass
11 burned aqua container glass
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18 clear container glass
3 burned clear container glass
1 (F23-92)
1 (F23-93)
1 (F23-94)
1 (F23-95)
5 (F23-96)
6 (F23-97)
1 (F23-98)
2 (F23-99)
1 (F23-100)

Lot F23-2
1 pipe stem, removed
1 gunflint, removed
14 undecorated whiteware
15 burned undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (dark blue) pearlware
2 transfer print (blue) whiteware
2 transfer print (red) whiteware
1 transfer print (black) whiteware
2 transfer print (brown) whiteware
1 annular decorated whiteware
10 (F23-1)
3 (F23-5)
1 (F23-8)
1 (F23-7)
1 (F23-13)
2 (F23-16)
1 (F23-18)
1 (F23-19)
1 (F23-20)
1 (F23-21)
1 (F23-22)
1 (F23-23)
1 (F23-24)
2 (F23-25)
1 (F23-26)
1 (F23-27)
1 (F23-28)
2 burned rim sherds-pulled
2 yellowware
2 burned yellowware
6 redware
8 over fired/burned redware
1 (F23-80)
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1 (F23-82)
10 burned sherds of indeterminate material
8 clear container glass
4 burned clear container glass
10 aqua container glass
5 burned container glass
1 burned dark green/black container glass
5 (F23-97)
1 (F23-96)
1 (F23-101)

Lot F23-3
18 undecorated whiteware
8 burned undecorated whiteware
1 annular decorated whiteware
1 transfer print (green) whiteware
1 transfer print (red) whiteware
3 transfer print (black) whiteware
1 transfer print (brown) whiteware
4 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 painted (monochrome blue) pearlware
2 (F23-6)
3 (F23-29)
1 (F23-5)
1 (F23-12)
1 (F23-26)
2 (F23-17)
1 (F23-27)
2 (F23-16)
3 (F23-29)
2 (F23-30)
1 (F23-31)
2 (F23-32)
1 (F23-33)
1 (F23-34)
1 (F23-35)
1 (F23-36)
1 (F23-37)
1 yellowware
8 redware
2 burned redware
4 burned/over fired redware
1 (F23-79)
1 (F23-95)
2 (F23-96)
1 clear container glass
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1 burned clear container glass
7 burned aqua container glass
11 burned aqua container glass

Lot F23-4
10 undecorated whiteware
7 burned undecorated whiteware
1 burned transfer print (red) whiteware
3 transfer print (red) whiteware
1 burned annular decorated whiteware
2 transfer print (dark blue) pearlware
1 undecorated whiteware with back stamp
2 (F23-3)
3 (F23-5)
1 (F23-32)
1 (F23-38)
2 (F23-39)
1 (F23-40)
1 (F23-41)
2 (F23-42)
1 (F23-44)
1 (F23-45)
1 (F23-46)
1 (F23-47)
1 (F23-48)
1 annular decorated yellowware
2 redware rim sherds
10 redware
15 over fired/burned redware
1 unglazed stoneware
1 (F23-83)
23 (F23-84)
2 red paste earthenware
1 sagger
1 (F23-96)
1 (F23-97)
1 (F23-102)
1 (F23-103)
1 (F23-104)
1 (F23-105)
8 aqua container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
4 clear container glass
1 burned clear container glass
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Lot F23-5
2 pieces porcelain pipe (pulled)
15 undecorated whiteware
9 burned undecorated whiteware
3 undecorated porcelain
1 undecorated whiteware cup base fragment
1 painted? (copper luster) porcelain
1 (F23-5)
1 (F23-31)
3 (F23-39)
1 (F23-44)
3 (F23-48)
1 (F23-49)
2 (F23-50)
1 (F23-51)
1 (F23-52)
1 (F23-53)
1 (F23-54)
1 (F23-55)
1 (F23-56)
1 (F23-57)
2 (F23-58)
1 (F23-59)
2 painted (monochrome blue) pearlware
5 transfer print (blue)
2 transfer print (blue)
1 burned transfer print (blue)
6 transfer print (red)
2 transfer print (green)
2 transfer print (brown)
1 annular decorated whiteware
1 transfer print (black) with back stamp
1 undecorated yellowware
5 (F23-82)
2 (F23-83)
1 (F23-84)
1 (F23-85)
1 (F23-86)
1 (F23-87)
2 redware rims
22 redware
16 burned/over fired redware
2 sagger
2 salt glazed stoneware
1 (F23-96)
1 (F23-106)
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1 (F23-104)
3 dark green/black container glass
7 clear container glass
3 burned clear container glass
13 aqua container glass
7 burned aqua container glass

Lot F23-6
2 pieces of pipe (pulled)
11 undecorated whiteware
8 burned undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated pearlware
2 undecorated porcelain
1 undecorated porcelain handle fragments
1 (F23-10)
1 (F23-17)
1 (F23-37)
2 (F23-39)
1 (F23-58)
1 (F23-60)
1 (F23-61)
1 (F23-62)
1 (F23-63)
2 (F23-64)
1 (F23-65)
1 (F23-66)
1 (F23-67)
2 annular decorated whiteware
1 painted (ochre) whiteware
1 transfer print (green/red) whiteware
7 transfer print (red) whiteware
1 burned transfer print (red) whiteware
2 transfer print (black) whiteware
4 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 transfer print (purple) whiteware
1 transfer print (purple) whiteware with back stamp
1 undecorated yellowware
2 salt glazed/stoneware
5 red paste earthenware
19 redware
20 burned/over fired redware
1 finishing nail bagged and pulled
1 burned and pulled
1 burned brick fragment bagged and pulled
1 piece sheet metal bagged and pulled
10 (F23-107)
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1 dark green/black container glass
4 clear container glass
5 aqua container glass

Lot F23-7
8 undecorated whiteware
2 burned undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated pearlware
1 edge decorated (blue) pearlware
1 edge decorated (blue) pearlware
1 transfer print (dark blue) pearlware
1 (F23-2)
1 (F23-10)
1 (F23-37)
3 (F23-39)
16 (F23-62)
1 (F23-68)
1 (F23-69)
1 (F23-70)
1 (F23-71)
3 (F23-72)
2 (F23-73)
1 (F23-74)
1 transfer (blue) whiteware
2 transfer (red) whiteware
1 transfer (brown) whiteware
1 redware
3 over fired/burned redware
1 salt glaze/Albany slipped stoneware
1 (F23-83)
1 (F23-85)
1 (F23-88)
2 (F23-89)
1 (F23-96)
1 (F23-108)
2 aqua container glass
1 dark green/black container glass

Lot F23-8
12 undecorated whiteware
4 burned undecorated whiteware
2 painted (monochrome) whiteware handle fragments
1 edge decorated (blue) whiteware
2 painted (polychrome) whiteware
1 burned transfer (black) whiteware
5 transfer print (blue) whiteware
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6 transfer print (red) whiteware
1 burned transfer print (red) whiteware
1 (F23-3)
1 (F23-29)
5 (F23-39)
1 (F23-50)
2 (F23-61)
7 (F23-62)
2 (F23-72)
3 (F23-75)
1 (F23-76)
2 (F23-77)
6 (F23-77)
6 (F23-78)
9 redware
9 over fired/burned redware
1 burned unglazed? stoneware
1 yellowware
1 (F23-89)
24 (F23-90)
1 (F23-92)
1 (F23-98)
2 (F23-102)
1 (F23-109)
2 (F23-110)
1 (F23-111)
1 (F23-112)
4 (F23-113)
5 (F23-114)
9 dark green/black container glass
8 aqua container glass
1 burned container glass
1 clear container glass
4 blue milk glass fragments

Feature 24
Lot F24-1
4 clear/clear glazed red paste earthenware
4 clear/unglazed red paste earthenware, under fired?
1 burned clear/clear glaze red paste earthenware waster sherd
2 clear container glass
3 dark green/black container glass
1 (F24-1)
2 (F24-2)
1 (F24-3)
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1 (F24-4)
4 (F24-5)
1 (F24-6)
1 (F24-8)
1 (F24-9)
1 (F24-10)
1 brick
1 glazed brick
1 burned limestone/lime
4 bone

Lot F24-2
2 unglazed/unglazed red paste earthenware
1 dark green/black container glass
8 clear container glass
12 (F24-8)
2 (F24-9)
1 (F24-11)
5 bone

Lot F24-3
1 clear/clear glazed red paste earthenware
1 clear container glass

Feature 25
Lot F25-1
8 Rockingham glazed stoneware
13 redware
1 dark glazed/manganese glazed redware
1 salt glazed stoneware
3 salt glazed stoneware or overly fired saggers
2 overly fired redware wasters
2 saggers
1 unidentified whiteware with partial back stamp
4 unidentified whiteware
1 (F26-15)
2 (F26-16)
7 (F26-17)
1 (F26-18)
4 (F26-24)
3 aqua container glass
1 4-hole milk glass button (.44” diameter)
1 stone marble (.61” diameter)
12 sheet metal container
7 machine cut nail fragments
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1 machine cut nail (3” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ¾” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ¼” long)
3 unidentified copper (jewelry?)
9 aqua window glass
2 mirror glass
1 furniture slate (1 1/16” thick; corner only)

brick
30 bone

Lot F25-2
1 (F7-5)
1 (F25-6)
2 (F7-7)
2 (F7-8)
3 (F7-9)
1 (F7-10)
1 (F7-11)
1 (F7-12)
5 unidentified ironstone
4 redware
3 redware wasters
2 unglazed red paste earthenware
1 redware tableware/refined ware-burned
5 (F26-17)
3 (F26-19)
1 (F26-20)
1 (F26-21)
2 dark green/black container glass
1 aqua container glass
1 dark green container glass
1 clear container glass
1 machine cut nail fragment
3 aqua window glass
1 sandstone
2 bone

Lot F25-3
2 (F25-8)
6 (F25-9)
1 (F25-13)
1 (F25-14)
1 unidentified ironstone
1 redware
2 redware waster/saggers?
1 redware waster
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3 (F25-19)
2 (F25-17)
3 (F25-22)
1 (F25-23)
3 aqua container glass
3 clear container glass
1 amber container glass
1 4-hole milk glass button (.43” diameter)
8 sheet metal container
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 brass lamp wick burns
1 unidentified lead
6 aqua window glass
1 mirror glass

coal
7 bone

Lot F25-4
8 aqua window glass
1 roofing/writing slate

coal
eggshell

21 bone
2 fish scales

Feature 26
Lot F26-1
4 redware
1 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware
1 burned redware
4 cement-like “tile”(?)
1 milk glass
8 clear container glass
1 (F26-1)
1 (F26-2)
4 kaolin pipe stems
2 kaolin pipe bowls
3 machine cut nail fragments
2 unidentified iron
11 aqua window glass
2 clinkers

plaster (with white coat)
brick

3 bone
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Lot F26-2
10 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 transfer print (red) whiteware
1 transfer print (black) whiteware
1 (F26-3)
1 (F26-4)
2 (F26-5)
2 (F26-6)
1 (F26-7)

Feature 27
Lot F27-1
1 (F27-1)
3 (F27-2)
1 (F27-3)
1 (F27-63)
7 undecorated whiteware
1 redware
1 salt/salt glazed stoneware
1 aqua container glass
1 clear container glass
1 amber container glass (embossed “…DIG…”)
1 kaolin pipe stem
1 toy (?) horseshoe (approximately 2 ½” by 2 ½”)
2 bone

Lot F27-2
3 (F27-3)
4 (F27-4)
6 (F27-5)
4 (F27-6)
1 (F27-7)
1 (F27-8)
3 (F27-9)
1 (F27-10)
1 (F27-11)
1 (F27-12)
13 (F27-13)
1 transfer print (red) whiteware
1 transfer print (green) whiteware
1 painted (monochrome) whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware
3 redware
2 unidentified copper
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1 aqua window glass

Lot F27-3
2 (F27-2)
2 (F27-3)
3 (F27-13)
18 (F27-14)
1 (F27-15)
13 (F27-16)
9 (F27-17)
4 (F27-18)
3 (F27-19)
1 (F27-20)
3 (F27-21)
1 (F27-22)
1 (F27-23)
1 (F27-24)
1 (F27-26)
1 (F27-27)
1 (F27-28)
1 (F27-29)
1 (F27-30)
1 (F27-31)
1 (F27-32)
1 (F27-36)
5 (F27-84)
2 (F27-85)
1 transfer print (green, black) whiteware
2 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 transfer print (red) whiteware
1 relief decorated whiteware
16 undecorated whiteware
3 undecorated whiteware (burned)
2 undecorated porcelain
17 redware
2 aqua container glass
3 clear container glass
2 clear plate glass
3 kaolin pipe stems
1 4-hole, decorated shell button (with pie crust edging; .40” diameter)
1 rim-fire brass cartridge (.22” diameter; short)
23 machine cut nail fragments
1 unidentified copper
4 unidentified iron
1 iron rivet (? 2” long)
2 aqua window glass
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1 small glazed brick fragment (from red ware kiln; impression of crock present)
1 peach pit
5 clinkers

eggshell
64 bone

Lot F27-4
2 kaolin pipe bowl
1 (F27-3)
4 (F27-4)
5 (F27-8)
4 (F27-13)
1 (F27-13) burned
4 (F27-16)
11 (F27-17)
5 (F27-20)
1 (F27-25)
3 (F27-27)
6 (F27-28)
1 (F27-29)
2 (F27-31)
1 (F27-34)
2 (F27-35)
8 (F27-37)
1 (F27-38)
1 (F27-39)
2 (F27-40)
3 (F27-41)
4 (F27-42)
1 (F27-43)
1 (F27-44)
5 (F27-84)
1 (F27-85)
1 (F27-86)
1 (F27-87)
2 (F27-88)
27 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (red) whiteware
1 transfer print (black) whiteware
3 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 painted (polychrome) porcelain
5 undecorated porcelain
25 redware
2 redware (burned/waster)
3 aqua container
2 clear container (melted)
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2 clear container
1 kaolin pipe stem
1 kaolin pipe bowl
1 4-hole decorated shell button (.38” diameter)
1 rim-fire brass cartridge (.22” diameter; short)
1 red glass bead (oval; .31” diameter)
6 sheet metal container
5 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2 5/8” long)
1 cast iron drain pipe
11 aqua window glass
1 clinker

plaster
72 bone

Lot F27-5
1 (F27-4)
5 (F27-9)
2 (F27-13)
2 (F27-14)
7 (F27-17)
13 (F27-18)
1 (F27-19)
2 (F27-20)
15 (F27-21)
3 (F27-23)
2 (F27-27)
1 (F27-28)
1 (F27-32)
1 (F27-34)
1 (F27-38)
1 (F27-39)
1 (F27-45)
3 (F27-46)
1 (F27-47)
1 (F27-48)
1 (F27-49)
1 (F27-50)
1 (F27-51)
1 (F27-52)
1 transfer print (green) whiteware
5 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware (burned)
3 transfer print (red) whiteware
2 painted (polychrome)
1 painted (monochrome) porcelain
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3 unidentified porcelain
1 whiteware (heavily burned)
21 redware
1 4-hole decorated shell button (with pie crust edging; .34” diameter)
2 sheet metal container
12 machine cut nail fragments
4 aqua window glass
1 mirror glass

eggshell
brick sample
mortar

33 bone

Lot F27-6
2 (F27-28)
5 (F27-47)
3 (F27-13)
1 (F27-53)
1 (F27-54)
1 (F27-55)
1 (F27-56)
2 (F27-57)
3 (F27-58)
1 (F27-59)
1 transfer print (purple) whiteware
1 transfer print (black) whiteware
5 transfer print (red) whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 painted (monochrome) whiteware
1 painted (polychrome) whiteware
6 redware
1 amber container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
1 stone marble (.62” diameter)
2 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (1 5/8” long)
11 iron bands or straps (1 ¼” wide)
2 aqua window glass

brick
16 bone

Lot F27-7
1 (F27-4)
1 (F27-13)
1 (F27-45)
2 (F27-46)
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3 (F27-53)
1 (F27-63)
1 (F27-64)
4 (F27-65)
1 (F27-66)
1 transfer print (green)
4 transfer print (red) whiteware
8 transfer print (blue) whiteware
2 transfer print whiteware (burned)
3 whiteware (burned)
1 painted (polychrome) porcelain
1 painted (monochrome) whiteware
2 undecorated porcelain
2 undecorated whiteware
17 redware
2 aqua container glass
2 clear container glass (melted)
1 clear container glass
1 (F27-89)
1 kaolin pipe bowl (reeded)
1 milk glass faceted pendant (1 ¼” long)
24 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2” long)
1 machine cut nail (1 3/8” long)
1 copper wire (.04” diameter)
1 twisted wire
2 aqua window glass

brick
5 bone

Lot F27-8
1 (F27-13)
1 (F27-32)
1 (F27-34)
2 (F27-48)
4 (F27-63)
1 (F27-65)
1 (F27-66)
1 (F27-69)
4 (F27-90)
1 transfer print (brown) whiteware
1 transfer print (black) whiteware
1 transfer print (purple) whiteware
1 transfer print (green) whiteware
1 transfer print (red) whiteware
1 transfer print (red) whiteware (burned)
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1 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain
11 redware
4 machine cut nail fragments
2 aqua window glass

eggshell
6 bone

Lot F27-9
1 (F27-2)
1 (F27-8)
11 (F27-19)
23 (F27-23)
7 (F27-27)
2 (F27-29)
1 (F27-32)
5 (F27-33)
2 (F27-40)
1 (F27-42)
2 (F27-47)
3 (F27-48)
2 (F27-52)
2 (F27-57)
1 (F27-63)
1 (F27-71)
1 (F27-72)
4 (F27-73)
1 (F27-74)
2 (F27-75)
1 (F27-76)
1 (F27-77)
1 (F27-79)
1 aqua container glass
1 (F27-91)
1 transfer print (brown) whiteware
4 transfer print (red) whiteware
1 transfer print (black0 whiteware
4 transfer print (blue) whiteware
4 whiteware (burned)
15 undecorated whiteware
7 undecorated porcelain
15 redware
1 kaolin pipe stem
21 sheet metal container
1 machine cut nail fragment
2 aqua window glass
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14 bone

Lot F27-10
1 (F27-1)
1 (F27-8)
1 (F27-47)
1 (F27-53)
2 (F27-78)
4 (F27-79)
1 (F27-80)
4 (F27-90)
1 (F27-92)
1 transfer print (black) whiteware
3 undecorated whiteware
2 undecorated pearlware
1 undecorated porcelain
7 redware
1 brass doorknob (1 ¾” diameter)
1 antler/bone knife handle (flat tanged)
29 sheet metal container
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 aqua window glass

Lot F27-11
1 (F27-81)
1 (F27-82)
1 (F27-83)
1 undecorated whiteware

bark

Feature 28
Lot F28-1
15 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain
1 painted polychrome whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware
4 redware
1 annular decorated/mocha whiteware
1 (F28-1)
2 (F28-2)
1 (F28-3)
3 (F28-4)
2 dark green container glass
2 aqua container glass
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2 clear container glass
3 kaolin pipe stems
8 machine cut nail fragments
1 aqua window glass
8 burned sandstone
16 clean soft mud brick fragments
1 plaster/mortar
15 bone

Lot F28-2
1 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain
1 (F28-5)
1 sheet metal container
7 machine cut nail fragments

brick sample
6 bone

Lot F28-3
6 undecorated whiteware
4 undecorated porcelain
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 transfer print (red) whiteware
4 redware
1 salt glazed stoneware
2 dark green container glass
1 (F28-4)
2 (F28-6)
1 (F28-7)
1 (F28-8)
1 (F28-9)
1 (F28-10)
1 (F28-11)
1 brass hook (“hook and eye” fastener)
9 sheet metal container
17 machine cut nail fragments
1 aqua window glass
3 sandstone
3 brick “chips”
13 bone

Lot F28-4
2 undecorated whiteware
2 transfer print (green) whiteware
1 clear container glass
1 decorated shell button (.42” diameter)
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6 machine cut nail fragments
3 bone

Lot F28-5
8 undecorated whiteware
2 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 redware
1 (F28-12)
1 (F28-13)
1 (F28-25)
1 aqua container glass
1 kaolin pipe stem
8 machine cut nail fragments
1 unidentified iron
3 sandstone
8 bone

Lot F28-6
13 undecorated whiteware
2 undecorated porcelain
1 painted polychrome small floral whiteware
1 sponge decorated (blue) whiteware
2 redware
1 (F28-14)
2 (F28-15)
1 (F28-26)
1 clear container glass
1 4-hole milk glass button (.45” diameter)
12 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (approximately 3 ½” long)
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 7/8” long)
1 aqua window glass

brick sample
10 bone

Lot F28-7
4 undecorated whiteware
4 undecorated porcelain
1 annular decorated whiteware
1 painted polychrome whiteware
1 transfer print (green) whiteware
2 redware
1 (F28-16)
3 aqua container glass
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1 clear container glass
10 sheet metal container
6 machine cut nail fragments
1 iron rod (approximately ¼” diameter)
2 aqua window glass

brick
11 bone

Lot F28-8
6 undecorated whiteware
1 annular decorated whiteware
1 (F28-17)
1 (F28-18)
1 dark green container glass
1 aqua container glass
2 clear container glass
1 4-hole milk glass or gray glass button (.39” diameter; burned)
1 machine cut nail fragment
2 unidentified iron
1 unidentified sheet copper
2 aqua window glass

coal

Lot F28-9
3 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (red) whiteware
1 transfer print (green) with hand painted highlight whiteware
1 redware
1 (F28-19)
1 aqua container glass
2 kaolin pipe stems
2 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2 3/8” long)

brick
8 bone

Lot F28-10
5 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain
1 transfer print (red) whiteware
1 transfer print (green?) whiteware
1 redware
1 (F28-4)
1 (F28-18)
1 (F28-27)
1 sheet metal container
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3 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (4 ½” long)
1 burned sandstone
1 brick (very hard fired; construction debris?)
6 brick
7 bone

Lot F28-11
2 undecorated whiteware
2 undecorated porcelain
1 transfer print (purple) whiteware
1 transfer print (red) whiteware
1 (F28-21)
1 (F28-22)
1 (F28-23)
1 kaolin pipe stem
5 sheet metal container
2 machine cut nail fragments
1 brass handle (window lock?)
3 aqua window glass
1 brick

Lot F28-12
2 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 (F28-24)
1 clear container glass
3 machine cut nail fragments
2 aqua window glass

brick sample

Lot F28-13
6 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain
2 transfer print (dark blue) pearlware
1 transfer print red whiteware
1 transfer print green whiteware
1 unidentified yellowware
1 salt glazed stoneware
1 unglazed stoneware
2 (F28-2)
1 (F28-6)
3 (F28-8)
1 (F28-20)
1 brass straight pin
11 machine cut nail fragments
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2 aqua window glass
brick

7 bone

Lot F28-14
unidentified wood and iron

Lot F28-15
5 unidentified whiteware
1 transfer print (dark blue) pearlware
1 redware
1 (F28-4)
1 (F28-13)
2 (F28-28)
3 green container glass
1 clear container glass
1 machine cut nail fragment
2 bone

Lot F 28-16
1 (F28-28)
1 aqua container glass
1 kaolin pipe bowl
1 sandstone
2 bone

Feature 29

Lot F29-1
3 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated pearlware
12 undecorated whiteware (edge decorated wares redeposited from adjacent Midden)
4 redware
1 Albany/Albany earthenware
4 Rockingham glazed yellowware
1 Albany slipped, jigger-molded stoneware (ribbed body similar to those from Jug town)
3 (F29-1)
2 (F29-2)
1 (F29-28)
1 (F29-29)
1 (F29-30)
3 amber container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
1 milk glass container glass
10 clear container glass
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1 cork
1 brass rim-fired cartridge (.22” diameter; short)

shoe leather
4 sheet metal container
2 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (4” long)
1 iron rivet (square shank; approximately 3” long)
6 aqua window glass
1 pewter utensil handle (?)
41 bone

Lot F29-2
1 (F29-1)
4 (F29-3)
4 clear container glass
2 (F29-30)
7 sheet metal container
2 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (4” long)
5 bone

Lot F29-3
1 (F29-1)
1 undecorated whiteware
1 (F29-3)
1 (F29-4)
1 (F29-5)
4 (F29-6)
1 (F29-7)
1 (F29-8)
1 (F29-31)
1 (F29-32)
1 (F29-33)
1 (F29-34)
1 (F29-35)
1 (F29-36)
5 (F29-37)
20 (F29-38)
1 amber container glass
8 clear chimney glass
4 clear container glass
1 dark green container glass
1 2-hole milk glass button (.56” diameter)
5 sheet metal container
1 machine cut nail (4 ¼” long)
1 machine cut nail (3 ¼” long)
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1 machine cut nail (3 1/8” long)
1 aqua window glass
23 bone

Lot F29-4
3 undecorated whiteware (Midden redeposited edge decorated ware)
2 (F29-1)
1 salt glazed stoneware (refined ware, bottle?)
2 annular decorated whiteware
3 salt glazed stoneware
1 (F29-10)
4 dark green container glass
1 amber container glass
3 kaolin pipe stems
2 kaolin pipe bowls (13 star “T .D”)
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 aqua window glass
1 bone

Lot F29-5
5 undecorated whiteware
2 (F29-1)
1 undecorated porcelain
1 (F29-11)
4 (F29-38)
1 (F29-39)
1 (F29-40)
1 (F29-41)
1 (F29-42)
1 (F29-43)
1 (F29-70)
5 dark green container glass
1 aqua container glass
5 clear container glass
5 amber container glass

shoe leather (1 heel/shoe; small child’s shoe with metal nails)
4 kaolin pipe stems
6 sheet metal container
11 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (3 ½” long)
1 screw (1 ¾” long; blunt ended?)
3 aqua window glass

plaster (no white coat)
coal

1 limestone “chip” (construction debris)
58 bone
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Lot F29-6

Lot F29-7
1 (F29-12)
1 (F29-13)
1 (F29-36)
1 (F29-38)
2 clear chimney glass
1 aqua container glass
1 amber container glass
1 kaolin pipe stem
2 machine cut nails (2 ½” long)
1 aqua window glass
30 bone

Lot F29-8
4 salt glazed stoneware
6 (F29-6)
6 (F29-14)
1 (F29-15)
6 (F29-16)
3 (F29-36)
1 (F29-44)
26 clear chimney glass
3 aqua container glass
3 clear container glass
1 milk glass container glass
1 amber container glass
1 kaolin pipe stem
2 hard rubber lice combs (2 ¼” by 3”; one embossed “ I. R. COMB CO. GOODYEAR

1851”)
1 machine cut nail (3 ¼” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ¾” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ¼” long)
1 machine cut nail (1 ½” long)
2 aqua window glass
95 bone

Lot F29-9
1 (F29-17)
1 (F29-47)
1 dark green container glass
2 clear chimney glass
2 machine cut nail fragments
1 aqua window glass
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6 bone

Lot F29-10
1 (F29-48)

Lot F29-11
2 undecorated whiteware
1 salt/unglazed stoneware
1 Albany stoneware
1 redware
2 Rockingham glazed yellowware (relief molded decoration)
1 (F29-49)
1 (F29-50)
1 (F29-51)
1 (F29-52)
1 (F29-53)
4 dark green container glass
1 amber container glass
2 kaolin pipe stems
1 shoe leather
1 brass shoe toe guard
1 composite tar/gravel roofing material
1 unidentified cast iron bar/grate

brick (burned badly; kiln brick?)
6 bone

Lot F29-12
3 (F29-2)
2 (F29-4)
1 (F29-6)
2 (F29-7)
2 (F29-9)
2 (F29-17)
5 (F29-18)
3 (F29-19)
3 (F29-20)
1 (F29-22)
1 (F29-23)
2 (F29-24)
3 undecorated whiteware
6 (F29-30)
1 (F29-35)
75 (F29-38)
1 (F29-45)
1 (F29-47)
1 (F29-54)
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5 (F29-55)
1 (F29-56)
1 (F29-57)
2 (F29-58)
2 (F29-59)
3 (F29-60)
2 (F29-61)
2 (F29-62)
4 (F29-63)
1 (F29-64)
1 (F29-65)
1 (F29-66)
2 amber container glass
5 clear container glass
48 clear chimney glass
1 kaolin pipe stem
1 wood handle (3” long)
2 unidentified brass
1 4-hole milk glass button (.68” diameter)
3 4-hole milk glass buttons (.43” diameter; 1 broken)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.44” diameter)
3 brass rim-fire cartridges (.26” diameter; short)
1 machine cut nail fragment
2 machine cut nails (2 ½” long)
1 machine cut nail (1 5/8” long)
1 cast iron rim lock (?)
1 slate (?) “chip”
39 bone

Lot F29-13
1 undecorated whiteware
1 redware
2 amber container glass
3 aqua container glass
1 dark green container glass
1 machine cut nail (3 ¼” long)
1 wire bail handle
1 aqua window glass
1 limestone “chip” (construction debris)

brick
50 bone

Lot F29-14
1 undecorated whiteware
2 salt glazed stoneware
1 (F29-1)
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1 (F29-13)
1 redware
2 (F29-8)
1 Albany slipped stoneware (jiggered bowl base)
1 unglazed stoneware kiln tile?
1 over fired or melted redware waster
1 (F29-25)
1 (F29-37)
10 (F29-38)
1 (F29-46)
2 (F29-67)
1 (F29-68)
1 (F29-69)
1 (F29-70)
1 (F29-71)
12 clear chimney glass
7 aqua container glass
3 clear container glass
1 amber container glass

shoe leather (eyelets)
4 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (1 ¼” long)
1 unidentified cast iron
1 wire
1 unidentified copper (impressed “ H. H. & S?”)
4 aqua window glass
1 roofing slate

coal
62 bone

Lot F29-15
1 undecorated whiteware
1 overfired redware waster
1 (F29-26)
1 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware
1 (F29-14)
7 (F29-27)
1 4-hole milk glass button (with painted edges; .62” diameter)
1 bone toothbrush (embossed “ *ROYAL QUALITY*”)
1 brass loop-shank (?) button (.81” diameter)
2 machine cut nail fragments
2 machine cut nails (2 ½” long)
32 bone

Feature 30
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Lot F30-1
1 burned clear/clear glazed red paste earthenware waster sherd (burned)
1 undecorated whiteware
1 (F30-1)
4 sheet metal container (with loop lug handle)
1 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
1 iron bolt or threaded rod (5 ¾” long; 3/8” round stock; square nut)
1 aqua window glass
1 clear container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
1 sandstone
6 bone

Lot F30-2
1 undecorated pearlware
2 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (purple) whiteware
1 burned clear/clear glazed red paste earthenware waster sherd
1 clear/clear glazed red paste earthenware
2 machine cut nail fragments
1 kiln tile (with square punctuates on one surface)
2 brick
1 sandstone
1 bone

Lot F30-3
1 transfer print (dark blue) pearlware
1 transfer print (brown) whiteware
2 clear/clear glazed red paste earthenware
1 (F30-2)
1 (F30-3)
1 (F30-4)
4 machine cut nail fragments
7 bone

Feature 31
Lot F31-1
1 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware burned
1 undecorated porcelain
1 painted (polychrome) pearlware (ochre palette)
2 aqua container glass
2 aqua container glass (pattern molded)
2 amber container glass
1 (F31-1)
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1 (F31-2)
1 (F31-3)
4 sheet metal container
17 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
2 machine cut nails (2 ½” long)
1 unidentified sheet metal (brass)
1 cast iron butt hinge (1 ½” x 2”)
2 aqua window glass
1 coal
1 brick
12 bone

Feature 34
Lot F34-1
1 redware
1 dark green/black container glass
2 machine cut nail fragments

brick

Feature 36
Lot F36-1
1 unglazed extruded sanitary sewer tile (approximately 4” diameter)
2 salt glazed extruded sanitary sewer tile (approximately 4” diameter)
2 amber container glass
5 dark green/black container glass
1 clear container glass
1 aqua window glass
1 clear pressed glass, fluted tableware
1 clear pressed glass container glass, tableware
2 (F36-1)
2 (F36-2)
1 (F36-3)
2 (F36-4)
1 (F36-5)
1 (F36-6)
2 (F36-7)
1 (F36-8)
1 wood handled pocket knife (blade open; 6 ¼” long)

shoe leather
5 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
1 blacksmith’s tongs (13 ½” long)
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1 iron gutter spout (approximately 2” diameter; with folded seam)
2 iron rods (.28” diameter)
2 bent iron rods (.30” diameter)
1 unidentified soldered seam
1 iron strap
1 aqua window glass
1 brick

coal sample
76 bone

Feature 38
Lot F38-1
1 (F38-1)
1 (F38-2)
1 (F38-3)
4 (F38-4)
1 (F38-5)
1 (F38-6)
1 (F38-7)
1 (F38-8)
2 (F38-9)
3 (F38-10)
1 (F38-11)
1 (F38-12)
2 (F38-13)
18 (F38-18)
1 (F38-15)
1 (F38-16)
1 (F38-17)
4 (F38-18)
2 (F38-19)
1 (F38-20)
2 (F38-21)
2 (F38-22)
2 (F38-23)
2 (F38-24)
8 (F38-25)
1 cork
13 shoe leather (2 shoes)
6 bone

Feature 39
Lot F39-1
1 transfer print (black) whiteware
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1 transfer print (green) whiteware
3 (F39-1)
1 (F39-2)
2 aqua window glass
143 bone

Lot F39-2
193 bone

Lot F39-3
16 redware
4 undecorated, creamware
10 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (black) whiteware
1 transfer print (purple) whiteware
1 transfer print (green) whiteware
4 transfer print (red) whiteware
7 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 transfer print (black) whiteware with back stamp
2 (F39-3)
2 (F39-4)
1 (F39-5)
2 (F39-6)
5 (F39-7)
5 (F39-8)
1 (F39-9)
1 (F39-10)
2 (F39-11)
3 (F39-12)
3 (F39-13)
1 (F39-14)
1 (F39-15)
1 (F39-16)
2 (F39-17)
1 (F39-18)
2 (F39-19)
1 (F39-20)
1 (F39-21)
2 (F39-22)
1 (F39-23)
2 (F39-24)
2 (F39-25)
2 (F39-26)
8 (F39-27)
1 (F39-28)
1 (F39-29)
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1 clear container glass
1 amber container glass
2 (F39-98)
3 (F39-99)
1 machine cut nail fragment
3 aqua window glass

plaster
49 bone

Lot F39-4
1 undecorated porcelain
9 undecorated pearlware
1 undecorated creamware
1 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer printed (red) whiteware
2 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 unglazed sagger
2 (F39-30)
1 (F39-31)
1 (F39-32)
2 (F39-33)
1 (F39-34)
1 (F39-35)
1 (F39-36)
1 (F39-37)
1 (F39-38)
2 (F39-39)
2 (F39-39)
1 aqua container glass
1 clear container glass
1 (F39-100)
1 (F39-101)

brick
28 bone

Lot F39-5
2 burned porcelain
4 burned whiteware
59 undecorated whiteware
4 undecorated pearlware
2 undecorated creamware
3 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware
21 redware stoneware
6 transfer print (red) whiteware
1 burned printed (red) whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
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1 transfer print (blue) whiteware with back stamp
2 transfer print pearlware
2 painted (monochrome blue) whiteware
1 annular blue whiteware body sherds
1 painted (green) porcelain whiteware
1 painted (polychrome brown/green) porcelain
1 relief decorated whiteware handle fragment
1 (F39-22)
1 (F39-26)
1 (F39-29)
6 (F39-31)
1 (F39-34)
1 (F39-39)
1 (F39-40)
3 (F39-41)
5 (F39-42)
1 (F39-43)
1 (F39-44)
3 (F39-45)
1 (F39-46)
1 (F39-47)
1 (F39-48)
7 (F39-49)
1 (F39-50)
1 (F39-51)
2 (F39-52)
1 (F39-53)
4 (F39-54)
1 (F39-55)
3 (F39-56)
3 (F39-58)
3 (F39-102)
1 (F39-103)
1 kaolin pipe bowl
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 unidentified iron
6 brick
125 bone

Lot F39-6
4 relief decorated whiteware handle fragments
3 redware body fragments
1 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware
3 undecorated pearlware
3 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (red) whiteware
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1 transfer print (green) whiteware
2 transfer print (black) whiteware
1 (F39-38)
1 (F39-42)
1 (F39-59)
6 (F39-60)
3 (F39-104)
1 aqua window glass
41 bone

Lot F39-7
10 undecorated creamware
4 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 transfer print (red) whiteware
1 transfer print (purple) whiteware
2 painted (polychrome red, green, blue) whiteware
1 (F39-29)
1 (F39-57)
1 (F39-69)
1 (F39-105)
1 brick
48 bone

Lot F39-8
1 undecorated whiteware body sherd
5 transfer print (red) whiteware body sherd
2 transfer print (red) whiteware body sherd with back stamp
1 transfer print and relief decorated (red) whiteware body sherd
1 (F39-59)
1 (F39-61)
1 (F39-62)
4 (F39-64)
1 brick
29 bone

Lot F39-9
1 redware waster sherd
1 undecorated whiteware body sherd
1 transfer print (black) whiteware body sherd
1 (F39-38)
1 (F39-51)
2 (F39-65)
1 (F39-66)
1 (F39-67)
14 bone
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Lot F39-10
2 redware base sherds
19 redware body sherds
11 over-fired redware body sherds
4 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware body sherds
37 undecorated whiteware body sherds
2 undecorated whiteware body sherds with back stamp
1 undecorated whiteware rim sherds
5 transfer print (brown) whiteware body sherds
1 transfer print (black) whiteware body sherds
2 transfer print (green) whiteware body sherds
4 transfer print (blue) whiteware body sherds
1 transfer print (black) whiteware body sherds with back stamp
2 transfer print (red) white ware body sherds
1 painted (monochrome blue) whiteware body sherd
1 undecorated whiteware oddly shaped piece
2 aqua container bases (?)
13 aqua scroll flask pieces
13 aqua container body pieces
1 clear container glass, smoked
4 (F39-3)
4 (F39-4)
1 (F39-6)
2 (F39-8)
1 (F39-9)
1 (F39-11)
1 (F39-18)
2 (F39-19)
3 (F39-26)
1 (F39-27)
4 (F39-28)
2 (F39-48)
1 (F39-51)
1 (F39-66)
7 (F39-68)
1 (F39-69)
2 (F39-70)
4 (F39-71)
1 (F39-72)
1 (F39-73)
3 (F39-74)
7 (F39-75)
1 (F39-76)
2 (F39-77)
2 (F39-78)
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3 (F39-79)
1 (F39-80)
1 (F39-81)
1 (F39-82)
7 (F39-83)
2 (F39-84)
1 (F39-85)
1 (F39-86)
1 (F39-104)
5 (F39-106)
1 (F39-107)
2 (F39-108)
1 (F39-109)
1 (F39-110)
1 (F39-111)
1 (F39-112)
2 (F39-113)
2 (F39-114)
1 kaolin pipe stem
1 flat tanged, bone handled knife (approximately 4 ½” long)
16 sheet metal container
13 machine cut nail fragments
1 iron strap (1” wide by 4” long)
1 iron strap (approximately 2 ¼” wide)
1 cast iron grate
1 bent iron wire
1 cast lead (hammered into curved cone)
9 aqua window glass
73 bone
1 brick
2 heavily burned/glazed brick
1 plaster (with white coat)

Lot F39-11
4 transfer print (red) whiteware
5 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 transfer print (brown) whiteware
1 painted (monochrome blue) whiteware
1 painted (polychrome red and blue) whiteware
1 painted (polychrome red, black, and green) whiteware
6 undecorated creamware
3 undecorated pearlware
25 undecorated whiteware
5 redware sherds
6 relief decorated whiteware handle fragments
1 molded pipe bowl
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1 pipe stem
2 machine cut nails
1 (F39-114)
1 (F39-115)
1 (F39-116)
1 aqua container body
3 aqua window glass
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APPENDIX III

CERAMIC AND GLASS VESSELS BY FEATURE
THE LIBRARY (BLOCK 12)

Feature 2
F2-1 S saucer (transfer print, black, whiteware)
F2-2 S cup (transfer print, brown, whiteware, London Urn Shape)
F2-3 S bowl (redware)
F2-4 S saucer (undecorated)
F2-5 P milk pan/mixing bowl (Peoria glazed earthenware, jigger molded)
F2-6 S plate (transfer print, brown, whiteware, scalloped edge, Palestone pattern) [same as

F6-6]
F2-7 P mixing bowl/milk pan (Albany slipped stoneware, jigger molded)
F2-8 P mixing bowl/milk pan (Albany slipped stoneware, jigger molded)
F2-9 P mixing bowl/milk pan (Albany slipped stoneware, jigger molded)
F2-10 P mixing bowl/milk pan (Albany slipped stoneware, jigger molded)
F2-11 P plate (undecorated whiteware, backstamp “IRONSTONE CHINA / J.M. & Co”)

[“M” is questionable as it is partially illegible]
F2-12 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F2-13 S cup (undecorated, whiteware)
F2-14 S saucer (undecorated)
F2-15 S cup? (relief decorated, floral pattern)
F2-16 S flowerpot (unglazed, redpaste earthenware, hand-turned)
F2-17 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, handle less)
F2-18 S wine? bottle (salt glazed stoneware)
F2-19 S chamber pot lid (annular decorated, yellowware with Mocha) (cross mends to F7-14)
F2-20 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, with back stamp “IRONSTONE CHINA /

ALFRED MEAKIN / TUNSTALL / ENGLAND” 6¾” diameter)
F2-21 S cup (undecorated, whiteware, handled)
F2-22 S flowerpot (unglazed, redpaste earthenware, hand-turned)
F2-23 P milk pan/mixing bowl (Albany slipped stoneware, jigger molded)
F2-24 P milk pan/mixing bowl (Albany slipped stoneware, jigger molded)
F2-25 P milk pan/mixing bowl (Peoria Glazed Stoneware, with foot, jigger molded)
F2-26 S small plate (undecorated)
F2-27 S saucer (undecorated whiteware)
F2-28 S unidentified hollowware (relief decorated, wheat-like pattern, partial impressed mark

“…STONE…”)
F2-29 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, with back stamp “IRONSTONE

CHINA.ALFRED MEAKIN / TURNSTALL / ENGLAND”) 6¾” diameter
F2-30 S short tumbler/bar glass (clear, molded, shirt flutes, base only)
F2-31 S stemware (clear, molded, fluted stem, base only)
F2-32 S pitcher/pouring “can” (clear/lead glass, molded applied handle, rope braced

decoration, fragmentary)
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F2-33 S tumbler (clear, molded, fluted, rim only)
F2-34 S chemical or medicine bottle (blue glass, round, 3”diameter base, 6” tall to shoulder,

missing neck/lip, 3 piece plate bottom mold)
F2-35 S large bottle (aqua, round, approximately 5”diameter, unknown height, 3½” long neck,

applied tool ring or oil lip finish, neck/lip only)
F2-36 P medicine/food extract bottle (aqua, French square base, 1 1/8” x 1 1/8”,

approximately 3½” tall, lip missing, 3 piece plate bottom mold)
F2-37 S medicine/food extract bottle (aqua, French square base, 1 1/8” x 1 1/8”,

approximately 3½” tall, lip missing, 3 piece plate bottom mold, neck/shoulder only)
F2-38 S medicine bottle (clear, molded, improved tool prescription lip finish, lip/neck only)
F2-39 S cruet (?) (clear, pattern molded, body fragments only)
F2-40 S serving bowl (clear, round? molded, fragmentary lip only)
F2-41 S wine bottle (dark green/black, dip molded, base fragment only)
F2-42 P medicine bottle (clear, round, 2 1/8” diameter, Rickett’s molded, 1¼” neck, improved

tool prescription lip finish, 6” tall, base embossed “G.W.”)
F2-43 P chemical/polish bottle (clear, molded, round, 1 7/8” diameter base, 4 7/8” tall, 3 piece

plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, bulbous body)
F2-44 S soda water bottle (aqua, round, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool, blop top lip

finish, embossed “…& PETER[SON] …”)
F2-45 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ¾” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, embossed

“MASON’S / PATENT / NOV. 30TH / 1858” on side and “PAT NOV 26 67 / PAT
FEB 4 13 / 162 “ on base, rim missing) [represents a 1913 patent date?]

F2-46 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1¼” x 2½” base, 6” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool straight brandy lip finish, five polished, Coffin-shape, unpontiled, base
embossed “I.G. CO”

F2-47 P bluing bottle (aqua, oval, 1 3/8” x 2¾”, 7¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, rounded
shoulders, improved tool ring on oil lip finish, 1¾” long neck)

F2-48 P medicine/food extract bottle (clear, French square base, 1 1/8” x 1 1/8”,
approximately 3½” tall, lip missing, 3 piece plate mold)

F2-49 P condiment/flavoring bottle (aqua, round, 1 7/16” diameter, 4 5/8” tall, 1½” long neck,
improved loop ring or oil lip finish, 2-piece mold)

F2-50 P glue/mucilage bottle (aqua, 3 piece plate mold, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 3 1/8”
tall, out flaring lip finish)

F2-52 P beer mug (clear, molded 2 5/8” diameter base, unknown height, handled, fluted
panels on base)

F2-53 P whiskey flask (clear pumpkin flush-copy)
F2-54 P beer mug (clear, molded 7 1/8” diameter base, unknown height, handled, fluted

panels on base)
F2-55 P tumbler (clear, round molded, 2½” diameter base, unknown height, no flutes, ground

base, approximately 3” diameter base)
F2-56 P short tumbler/bar glass (clear, molded round, 2 1/8” diameter base, 8 short flutes, 3

1/8” tall, ground base 2¾” diameter rim)
F2-57 P stemware (clear, molded 3¼” diameter base, approximately 6¼”-6½” tall, bulbous

stem, molded, unpontiled, water glass size round bowl)
F2-58 P stemware (clear/lead, fluted bowl and stem, small wine glass size, bowl only)
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F2-59 P small tumbler/bar glass (clear molded, round 2”diameter base, 9 short flutes, 3” tall 2
5/8” diameter rim)

F2-60 P tumbler (clear, round molded, 2½” diameter base, unknown height, no flutes,
approximately 3” diameter base)

F2-61 P beer mug (clear, molded 2 5/8” diameter base, unknown height, handled, fluted
panels on base)

F2-62 S tableware lid (clear, molded, small diameter, fragmentary)
F2-63 S chemical/medicine bottle (aqua, round 2¼” diameter base, 5 piece mold, 6” tall, 1 ¼”

tall neck, improved tool patent lip finish)
F2-64 P chemical/medicine bottle (aqua, round 2¼” diameter base, 5 piece mold, 6” tall, 1 ¼”

tall neck, improved tool patent lip finish)
F2-65 S beer mug (clear, molded 2 5/8” diameter base, unknown height, handled, fluted

panels on base)
F2-66 S canning jar (aqua, round, 3¾” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, embossed

“MASON’S / PATENT / NOV. 30TH / 1858” on side and “PAT NOV 26 67 / PAT
FEB 4 13 / 162 “ on base, rim missing) [represents a 1913 patent date?]

Feature 3A
F3A-1 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, rim 3 5/8”, exterior diameter 3½” tall, handled)
F3A-2 S unidentified hollowware (undecorated, whiteware; possibly a large bowl or chamber

pot?)
F3A-3 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F3A-4 S small plate (undecorated, whiteware)
F3A-5 S chamber pot? (undecorated, whiteware, rim fragment only)
F3A-6 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F3A-7 S cup (relief decorated, polygonal, scar from a handled or appliquéd decoration,

whiteware?) [odd piece of ceramics]
F3A-8 S plate (undecorated, whiteware)
F3A-9 S toy saucer (gilded band, porcelain)
F3A-10 S plate (blue edge decorated, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F3A-11 S cup (transfer print, dark blue, pearlware)
F3A-12 S unidentified hollowware (undecorated, porcelain, base, potentially mug or bowl or a

serving vessel)
F3A-13 S pitcher (relief decorated, ironstone, handle only)
F3A-14 S bowl? (redware, small refined tableware, base only)
F3A-15 S mixing bowl/milk pan (Albany slipped, base, stoneware, jigger molded)
F3A-16 S jar (salt glazed, Albany interior, painted, cobalt blue design; body only)
F3A-17 P chamber pot (undecorated whiteware, handled, relief decorated handle, rim diameter

exterior 8 3/8”, 5”, tall, back stamp “IMPERIAL / IRONSTONE CHINA / HENRY
ALCOCK & CO.” with lion, unicorn and crowned shield)

F3A-18 S cup (undecorated whiteware, handless, exterior rim diameter 3¼”, base diameter 1
5/8”, 3”tall)

F3A-19 S small plate (undecorated, whiteware)
F3A-20 S plate (relief decorated, Lily of the Valley pattern, whiteware)
F3A-21 S mug/shaving mug (undecorated, porcelain, base only)
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F3A-22 S saucer (relief decorated, unidentified pattern, whiteware)
F3A-23 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F3A-24 S small flowerpot (unglazed, buff paste earthenware, base diameter 1½” jigger molded?

pottery size)
F3A-25 S saucer (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, porcelain)
F3A-26 S small salve jar (undecorated whiteware, height 1 1/8” approximately 1½” diameter)
F3A-27 S bowl (undecorated, whiteware)
F3A-28 S sagger (unglazed, undecorated, red paste stoneware)
F3A-29 S jar (Albany slipped? stoneware)
F3A-30 S bowl (redware, 7¾” exterior rim diameter)
F3A-31 S bottle (salt glazed stoneware, ginger beer bottle)
F3A-32 P chamber pot (relief decorated, handled, exterior rim diameter 8¼” height 5”

whiteware)
F3A-33 P jar/vase (blue glaze, transfer print, black and yellow hunt scene in 2 panels, exterior

rim diameter 2”, height 3¾” back stamp registration mark for 1856)
F3A-34 S serving vessel lid (relief decorated, floral, whiteware)
F3A-35 P cosmetic/salve jar (undecorated, whiteware, exterior rim diameter 2½”, height 2 ¾”)
F3A-36 P lidded “box” or soap dish (undecorated porcelain 4¼” x 2¾” x 1½” tall, with

impressed “G” or “17” and with a scratched “W” along side of the “G”)
F3A-37 S large pitcher (undecorated, scalloped edge, handled, whiteware)
F3A-38 S cup (relief decorated, ribbed, porcelain)
F3A-39 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, 8” diameter, back stamp “STONE CHINA /

PANKHURST & CO / HANLEY” with lion, unicorn, & crowned shield,)
F3A-40 S plate (relief decorated, floral, similar to Lily of the Valley Pattern?)
F3A-41 S saucer (undecorated, porcelain)
F3A-43 P flowerpot (Albany slipped, stoneware, with built in drain pan)
F3A-44 S flowerpot (unglazed, earthenware, hand-turned small sized, pottery size)
F3A-45 S soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2 5/8” base diameter, 7½” tall, 2 piece with ½” post,

at lip finish blop top, embossed “JOHNSON & PETERSON / SPRINGFIELD /
ILLS” AND “ A & D. H. C. “ on side; “J & P” on base)

F3A-46 P pill bottle (clear, round, 1 7/16” base diameter, 2 5/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool patent lip finish,)

F3A-47 P bottle (clear, Hopkin’s square, 1 1/8” square, 3 ½” tall, 3 piece, plate bottom mold,
improved tool, prescription lip finish)

F3A-48 S tumbler or bar glass? (clear, approximately 3” lip diameter, fluted panels, rim only)
F3A-49 S tumbler (clear, approximately 2 7/8” exterior lip diameter, ground)
F3A-50 S liquor bottle (dark green/black, round, 3¼” base diameter, applied tool brandy lip

finish)
F3A-51 S soda water bottle (clear, approximately 2 7/8” exterior lip diameter, ground, partial

finish & lower body fragment only)
F3A-52 S tableware? lid (clear, approximately 3” diameter, pressed)
F3A-53 S Demi-John (dark green/black, round, approximately 6½” base diameter, 3” sand (?)

pontil, base only, gallon size)
F3A-54 S bitters bottle (amber, French square, 2½” square, 3 piece plate bottom mold, base

only)
F3A-55 S scroll flask (aqua green, body only)
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F3A-56 S whiskey flask (aqua, union oval, 2 5/8” x 1 1/8” base, 2-piece mold, base only, ½ pint
size, stirrup style)

F3A-57 S whiskey flask (aqua, oval? 1 3/8” wide base, ½ pint size, base only stirrup style)
F3A-58 S whiskey flask (aqua, union oval, 2¾” x 1¼” base, 2 piece mold, stirrup style base

only)
F3A-59 S whiskey flask (aqua, oval? approximately 3¼” long base, design partially visible,

partially burned, base only shield and clasped hand style, pint size, labeled “ Old
Rye”)

F3A-60 S chemical? bottle (clear, round base approximately 1½” base diameter, base only)
F3A-61 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2 5/8” base diameter, 7¼” tall, 2 piece with ½ post

mold, text on side same, except “ILL” not “ILLS”, “L & W” not “A & DHC” and no
text on base)

F3A-62 P soda water bottle (aqua, 10-sided polygon, 2½” base diameter, 7 1/8” tall, 2 piece
mold, improved tool blop top, embossed, “M. A. FISCHER / SPRINGFIELD / ILL”
on side, fluted around base, “C & I” embossed on 1 flute)

F3A-63 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3¼” base diameter, 5¾” tall, blow over mold, threaded
finish, ground lip, embossed: “MASON’S / 2 / PATENT / NOV 30TH / 1858”, pint-
sized, see F3A-84)

F3A-64 P condiment/mustard jar (clear, round, 2” base diameter, 5 1/8” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, barrel-shaped 3 rings on shoulder &
above base)

F3A-65 P condiment/mustard jar (clear, round, 2” base diameter, 5 1/8” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool patent lip, barrel-shaped 3 rings on shoulder & above
base)

F3A-66 P wine bottle (amber, round, 2¾” base diameter, 13½” tall, dip-molded with cupped
base at string finish, no kick up, hock style)

F3A-67 P chemical bottle (blue, round, 3” base diameter, 7¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool patent lip, stepped shoulder design)

F3A-68 P chemical bottle (clear, round, 2 1/8” base, 6” tall, Rickett’s mold, improved tool
patent lip finish)

F3A-69 P chemical bottle (clear, 10-sided polygonal, 1¾” base, 5” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold)

F3A-70 P chemical bottle (clear, French square, 1 5/8” base, 5” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool patent)

F3A-71 P pill bottle (clear, round, 1½” base, 2 5/8” tall, Ricketts mold, improved tool patent lip
finish, embossed “F” on base”)

F3A-72 P chemical bottle (clear, round, 1½” base, 4” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved
tool prescription lip finish)

F3A-73 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1¾” x 15/16” base, 4 5/8 tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool patent, neck ring panel sides)

F3A-74 P medicine bottle (clear, French square, 1 3/8” square base, 4 1/8’ tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed “P. W. HARTS” and
logo interlocking “PWH” and “ SPRINGFIELD / ILL.” on side)

F3A-75 P pill bottle (clear, French square, 1” square base, 2 5/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed “O” with “I” inside on base)
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F3A-76 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 2¼” x 1 3/8” base, 6” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool patent lip, ring neck panel sides)

F3A-77 P vial (clear, round, 5/8” base, 2” tall, dip molded, fragile lip)
F3A-78 P vial (clear, round, 5/8” base, 2” tall, dip molded, fragile lip)
F3A-79 P Jamaica Ginger bottle (aqua, elixir, 2 7/8” x 1½” base, 6½” tall, 2 piece mold,

improved tool patent, embossed “B” on base)
F3A-80 P bluing or ammonia bottle (aqua, oval, 2¼” x 1 1/8” base, 5 5/8” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool ring or oil lip finish)
F3A-81 P inkbottle (aqua, round, 2 1/10” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold pyramid shape)
F3A-82 S vial (aqua, round, 13/16” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, base only, unpontiled)
F3A-83 P breast pump (clear, ½” diameter end opening, 2½” trumpet diameter, 5½” long,

approximately 2” diameter bulb, and is ground, trumpet rim is folded, bulb is applied)
F3A-84 P canning jar lid (milk glass, round, embossed “CONSOLIDATED FRUIT JAR CO. //

NEW YORK” around edge, fits on F3A-63)
F3A-85 P serving dish (clear, round, 3” base, 1 1/8” tall, top is approximately 6 ½” square,

pressed glass with scalloped edges and maple leaf designs at corners)
F3A-86 P chemical bottle (clear, French square, 1 ¾” square base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

applied tool prescription lip finish)
F3A-87 P beer glass (clear, round, 2 7/8” base, 4¼” tall, 2½” exterior rim diameter, applied

handle, ground base)
F3A-88 S medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 2 7/8” x 1” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

paneled sides, base only)
F3A-89 P Demi-John (Kelly green, round, base approximately 6¾” diameter, free blown

applied tool brandy lip finish, approximately 3” graphite pontil, base and neck only,
approximately 3 gallon size?)

F3A-90 S medicine? bottle (aqua, improved tool double ring lip finish, paneled sides, embossed
“…NNE” on front panel and “PA…” on side panel, finish only)

F3A-91 S whiskey flask (aqua, plain oval, 4” x 2” base, 2 piece mold, applied tool string finish,
embossed oval near base, base and finish only, possibly Fike: peak or shield and
clasped hand style)

F3A-92 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 2¾” base, 12” tall, dip molded with large kick
up, applied tool string, with foil wrap on lip present)

F3A-93 P bitters bottle (amber, round, 2¾” base, Ricketts mold, applied tool brandy lip finish,
embossed “N” on base, finish & base only, 11 ¼” tall)

F3A-94 P bitters bottle (amber, round, 2¾” base, Ricketts mold, applied tool brandy lip finish,
embossed “N” on base, finish & base only, 11¼” tall)

F3A-95 S bitters bottle (amber, round, 2¾” base, Ricketts mold, applied tool brandy lip finish,
embossed “*” on base, partial base no finish, hock, style, ¼” tall)

F3A-96 P wine bottle (amber, round, 2 7/8” base, 13½” tall, dip molded with kick up, applied
string)

F3A-97 P champagne/wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 3½” base dip mold with kick up,
base only)

F3A-98 P tumbler (clear, round, 2 1/8” base, 3¼” tall, 3” exterior rim diameter dip molded,
wide pontil)

F3A-99 P tumbler (clear, round, 2½” base, 3½” tall, 3¼” exterior rim diameter, dip mold, base
has sun burst design)
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F3A-100 S condiment/mustard jar (clear, round, 2” base diameter, 5 1/8” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, barrel-shaped 3 rings on shoulder &
above base)

F3A-101 P beer mug (clear, round, 2¾” base, 4 5/8” tall, approximately 2¾” rim diameter,
molded, molded handle, ground base, 8 short panels around base)

F3A-102 P lamp chimney (clear, 2¼” diameter, 10 scallops around top, hand crimped rim only)
F3A-103 P lamp chimney (clear, 2¼” diameter, 10 scallops around top, hand crimped rim only)
F3A-104 P chemical bottle (clear, 10-sided polygonal, 2” base, 5½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, 10 vertical panels around sides)
F3A-105 P chemical bottle (clear, round, 1¾” base, 5 1/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold)
F3A-106 P champagne/wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 3½” base, dip mold with large kick

up, improved string lip finish)
F3A-107 P beer mug (clear, round, 2 7/8” base, 4 ½” tall, 2 ½” exterior rim diameter, applied

handle, ground base)
F3A-108 P beer mug (clear, octagonal base, 2½” base, 4 3/8” tall, 2½” exterior rim diameter,

molded, applied handle, ground base) [Are the flutes ground?]
F3A-109 P short tumbler/bar glass (clear round, 2 3/16” base, 2¾” exterior rim, 2 7/8” tall, dip

molded, ground base)
F3A-110 P beer mug (clear, round, 2 7/8” base, 2½” exterior rim, 4½” tall, molded, applied

handle, ground base)
F3A-111 S lantern globe (clear, round, 2 7/8” exterior rim, 2 piece mold, ground rim, rim only)
F3A-112 S lamp base (milk glass, molded, painted, gilded, with impressed ribbed design)
F3A-113 S liquor bottle (aqua, French square or Blake Variant 1, improved tool brandy lip finish,

finish and partial base only)
F3A-114 P liquor bottle (amber, round, 3¾” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, embossed “A &

D.H.C.” on side base only)
F3A-115 P beer mug (clear, round, 2 7/8” base, 4½” tall, 2½” exterior rim diameter, applied

handle, ground base)
F3A-116 P beer mug (clear, round, 2 7/8” base, 4½” tall, 2½” exterior rim diameter, applied

handle, ground base)
F3A-117 P apothecary jar (clear, round, approximately 5¼” base, approximately 3 7/8” exterior

rim diameter dip molded,
F3A-118 P shot glass/bar glass (clear round, 2 3/16” base, 2¾” exterior rim, 2 7/8” tall, dip

molded, ground base)
F3A-119 P liquor bottle (amber, round, 3¾” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, applied tool,

brandy lip finish, embossed “A & D.H.C.” on side base only)
F3A-120 P pill bottle? (aqua, round, 1¼” base, 3 7/8” tall, 2 piece mold, applied tool patent lip

finish)
F3A-121 P bar glass/short tumbler (clear round, 2 3/16” base, 2¾” exterior rim, 2 7/8” tall, dip

molded, ground base)
F3A-122 P perfume bottle (clear, 10-sided polygonal, 1¼” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

paneled sides, base only)
F3A-123 P liquor bottle (amber, round, 3 ¾” base, 9¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, applied

tool, brandy lip finish, embossed “A & D.H.C.” on side base only)
F3A-124 P wine bottle (dark green/black, applied tool string lip finish, neck only)
F3A-125 S wine bottle (dark green/black, applied tool string lip finish, neck only)
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F3A-126 S chemical bottle (clear, round, 1 5/8” base, base only)
F3A-127 P Jamaica ginger bottle (aqua, oval, 3½” x 1¾” base, 8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

applied tool patent lip finish, short neck)
F3A-128 P pill bottle? (aqua, 2 piece mold, applied tool patent lip finish)
F3A-129 P apothecary jar (clear, round, 5½” base, 1½” pontil, ring around body, base only)
F3A-130 P chemical bottle (aqua, round, 1 3/16” base, 3 1/8” tall, 2 piece mold, applied tool

patent lip finish, embossed “L & W” on base)
F3A-131 P chemical bottle (aqua, round, 1¼” base, 3¼” tall, 2 piece mold, applied tool patent lip

finish)
F3A-132 P chemical bottle (clear, 10-sided, polygon base, 2 1/16” base, 5½” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip, paneled sides)
F3A-133 P chemical bottle (clear, 10-sided, polygon base, 1¾” base, 5” tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool patent lip, paneled sides)
F3A-134 P chemical bottle (clear, 10-sided, polygon base, 1¾” base, 5” tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool patent lip, paneled sides)
F3A-135 P chemical bottle (clear, round, 1 5/8” base, 4½” tall, Ricketts mold, improved tool

patent lip)
F3A-136 P chemical bottle (aqua, round, 1¾” base, 5” tall, 2 piece mold, applied tool patent lip

finish)
F3A-137 S chemical bottle (aqua, round, 2½” base, 5 5/8” tall, 2 piece mold, improved tool

patent lip finish, embossed “L & W” on base)
F3A-138 P chemical/medicine bottle (clear, round, 1” base, 2¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

applied tool patent lip finish? embossed “M CC” on base)
F3A-139 S soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2 5/8” base, 2 piece mold, improved tool blop top,

embossed “J. JO…/ SPRINGFL…”and”…& CO” on side base & finish only)
F3A-140 S medicine bottle (aqua, French square, 1 7/8” square base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

embossed “2” on base, base only)
F3A-141 S medicine bottle (aqua, French square, 1¾” square base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

base only)
F3A-142 P lantern chimney (clear, round, 2½” exterior rim, blow over mold base, ground)
F3A-143 S Demi-John (Kelly green, partial only)
F3A-144 S vial (clear, round, 5/8” base, 2” tall, dip molded, fragile lip)
F3A-145 S canning jar (aqua, threaded and ground rim, embossed “PAT…/ NO…”on side,

partial rim only, quart size?)
F3A-146 S lamp chimney (clear, 2 3/8” base, ground rim blow over mold, oval body, round base

partial base only)
F3A-147 S beer mug (clear, applied handle, handle only)
F3A-148 S beer mug (clear, applied handle, handle only)
F3A-149 S stemware/mug (clear, approximately 3” rim diameter impressed honey comb design)
F3A-150 S liquor bottle (amber, round, Ricketts molded embossed shoulder “PATENT”)

Feature 3B
F3B-1 S cup (relief decorated, Gothic style panels, whiteware)
F3B-2 S flowerpot (unglazed, red paste, earthenware, hand-turned)
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F3B-3 S unidentified hollowware (salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware; possibly a jar or bowl
or chamber pot)

F3B-4 S saucer (undecorated, porcelain)
F3B-5 S chimney flue tile/thimble (unglazed, red paste earthenware, sooted interior)
F3B-6 S unidentified hollowware (Rockingham glazed yellowware; molded, multi-

sided/polygonal, possibly a spittoon or pitcher)
F3B-7 P jug/jar (salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware, gallon size) approximately 7½”

diameter base)
F3B-8 S jug? (salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware gallon size)
F3B-9 S jar (undecorated yellowware, straight sided, relief banded sides, approximately 6½”–

7” diameter base)
F3B-10 S plate (edge decorated, blue scalloped edge, whiteware)
F3B-11 S unidentified hollowware (transfer print, blue, pearlware; possibly bowl)
F3B-12 S bowl/jar (redware)
F3B-13 S plate (unidentified, whiteware)
F3B-14 S saucer (painted, monochrome blue, broad floral, pearlware)
F3B-15 S jug (redware, handle only)
F3B-16 P Demi-John (Kelly green, round, free blown, applied tool, ring or oil lip finish; large

sized bottle) large diameter graphite pontil
F3B-17 S Demi-John (dark green/black, round, free blown, large sized bottle)
F3B-18 S bitters bottle (dark green/black, French square base, applied tool ring or oil lip finish,

molded, embossed side panel “…OLF…”)
F3B-19 P whiskey flask (aqua, oval, molded, applied tool string lip finish, embossed “…IKE”;

Pike’s Peak bottle, pint size?)
F3B-20 S food jar (aqua, 1¾” interior diameter lip 1½” long neck, rolled/beaded rim, possibly a

large sized Gothic Cathedral bottle or jar)
F3B-21 P whiskey flask (aqua/Kelly green cross, scroll design, molded, applied tool double ring

lip finish, pint size?)
F3B-22 P whiskey flask (aqua, scroll type, pint size)
F3B-23 S whiskey flask (aqua, scroll type sheared and fire polished lip, pint size)
F3B-24 S food/condiment jar (aqua, Gothic Cathedral style, small size, body only)
F3B-25 S wine bottle (dark green/black, round dip molded, shallow kick up, base only)

Feature 4
F4-1 S toy saucer (undecorated, porcelain, approximately 4” diameter, rim only)
F4-2 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 8” diameter)
F4-3 P ale or ginger beer bottle (Bristol/Bristol glazed, stoneware, 3” diameter base,

approximately 7”tall)
F4-4 P jug (Albany shaped/unglazed; Peoria glazed? earthenware/ stoneware handled, 2” rim

diameter; rim only)
F4-5 S bowl/jar/jug? (heavily fired/burned redware, Ebey Pottery waster sherd, base only)

badly warped
F4-6 S bowl/jar? (clear glazed, dark, earthenware, base only)
F4-7 S bowl (clear glazed, red paste earthenware, rim only)
F4-8 S bowl/jar? (clear glazed, red paste earthenware, base only)
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F4-9 S plate (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 9” diameter, rim only)
F4-10 S plate (undecorated, whiteware, rim only)
F4-11 S whiskey flask (aqua, scroll pattern, body sherd only)
F4-12 S whiskey flask (aqua, oval, approximately 2” x 4” base, 2-piece mold, unidentified

shield pattern)
F4-13 S whiskey flask (aqua, unidentified shield pattern, body sherd only, embossed

“…NIO…”)
F4-14 S whiskey flask (aqua, unidentified shield pattern, embossed”…NIO…” body sherd

only)
F4-15 S whiskey flask (aqua, Pike’s Peak Pattern, body sherd only)

Feature 5
F5-1 S plate (transfer print, dark blue, pearlware, 10¼” diameter, impressed “CLEWS /

WARRANTED STAFFORD SHIRE” and with a back stamp “X” in a circle)
F5-2 S pitcher (transfer print, blue, whiteware, large size)
F5-3 S bowl/jar (redware, approximate 10” interior rim diameter)
F5-4 S bowl/jar (redware; approximate 10” interior rim diameter)
F5-5 S bowl/jar (redware, approximate 8” interior rim diameter)
F5-6 S tableware bowl (redware)
F5-7 S bowl (redware, interior glaze only; non-Ebey ware)
F5-8 S tableware cup/bowl (redware)
F5-9 S sagger (coarse earthenware)
F5-10 S plate (transfer print, black, whiteware; body only)
F5-11 S unidentified hollowware (annular decorated with mocha, pearlware, potential salt)
F5-12 S saucer (transfer print, green and red, scalloped edge, whiteware)
F5-13 S saucer/small plate (transfer print, dark blue, pearlware)
F5-14 S plate (painted, monochrome green, wide banded rim, whiteware)
F5-15 P pitcher (transfer print, blue, whiteware, impressed “1” over “2” on base)
F5-16 P plate (transfer print, dark blue, pearlware, 10¼” diameter, impressed “CLEWS /

WARRANTED STAFFORD SHIRE” and with a back stamp “X” in a circle)
F5-17 P platter (edge decorated, blue, pearlware, 10½” x 13¼”, impressed “13” on base)
F5-18 P chamber pot (undecorated, creamware, 5½” tall, 9” diameter)
F5-19 S apothecary jar (clear/lead glass, approximate 3½” diameter rim, rim only)
F5-20 P tumbler (clear/lead, 2¾” diameter base, dip molded, round, wheel engraved

decoration unknown height) (cross mends or same design as F6-11)
F5-21 P vial (aqua, dip molded, round, 1 3/8” diameter base, folded fragile lip, pontiled,

unknown height)
F5-22 P bottle (Kelly green, round, dip molded, pontiled with kick up, 2¼” diameter base, 4”

long neck, 14½” tall, heavy folded-to-exterior lip finish, tapered body, 2¼” diameter
to 3 ¼” diameter from base to shoulder, imported bottle?)

F5-23 P apothecary jar (clear/lead, dip molded, round, 3 5/8” diameter base, 2½” diameter
rim, unknown height, pontiled, ¾” shouldered rim height)

F5-24 S bowl? (annular decorated, whiteware, base only, non-London urn shape)
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Feature 6
F6-1 S pitcher (transfer print, blue, whiteware, body only; cross mends with sherds from

feature 7?)
F6-2 S small plate (transfer plate (transfer print, purple, whiteware, base is 4 3/8” diameter,

base only)
F6-3 S bowl (redware)
F6-4 P plate (transfer print, brown, whiteware, 10½” diameter rim, 5¼” diameter base, back

stamp “PAGODA / E.W. & S”) and a single “D”)
F6-5 P plate (transfer print, black, whiteware, 10½” diameter rim, 5¼” diameter base, back

stamp “PAGODA / E.W. & S”, and a single “8”)
F6-6 S plate (transfer print, brown, whiteware, identified as the Palestine pattern)
F6-7 S saucer (transfer print, brown, whiteware)
F6-8 S saucer (unidentified, porcelain, hard paste?)
F6-9 P saucer (gilded, banded rim, porcelain)
F6-10 P apothecary jar (clear/lead glass, dip molded, approximately 3½” diameter rim, 5”

diameter base, unknown height, pontiled, shouldered, approximately 1” tall neck)
F6-11 S tumbler (clear/lead, wheel engraved with sunbursts and cross mends with sherds in

feature 7)
F6-12 P lamp globe (clear/lead, wheel engraved decoration, floral design with grapes,

“turban” shaped, 8”diameter base, 2½” diameter top, minimally 7” tall) (see McGee)
F6-13 P tumbler (clear/lead, 10-sided fluted base, base 2½” diameter, mouth 3 1/8” diameter,

3 3/8” diameter, 3 3/8” tall, ground flutes 1 5/8” tall, 1 capped with ground circular
“dots” near rim, ground base)

F6-14 P tumbler (clear/lead, 10-sided fluted base, base 2½” diameter, mouth 3 1/8” diameter,
3 3/8” diameter, 3 3/8” tall, ground flutes 1 5/8” tall, 1 capped with ground circular
“dots” near rim, ground base)

F6-15 P tumbler (clear/lead, 10-sided fluted base, base 2½” diameter, mouth 3 1/8” diameter,
3 3/8” diameter, 3 3/8” tall, ground flutes 1 5/8” tall, 1 capped with ground circular
“dots” near rim, ground base)

F6-16 P tumbler (clear/lead, 10-sided fluted base, base 2½” diameter, mouth 3 1/8” diameter,
3 3/8” diameter, 3 3/8” tall, ground flutes 1 5/8” tall, ground base)

F6-17 P tumbler (clear/lead, pressed, 6-sided flutes extending full length/height of tumbler,
flute has distinctive convex center, 2 3/8” diameter base, 3¼” diameter mouth, 3 5/8”
tall, ground pontil)

F6-18 P tumbler (clear/lead, 10-sided fluted base, base 2½” diameter, mouth 3 1/8” diameter,
3 3/8” diameter, 3 3/8” tall, ground flutes 1 5/8” tall, 1 capped with ground circular
“dots” near rim, ground base)

F6-19 P toiletry bottle (aqua, fluted rectangular base, 1½” x 2½” pontiled 5”tall, 1”tall neck
fragile/folded lip, embossed “OLD RIDGE’S / BALM OF COLUMBIA” //“FOR
RESTORING / HAIR /PHILADELPHIA (see Fike 1987:20)

F6-20 P liquor/wine bottle (aqua, 3½” long neck, applied tool string lip finish, with lead foil
on neck)

F6-21 P liquor bottle? (aqua, round, 2¾” diameter base, molded and decorative base, pontiled,
shouldered, 3½” long neck, applied tool brandy lip finish, minimally 8½” to 9” tall)

F6-22 P condiment jar (aqua, round, 1¾” diameter, dip molded, pontiled, wide mouth, 6 ½”
tall to shoulder, minimally 1” neck, lip missing)
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F6-23 P proprietary medicine bottle (dark green/black, round 3½” diameter, molded, pontiled,
7 7/8” tall, embossed panels, applied tool, brandy lip finish, embossed “SWAIM’S //
PANACEA // PHILAD A”)

F6-24 P food/condiment jar (dark green/aqua, round, 3 1/8” diameter base, dip molded,
graphite pontiled? 8¾” tall, shouldered, 1¼” tall neck, wide mouth, 2 3/8” diameter
mouth, rolled rim hint of a graphite pontil? “SWAIM’S // PANACEA // PHILADA”)

F6-25 P food/condiment jar (dark green/aqua, round, 3 1/8” diameter base, dip molded,
graphite pontiled? 8¾” tall, shouldered, 1¼” tall neck, wide mouth, 2 3/8” diameter
mouth, rolled rim)

F6-26 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 2¾” diameter base, dip molded, pontiled with
kick up, applied tool string lip, heavily patinated,

F6-27 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 2¾” diameter base, dip molded, pontiled with
kick up, applied tool string lip, heavily patinated)

F6-28 P apothecary jar (clear/lead glass, dip molded, approximately 3¾” diameter rim, 5 3/8”
diameter base, unknown height, pontiled, shouldered, approximately 1” tall neck)

F6-29 P lamp chimney (clear, Argand Style, 1 3/8” diameter top, approximately 1 7/8”
diameter base, 1¾” tall base)

F6-30 P liquor/wine bottle? (aqua, 3½” long neck, applied tool string lip finish, with lead foil
on neck)

Feature 7
F7-1 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 3½” rim diameter, 3” tall, handled)
F7-2 S saucer (gilded band, porcelain)
F7-3 P mixing bowl/milk pan (Albany slipped, stoneware, jigger molded, (9”rim diameter,

3¾" tall)
F7-4 P mixing bowl/milk pan (Albany slipped/Albany slipped, stoneware, jigger molded,

10”rim diameter, 4½” tall)
F7-5 P bowl (relief decorated, lobed, round, whiteware, 6¼” rim diameter, 2½” tall,

backstamp “ROYAL IRONSTONE CHINA / ALFRED MEAKIN. / ENGLAND.”)
F7-6 P bowl (relief decorated, lobed, rectangular, ironstone, 6½” x 6¼” rim, 2¼” tall,

backstamp “ROYAL IRONSTONE CHINA / ALFRED MEAKIN / ENGLAND”)
F7-7 S plate (undecorated, whiteware)
F7-8 P saucer (transfer print, brown, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F7-9 S bowl/jar (redware; distinctive orange and red glaze typical of “Galena” walls)
F7-10 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 3½” rim diameter, 3½” tall, handless)
F7-11 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 6¾” diameter)
F7-12 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6¼ rim diameter, backstamp “MADDOCK &

GATER. / STAFFORDSHIRE POTTERIES”)
F7-13 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6½” rim diameter, backstamp “IRONSTONE

CHINA / O.P. CO.”)
F7-14 P chamber pot lid (annular decorated, mocha, yellowware, approximately 7” diameter)
F7-15 S pitcher (Rockingham glaze, yellowware, relief decorated)
F7-16 P plate (edge decorated, blue, pearlware, scalloped edge with beads)
F7-17 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 7” diameter)
F7-18 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 6” diameter)
F7-19 S plate (edge decorated, blue, painted and molded, scalloped edge)
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F7-20 S bowl/jar (redware)
F7-21 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1¼” x 2 3/8” base, 6¼ tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool, fire polished brandy style lip finish, unpontiled, coffin shape) [S .A.]
F7-22 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1¼” x 2 3/8” base, 6¼ tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool, fire polished brandy style lip finish, unpontiled, coffin shape) [S .A.]
F7-23 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1¼” x 2 3/8” base, 6¼ tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool, fire polished brandy style lip finish, unpontiled, coffin shape) [S .A.]
F7-24 P chemical bottle (clear, round, 2” diameter, 5½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled, embossed indented panels “MALYDOR //
MANFC. CO. // LANCASTER // OHIO”)

F7-25 P chemical bottle (clear, round, 2” diameter, 5½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled, embossed indented panels “MALYDOR //
MANFC. CO. // LANCASTER // OHIO”)

F7-26 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1” x 1¾” base, 4¼”tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled, paneled face)

F7-27 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1” x 1¾” base, 4¼”tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled, paneled face)

F7-28 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1” x 1¾” base, 4¼”tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled, paneled face)

F7-29 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1¼” x 1 7/8” base, 5 ½” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)

F7-30 P perfume bottle (clear, round, 1” diameter, 2½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool bead lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “COLGATE & CO /
PERFUMERS / NEW YORK “ base embossed “W”)

F7-31 P perfume bottle (clear, Hopkins square, 1” square, 2 3/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “X BAZIN /
PERFUMER / PHILADA”)

F7-32 P perfume bottle (clear, oval, ½” x 1” base, 2¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool bead lip finish, unpontiled)

F7-33 P saltshaker (clear, round, 1½” diameter, 3¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, blow over
mold, ground, threaded lip finish, unpontiled)

F7-34 S pill bottle (clear, round, improved tool patent lip finish, embossed “…LIN /…E
BROUGH…”wide-mouthed)

F7-35 S whiskey flask (clear, improved tool fire-polished brandy lip finish)
F7-36 P stemware (clear, round, 2½” diameter, 7” tall, molded, unpontiled, large goblet-size)

[style 1]
F7-37 P stemware (clear, round, 3” diameter, molded, unpontiled; water glass size, style 1)
F7-38 P canning jar lid (milk glass, 2½” diameter, embossed “CONSOLIDATED FRUIT JAR

COMPANY / NEW YORK”)
F7-39 P vial (clear, round, 3/8” diameter, 2½” tall, molded, improved tool patent lip finish,

unpontiled)
F7-40 S lamp chimney? (clear, round, ground flutes)
F7-41 S bottle? (clear, round, 1¾” diameter, unpontiled; base only)
F7-42 S chemical bottle (aqua, round, approximately 2” diameter, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

applied tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)
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F7-43 S stemware (clear, round, 2½” diameter, 7” tall, molded, unpontiled, large goblet-size)
[style 1]

F7-44 P stemware (clear, round, 2½” diameter, 7” tall, molded, unpontiled, large goblet-size)
[style 1]

F7-45 P stemware (clear, round, 2½” diameter, 7” tall, molded, unpontiled, large goblet-size)
[style 1]

F7-46 P stemware (clear, round, 2 5/8” diameter, molded, small wine glass size)
F7-47 P stemware (clear, round, molded, small cordial glass style)
F7-48 P liquor/beer bottle (amber, round, 3” diameter, 12” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

applied tool lightening stopper lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “I.G.COL. / 11”,
bulging neck)

F7-49 P liquor/large beer bottle (aqua, round, 3” diameter, 11¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, applied tool lightening stopper lip finish, unpontiled, bulging neck)

F7-50 P liquor/large beer bottle (aqua, round, 3” diameter, 11¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, applied tool lightening stopper lip finish, unpontiled, bulging neck)

F7-51 P liquor/large beer bottle (aqua, round, 3” diameter, 11¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, applied tool lightening stopper lip finish, unpontiled, bulging neck)

F7-52 P liquor/large beer bottle (aqua, round, 3” diameter, 11¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, applied tool lightening stopper lip finish, unpontiled, bulging neck)

F7-53 P liquor bottle (aqua, round, applied tool lightening
F7-54 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2½” diameter, 6¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool blop top lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “M.A. FISHER /
SPRINGFIELD / ILL.” base embossed “F”)

F7-55 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2½” diameter, 6¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool blop top lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “M.A. FISHER /
SPRINGFIELD / ILL.” base embossed “F”)

F7-56 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2½” diameter, 6¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool blop top lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “M.A. FISHER /
SPRINGFIELD / ILL.” base embossed “F”)

F7-57 S soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2½” diameter, 2¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool blop top lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “HILLSBORO / MINERAL /
SPRING CO / HILLSBORO / ILLS”)

F7-58 P whiskey flask (clear, plain oval, 1” x 1¾” diameter, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool fire-polished double ring lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed with,
diamond, picnic shape) [S .A.]

F7-59 P small bar glass (clear, round, approximately 1½” diameter, 2¾” tall, molded)
F7-60 P apothecary jar? (clear, round, 3¼” diameter, dip molded? base only)
F7-61 P stemware (clear, round, 2½” diameter, 7” tall, molded, unpontiled, large goblet-size)

[style 1]
F7-62 P stemware (clear, round, 2½” diameter, 7” tall, molded, unpontiled, large goblet-size)

[style 1]
F7-63 S liquor/large beer bottle (aqua, round, approximately 3” diameter, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, base embossed “S.B & G. CO.”, base only)
F7-64 P stemware (clear, round, 2½” diameter, 7” tall, molded, unpontiled, large goblet-size)

[style 1]
F7-65 P stemware (clear, round, 3¼” diameter, 6 5/8” tall, molded) [style 2]
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F7-66 P stemware (clear, round, 3¼” diameter, 6 5/8” tall, molded) [style 2]
F7-67 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1¼” x 2” base, 4¾” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “H”,
paneled face)

F7-68 P chemical bottle/jar (aqua, round, 1¼” diameter, 2¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
blow over mold lip finish, wide mouthed, unpontiled, wide mouthed, embossed
“CAHILL’S / BRONZE / PAT NOV 10 1868”)

F7-69 P liquor /large beer bottle (aqua, round, 3” diameter, 11¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool lightening stopper lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “B & G.
CO. / 23”)

F7-70 S wine bottle (green, round, 3” diameter, dip molded with kick up and mamelon)
F7-71 P beer mug (clear, round, 2½” diameter, 6 1/8” tall, molded, handled, fluted at bottom)
F7-72 P beer mug (clear, round, 2½” diameter, 6 1/8” tall, molded, handled, fluted at bottom)
F7-73 P beer mug (clear, round, 2½” diameter, 6 1/8” tall, molded, handled, fluted at bottom)
F7-74 P beer mug (clear, round, 2½” diameter, 6 1/8” tall, molded, handled, fluted at bottom,

fragmentary)
F7-75 P beer mug (clear, round, 2½” diameter, 6 1/8” tall, molded, handled, fluted at bottom,

fragmentary)
F7-76 P beer mug (clear, round, 2½” diameter, 6 1/8” tall, molded, handled, fluted at bottom,

fragmentary)
F7-77 P beer mug (clear, round, 2½” diameter, 6 1/8” tall, molded, handled, fluted at bottom,

fragmentary)
F7-78 P beer mug (clear, round, 2½” diameter, 6 1/8” tall, molded, handled, fluted at bottom,

fragmentary)
F7-79 S soda water bottle (aqua, round, approximately 2½” diameter, embossed “JOHN[SON

& PETERSON] / SPRIN[GFIELD]”)
F7-80 P small bar glass/tumbler (clear/lead, 9-sided, 2 1/8” diameter, 3” tall, molded, flat,

ground base, fluted at bottom)
F7-81 P small bar glass/tumbler (clear/lead, round, 2¼” diameter, molded)
F7-82 P small bar glass/tumbler (clear/lead, 9-sided, 2¼” diameter, 3 3/8” tall, molded,

concave base, fluted at bottom)
F7-83 P small bar glass/tumbler (clear/lead, 9-sided, 2¼” diameter, 3 3/8” tall, molded,

concave base, fluted at bottom)
F7-84 P small bar glass/tumbler (clear/lead, 9-sided, 2¼” diameter, 3¼” tall, molded, concave

base, fluted at bottom)
F7-85 P small bar glass/tumbler (clear, round, 2” diameter, 2 7/8”tall, molded)
F7-86 P small bar glass (clear, round, 2¼” diameter, 3” tall, molded, small flutes at base)
F7-87 P small bar glass/tumbler (clear/lead, round, 2¼” diameter, molded)
F7-88 P stemware (clear, round, 2¼” diameter, minimally 4¼” tall, molded, fluted at stem,

wine glass size)
F7-89 P stemware (clear, round, 2½” diameter, 7” tall, molded, unpontiled, large goblet-size)

[style 1]
F7-90 P stemware (clear, round, 2½” diameter, 7” tall, molded, unpontiled, large goblet-size,

fragmentary) [style 1]
F7-91 S bottle? (clear, round, 2½” diameter, base only molded)
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F7-92 P footed beer mug (clear, round, 2½” diameter, 5¼” tall, molded, fluted? sides,
handled, footed base) [style 2]

F7-93 P stemware (clear, round, 2¼” diameter, minimally 5” tall, molded, bulbous stem; wine
glass size, ground pontil)

F7-94 P small bar glass/tumbler (clear, 8-sided, 2” diameter, molded, fluted at base)
F7-95 P chemical? bottle (clear, 8-sided, 1½” diameter, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved

tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled)
F7-96 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3¾” diameter, 3 piece plate bottom mold, blow over mold,

ground threaded lip, embossed “MASON / PATENT / NOV 30 TH / 1858”, base
embossed “PAT NOV 26 67 / PAT D NOV 2667 JAN 196…”)

F7-97 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2½” diameter, minimally 6” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, unpontiled, embossed “JO[HNSON & PETE]RSON / SPRINGFIELD / ILLS”
// A & D. H. O.,” base embossed “J & P”)

F7-98 P wine bottle (aqua, round, approximately 3” diameter, dip molded, body sherds only)
F7-99 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2 3/8” diameter, 7” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool blop top lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “33”, circular panel for
paper label on face of bottle)

F7-100 P beer mug (clear, round, 2½” diameter, 6 1/8” tall, molded, handled, fluted at bottom)
F7-101 S tableware (clear, pressed glass, scalloped edge)
F7-102 P stemware (clear, round, 2½” diameter, 7” tall, molded, unpontiled, large goblet-size)

[style 1]
F7-103 P stemware (clear, round, 2½” diameter, 7” tall, molded, unpontiled, large goblet-size)

[style 1]
F7-104 P stemware (clear, round, 2½” diameter, 7” tall, molded, unpontiled, large goblet-size)

[style 1]
F7-105 S medicine bottle (clear, molded, unpontiled, Blake Variant 1 base, base only)
F7-106 S mixing bowl/milk pan (Albany slipped, stoneware, jigger molded, (9”rim diameter,

3¾" tall)

Feature 8A
F8A-1 S plate (edge decorated, scalloped edge, blue, whiteware)
F8A-2 S cup (transfer print, black, whiteware)
F8A-3 S teapot lid (undecorated, whiteware)
F8A-4 S plate? (transfer print, dark blue, pearlware)
F8A-5 S plate? (edge decorated, blue, scalloped edge, molded swag decorated)
F8A-6 S cup/bowl (redware, refined)
F8A-7 S jug (redware, handle only) [Ebey]
F8A-8 S sagger (unglazed stoneware)
F8A-9 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, with back stamp “THOMAS PURNIVAL & SONS /

TRADEMARK / ENGLAND”)
F8A-10 S bowl (undecorated whiteware base only)
F8A-11 S cup (undecorated whiteware)
F8A-12 P spittoon (undecorated porcelain)
F8A-13 P milk pan (jigger molded, Albany slipped earthenware)
F8A-14 S bowl (Rockingham glazed yellowware)
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F8A-15 S flowerpot (unglazed buff paste earthenware, hand-turned)
F8A-16 S unidentified knick-knack? (unidentified porcelain, base only)
F8A-17 S saucer (undecorated whiteware)
F8A-18 S saucer (undecorated ironstone)
F8A-19 S cup (undecorated whiteware)
F8A-20 S toy cup (gilded, porcelain)
F8A-21 S knick-knack (gilded, base only, porcelain)
F8A-22 P flowerpot (unglazed, red paste, earthenware, hand-turned)
F8A-23 S jar/bowl (over glazed/burned redware)
F8A-24 S milk pan (Peoria glazed stoneware)
F8A-25 S bottle (salt glazed stoneware, base only, 3½” diameter)
F8A-26 S cup/bowl (undecorated creamware)
F8A-27 P wine bottle (dark green, round, 3” diameter, minimally 11” tall, dip molded,

improved lightening stopper lip finish, unpontiled)
F8A-28 P whiskey flask (amethyst, elixir, 1 5/8” x 2 3/8” base, 6½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool, fire polished brandy lip finish, coffin shape, unpontiled) [S.A.]
F8A-29 P tumbler (clear, round, 2¼ diameter, minimally 5” tall, molded, unpontiled)
F8A-30 S small tumbler/bar glass (clear, molded, fluted panels, ground base)
F8A-31 S medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1” x 1 7/8” base, 4 1/8” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled)
F8A-32 P small tumbler/shot glass (clear, round, 1½” diameter, molded, fluted base, unpontiled,

ground base)
F8A-33 P whiskey flask (clear, improved tool, fire polished brandy lip finish) [S.A]
F8A-34 S soda water bottle (aqua, improved tool lightening stopper lip finish, elongated neck)
F8A-35 S medicine bottle (aqua, French Square, 1¾” square, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

unpontiled)
F8A-36 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2¼” diameter, 7 7/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool blop lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “ENNO. SANDER / ST LOUIS.
/ A & D. H. C.”)

F8A-37 P tumbler (clear, round, molded, 3 banded wheel engraved, 3” rim diameter, 5½” tall)
F8A-38 P tumbler (clear, round, 2” base diameter, 5½” tall, 3 banded wheel engraved,

unpontiled, 3” rim diameter)
F8A-39 P tumbler (clear, round, molded, 3 banded wheel engraved, 3” rim diameter, 5½” tall)
F8A-40 P vial (clear, round, approximately ½” diameter, melted)
F8A-41 S pitcher/beer mug (clear, molded; handle only)
F8A-42 P tumbler (clear, round, 2¼” base diameter, minimally 5” tall, molded, unpontiled)
F8A-43 P liquor/wine bottle (clear, round, 3” diameter, molded, long neck)
F8A-44 S stemware (clear, molded, 2½” lid bowl)
F8A-45 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 1¼” x 2 1/8” base, 6 5/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool double ring lip finish, unpontiled, picnic shape)
F8A-46 P liquor bottle (amber, round, 2¾” diameter, dip molded, applied tool lip finish,

unpontiled)
F8A-47 P wine or champagne bottle (dark green, round, 3½” diameter, dip molded, applied tool

string lip finish, unpontiled, short and stout)
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F8A-48 S soda water bottle (aqua, 10-sided, 2½” diameter, 7¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
fluted base, improved tool blop lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “M.A. FISCHER /
SPRINGFIELD / ILL”)

F8A-49 S liquor bottle (amber, dip molded, neck only)
F8A-50 P soda water bottle (aqua, 10-sided, 2½” diameter, 7¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool blop lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “M.A. FISCHER /
SPRINGFIELD / ILL”)

F8A-51 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 1¼” x 2” base, 7” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool ring or oil lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “ COUGH SYRUP //
J.W. BULL’S // BALTIMORE”)

F8A-52 P soda water bottle (aqua, 10-sided, 2½” diameter, 7¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool blop lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “M.A. FISCHER /
SPRINGFIELD / ILL”)

F8A-53 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1” x 1½” base, 3½” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)

F8A-54 S soda water bottle (aqua, 10-sided, 2½” diameter, 7¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool blop lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “M.A. FISCHER /
SPRINGFIELD / ILL”)

F8A-55 P stemware/cordial glass (clear, round, approximately 3¼” tall, molded fluted sides)
F8A-56 P stemware/cordial glass (clear, round, approximately 3¼” tall, molded fluted sides)
F8A-57 P stemware/cordial glass (clear, round, approximately 3¼” tall, molded fluted sides)
F8A-58 S wine bottle (dark green, round, approximately 4” diameter)
F8A-59 P liquor bottle (amber, round, 2¾” diameter, minimally 10” tall, applied tool lip finish,

unpontiled)
F8A-60 S liquor/bitters bottle (amber, French square, approximately 2½” square, neck only)
F8A-61 S whiskey flask (clear, elixir, approximately 1 3/8” x 2½” base, 6½” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool, fire polished brandy lip finish, unpontiled, coffin shape)
[S.A.]

F8A-62 S tumbler (clear, round)
F8A-63 P vial/small bottle (aqua, round, 1” diameter, 2½” tall, applied string patent lip finish, 2

piece mold, unpontiled)
F8A-64 S medicine bottle (clear, French square, 1 5/8” square, unpontiled, base only)
F8A-65 P stemware/water glass (clear, round, 3 1/8” diameter, 6 5/8” tall, fluted base, large

size)
F8A-66 P stemware/wine glass (clear, round, molded, wheel engraved, floral design, small

sized)
F8A-67 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 5/8” x 3” base, 7½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool, fire polished brandy lip finish, unpontiled, coffin shape) [S.A.]
F8A-68 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1½” x 2 3/8” base, 6½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool, fire polished brandy lip finish, unpontiled, coffin shape) [S.A.]
F8A-69 P tumbler (clear, round, 2” base diameter, 5½” tall, 3 banded wheel engraved,

unpontiled, 3” rim diameter) like vessel #38
F8A-70 P chemical bottle (aqua, oval, 1 3/8” x 3 1/8” base, 7½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool double ring lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “AYER”, Jamaica
ginger shape) (Fike 1987:153; potential hair tonic)
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F8A-71 P condiment/chemical jar (clear, round, 2” diameter, 4¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, applied tool lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “T”)

F8A-72 P small tumbler/bar glass (clear, 9-sided, 2¼” diameter, 3” tall, molded, fluted base,
ground base, unpontiled)

F8A-73 P small tumbler/bar glass (clear, 9-sided, 2¼” diameter, 2 7/8” tall, molded, fluted base,
unpontiled, ground base)

F8A-74 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2½” diameter, 7¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool blop lip finish, embossed “JOHNSON & PETERSON /
SPRINGFIELD / ILLS”)

F8A-75 P stemware/footed tumbler (clear, round, 3” diameter, molded, pressed glass, honey
comb pattern)

F8A-76 P stemware/wine glass (clear, round, molded, small size)

Feature 8B
F8B-1 S plate (transfer print, dark blue, unidentified pattern, whiteware, approximate 9” to 10”

diameter)
F8B-2 S cup (gilded, porcelain, handle only)
F8B-3 S cup (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 2” diameter base, base only)
F8B-4 S serving bowl? (undecorated, porcelain, round, approximately 6” diameter base, base

only)
F8B-5 S mixing bowl (Albany slipped/Albany slipped, stoneware, jigger molded, 9”-10”

diameter base, base only)
F8B-6 S saucer ? (undecorated, creamware)
F8B-7 S bowl (burned redware waster approximately 4” diameter, hand-turned)
F8B-8 S plate/platter? (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, approximately 10” diameter with

scalloped, beaded edge and molded design)
F8B-9 S plate (transfer print, black, whiteware, scalloped and beaded edge)
F8B-10 S no vessel number assigned
F8B-11 S bowl (clear/clear glazed red paste earthenware, rim only)
F8B-12 S tumbler/jelly glass (clear, round, 2 7/8” diameter)
F8B-13 P? stemware (clear, 2 7/8” diameter rim, pressed glass, “honey comb” pattern)
F8B-14 P medicine bottle (clear, French square, 1 5/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)
F8B-15 P vial (clear, round, 1½” diameter base, 4” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved

tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)
F8B-16 P medicine bottle (clear, French square, 1 5/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)
F8B-17 P medicine bottle (clear, French square, 1 5/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)
F8B-18 P medicine bottle (clear, French square, 1 5/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)
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Feature 10
F10-1 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware, backstamp “[POR]CELAIN / USA”, in a shield,

“EAST LIVERPOOL / POTTERIES CO.”)
F10-2 P bowl (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 6” diameter rim, 3” tall, unidentified

lobed shape)
F10-3 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 3½” diameter, heavy-bodied ware)
F10-4 S plate (undecorated, porcelain, heavy-bodied)
F10-5 S plate (undecorated, porcelain, heavy-bodied)
F10-6 S pitcher (annular decorated, curvilinear slip trailed, whiteware, handled)
F10-7 S spittoon (sponge decorated, blue, buff paste earthenware)
F10-8 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 7” diameter, embossed “DRESDEN / HOTEL C

HINA / WARRENTED “, heavy- bodied ware)
F10-10 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 7” diameter, back stamp “ELPCO / WACO

CHINA)
F10-11 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6 3/8” diameter, back stamp” DRESDEN / HOTEL

CHINA / WARRANTED”, heavy-bodied ware)
F10-12 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 7” diameter, back stamp “ ELPCO / WACO

CHINA”)
F10-13 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 7” diameter, back stamp “ ELPCO / WACO

CHINA”)
F10-14 S plate (relief decorated, whiteware, approximately 7½” diameter, scalloped edge) [20th

century]
F10-15 S cup (painted/gilded, porcelain, paneled, partially melted/burned)
F10-16 S cup (undecorated, porcelain, heavy-bodied ware)
F10-17 P teapot (undecorated, red ware, 3” diameter base, Chinese shape)
F10-18 P cup (paneled and relief decorated, porcelain, handled with gilding)
F10-19 S small plate/saucer (undecorated, whiteware, heavy-bodied ware)
F10-20 S cup (transfer print, brown, whiteware)
F10-21 S figurine (Parian Ware, base only)
F10-22 S mixing bowl (Albany slipped, earthenware, jigger molded)
F10-22 S jug (Albany slipped earthenware handle only)
F10-23 P pill bottle (aqua, round, 1¼” diameter, 2 7/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool lip finish, unpontiled)
F10-24 P pill bottle (aqua round, 2” diameter, 3¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, rolled, bead

lip finish, unpontiled)
F10-25 P milk bottle (clear, round, 3” diameter, 7¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, machine

made, Owens scar, embossed “REGISTERED / THIS BOTTLE / PROPERTY OF &
FILLED BY/ SANGMON DAIRY / PRODUCTS CO. / PASTEURIZED /
SPRINGFIELD, ILL. // ONE PINT / LIQUID / SEALED / WASH & RETURN “,
base embossed “MEYER BLAN…”)

F10-26 P bottle (amber, round, 2¼” diameter, 8½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved
tool brandy lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “PAUL POHL / PP / TRADE MARK /
CHICAGO”)

F10-27 P condiment bottle (clear, round, 2” diameter, 8¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool/five polished, unpontiled)
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F10-28 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6 3/8” diameter, heavy-bodied ware identical to F10-
11)

F10-29 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2 3/8” diameter, 6½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool blop lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “JOHN LAUTERBACH /
SPRINGFIELD, ILL”, base embossed “L”)

F10-30 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2 3/8” diameter, 6½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool blop lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “JOHN LAUTERBACH /
SPRINGFIELD, ILL”, base embossed “L”)

F10-31 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2 3/8” diameter, 6½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool blop lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “JOHN LAUTERBACH /
SPRINGFIELD, ILL”, base embossed “L”)

F10-32 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2 3/8” diameter, 6½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool blop lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “JOHN LAUTERBACH /
SPRINGFIELD, ILL”, base embossed “L”)

F10-33 P bottle (clear, round, 2 3/8” diameter, 6½” tall, 3piece plate bottom mold improved
tool blop lip finish, unpontiled embossed “C. J. PETERSON / SPRINGFIELD /
ILLS.” base embossed “P”)

F10-34 P bottle (clear, round, 2 3/8” diameter, 6½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold improved
tool blop lip finish, unpontiled embossed “ C. J. PETERSON / SPRINGFIELD /
ILLS.”, base embossed “P”)

F10-35 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1¼” x 1 7/8” base, 5 3/8” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)

F10-36 P liquor bottle (amber, round, 3” diameter, minimally 9” tall, molded, unpontiled,
ground base)

F10-37 P bar glass (clear, round, 2” diameter, minimally 3 ½” tall, molded, unpontiled, ground
base)

F10-38 S bottle (amber, round, 2½” diameter, 3 piece plate bottom mold, base embossed
“…P.REED & CO / ROCHESTER / NY”)

F10-39 S whiskey flask (aqua, oval, applied string lip finish, lip only)
F10-40 S wine bottle (dark green, round, dip molded, applied string blop lip finish)
F10-41 S whiskey flask (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1½” x 2½” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool straight brandy lip finish, unpontiled)
F10-42 S medicine or pill bottle (blue, improved tool patent lip finish)
F10-43 S lamp globe (clear)
F10-44 S stemware (clear, molded)
F10-45 S stemware (clear, molded, melted)
F10-46 S covered bowl (blue and white colored glass, molded chicken, lid)
F10-47 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2 3/8” diameter, 6½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool blop lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “JOHN LAUTERBACH /
SPRINGFIELD, ILL”, base embossed “L”)

F10-48 P condiment bottle (aqua, round, 2½” diameter, 8¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool lip finish with long neck, unpontiled, embossed “HALFORD /
LECESTERSHIRE / / HALFORD / TABLE SAUCE”)

F10-49 P pill bottle (clear, round, 1½” diameter, 2 ¾” tall, Ricketts mold, improved tool
prescription lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “Q / C.L.G. CO.”)
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F10-50 P ink well (aqua, round, 2” diameter, 2¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved
tool double ring lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “THOMAS / INKS / 18”)

F10-51 P bottle (clear, oval, ¾” x 1 1/8” base, 3”tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool
prescription lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “REX)

F10-52 S medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 1 1/8” x 2” base, minimally 4½” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, unpontiled)

F10-53 S bottle (clear, round, 1½” diameter, 3 piece plate bottom mold, unpontiled, base
embossed “R / C. L. G. CO.”)

F10-54 chemical bottle (clear, round, minimally 9” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, ringed
neck, embossed “E. R. DUREE & CO / TRADE”) [see Fike]

F10-55 P bottle (aqua, round, 2½” diameter, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool blop top
lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “RG CO 213”, base embossed “R”)

F10-56 S canning jar (aqua, 3 piece plate bottom mold)
F10-57 S chemical bottle (aqua, round, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip

finish; large sized, approximately 4½” diameter)
F10-58 S stemware (clear, molded, cordial-sized)
F10-59 P stemware (clear, molded, water goblet-sized)
F10-60 S food or spice jar (clear, round, paneled, body engraved name plate “S…”)
F10-61 S chimney globe (clear, straight base)
F10-62 S cigar? Jar/ humidor (clear, molded, round panel on jar face)
F10-63 S wine bottle (amber, round, dip mold, applied string champagne lip finish,

approximately 3” diameter)
F10-64 P pill bottle (blue, round, 1 1/8” diameter, 2 5/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool bead lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “BROMO SELTZER /
EMERSON / DRUG CO BALTMORE, MD” base embossed “3”)

F10-65 P small whiskey bottle (clear, round, 1½” diameter base, 4¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool brandy lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “I. W. HARPER /
NELSON, CO. KY. / WHISKEY”, base embossed “NELSON CO. / KY / I.W.
HARPER / WHISKEY”)

F10-66 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia Oval, 1½” x 2¾” base, 6½” tall 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled)

F10-67 P jelly glass (clear, round, 1½” diameter, 3¾” tall, molded, unpontiled)
F10-68 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2½” diameter, 6 7/8”, tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool blop top lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “JOHNSON & PETERSON /
SPRINGFIELD / ILLS”)

F10-69 P liquor bottle (aqua, round, 3”diameter, 12”tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, applied
tool straight brandy fire polish lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “F H G W / 40”)

F10-70 P chemical bottle (amber, round, 1 7/8” diameter, 6” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “M.C.W. / 5½” OZ.”)

F10-71 P perfume bottle (clear, round, 1½” diameter, 3¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled, embossed ‘ED. PINAUD / PARIS 8 [OR
B] L 1940 C.” BASE EMBOSSED “ED PINAUD”)

F10-72 P stemware (clear, round, 3 1/8” diameter, 6¾” tall, molded)
F10-73 S stemware (clear, molded, stem only)
F10-74 S soda water (aqua, molded, fluted panels, base only)
F10-75 S canning jar (aqua, embossed “NOV 30th / 1858”, body only)
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F10-76 P condiment bottle (clear, round, 2¼” diameter, 7½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool five-polished lip finish, unpontiled)

F10-77 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 1” x 1½” base, 5½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool five-polished lip finish, unpontiled, picnic shape)

F10-78 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 1” x 1½” base, 5½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved toll five-polished lip finish, unpontiled picnic shape)

F10-79 P chemical or medicine bottle (clear, round, 3¼” diameter, molded, base embossed
“108”)

F10-80 S medicine bottle (Kelly green, molded, paneled embossed “…L MED CO”)
F10-81 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1¼” x 2½” base, 6” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool straight brandy lip finish, five polished, coffin-shape, unpontiled, base
embossed “I. G. CO” in diamond)

F10-82 S stemware (clear, round, 3 3/8” diameter, 7¼” tall, molded, unpontiled, water goblet
sized)

F10-83 S medicine bottle (clear, elixir, ¾” x 1½” base, 3¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “I [B] CO”)

F10-84 S soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2¼” diameter, 3piece plate bottom mold, unpontiled,
embossed “JOHNSON & PETERSON / SPRINGFIELD / ILLS”, base only)

F10-85 S condiment bottle (aqua, round, 2 1/8” diameter, 5” tall, 3piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled, wide mouth)

F10-86 S whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1½” x 3 1/8” base, 7¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool, coffin-shape with five polished lip finish)

F10-87 S whiskey flask (clear, oval, 1 1/8” x 1¾” base, 5½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool, double ring lip finish, unpontiled, picnic-shape)

F10-88 S champagne bottle (dark green, round, 2¾” diameter, 10” tall, dip mold, applied string,
sheared and fire polished champagne lip finish, pontil with kick-up)

F10-89 S soda water bottle (aqua, round, 3 piece plate bottom mold, embossed “…RICKS 7
BURNS / BOTTLING WORKS / …LE, ILL”)

F10-90 S bottle (aqua, round, molded, improved tool collard ring lip finish)
F10-91 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6 3/8” diameter, heavy-bodied ware similar to F10-

11)

Feature 11
F11-1 S refined bowl? (redware, over-fired)
F11-2 S bowl (redware)
F11-3 S refined bowl? (redware, over-fired/melted)
F11-4 S serving bowl (relief decorated)
F11-5 S bowl/jar (redware)
F11-6 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware, with back stamp ‘ W-F / …STONE…”)
F11-7 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F11-8 S small jug? (salt glazed stoneware, handle only)
F11-9 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware, heavy bodied)
F11-10 S plate (undecorated, whiteware)
F11-11 S unidentified hollowware (Rockingham glazed, yellowware, base only)
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F11-12 P tureen (relief decorated, whiteware, 5½” x 8”, back stamp “ROYAL PATENT
IRONSTONE / WILKINS & HULME / LATE FICHARD ALCOLK / BURSLEM,
ENGLAND”)

F11-13 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F11-14 P chamber pot (undecorated, whiteware, back stamp “ROYAL PATENT IRONSTONE

/ ARTHUR J WILKINSON / LATE RICHARD ALCOCK / BURSLEM,
ENGLAND”)

F11-15 P chamber pot (annular decorated yellowware, 7” rim diameter, 4” tall, child’s pot)
F11-16 P chamber pot (undecorated, whiteware, 8½” rim diameter, 5½” high, relief decorated

handle)
F11-17 not assigned
F11-18 S tureen (relief decorated, whiteware)
F11-19 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F11-20 S tureen (undecorated, whiteware, 7” rim diameter, handled)
F11-21 S toothpaste jar (undecorated, whiteware, burned, lid only)
F11-22 P jug (Albany slipped, earthenware, 5¾” base diameter, 7½” tall)
F11-23 S whiskey flask (aqua, round, molded, applied string fire-polished lip finish, lip only,

pint-size)
F11-24 P liquor bottle (aqua, round, 3”diameter base, 12” tall, 3piece plate bottom mold,

applied tool, grooved ring lip finish, unpontiled base embossed “HGW / 37”)
F11-25 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1 1/8” x 1 7/8” base, 5 1/8” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “M CC”)
F11-26 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1½” x 2¼” base, 5¼” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)
F11-27 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 1” x 1¾” base, 5¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

applied string fire-polished double ring lip finish. unpontiled, picnic-shape)
F11-28 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 1” x 1¾” base, 5¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

applied string fire-polished double ring lip finish. Unpontiled, picnic-shape)
F11-29 S whiskey flask (clear, oval, 1” x 1¾” base, 5¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

applied string fire-polished double ring lip finish. Unpontiled, picnic-shape)
F11-30 P tumbler (clear, 2 3/8” diameter base, 3½” tall, acid-etched leaf decorated with wheel-

engraved stems, unpontiled)
F11-31 S stemware (clear, 3¼” base diameter, molded, base only)
F11-32 S tableware (clear, pressed glass, fluted, scalloped rim, rim only)
F11-33 P liquor/beer? bottle (amber, round, 3” diameter, 11¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

applied lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “IGCo / 28” lighting stopper)
F11-34 S liquor/beer? bottle (amber, round, 2½” diameter, 9¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

applied lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “ IGCo / 28” lightening stopper)
F11-35 S wine bottle? (clear, round, 2¼” diameter, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool

patent lip finish, round applied “label panel” on face, unpontiled)
F11-36 P wine bottle (dark green, round, 2½” diameter, 9½” tall, dip molded, applied tool

lightening stopper lip finish)
F11-37 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2½” diameter, 6¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool blop lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “JOHNSON & PETERSON /
SPRINGFIELD / ILL”)

F11-38 S liquor bottle (amber, round, applied tool lightening stopper lip finish)
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F11-39 S liquor bottle (clear, round, improved tool straight brandy lip finish)
F11-40 P beer mug (clear, round, 2 1/8” diameter, 3 piece plate bottom mold, unpontiled,

handled)
F11-41 S stemware (clear, molded, stem only)
F11-42 S chimney globe (clear, round, 3”diameter base, straight base)
F11-43 P wine bottle (amber, round, 2¾” diameter, 13½” tall, dip molded, applied tool string

lip finish, pontiled with kick-up; long necked or hock style German wine)
F11-44 P liquor/beer bottle (amber, round, 2½” diameter, 9½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

applied tool grooved ring lip finish, unpontiled)
F11-45 P medicine bottle (clear, elixir, 2¼” x 1 3/8” base, 6” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool prescription lip finish, paneled face, unpontiled)
F11-46 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 1 1/8” x 1¾” base, 5½” tall, applied string fire-polished

collared lip finish, unpontiled, picnic-shape)
F11-47 P liquor/beer? bottle (amber, round, 2½” diameter, 9¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

applied tool grooved ring lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “IGCo / 21”)
F11-48 S whiskey flask (aqua, applied tool string lip finish, lip only)

Feature 12
F12-1 S cup (undecorated, porcelain, fluted/Gothic Style, rim only)
F12-2 S cup (undecorated, porcelain, Gothic Style, approximately 4” diameter rim, handled)
F12-3 S saucer (painted, monochrome blue, whiteware, rim only)
F12-4 S plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, scalloped edge with molded design, rim only)

[same as in features 8B &15]
F12-5 S shallow bowl (transfer print, dark blue, pearlware, 7”-8” diameter rim)
F12-6 S wine bottle (light green/aqua round, dip molded, sheared lip applied string finish)
F12-7 S bottle (amber, approximately 2½” base diameter)
F12-8 S bottle (amber, round, applied string brandy lip finish, dip only)
F12-9 S bottle (aqua, unknown polygon base, base only)
F12-10 S unknown (clear, molded, handled, handle only)

Feature 14
F14-1 S cup (undecorated, whiteware)
F14-2 S plate (undecorated, whiteware, round)
F14-3 S “ginger beer bottle” (salt glazed stoneware)
F14-4 S plate (edge decorated, pearlware, scalloped edge)
F14-5 S saucer (transfer print, red, whiteware)
F14-6 S saucer (relief decorated, fluted pattern, whiteware)
F14-7 S serving bowl (painted/enameled, porcelain, ornate scalloped edge)
F14-8 S small plate (undecorated?, whiteware, with impressed mark “OPAGUE / GRANITE /

CHINA / W. R & Co.” and back stamp in blue “W. RIDGEWAY / PATENT /
OPAGUE / CHINA”)

F14-9 S bowl (salt glazed stoneware, hand-turned)
F14-10 S bowl (redware, hand-turned)
F14-11 S saucer (undecorated, porcelain)
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F14-12 S plate (transfer print, black, scalloped and embossed edge, whiteware)
F14-13 S saucer/small plate (transfer print, dark blue pearlware)
F14-14 S saucer (transfer print, blue, whiteware)
F14-15 S unknown hollowware (unidentified?, yellowware, flat strap handle only)
F14-16 S jug (Albany slipped stoneware, approximate gallon size, hand-turned)
F14-17 S toy jug? (Albany slipped stoneware, hand-turned)
F14-18 P jug (salt glazed stoneware, gallon size, hand-turned)
F14-19 S cup (relief decorated, Gothic ribbed pattern, ironstone)
F14-20 S jug (salt glazed stoneware, gallon size, hand-turned)
F14-21 S unidentified hollowware (Grecian style molded handle, porcelain, small pitcher size)
F14-22 S cup (unidentified, Gothic style, panels, porcelain)
F14-23 S saucer (gilded edge/band, porcelain)
F14-24 S toy plate/saucer (gilded, porcelain, base only)
F14-25 S bowl/chamber pot (relief decorated, ironstone, heavy bodied, 10” diameter)
F14-26 S flowerpot (unglazed, red paste earthenware, hand-turned)
F14-27 S plate (edge decorated, blue, beaded and molded edge, scalloped)
F14-28 S plate (edge decorated, blue, beaded and molded edge, scalloped)
F14-29 S plate (relief decorated, Gothic style panels, whiteware)
F14-30 S toy cup (relief decorated, Gothic style panels, whiteware)
F14-31 P? jug (Albany slipped stoneware, gallon size, hand-turned)
F14-32 S cup plate/toy plate (relief decorated, ribbed, whiteware)
F14-33 S flowerpot (unglazed red paste earthenware, hand-turned)
F14-34 S saucer (transfer print, blue, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F14-35 P jar (salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware 8½” interior diameter rim)
F14-36 not assigned
F14-37 S bowl/jar (redware, 8” diameter)
F14-38 S hollowware/bowl? (transfer print, dark blue, pearlware)
F14-39 P? jug (Albany slipped stoneware, gallon size, hand-turned)
F14-40 P? jug (Albany slipped earthenware, gallon size, hand-turned)
F14-41 P? jug (salt glazed stoneware, gallon size, hand-turned)
F14-42 S jug (Albany slipped earthenware, gallon size, hand-turned)
F14-43 P whiskey flask (aqua, base type 2, 2-piece mold, embossed “OLD RYE” and

“PITTSBURGH”, applied tool string lip finish, unpontiled, shield and clasped hand
style D)

F14-44 P whiskey flask (dark green, base type 3, 2-piece mold, applied tool, string lip finish,
unpontiled, shield and clasped style E, quart size)

F14-45 S whiskey flask (Kelly green, base type 1, 2-piece mold, applied tool, string lip finish,
unpontiled, shield and clasped hand style B? ½ pint size)

F14-46 P short tumbler/bar glass (clear/lead, round, short flutes, approximately 2¾” diameter, 3
1/8” tall, ground base)

F14-47 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, dip molded, applied tool, string lip finish)
F14-48 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, dip molded, base type 12, 3” diameter base,

improved tool, lightening lip finish, unpontiled)
F14-49 P? lamp base (milk glass, molded)
F14-50 S cruet? (clear/lead, molded) [potentially fragment of salt too]
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F14-51 S whiskey flask (Kelly green, molded, 2-piece mold, oval base, 2 3/8”x 3 7/8” base type
4, applied tool, string lip finish, Pike’s Peak style, quart size)

F14-52 S whiskey flask (aqua molded, 2-piece mold, oval base 1 3/8” x 2¼” base type 2,
embossed “OLD RYE” and “PITTSBURGH / PA”, Pike’s Peak style, ½ pint size)

F14-53 S whiskey flask (aqua, molded, 2-piece mold, oval base, 1½” x unknown, pint size,
shield and clasped hand style “C”, pint size)

F14-54 P Demi-John (dark green/black, round, free blown, about a gallon capacity,
3¼”graphite pontil, applied tool, ring or oil lip finish)

F14-55 P liquor bottle (dark green/black, round, Richetts mold, embossed on shoulder
“PATENT”, base 13, embossed base “…& Co.”, applied tool, brandy lip finish)

F14-56 S liquor/beer bottle (amber, round, 2 7/8” diameter, type 5 base, applied tool, brandy lip
finish, long neck)

F14-57 S liquor bottle (clear, French square, approximately 2¾” square, molded, base only,
gin?)

F14-58 S liquor bottle (dark green/black, round, dip molded, base type 12, base only)
F14-59 S liquor/beer bottle (amber, round, base type 12, applied tool, brandy lip finish)
F14-60 S prescription medicine/bitters bottle (amber, molded, paneled,

embossed”…ERATOR”, side panel only)
F14-61 S liquor bottle (dark green/black, round, base type 12, shoulder embossed “PATENT”)
F14-62 S vial (aqua, dip molded, round, 1” diameter, pontiled)
F14-63 P bitters bottle (amber, molded, square paneled, “JOHN. W. STEELE’S / NIAGARA ٭

BITTERS” on two panels, base not present, lip missing) (see Watson 1965: 205; Ring
1980: 441)

F14-64 S tumbler (clear/lead, round, dip molded, pontiled)
F14-65 S food bottle/condiment jar (aqua, fluted, rolled lip)
F14-66 S whiskey flask (aqua, oval, molded, pint size, shield and clasped, hand style C)
F14-67 unassigned number
F14-68 S whiskey flask (dark green/black, molded, pint size?, shield and clasped hand style C?)
F14-69 S liquor bottle (amber, round, long neck, Richetts molded, applied tool, brandy lip

finish, shoulder embossed “PATENT”)
F14-70 S whiskey flask (aqua, oval, molded, pint size, shield and clasped, hand style C)
F14-71 S whiskey flask (Kelly green, molded, scroll style, body only, pint size)
F14-72 S whiskey flask (aqua, 2-piece mold type 5, base embossed “A. & D. H. C.”, stirrup

strap style, pint size)
F14-73 S serving bowl (clear/lead, pressed, single fluted pattern)
F14-74 S whiskey flask (aqua, oval, molded, shield and clasped hand style B, applied tool,

slipped lip finish)
F14-75 P liquor bottle (dark green/black, round, Richetts mold, embossed on shoulder

“PATENT”, base 7, embossed base “…& Co.”, applied tool, brandy lip finish)
F14-76 S wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 2½” diameter base, dip molded, kick up with

mamelon)
F14-77 S liquor bottle (dark green/black, applied tool, brandy lip finish, neck only)
F14-79 P footed tumbler (clear/lead, molded, Argus or thumbprint like pattern)
F14-80 S whiskey flask (aqua, oval, molded, stirrup strap style, pint size)
F14-81 S whiskey flask (aqua, 2-piece mold type 5, base embossed “A, & D.H.C.”, stirrup strap

style, pint size)
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F14-81 S liquor bottle (amber, round, dip molded base, style 7, applied tool, brandy style lip
finish)

F14-82 S liquor bottle (amber, round, dip molded, base style 7, applied tool brandy style lip
finish)

F14-83 S vial (aqua, dip molded, round, 1” diameter, pontiled)
F14-84 S whiskey flask (green, oval, quart size, shield and clasped hand style B? with banner

“A & D.H.C”?
F14-85 S whiskey flask (aqua, oval, 2-piece mold, quart size, Pike’s Peak style?)
F14-86 S whiskey flask (aqua, oval, 2-piece mold, pint size, shield and clasped hand style E)
F14-87 S whiskey flask (aqua, oval, 2-piece mold type 5, base embossed “A, & D.H.C.”,

stirrup strap style, applied tool, string lip finish, pint size)
F14-88 S whiskey flask (aqua, oval, 2-piece mold, pint size, applied tool, string lip finish,

shield and clasped hand style D))
F14-89 S whiskey flask (aqua, oval, 2-piece mold, pint size, applied tool, string lip finish,

shield and C.H. style E?)
F14-90 S whiskey flask (aqua, oval, 2-piece mold, pint size, applied tool, string lip finish, style

E?)
F14-91 S whiskey flask (aqua, oval, 2-piece mold, applied tool, string lip finish, quart size,

unknown style)
F14-92 S whiskey flask (aqua, oval, 2-piece mold, applied tool, string lip finish, quart size,

unknown style)
F14-93 S (whiskey flask (aqua, oval, 2-piece mold, pint size, applied tool, string lip finish,

shield and C.H. style unknown)
F14-94 S whiskey flask (aqua, oval, 2-piece mold, pint size, applied tool, string lip finish,

shield & C.H. style A or D)
F14-95 S whiskey flask (aqua, oval, 2-piece mold, pint size, applied tool, string lip finish,

shield & C.H. style E?)
F14-96 S whiskey flask (aqua, oval, 2-piece mold, pint size, applied tool, string lip finish,

shield & C.H. style A or D)
F14-97 S whiskey flask (aqua, oval, 3 piece plate bottom mold, base only, unidentified style)
F14-98 S Demi-John (amber, round, free blown, about a gallon capacity, 3¼”graphite pontil,

applied tool, ring or oil lip finish)
F14-99 S Demi-John (Kelly green, round, free blown, about a gallon capacity, 3¼”graphite

pontil, applied tool, ring or oil lip finish)
F14-100 S Demi-John (Kelly green, round, free blown, about a gallon capacity, 3¼”graphite

pontil, applied tool, ring or oil lip finish)
F14-101 S liquor bottle (amber, round, dip molded, 2 7/8” diameter base, base type 12, applied

tool, brandy lip finish, long neck)
F14-102 S liquor bottle (amber, round, dip molded, 2 7/8” diameter base, applied tool, brandy lip

finish, long neck)
F14-103 S liquor bottle (amber, round, dip molded, 2 7/8” diameter base, applied tool, brandy lip

finish, long neck)
F14-104 S liquor bottle (amber, round, dip molded, 2 7/8” diameter base, applied tool, brandy lip

finish, long neck)
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F14-105 S liquor bottle (amber, round, dip molded, 2 7/8” diameter base, base type 12, applied
tool, brandy lip finish, long neck, Richetts molded with embossed “Stern Perkins &
Co.”)

F14-106 S liquor bottle (dark green/black, round, dip molded, 2 7/8” diameter base, base type
12, applied tool, brandy lip finish, long neck)

F14-107 S liquor bottle (dark green/black, round, dip molded, 2 7/8” diameter base, base type
12, applied tool, brandy lip finish, long neck)

F14-108 S liquor bottle (dark green/black, round, dip molded, 2 7/8” diameter base, base type
12, applied tool, brandy lip finish, long neck, with cork in place)

F14-109 S beer mug (clear/lead, paneled/fluted, molded, base only)
F14-110 S whiskey flask (green, oval, quart size, shield and clasped hand style B? with banner

“A. & D. H. C”?
F14-111 S whiskey flask (aqua, oval, 2-piece mold, pint size, shield and clasped hand style D)

Feature 15
F15-1 S plate/platter? (relief decorated edge, blue painted edge, whiteware, approximately 10”

diameter with scalloped, beaded edge, and molded design)
F15-2 S plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, 8”-10” diameter with scalloped edge, rim

only)
F15-3 S cup (painted, monochrome blue, whiteware, approximately 3” diameter rim, rim only)
F15-4 S flatware (transfer print, black, unidentified pattern, whiteware, body sherds only,

saucer/plate?)
F15-5 S bowl (undecorated, yellowware, 2 7/8” diameter base, base only)
F15-6 S jar (salt/salt glazed stoneware, 10”-12” diameter rim, rim only)
F15-7 S bowl/jar (clear/clear glazed red paste earthenware, rolled rim, 6”-8” diameter rim,

approximately 7” diameter base)
F15-8 S flowerpot (unglazed/unglazed red paste earthenware, approximately 5” rim diameter,

hand-turned, rim only)
F15-9 S tumbler (clear/lead, round, 2 5/8” diameter base, hand blown, pontiled)

Feature 18
F18-1 S bowl (salt glazed stoneware, approximately 9” rim diameter, hand-turned)
F18-2 P bowl (salt glazed stoneware) hand-turned
F18-3 S plate (redware, refined tableware, [Ebey Pottery])
F18-4 S jug (redware, handle only)
F18-5 S plate (yellowware, undecorated)
F18-6 S bowl (redware, base only)
F18-7 P flowerpot (unglazed red paste earthenware, hand-turned)
F18-8 S saucer (undecorated, porcelain)
F18-9 S electrical insulator/furniture pull? (porcelain, intrusive?)
F18-10 S cup (transfer print, dark blue, pearlware)
F18-11 S tureen (transfer print, dark blue, pearl ware)
F18-12 P flowerpot (unglazed red earthenware, hand-turned)
F18-13 S jug (salt glazed stoneware)
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F18-14 S cup plate/toy plate (undecorated, porcelain, approximately 4” diameter)
F18-15 S saucer (transfer print, red, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F18-16 S bowl (redware)
F18-17 S small bowl (redware) refined tableware)
F18-18 S bowl (salt glazed stoneware, 9-10” diameter) hand-turned
F18-19 P pitcher (relief decorated, Rockingham glazed, yellow paste stoneware, scalloped

edge, unidentified “hanging game scene)
F18-20 S plate (relief decorated, unidentified paneled pattern, ironstone)
F18-21 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F18-22 S bowl/jar (Albany slipped/unglazed stoneware [potentially overly burned redware?] 6”

base diameter
F18-23 S large bowl/wash basin (undecorated, whiteware)
F18-24 P toy plate/cup plate (relief decorated, ironstone, impressed mark “DAVENPORT /

IRONSTONE CHINA” with Anchor)
F18-25 S plate (edge decorated, green scalloped with molded tassels, pearlware)
F18-26 S saucer (transfer print, dark blue, pearlware)
F18-27 S pitcher (relief decorated?, whiteware, handle only, large sized)
F18-28 S flowerpot (unglazed red earthenware, hand-turned)
F18-29 S saucer (undecorated, porcelain)
F18-30 S small plate (undecorated, porcelain)
F18-31 S bowl (redware, mottled glaze typical of Galen redwares)
F18-32 S saucer (hand painted, polychrome, broad floral, whiteware)
F18-33 S wine bottle (amber, round, 2 7/8” diameter, dip-molded, applied tool, applied tool,

SLF, lip finish, stud-embossed base) [base 1] [lip 2]
F18-34 S wine bottle (amber, round, applied tool, string lip finish, lip only) [lip type 2)]
F18-35 S wine bottle (amber, round, 2 7/8” diameter, dip-molded, stud-embossed base) [base 1]
F18-36 S wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 2¾”diameter base, dip molded, applied tool,

SLF [lip 2] lip finish, kick-up with large mamelon)
F18-37 S wine bottle? (amber, round, approximately 3½” diameter, 3 piece plate bottom mold

molded, unpontiled, flat base with raised footed edge) [base 4]
F18-38 S wine bottle? (amber, round, approximately 4” diameter, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

unpontiled, flat base with raised footed edge) [base 4]
F18-39 S wine bottle? (amber, round, 3 piece plate bottom mold, flat base with raised footed

edge) [base 4]
F18-40 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, approximately 2½” diameter, 3piece plate bottom

mold, flat base with raised footed edge, embossed “R & Co.”) [base 4]
F18-41 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, concave base with mamelon, base edge embossed

“…PITTSBURGH…”) [base 5]
F18-42 S stemware (clear, round, 2½” diameter, molded, pressed glass, unpontiled, “ARGUS”

OR thumbprint like pattern)
F18-43 S tumbler/bottle (clear, round, 2½” diameter, 3 piece plate bottom mold, unpontiled)
F18-44 S crust (clear, round, 1½” diameter, ground flutes, ground base)
F18-45 S wine bottle (green, round, dip molded, applied tool, string lip finish kick-up with

large mamelon) [lip 2] [base 3]
F18-46 S tumbler (clear/lead, fluted panels)
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F18-47 S bitters bottle (amber, 8-sided, applied tool string lip finish, embossed “…NO
9…”molded, embossed panels “…Z9N S…” and “Sc…,”German?) Pilzen? (Dots
before Z are I or L) (After Z, 9 is backwards “e”) (Dots after Sc are H or L)

F18-48 S stemware (clear, round, approximately 2½” diameter, molded, fluted stem)
F18-49 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, 3¼” diameter, flat base with raised footed edge)

[base 4]
F18-50 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, 2¾” diameter, dip molded, applied tool string lip

finish, concave base with raised footed edge, with mamelon) [lip 2] [base 7]
F18-51 S wine bottle (green, round, 2¾” diameter, dip-molded, applied tool string lip finish,

concave base with raised footed edge, kick up with mamelon) [lip 2] [base 7]
F18-52 S wine bottle (amber, round, 3” diameter, dip-molded, applied tool string-style lip

finish, concave base with flat edge) [lip 2] [base 2]
F18-53 S wine bottle (green, round, 3” diameter, dip-molded, applied tool string-style lip finish,

concave base with flat edge with mamelon) [lip 2] [base 8]
F18-54 S wine bottle (green, round, approximately 3” diameter, dip-molded, applied string lip

finish, kick-up with large mamelon) [lip 1] [base 3]
F18-55 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, approximately 3” diameter, dip molded, applied

tool string lip finish, concave base with rounded edge, with small mamelon) [lip2]
[base 9]

F18-56 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, dip-molded, applied string lightening lip finish) [lip
5]

F18-57 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, approximately 3” diameter, dip-molded, concave
base with raised footed edge) [base 7]

F18-58 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, 3” diameter, dip-molded tool string lip finish,
concave base with raised footed edge) [lip 2] [base 7]

F18-59 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, 3” diameter, applied tool champagne-style lip
finish, concave base with flat edge with mamelon, base embossed “…LASSBORO
N.J. WHITNEY GLASS…”) [lip 2] [base 10]

F18-60 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, concave base with flat edge) [base 2]
F18-61 S wine bottle (dark green/black, round, dip-molded applied tool string lip finish, kick-

up with large mamelon) [lip 2] [base 3]
F18-62 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, approximately 3” diameter, dip-molded, applied

tool string lip finish, concave base with raised footed edge) [lip 2] [base 7]
F18-63 S tumbler/liquor bottle (clear/lead, round, approximately 3” diameter, molded, base

only)
F18-64 S condiment? bottle (aqua, round, approximately 3” diameter, molded, 3piece p[late

bottom mold folded lip finish, long neck)
F18-65 S whiskey flask (aqua, plain oval, 2½” x 4” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, applied

tool string lip finish, unpontiled, embossed Pike’s Peak design) [lip 2]
F18-66 S lamp globe (clear/lead, round, molded, wheel-engraved floral design, hand crimped

edge)
F18-67 S small tumbler/bar glass (clear/lead, 10-sided, 2¼” diameter, fluted panels, ground

base)
F18-68 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, concave base with raised

footed edge with small mamelon) [base 7]
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F18-69 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, 3” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
applied tool string lip finish, concave base with flat edge) [lip 2] [base 2]

F18-70 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, 3½” diameter, 3 piece plate bottom mold, applied
tool brand-style lip finish, flat base with raised footed edge) [lip 4][base 4]

F18-71 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, 2¾” diameter, dip-molded, applied tool brandy-
style lip finish, flute edged base with low kick-up) [embossed studs eroded off] [lip 4]
[base 1 or 11]

F18-72 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, 2¾” diameter, dip-molded, flat-edged base with low
kick-up, stud-embossed) [base 1]

F18-73 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, 2 7/8” diameter, dip-molded, applied, applied tool
string lip finish, concave base with raised footed edge) [lip 1] [base 7]

F18-74 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, 2 7/8” diameter, dip-molded, applied tool brandy-
style lip finish, concave base with raised footed edge) [lip 4] [lip 7]

F18-75 S wine/ liquor bottle (amber, round, 2¾” diameter, dip-molded, flat-edge, base with low
kick-up, stud-embossed) [base 1]

F18-76 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, 3” diameter, 3 piece plate bottom mold, concave
base with flat edge) [base 2]

F18-77 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, 2 7/8” diameter, dip-molded, applied tool string, lip
finish, concave base with raised, footed edge) [lip 1] [base 7]

F18-78 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, 3” diameter, 3 piece plate bottom mold, applied tool
string lip finish, concave base with flat edge)

F18-79 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, approximately 3” diameter, 3piece plate bottom
mold, applied tool string lip finish, concave base with flat edge) [lip 2] [base 2]

F18-80 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, approximately 3½” diameter, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, applied tool string lip finish, flat base with raised footed edge) [lip 2] [base 4]

F18-81 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, approximately 3” diameter, dip-molded, applied
tool string lip finish, concave base with raised footed edge) [lip 2] [base 7]

F18-82 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, approximately 3” diameter, dip-molded, applied
tool brandy-style lip finish, concave base with raised, footed edge) [lip 4] [base 7]

F18-83 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, 3” diameter, 3 piece plate bottom mold, applied tool
string lip finish, concave base with flat edge) [lip 2] [base 2]

F18-84 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, 3” diameter, dip-molded, applied tool brandy-style
lip finish, concave base with raised footed edge) [lip 4] [base7]

F18-85 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, approximately 4” diameter, dip-molded, applied
tool string lip finish, flat base with raised footed edge) [lip 1] [base 4]

F18-86 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, approximately 3” diameter, dip-molded, applied
tool with brandy-style lip finish, concave base with raised footed edge) [lip 4] [base
7]

F18-87 S wine bottle (dark green/black, round, dip-molded, applied tool string lip finish, kick-
up with large mamelon) [lip 1] [base 3]

F18-88 S wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 2¾” diameter, dip-molded, applied tool string
lip finish, kick-up with large mamelon) [lip 2] [base 3]

F18-89 S bitters bottle (amber, 8-sided, applied tool string lip finish, embossed “…NO
9…”molded, embossed panels “…Z9N S…” and “Sc…,”German?) Pilzen? (Dots
before Z are I or L) (After Z, 9 is backwards “e”) (Dots after Sc are H or L) [lip 2]

F18-90 S beer mug (clear, round, molded, approximately 3” base, fluted panels)
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F18-91 P? medicine bottle (aqua, fluted square base, 2” x 2”, 6½” tall body without neck, neck
missing)

F18-92 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, 3½” base, dip-molded, applied tool brandy-style lip
finish, flat base with raised footed edge) [lip 4] [base 4]

F18-93 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, approximately 3½” diameter, dip molded, applied
tool string lip finish, flat base with raised footed edge) [lip 1] [base 4]

F18-94 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, approximately 3” diameter, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, applied tool lip finish, concave base with flat edge) [lip 2] [base 2]

F18-95 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, approximately 3½” diameter, dip-molded, applied
tool brandy-style lip finish, flat base with raised footed edge) [lip 4] [base 4]

F18-96 S chimney globe (clear, round, approximately 3” diameter base, straight base)
F18-97 S tumbler (clear/lead, round, 2¼” diameter, molded, 9 ground flutes, ground base)
F18-98 S soda water bottle? (aqua, round, 3¾” diameter, 3 piece plate bottom mold, graphite

pontil)
F18-99 S whiskey flask (aqua, oval, approximately 1 3/8” x 3” base, 2-piece mold, unpontiled,

indeterminate style, possibly Union style?
F18-100 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, 3½” diameter, 3 piece plate bottom mold, applied tool

brandy-style lip finish, flat base with raised footed edge) [lip 4] [base 4]
F18-101 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, 2¾” diameter, dip-molded, applied tool string lip

finish, concave base with raised footed edge) [lip 2] [base 7]
F18-102 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, 2 7/8” diameter, dip-molded, applied tool string lip

finish, concave base with raised footed edge) [lip2] [base 7]
F18-103 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, approximately 3” diameter, dip-molded, applied

tool brandy-style lip finish,
F18-104 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, approximately 3” diameter, dip-molded, concave

base with raised footed edge with mamelon, edge embossed “PITTSBURGH
CUNNIN…& CO”) [base 5]

F18-105 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, 3” diameter, 3piece plate bottom mold, applied tool
ring or oil lip finish, concave base with flat edge) [lip__] [base 2]

F18-106 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, 2½” diameter, dip mold? applied tool string lip
finish, concave base with flat edge with mamelon) [lip 1] [base 8]

F18-107 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, 3” diameter, 3 piece plate bottom mold, applied tool
string lip finish, concave base with flat edge) [lip 2] [base 2]

F18-108 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, 3” diameter, 3 piece plate bottom mold, applied tool
string lip finish, concave base with raised footed edge) [lip 1] [base 7]

F18-109 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, approximately 3” diameter, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, applied tool string lip finish, concave base with flat edge) [lip 1] [base 2]

F18-110 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, approximately 3” diameter, dip-molded, applied
tool brandy-style lip finish, concave base with raised footed edge) [lip 4] [base 7]

F18-111 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, approximately 3” diameter, 3piece plate bottom
mold, applied tool string lip finish, concave with flat edge) [lip 1] [base 2]

F18-112 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, approximately 3” diameter, concave base with flat
edge) [base 2]

F18-113 S wine/liquor bottle (dark green/black, round, 3” diameter, applied tool string lip finish,
concave base with flat edge with mamelon) [lip 2] [base 8]
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F18-114 S wine/liquor bottle (green, round, approximately 3” diameter, applied tool string lip
finish, concave base with flat edge with mamelon) [lip 2] [base 8]

F18-115 S wine bottle (dark green/black, round, dip-molded applied tool string lip finish, kick-
up with large mamelon) [lip 2] [base 3]

F18-116 S wine bottle (light green, round, dip-molded, applied tool string lip finish) [lip 2]
F18-117 S bitters bottle (amber, 8-sided, applied tool string lip finish, embossed “…NO

9…”molded, embossed panels “…Z9N S…” and “Sc…,”German?) Pilzen? (Dots
before Z are I or L) (After Z, 9 is backwards “e”) (Dots after Sc are H or L)

F18-118 S wine bottle (green, round, dip-molded, applied tool string lip finish) [lip 2]
F18-119 S large bottle/Demi-John (aqua, round, applied tool ring or oil lip finish)
F18-120 S large bottle/Demi-John (aqua, round, applied tool ring or oil lip finish)
F18-121 S wine/liquor bottle (dark green/black, round, 2 7/8” diameter, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, applied tool string lip finish, concave base with flat edge with mamelon) [lip 2]
[base 8]

F18-122 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, approximately 3½” diameter, dip-molded, applied
tool string lip finish, flat base with raised footed edge) [lip 1] [base 4]

F18-123 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, approximately 3½” diameter, dip-molded, applied
tool brandy-style lip finish, flat base with raised footed edge) [lip 4] [base 4]

Feature 20
F20-1 S mixing bowl (Albany slipped, stoneware, jigger molded, approximately 10” diameter)
F20-2 S mixing bowl (Albany slipped, stoneware, jigger molded, approximately 10” diameter)
F20-3 S plate (decal decorated with painted gilded highlights, whiteware, scalloped edge,

possibly part of set associated with F20-4)
F20-4 S cup (painted, gilded edge, whiteware)
F20-5 S cup (undecorated, ironstone)
F20-6 S spittoon (unglazed, red paste earthenware, jigger molded, approximate 4 ½” diameter

base)
F20-7 S bowl (redware, hand turned, approximate 5” diameter base, base only)
F20-8 P jug (salt glazed stoneware, Albany slipped interior, hand turned, approximate 7”

diameter base, 10” tall)
F20-9 S small plate (undecorated, whiteware, approximate 7” diameter)
F20-10 P saucer (undecorated, ironstone, 6” diameter, backstamp “[F]URNIVAL & SONS /

TRADE MARK / ENGLAND” with British coat of arms)
F20-11 S soup plate (undecorated, whiteware, approximate 9” diameter)
F20-12 S plate (undecorated, whiteware, approximate 9” diameter)
F20-13 S spittoon (Rockingham-glazed yellowware, molded, scroll design)
F20-14 P small shaving mug or child’s cup (undecorated, whiteware, 2 ½” diameter base, 2

1/8” tall, backstamp “HARKER & CO. / E. LIVERPOOL / TRADE MARK”
incorporating two flags and circle)

F20-15 unassigned number
F20-16 S cup (undecorated, ironstone, 3 ½” tall, approximate 4” diameter rim)
F20-17 S cup (painted, polychrome, small floral design, porcelain, paneled)
F20-18 S indeterminate hollowware/serving vessel (undecorated, ironstone, approximate 7”

diameter foot ring,)
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F20-19 P mixing bowl (Albany slipped, stoneware, jigger molded, approximate 7” diameter
base)

F20-20 P jug (salt glazed stoneware, hand turned, 7” diameter base, 9 ½” tall, approximate
gallon size)

F20-21 S jug (salt glazed, stoneware, hand turned, approximate 7” diameter base, approximate
gallon size)

F20-22 P ginger beer bottle (Bristol glazed with yellow slipped top, stoneware, hand turned, 3”
diameter base, 8 ¼” tall)

F20-23 P ginger beer bottle (Bristol glazed with yellow slipped top, stoneware, hand turned, 3”
diameter base, 8 ¼” tall)

F20-24 P ginger beer bottle (Bristol glazed with yellow slipped top, stoneware, hand turned, 3”
diameter base, 8 ¼” tall)

F20-25 P ginger beer bottle (Bristol glazed with yellow slipped top, stoneware, hand turned, 3”
diameter base, 8 ¼” tall)

F20-26 P ginger beer bottle (Bristol glazed with yellow slipped top, stoneware, hand turned, 3”
diameter base, 8 ¼” tall)

F20-27 P ginger beer bottle (Bristol glazed with yellow slipped top, stoneware, hand turned, 3”
diameter base, 8 ¼” tall)

F20-28 P ginger beer bottle (Bristol glazed with yellow slipped top, stoneware, hand turned, 3”
diameter base, 8 ¼” tall)

F20-29 S jar (salt glazed, stoneware, hand turned, 8” diameter rim, impressed “5” gallon
capacity mark on rim, ovoid shaped)

F20-30 S cup (undecorated, whiteware, approximate 5” diameter rim)
F20-31 S serving vessel/tureen lid (painted, dark blue, pearlware, 2” wide knob, floral pattern)
F20-32 S saucer (undecorated, pearlware)
F20-33 no vessel number assigned
F20-34 S teapot/sugar bowl (?) lid (undecorated, whiteware, approximate 5” diameter base, 6”

diameter rim)
F20-35 S saucer/small plate (undecorated, ironsteone, backstamp “[FURNIVA]L & SONS /

[TRADE MARK / EN]GLAND” with British coat of arms)
F20-36 P waster bowl (annular decorated yellowwware, 3” diameter foot ring, 5” diameter rim,

approximately 3 ½” tall, London Urn shape)
F20-37 P ginger beer bottle (Bristol glazed with yellow slipped top, stoneware, hand turned, 3”

diameter base, 8 ¼” tall)
F20-38 P ginger beer bottle (Bristol glazed with yellow slipped top, stoneware, hand turned, 3”

diameter base, 8 ¼” tall)
F20-39 P ginger beer bottle (Bristol glazed with yellow slipped top, stoneware, hand turned, 3”

diameter base, 8 ¼” tall)
F20-40 P ginger beer bottle (Bristol glazed with yellow slipped top, stoneware, hand turned, 3”

diameter base, 8 ¼” tall)
F20-41 P ginger beer bottle (Bristol glazed with yellow slipped top, stoneware, hand turned, 3”

diameter base, 8 ¼” tall)
F20-42 P jug (salt glazed, stoneware, hand turned, 6 ½” diameter base, 7 7/8” tall, approximate

½-gallon size)
F20-43 P jug (salt glazed, stoneware, hand turned, 6 ½” diameter base, 7 3/8” tall, approximate

½-gallon size)
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F20-44 S flower pot (unglazed, red paste earthenware, hand turned, 7” diameter rim, ogee-style
rim similar to Galena wares)

F20-45 S platter (undecorated, whiteware, Gothic shape)
F20-46 S cup (undecorated, ironstone, 5” diameter rim)
F20-47 P jug (salt glazed stoneware, hand turned, 5 ½” diameter base, 8 3/4” tall, ½-gallon

size)
F20-48 P ginger beer bottle (Bristol glazed with yellow slipped top, stoneware, hand turned, 3”

diameter base, 8 ¼” tall)
F20-49 P ginger beer bottle (Bristol glazed with yellow slipped top, stoneware, hand turned, 3”

diameter base, 8 ¼” tall)
F20-50 P ginger beer bottle (Bristol glazed with yellow slipped top, stoneware, hand turned, 3”

diameter base, 8 ¼” tall)
F20-51 P ginger beer bottle (Bristol glazed with yellow slipped top, stoneware, hand turned, 3”

diameter base, 8 ¼” tall)
F20-52 S jug (salt glazed, stoneware, hand turned, straight sided, 7 ½” diameter base)
F20-53 S jug (salt glazed, stoneware, hand turned, ovoid shaped)
F20-54 S bowl/jar (salt glazed stoneware, hand turned, approximate 9” diameter rim)
F20-55 S ink bottle (salt glazed stoneware, hand turned)
F20-56 no vessel assigned
F20-57 S plate (relief decorated, approximate 8” diameter rim)
F20-58 S cup (undecorated, whiteware)
F20-59 P jug (salt glazed, stoneware, hand turned, 8 7/8” diameter base, 13” tall, 1 ½” diameter

rim, shoulder impressed with “2” gallon capacity mark, straight sided)
F20-60 P ginger beer bottle (Bristol glazed with yellow slipped top, stoneware, hand turned, 3”

diameter base, 8 ¼” tall)
F20-61 P ginger beer bottle (Bristol glazed with yellow slipped top, stoneware, hand turned, 3”

diameter base, 8 ¼” tall, impressed mark “H. KENNEDY / GLASGOW /
BARROWFIELD / POTTERY / 2”) [This pottery was in operation from 1866-1929.]

F20-62 P ginger beer bottle (Bristol glazed with yellow slipped top, stoneware, hand turned, 3”
diameter base, 8 ¼” tall)

F20-63 S jug (salt glazed, stoneware, hand turned, 6” diameter base, ovoid shape)
F20-64 P ginger beer bottle (Bristol glazed with yellow slipped top, stoneware, hand turned, 3”

diameter base, 8 ¼” tall)
F20-65 P jug (salt glazed, stoneware, hand turned, 5” diameter base, ovoid shape, low fired,

base only, approximate gallon size)
F20-66 S saucer (undecorated, porcelain, ribbed pattern, 4” diameter foot ring)
F20-67 S plate (transfer printed, brown, approximate 8” diameter rim)
F20-68 S jug (salt glazed, stoneware, hand turned, 6” diameter base, straight sided, base only,

approximate ½-gallon size)
F20-69 S mug/tankard (transfer printed, dark blue, pearlware, approximate 4 ½” diameter base)
F20-70 S soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2 7/16” diameter base, 6¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold?, improved tool blop lip finish, embossed “F” on shoulder, “M. A. FISCHER /
SPRINGFIELD / ILL.” on body “D.O.C.” on body back, “F” on base)

F20-71 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2 7/16” base, 7¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold?
Improved tool blop lip finish, 10 panels around base, embossed M. A. FISCHER /
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SPRINGFIELD / ILL.” on body “A & DHC.” on body near base, evidence of wire on
neck)

F20-72 S soda water bottle (clear round, 2 5/16” base, 6¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool blop lip finish, embossed “JOHN LAUTERBACH / SPRINGFIELD,
ILL.” in embossed half circle on container front, “D.O.C.” on container back near
base, “L” on base, Hutchinson stopper inside bottle)

F20-73 P soda water bottle (aqua round, 2 5/16” base, 6 5/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool blop lip finish, embossed “JOHN LAUTERBACH / SPRINGFIELD,
ILL.”, “D.O.C.113” on container back near base, “L” on base)

F20-74 S tumbler (amethyst, round, unfluted, 2¾” base, base only)
F20-75 P medicine bottle (clear, Union oval, 2¾” x 1½” base, improved tool prescription lip

finish)
F20-76 S medicine/chemical bottle (amber, round, 1 7/8” base, applied tool ring lip finish,

embossed “L…NC // NEW…” and “BOTT… MADE // IN US[A]” in two concentric
rings on base around a “O” in a square)

F20-77 S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, French square, 2” base, base only)
F20-78 S soda water bottle (aqua, improved tool blop lip finish, finish only)
F20-79 S stemware/wine glass (clear, pressed glass, molded design)
F20-80 S soda water bottle (aqua, improved tool blop lip finish, embossed “M…. / SP…” on

body, finish only)
F20-81 S lamp globe/shade (milk glass, ground edge, partial rim only)
F20-82 P soda water bottle (clear, round, 2 7/16” diameter base, 6¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold?, improved tool blop lip finish, embossed “F” on shoulder, “M. A. FISCHER /
SPRINGFIELD / ILL.” on body “D.O.C.” on body back, “F” on base)

F20-83 P soda water/seltzer bottle (aqua green, torpedo style bottle, 2¼” diameter, 9” tall, 2-
piece mold, applied tool ring lip finish, embossed “SEE THAT EACH CORK IS
BRANDED / CANTRELL & COCHRANE” on body around base, “DUBLIN / & /
BELFAST” on base)

F20-84 P medicine bottle (clear, elixir base, 1¾” x 1” base, 4½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed script “R [?]” on base)

F20-85 S shot glass (clear, round, 1 3/8” base, base only)
F20-86 S medicine bottle (aqua, French square?, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool

patent lip finish, embossed script (indecipherable) on base, finish & partial base only,
unattached)

F20-87 P beer mug (clear, round, 2¾” base, molded handle, base ground and beveled, base and
handle only)

F20-88 P stemware/cordial glass (clear, round, 1¾” base, pressed glass tableware, base and
stem only)

F20-89 P stemware/wine glass (clear, round, 2 7/8” base, 4½” tall bowl, pressed glass
tableware, stem has 6 flutes with a ring interrupting them mid-stem, body has
impressed design or 9 vertical bands with 3 vertically aligned diamonds in-between
each, the bands and diamonds both have beveled diamonds within them, base and lip
unattached)

F20-90 P stemware/tall water goblet (clear, 3 1/8” rim diameter, 4½” tall bowl, pressed glass
tableware, stem has a band, 12 depressed ovals around base of bowl, lip and stem
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only) [design similar to late ones found in adjacent fill and associated with the
Chatterton Opera House?]

F20-91 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2 7/8” base diameter, 3 piece plate bottom mold? 10
short panels around base, embossed “M. A. FISC[HER] / SPRINGF[IELD] / ILL.” on
front body, “D.O.C. on back body, base only)

F20-92 P seltzer bottle (clear, round, 3½” base, 9 ½ to 10” tall, 3-piece plate bottom mold?,
missing rim, acid etched medallion design “M. A. FISHER / SPRINGFIELD / ILL.”,
footed base, heavy body)

F20-93 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 3 3/8” x 2” base, 8¼” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)

F20-94 S stemware/cordial (clear, pressed glass, ring mid-stem, stem only)
F20-95 S soda water bottle (aqua, improved tool blop lip finish, finish only)
F20-96 S soda water bottle (aqua, round, 3 piece plate bottom mold? embossed “R… / BO… //

SODA… / SPRI… on body in embossed oval? base only)
F20-97 P medicine bottle (clear, round, 1” exterior lip diameter, Richett’s improved tool patent

lip finish, finish only)
F20-98 S stemware/water goblet (clear, 3 1/8” rim diameter, 4½” tall bowl, partial bowl,

pressed glass tableware, stem has a band, with depressed ovals around base of bowl,
lip and stem only) [similar to late ones found in adjacent midden/fill and associated
with the Chatterton Opera House?]

F20-99 S liquor bottle (clear, improved tool brandy lip finish, partial finish only)
F20-100 P food jar lid liner (milk glass, round, 2 ½” diameter, embossed “THE HERO FRUIT

JAR COMPANY // PHILA. PA.” around outer edge, inside along the four points of a
Maltese Cross are the letters “F”, “J”, “Co”, “H”, inside arms clockwise from top,
embossed “4” on reverse side)

F20-101 P condiment/sauce bottle (aqua, round, 2” base diameter, 8 7/8” tall, 2-piece mold,
improved tool double ring lip finish, Cathedral Gothic bottle, embossed letters on
base, indeterminate)

F20-102 P condiment/sauce bottle (aqua, round, 2” base diameter, 8½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool double ring lip finish, Cathedral Gothic bottle, embossed “K” on
base)

F20-103 P condiment/sauce bottle (aqua, round, 2” base diameter, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
base and finish unattached, improved tool double ring lip finish, Cathedral Gothic
bottle, embossed “K” on base)

F20-104 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 2 5/16” x 1 3/8” base, 6 5/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool double ring lip finish, body oval and narrows to base, picnic
flask) [whiskey?]

F20-105 P liquor bottle (clear, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, 11” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool brandy lip finish)

F20-106 P liquor bottle (clear, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, 11” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool brandy lip finish) [whiskey?]

F20-107 P chemical/medicine bottle (aqua, round, 1¾” base, 5” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
applied tool patent lip finish)

F20-108 P chemical/medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2 3/16” x 1 3/8” base, 5 1/8” tall,
3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed “M. [& ?]
G.” on base)
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F20-109 P polish bottle (clear, round, 1½” base, 3¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved
tool patent lip finish)

F20-110 P beer mug (clear, round, 2 5/8” base, 6” tall, molded, handled, ground base, 8 panels
around base)

F20-111 P beer mug (clear, round, 2 7/8” base, 5½” tall, molded, handled, base is ground)
F20-112 P beer mug (clear, round, 2 5/8” base, molded, handled, base ground, base and handle

only, unattached)
F20-113 P beer mug (clear, round, 2 5/8” base, 4¾” tall, molded, handled, ground base, 8 panels

around base)
F20-114 P beer mug (clear, round, 2 5/8” base, 6 7/8” tall, molded, handled, ground base, 8

panels around base)
F20-115 P beer mug (clear, round, 2 5/8” base, 5 7/8” tall, molded, handled, base is ground)
F20-116 P beer mug (clear, round, 2 5/8” base, 6” tall, molded, handled, ground base, 8 panels

around base)
F20-117 P beer mug (clear, round, 2 7/8” base, 7¼” tall, molded, handled, base is ground)
F20-118 P beer mug (clear, round, 2 5/8” base, molded, handled, ground base, 8 panels around

base, base and lip unattached)
F20-119 P beer mug (clear, round, 2 5/8” base, 6” tall, molded, handled, ground base, 8 panels

around base)
F20-120 P beer mug (clear, round, 2 7/8” base, 7¼” tall, molded, handled, base is ground)
F20-121 P beer mug (clear, round, 2 7/8” base, 5½” tall, molded, handled, base is ground)
F20-122 P beer mug (clear, round, 2 7/8” base, 7¼” tall, molded, handled, base is ground)
F20-123 no vessel assigned
F20-124 P tumbler (clear, fluted, 9 sided, polygonal base, 2 1/8” base, 2 7/8” tall, pressed glass,

ground base, 9 short panels around base)
F20-125 P stemware/cordial glass (clear, molded, approximately 3 1/8” tall, approximately 1

5/8” lip diameter, 1¾” tall bowl, 8 flutes around bowl, ring mid-stem, stem and lip
only)

F20-126 P stemware/wine glass (clear, round, 2½” base, 5” tall, 3” tall bowl, pressed glass, bowl
has 8 panels, item has 6 flutes)

F20-127 P stemware/wine glass (clear, round, 3” base, 6½” tall, 2¾” lip diameter, 3¾” tall bowl,
lip flared slightly, stem has 6 flutes ending on a bulb before the base)

F20-128 S small bowl (clear, 1¼” tall, pressed glass, partial base only)
F20-129 P wine bottle (reddish amber, round, 2¾” base, dip molded, applied tool string lip

finish, with kick up, German style Hock bottle)
F20-130 S bitters bottle? (amber, round, approximately 2½” base, applied tool string lip finish)
F20-131 S bottle (blue, round, 2-2½” diameter, partial base only)
F20-132 S cologne bottle? (clear, round, approximately, 3¼” base, 7” tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool, small mouth external thread lip finish, bulbous base)
F20-133 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2½ ” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold? Improved tool

blop lip finish, 10 panels around base, embossed “M. A. FISCHER / SPRINGFIELD
/ ILL.” on body, “D.O.C” on body near base, lip and base unattached)

F20-134 P chemical/medicine bottle (aqua, round, 2 7/8” base, 7 ½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold? applied tool patent lip finish, embossed “PD & CO / 8” on base)

F20-135 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 3” base, dip molded, applied tool, ring or oil lip
finish, evidence of foil and wine closure)
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F20-136 P chemical/medicine bottle (aqua, round, 2 7/8” base, 7 5/8” tall, 5-piece mold,
Richett’s? applied tool patent lip finish)

F20-137 P wine/champagne bottle (dark green/black, round, 3½” base, dip molded, applied tool
string lip finish, evidence of foil on neck, with kick up)

F20-138 P chemical/medicine bottle (aqua, elixir, base 2 1/8” x 1 1/8” base, approximately 5”
tall, 2-piece mold, applied tool patent? lip finish)

F20-139 P chemical/medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1 7/8” x 1 1/8” base, 6” tall, 2-piece
mold, applied tool patent lip finish, indented paneled sides)

F20-140 P liquor bottle (Kelly green, round, 3” base, dip molded, applied tool lightening lip
finish)

F20-141 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 2¾” base, dip molded, with kick up)
F20-142 P chemical/medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 2¼” x 1 3/8” base, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool double ring lip finish, embossed “1” on base, indented
paneled sides)

F20-143 S soda water bottle (aqua, improved tool blop lip finish, embossed “…E… / …E…” on
body, finish only)

F20-144 S vial (aqua, round, 7/8” base, dip mold, pontiled, base only)
F20-145 P wine bottle (amber, round, dip molded, applied tool string lip finish, with kick up,

German style Hock bottle)
F20-146 P shot glass (clear, round, 1 3/8” base, dip molded, base only)
F20-147 P bitters bottle (amber, French square, 2½” base, 9” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

applied tool ring lip finish, embossed “DR J. HOSTETTER’S / STOMACH
BITTERS” on side, “M” on base)

F20-148 P bitters bottle (amber, French square, 2½” base, 9” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
applied tool ring lip finish, embossed “ST GOTTHARD HERB BITTERS / …ETT &
KANNE PROS / ST LOUIS, M O” on side and “M G CO” on base)

F20-149 P bitters bottle (amber, round cornered Blake, 3¾” x 1 7/8” base, 7¼” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool ring lip finish, embossed “DR HARTERS / WILD
CHERRY / BITTERS / ST LOUIS” on front, “3” on base, indented paneled sides)

F20-150 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square, 1 1/8” base, 3 3/8” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)

F20-151 P chemical bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1¾” x 7/8” base, 4 5/8” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, applied tool patent lip finish, ring on neck below lip and above
shoulder, indented paneled sides)

F20-152 P jug (salt glazed stoneware, ovoid shaped, hand turned, small sized)
F20-153 S wine bottle (amber, applied tool string lip finish)
F20-154 P chemical/medicine bottle (clear, improved tool prescription lip finish, finish only,

1¼” diameter, 3 3/8” tall)
F20-155 P chemical/medicine bottle (clear, French square, 1 5/8” square base, 5” tall, 3 piece

plate bottom mold, improved patent lip finish)
F20-156 P chemical/medicine bottle (clear, French square, 1 5/8” square base, 4½” tall, 3 piece

plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)
F20-157 P liquor bottle (dark green/black, round, 3” diameter, dip molded, applied tool brandy

lip finish)
F20-158 S beer mug (clear, round, 2½” base, 3¾” tall, molded, applied handle, ground base,

handle is not present, 10 vertical panels along the height of vessel)
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F20-159 S large bottle/jar (aqua, 2½” exterior diameter graphite pontil, partial base only, applied
tool ring/oil finish, approximately 6” diameter)

F20-160 S chemical/medicine bottle (clear, improved tool double ring lip finish, finish only)
F20-161 S liquor bottle (Kelly green, applied tool brandy lip finish, finish only)
F20-162 S stemware/water glass (clear, round, 3 1/8” base, press molded, stem has 6 flutes, base

and partial stem only)
F20-163 P jug (salt glazed, stoneware, straight sided, approximate gallon size)
F20-164 S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, embossed “…E / RACTS” and “…S…” on side,

body sherds only)
F20-165 S chimney globe (clear)
F20-166 S food jar (aqua, rolled bead lip finish)
F20-167 S whiskey flask (aqua, round, applied tool string lip finish, embossed “… and D.H.C.”

on base)
F20-168 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 3” base, dip molded, applied tool string lip

finish, with kick up)
F20-169 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 3” base, 12” tall, dip molded, applied tool string

lip finish, with kick up, Bordeaux style)
F20-170 P liquor bottle (amber, round, 2 7/8” base, Richetts molded, applied tool brandy lip

finish)
F20-171 P liquor bottle (dark green/black, round, 3” base, applied tool brandy lip finish)
F20-172 P liquor/wine bottle (amber, round, 3” base, dip molded, improved tool brandy lip

finish, graphite pontil)
F20-173 P liquor bottle (amber, round, 3” base, base only)
F20-174 S wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, 2 1/8” base, dip molded)
F20-175 S liquor/wine bottle (amber, round, 3” base, base only)
F20-176 P liquor bottle (amber, round, 3 5/8” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, applied tool

brandy lip finish, embossed “A & D. H. C.” on body near base)
F20-177 P bitters bottle (amber, French Square, 2¾” base, 2-piece mold, applied tool ring/oil lip

finish, embossed “J. DUNN[I]NGS / …E BITTERS” on side)
F20-178 P bitters bottle (amber, French Square, applied tool lip finish, embossed “JOHN W.

STEELE’S / NIAGARA STAR BITTERS” on side, indented panel sides) [two
varieties are known; cannot tell from the sherds which one is represented here]

F20-179 S food jar (aqua, rolled bead lip finish)
F20-180 P chemical/medicine bottle (clear, 10-sided polygonal base, 2” base, 5½” tall, 3 piece

plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, 10 panels along height of bottle)
F20-181 S chemical/medicine bottle (aqua, round, 1¼” base, base only)
F20-182 P chemical/medicine bottle (aqua, round, 1½” base, 2-piece mold, applied tool patent

lip finish, base and finish unattached)
F20-183 P chemical/medicine bottle (clear, round, 1½” base, 3 7/8” tall, 2-piece mold, improved

patent lip finish)
F20-184 P chemical/medicine bottle (clear, round, 2¾” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improve

tool patent lip finish, embossed”…AGNESIA” on body inside embossed circle)
F20-185 P whiskey flask (dark green/black, Union Oval, 2” x approximately 4” base, 2-piece

mold, embossed wheat design)
F20-186 P large whiskey flask (aqua, Union oval, approximately 3¾” x 1 7/8” base, 9½” tall, 2-

piece mold, applied tool string lip finish, quart size, stirrup shape)
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F20-187 S medicine bottle (aqua, plain oval, 4” x 2” base, approximately 9½” tall, 2-piece mold,
applied tool ring/oil lip finish, embossed “DR GUYSCOTT’S / YELLOW DOCK & /
SARSAPARILLA / JOHN D. PARK / CINCINNATI. O.” on side)

F20-188 P whiskey flask (aqua, Union oval, 1¾” wide base, 2-piece mold, applied tool string lip
finish, partial base and finish unattached, pint size, stirrup shape)

F20-189 P large whiskey flask (aqua, Union oval, approximately 3¾” x 1 7/8” base, 9½” tall, 2-
piece mold, applied tool string lip finish, finish only, quart size, stirrup shape)

F20-190 P soda/seltzer water bottle (aqua, torpedo bottle, 2¼” base, 2-piece mold, embossed
“MEDICATED / AERATED / WATERS / CANTRELL & C Oִִ/ BELFAST”, base
only)

F20-191 P soda/seltzer water bottle (aqua, torpedo bottle, 2¼” base, 9¼” tall, 2-piece mold,
finish present, applied tool ring lip finish, embossed “MEDICATED / AERATED /
WATERS / CANTRELL & C Oִִ/ BELFAST”, base only)

F20-192 P soda/seltzer water bottle (aqua, torpedo bottle, 2¼” base, 2-piece mold, embossed
…EDICATED / …ERATED / WATERS / …ANTRELL & C … / …LFAST”, base
only)

F20-193 P soda/seltzer water bottle (aqua, torpedo bottle, 2¼” base, 2-piece mold, finish present,
applied tool ring lip finish, lip unattached embossed “CANTRE…” base only)

F20-194 P soda/seltzer water bottle (aqua, torpedo bottle, 2¼” base, 2-piece mold, finish present,
applied tool ring lip finish, lip unattached embossed “…TED / … & C Ọ,̣” base only)

F20-195 P soda/seltzer water bottle (aqua, torpedo bottle, 2¼” base, 2-piece mold, finish present,
applied tool ring lip finish, lip unattached embossed “…D / …ST”, base only)

F20-196 P soda/seltzer water bottle (aqua, torpedo bottle, 2¼” base, 2-piece mold, finish present,
applied tool ring lip finish, lip unattached embossed “…IN. / BE…” base only)

F20-197 P soda/seltzer water bottle (aqua, torpedo bottle, 2¼” base, 2-piece mold, finish present,
applied tool ring lip finish, lip unattached embossed “…TRELL & C ̣̣O”̣, base only)

F20-198 P medicine bottle (aqua, plain oval, 4 1/8” x 2” base, approximately 9¾” tall, 2-piece
mold, applied tool ring/oil lip finish, embossed “DR GUYSCOTT’S / YELLOW
DOCK & / SARSAPARILLA / JOHN D. PARK / CINCINNATI. O.” on side)

F20-199 P inkwell (aqua, round, 1 7/8” base, 1½ tall, 2-piece mold; “turtle-style”)
F20-200 P whiskey flask (aqua, Union oval, 3 7/8” x 1 7/8” base, 2-piece mold, applied tool

string lip finish, quart size, stirrup-style)
F20-201 P stemware/wine glass (clear, pressed glass, fluted stem with starburst pattern at base of

bowl and pressed geometric design)
F20-202 P liquor bottle (amber, round, approximately 3½” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

applied tool brandy lip finish) [whiskey?]
F20-203 P beer mug (clear, round, approximately 3” base, pressed glass, applied handle, ground

base)
F20-204 P bitters bottle (amber, French square, 2¾” square base, 2-piece mold, applied tool

brandy lip finish)
F20-205 S demi-John (dark green/black, free blown, applied tool brandy lip finish, graphite

pontil)
F20-206 S liquor bottle (amber, round, approximately 2” base)
F20-207 S liquor bottle (amber, round, approximately 3½” base, applied tool string lip finish)
F20-208 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, round, approximately 2 7/8” base, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool blop lip finish)
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F20-209 S whiskey flask (aqua, approximately 3½” x 1 7/8” base, 2-piece mold, applied tool
string lip finish, embossed oval on front, “A & D. H. C.” embossed in circle on base,
stirrup style; pint size)

F20-210 S whiskey flask (aqua, approximately 3½” x 1 7/8” base, 2-piece mold, applied tool
string lip finish, embossed oval on front, “A & D. H. C.” embossed in circle on base
stirrup style; pint size)

F20-211 S liquor/wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 2½” base, dip mold)
F20-212 S liquor bottle (dark green/black, round, approximately 3” base, dip mold)
F20-213 S liquor bottle (amber, round, approximately 3½” base)
F20-214 S demi-John (amber, graphite pontil)
F20-215 P condiment bottle? (aqua, round, 2½” base, dip molded, applied tool ring/oil lip finish,

pontil scar, with kick up, cork present, foil on lip)
F20-216 S liquor bottle (amber, round, 2¾” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, applied tool string

lip finish)
F20-217 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, approximately 2½”base, dip molded, applied

tool string lip finish with kick up)
F20-218 P liquor bottle (amber, round, 3 5/8” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, applied tool

brandy lip finish)
F20-219 P wine bottle (amber, round, 3¼” base, dip molded, applied tool string lip finish, with

kick up, German style Hock bottle)
F20-220 P liquor bottle (amber, round, 3½” base, approximately 10” tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, applied tool brandy lip finish, embossed “A & D.H.C.” on side near base)
F20-221 P liquor bottle (amber, round, 3¼” base, 2-piece mold, applied tool brandy lip finish)
F20-222 S liquor bottle (amber, round, applied tool brandy lip finish)
F20-223 S liquor bottle (dark green/black, round, approximately 2½” base, dip molded?)
F20-224 S liquor bottle (amber, round, approximately 3” base, three raised dots on base)
F20-225 P beer mug (clear, round, 3” base, 4½” tall, press molded, applied handle)
F20-226 P beer mug (clear, round, approximately 3” base, press molded, applied handle)
F20-227 P beer mug (clear, round, 3” base, 4½” tall, press molded, applied handle)
F20-228 P shot glass (clear, 10-sided polygonal, 1 7/8” base, press molded, short panels around

base)
F20-229 S condiment bottle (aqua, round, 1½” base, 2-piece mold, embossed “[F] A & CO” on

base)
F20-230 P whiskey flask (aqua, 4½” x 2” base, 2-piece mold, applied tool string lip finish,

embossed “OLD RYE” on front near base in embossed oval, pint-size; unknown
style)

F20-231 P whiskey flask (aqua, oval, 4¼” x 1 7/8” base, 2-piece mold, applied tool string lip
finish, embossed “PITTSBURGH, PA” on front in embossed oval near base, pint-
sized, Pike’s Peak style)

F20-232 P whiskey flask (aqua, oval, approximately 3” long base, applied string lip finish,
embossed wheat, shield & oval design on front, ½” pint-sized, clasped hand style)

F20-233 P whiskey flask (aqua, oval, 4” x 2” base, 2-piece mold, applied tool string lip finish,
embossed oval on both sides, Pike’s Peak/Eagle style, pint-sized)

F20-234 S whiskey flask (aqua, applied tool string lip finish, embossed “OLD RYE” on front in
oval, half-pint size, clasped hand style)
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F20-235 P whiskey flask (aqua, Union oval, approximately 4” x 2” base, 2-piece mold, applied
tool string lip finish, pint-sized, stirrup style)

F20-236 P bitters bottle (amber, French square, 2 3/8” square base, 8¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, applied tool ring/oil lip finish, cork present)

F20-237 P liquor bottle (amber, round, 3½” base, approximately 10” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, applied tool brandy lip finish, embossed “A & D.H.C.” on side near base)

F20-238 P whiskey flask (aqua, Union oval, 4” x 2” base, approximately 8” tall, 2-piece mold,
quart size; stirrup style)

F20-239 P liquor bottle (amber, round, 3½” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, applied tool brandy
lip finish)

F20-240 P liquor bottle (amber, round, 3½” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, applied tool brandy
lip finish, “[R] & CO” embossed on side)

F20-241 P shot glass (clear, round, 1¾” base, press molded, ground base, no flutes)
F20-242 S whiskey flask (aqua, oval; pint size)
F20-243 P whiskey flask (aqua, oval, 4” x 2” base, 2-piece mold, applied tool string lip finish,

embossed “OLD RYE” in front oval and no eagle/arrows on reverse, top embossed
“PIKE’S PEAK”, Pike’s Peak style, pint-sized)

F20-244 S liquor bottle (dark green/black, round, approximately 3” base, dip mold?)
F20-245 P shot glass (clear, round, fluted, 1 7/8” base, 3” tall, press molded, 9-flutes, ground

base)
F20-246 P shot glass (clear, round, fluted, 1 7/8” base, 3” tall, press molded, 9-flutes, ground

base)
F20-247 P shot glass (clear, round, fluted, 1 7/8” base, press molded, 9-flutes, ground base)
F20-248 P demi-John (amber, round, approximately 8” diameter base, free blown, 2¾” diameter

graphite pontil)
F20-249 P wine bottle (amber, round, 2 7/8” base, dip molded, applied tool string lip finish,

German Hock style)
F20-250 S whiskey flask (aqua, approximately 2” wide base, applied tool string lip finish,

embossed “OLD RYE” in oval on front near base, pint-sized? Pike’s Peak style)
F20-251 S whiskey flask (aqua, oval, approximately 1½” wide, 2-piece mold, applied tool string

lip finish, half- pint size?)
F20-252 S liquor bottle (amber, round, approximately 3½” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold)
F20-253 S lamp globe/shade (clear/lead, wheel engraved floral design with acid etched

background, body only)
F20-254 S tumbler (clear, pressed molded, paneled/fluted)
F20-255 P footed tumbler (clear, press molded, paneled, footed)
F20-256 S chemical/medicine bottle (clear, applied tool patent lip finish, lip only)
F20-257 P whiskey flask (aqua, oval, 4¼” x 1 7/8” base, 2-piece mold, applied tool string lip

finish, embossed ‘PITTSBURGH, PA” on front in embossed oval near base, pint-
sized, Pike’s Peak/Eagle style)

F20-258 P whiskey flask (aqua, Union oval, 3¼” x 1¾” base, 2-piece mold, applied tool string
lip finish, pint sized, stirrup style)
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Feature 22
F22-1 S jar (clear/clear glazed, red paste earthenware, approximately 11” rim diameter,

everted rim, rim only)
F22-2 S jar/bowl (salt/salt glazed, red paste earthenware, approximately 5” base diameter,

burned/waster base only)
F22-3 P bowl (clear/clear glazed, red paste earthenware, rolled rim approximately 11” rim

diameter)
F22-4 S kiln tile (red paste stemware)
F22-5 P bowl (clear/clear glazed, red paste earthenware, approximately 10”rim diameter,

rolled rim)
F22-6 P? plate (transfer print, red, whiteware, 8”-10” diameter, beaded edge, scalloped rim)
F22-7 S mug/pitcher (clear glazed, red paste earthenware, handle only)

Feature 23
F23-1 P saucer (transfer print, blue, Eagle motif, painted, lined, whiteware, approximately 6”

diameter, approximately 1” tall) [pattern matches F23-29)
F23-2 S water bowl (slipped, tan, lined, approximately 7” diameter)
F23-3 P waster bowl (slipped, polychrome, bands and dots, whiteware, approximately 7½”

diameter, Chinese style)
F23-4 S cup (transfer print, purple, whiteware, double-curve shape, scalloped edge)
F23-5 P saucer (transfer print, blue, whiteware, 7” diameter, 1½” tall, impressed asterisk)
F23-6 P cup (relief decorated, whiteware, 4” diameter, Gothic style, paneled)
F23-7 S small plate (relief decorated, ribbed, whiteware, Gothic style)
F23-8 S saucer (painted, polychrome, small floral, whiteware, approximately 5”-6” diameter)
F23-9 S plate (transfer print, black? whiteware, scalloped edge, burned)
F23-10 S saucer (transfer print, red, whiteware, approximately 5”-6” diameter, scalloped edge,

burned)
F23-11 S cup (Chelsea decorated, blue, porcelain, scalloped edge)
F23-12 S saucer/small plate (transfer print, green, whiteware, scalloped edge, burned)
F23-13 P cup (painted, polychrome, small floral, whiteware, approximately 4” diameter,

London urn shape)
F23-14 S saucer (painted, polychrome, small floral, whiteware, approximately 5”-6” diameter)
F23-15 S chamber pot? (relief decorated, whiteware, Gothic style paneled? burned)
F23-16 S cup (transfer print, brown, whiteware, Gothic style)
F23-17 S plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, approximately 9”-10” diameter, un scalloped

edge)
F23-18 S indeterminate hollowware/serving vessel (relief decorated? porcelain, handle only)

[possibly a dish]
F23-19 S plate (transfer print, green, whiteware, approximately 7”-8” diameter, scalloped edge)
F23-20 S plate (transfer print, brown, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F23-21 S plate (relief decorated, ribbed, whiteware, Gothic style, approximately 9”-10”

diameter)
F23-22 S cup? (painted, polychrome, small floral, whiteware, distinctive body sherd only)
F23-23 S serving bowl (relief decorated, beaded rim, gilded, porcelain, S-curved bowl style)
F23-24 S small plate/saucer (transfer print, blue, whiteware, 7” diameter)
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F23-25 S cup (transfer print, brown, whiteware, approximately 4” diameter, Gothic style)
F23-26 S waster bowl (annular decorated, whiteware, London urn shape, approximately 6”-7”

diameter)
F23-27 S chamber pot (undecorated, whiteware, handle and base fragment only)
F23-28 S child’s cup (transfer print, blue, whiteware)
F23-29 S saucer (transfer print, blue, Eagle motif, painted, lined, whiteware, approximately 6”

diameter, approximately 1” tall) [pattern matches F23-29)
F23-30 S plate (undecorated, whiteware, 10” diameter, early Marley style)
F23-31 S plate (edge decorated, green, whiteware, approximately 8” diameter, scalloped edge)
F23-32 S plate (edge decorated, green, whiteware, 8” diameter, scalloped edge)
F23-33 S plate serving bowl (Rockingham-glazed, yellowware, relief decorated, approximately

9”-10” diameter? S-curved style bowl)
F23-34 S saucer (transfer print, blue, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F23-35 S plate (transfer print, green, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F23-36 S small plate (transfer print, brown, whiteware, 8” diameter)
F23-37 S child’s cup (transfer print, black, “[TH?]E WHITE RUM” printed across top,

whiteware, handled, approximately 3” diameter, 2½” tall)
F23-38 P inkwell (salt glazed/unglazed, stoneware, turned, 2” diameter base, approximately ½”

diameter opening, 1 3/8” tall, without rim, barrel shaped)
F23-39 S waster bowl (annular decorated, mocha? whiteware, approximately 7” diameter,

London urn shape, engine turned)
F23-40 S saucer (painted, polychrome, swag pattern, whiteware, diagnostic body sherd only)

[pattern identifiable from F39-65]
F23-41 S saucer (transfer print, blue, floral, whiteware, approximately 6” diameter,

unscalloped)
F23-42 S plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, approximately 9” diameter with scalloped

edge)
F23-43 number unassigned
F23-44 S saucer (painted, monochrome blue, large floral, whiteware, approximately 6”

diameter, unscalloped edge)
F23-45 S plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, beaded and scalloped edge)
F23-46 S cup (painted, polychrome, small floral, whiteware, London urn shape, 1 7/8”

diameter, foot ring)
F23-47 S cup (painted, polychrome, small floral, whiteware, 1 7/8” diameter, foot ring)
F23-48 S cup (painted, monochrome blue, whiteware, 1½” foot ring)
F23-49 S serving vessel? (painted, monochrome, lined, copper luster, whiteware,

approximately 8”-10” diameter, scalloped edge)
F23-50 S plate (edge decorated, green, whiteware, scalloped edge, molded)
F23-51 S plate/serving vessel? (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F23-52 S plate (edge decorated, green, whiteware, scalloped edge, molded)
F23-53 S plate (transfer print, dark blue, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F23-54 S cup (transfer print, red, whiteware, approximately 4” diameter)
F23-55 S cup (transfer print, red, whiteware, scalloped edge) [same pattern as F23-71]
F23-56 S saucer/cup plate (gilded, porcelain, approximately 6”-7” diameter)
F23-57 S cup (painted? porcelain)
F23-58 S saucer (painted, porcelain)
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F23-59 S small? plate (relief decorated? Undecorated? whiteware, scalloped edge)
F23-60 S plate (transfer print, black, floral, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F23-61 P large serving bowl (relief decorated, beaded edge, 11” diameter, 2½” tall, S-curve

shape?)
F23-62 P chamber pot lid (Chelsea blue, Chelsea pattern, whiteware, approximately 7” interior

diameter, approximately 10” exterior, Gothic style)
F23-63 S cup (transfer print, red, whiteware)
F23-64 S plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F23-65 S saucer (painted, polychrome, floral, lined, rim, whiteware)
F23-66 S cup (transfer print, blue, whiteware)
F23-67 S saucer/small plate (transfer print, blue, whiteware)
F23-68 S saucer (transfer print, green, whiteware)
F23-69 S large serving vessel/bowl (transfer print, purple, whiteware, Gothic style)
F23-70 P salve jar (undecorated, whiteware, 2” diameter, approximately 1¼” tall)
F23-71 S plate (transfer print, red, whiteware, scalloped edge) [same pattern as F23-55]
F23-72 S small pitcher (annular decorated, whiteware, approximately 5” diameter,

approximately 4” tall?)
F23-73 S cup (undecorated, whiteware)
F23-74 S cup (transfer print, black, whiteware, approximately 2” foot ring, embossed “P”? on

base)
F23-75 P child’s cup (transfer print, black, printed “HOLY BIBLE / THOMAS”, painted,

monochrome, lined, whiteware, approximately 3” diameter, 2½” high)
F23-76 S serving vessel/tureen lid (undecorated, whiteware, knob only, 1 7/8” diameter)
F23-77 S cup (painted, polychrome, large floral, lined, whiteware, approximately)
F23-78 S cup (undecorated, porcelain, 5” diameter, 3 3/8” tall, unusual style/shape)
F23-79 S jar (redware, hand-turned, approximately 9” diameter, rim, strap handle)
F23-80 S jar/bowl (redware, hand-turned, approximately 7” diameter rim, burned)
F23-81 S jar/bowl (redware, hand-turned, approximately 9”-10” diameter rim)
F23-82 S jar (redware, hand-turned, approximately 8”-9” diameter base)
F23-83 S jar/bowl (redware, hand-turned, 7” diameter rim, 5” diameter base)
F23-84 S jar (redware, hand-turned, approximately 7” diameter rim, 3½” diameter base, quart

sized?)
F23-85 P jar (redware, hand-turned, approximately 7” diameter rim, approximately 6¼”

diameter base, straight sided, gallon sized?)
F23-86 S jug (salt glazed/unglazed, stoneware, hand-turned, 5” diameter base, quart sized?)
F23-87 S jug? (redware, rim only)
F23-88 S jar/jug (salt glazed/unglazed, stoneware, approximately 7” diameter base)
F23-89 S large jar (redware, 10”-11” diameter rim, 6½” diameter base)
F23-90 S jar (redware, hand-turned, 7” diameter rim, 6” diameter base, gallon sized?) [similar

to F23-89 but smaller]
F23-91 S chamber pot? (yellowware, undecorated, approximately 9” exterior diameter rim)
F23-92 S wine bottle (dark green/black, round, dip molded, kick up)
F23-93 S vial (aqua, round, 7/8” base diameter, dip molded? pontiled)
F23-94 S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, Hopkins square? 13/16” wide base, 2-piece mold,

embossed “…NT” on side, pontiled)
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F23-95 S vial? (aqua, round, 7/8” diameter base, dip molded, folded/rolled patent lip finish,
pontiled)

F23-96 P tumbler (clear/lead, molded, 7 sided, polygonal, approximately 2¼”–2 ½”diameter
base, 4” tall, fluted panels)

F23-97 P tumbler (clear/lead, blow-over-mold, folded lip finish? fluted panels, ground base)
F23-98 S vial (aqua, round, 1 1/8” diameter base, dip molded, fragile lip, pontiled)
F23-99 S vial (aqua, round, 1¾” base, dip mold, fragile lip)
F23-100 S lamp chimney? (clear, approximately 2” interior rim diameter, flanged base)
F23-101 S vial (aqua, rolled/folded lip finish, finish only)
F23-102 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, fragile lip, 1½” by 1” base, 2 piece mold,

pontiled, embossed “…RT’S //…OUS / … NIC // [PH.]LADẠ”)
F23-103 S vial/bottle (aqua, round, 1½” diameter base, dip molded, pontiled, with small kick up)
F23-104 S whiskey flask (Kelly green, body only, indeterminate style, possibly scroll style)
F23-105 S whiskey flask (aqua, scroll design, distinctive body fragment only)
F23-106 S whiskey flask? (aqua, folded to interior, lip finish, approximately 1¼” diameter rim)
F23-107 P tumbler (clear/lead, round, 2 3/8”diameter base, pontiled)
F23-108 S unidentified tableware? (clear/lead, rolled rim)
F23-109 S vial (aqua, round, 1 3/8” diameter base, 2-piece mold, pontiled)
F23-110 P chemical/medicine bottle (Kelly green, round, 1½” diameter base, 2-piece mold,

fragile lip finish, pontil, embossed “…ON / [PHILA]D.A” on side)
F23-111 S vial (aqua, round, with shallow kick up?)
F23-112 S vial (aqua, round, 5/8” diameter base, dip molded, pontiled)
F23-113 S vial (aqua, round, 1½” diameter base, dip molded, pontiled)
F23-114 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 2½” base diameter, dip molded, applied string

lip finish, pontiled with kick up)

Feature 24
F24-1 S flat ware (transfer print, green, scalloped edge, whiteware, saucer or small plate?)
F24-2 P sagger (unglazed, red paste earthenware/stoneware, approximately 8” base diameter,

approximately 11” rim diameter)
F24-3 S small jar (salt/salt glazed, stoneware, approximately 9” rim diameter)
F24-4 S bowl/small jar (clear glazed, red paste earthenware, rim only)
F24-5 S bowl/small jar (clear/clear glazed, red paste earthenware, approximately 6” rim

diameter, rim only) [probably a jar]
F24-6 S refined bowl? (clear/clear glazed, red paste earthenware, 2¼” base diameter, base

only)
F24-7 P large pitcher (transfer print, blue, whiteware, round, handled, Grecian-form”) [Coysh

and Henry Wood 1989:206]
F24-8 S “apothecary” jar (clear, approximately 4” diameter rim, 4¼” diameter base, straight

sided, pontiled)
F24-9 S tumbler (clear, round, 2¾” diameter base, wheel engraved, pontiled)
F24-10 S tumbler (clear, round, approximately 2¾” to 3” diameter base, pontiled, base only)
F24-11 S wine bottle (dark green/black, 2½” diameter, blue, pontiled with kick-up)
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Feature 25
F25-1 S pitcher (unidentified, ironstone, small size)
F25-2 S cup (unidentified, whiteware)
F25-3 S toy saucer (relief decorated, porcelain)
F25-4 S jar (redware)
F25-5 S flowerpot (unglazed redware)
F25-6 P small churn or shouldered jar (salt glazed stoneware, 3” rim diameter, 5½” tall, toy or

salesman’s sample?)
F25-7 P flowerpot (unglazed, red paste earthenware)
F25-8 P cup (undecorated, whiteware)
F25-9 P spittoon (Rockingham glazed, yellow paste stoneware)
F25-10 S bowl/jar (redware)
F25-11 S saucer? (relief decorated, whiteware)
F25-12 S saucer (undecorated, porcelain)
F25-13 S knick-knack (ironstone, base only)
F25-14 S cup (hand painted over glaze, porcelain)
F25-15 S bottle (amber, brandy finish, lip only)
F25-16 S condiment food jar (aqua, applied tool lip finish, ringed neck)
F25-17 P compote lid (clear/lead, pressed glass, lid only)
F25-18 S small tumbler (clear, round, rim only)
F25-19 P mug (clear, round, 2¾” diameter base, molded, ground base, molded)
F25-20 S mug (clear, round, 2½” diameter base, molded, fluted panels, ground base, handled)
F25-21 P stopper (clear, molded, ground)
F25-22 P tumbler (clear, round, 2½” diameter base, 4” tall, molded, unpontiled)
F25-23 P compote or pedestaled bowl (clear, round, 4” diameter base, molded, base only)
F25-24 S liquor bottle (dark green, molded, embossed “[PAT]ENT”)

Feature 26
F26-1 S medicine bottle (aqua, embossed “[W]ILSON / [SPRINGFIEL]D ILL”)
F26-2 S bottle (aqua, round, approximately, 3” diameter base, embossed base “…B / …M”,

unpontiled)
F26-3 S serving vessel/tureen (transfer print, red, whiteware, foot only)
F26-4 S cup (painted, polychrome, whiteware, rim only)
F26-5 S saucer (painted, polychrome, pearlware, rim only, swag pattern?)
F26-6 S saucer (transfer print, green, whiteware, rim only)
F26-7 S saucer (over glaze painted, monochrome, red, porcelain, body sherd only)

Feature 27
F27-1 S saucer (transfer print, brown, whiteware)
F27-2 S saucer (painted, monochrome, porcelain)
F27-3 S unidentified hollowware (transfer print, black on blue background, whiteware,

possibly mug or cup; cross mends with feature 39)
F27-4 S plate (edge decorated and molded blue, whiteware, approximately 8” diameter,

scalloped edge)
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F27-5 S cup (transfer print, London urn shape, dark blue, pearlware)
F27-6 S saucer (painted, polychrome, blue/red, swag pattern, whiteware)
F27-7 S saucer (transfer print, green, whiteware, approximately 5” diameter)
F27-8 S chamber pot? (redware, hand-turned, approximately 9” diameter, handled, strap

handle)
F27-9 S bowl/jar (redware, hand-turned, approximately 9” diameter)
F27-10 S bowl (redware, hand-turned)
F27-11 S bowl (redware, hand-turned)
F27-12 S saucer (painted, polychrome, body only)
F27-13 S plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, approximately 10” diameter, scalloped edge)
F27-14 S cup (transfer print, dark blue, pearlware, London urn shape)
F27-15 S plate (edge decorated, molded and beaded, blue, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F27-16 S saucer (transfer print, red, whiteware, approximately 6” diameter, non-scalloped

edge)
F27-17 S saucer (painted, polychrome, small floral design, porcelain, approximately 6”

diameter)
F27-18 S cup (transfer print, red, whiteware, approximately 5” diameter, handled, footed base,

double curve shape, unscalloped edge)
F27-19 S plate (transfer print, black, whiteware, approximately 11” diameter, scalloped edge)
F27-20 S saucer (transfer print, black, whiteware, partial back stamp)
F27-21 S saucer (transfer print, purple, whiteware, approximately 6” diameter, impressed

“propeller” and printed “13” on back, unscalloped edge)
F27-22 S cup (transfer print, blue, whiteware, scalloped edge, rim only)
F27-23 S plate (transfer print, blue, whiteware, approximately 10” diameter, scalloped edge)
F27-24 S cup (transfer print, blue, whiteware)
F27-25 S waster bowl (annular decorated, mocha, whiteware, London urn shape)
F27-26 S saucer (painted, polychrome, porcelain)
F27-27 S saucer (transfer print, purple, whiteware, approximately 5” diameter, unscalloped

edge)
F27-28 S cup (transfer print, blue, whiteware, handled, unusual globular shape)
F27-29 S small chamber pot (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 8” diameter)
F27-30 S cup (undecorated, whiteware)
F27-31 S sagger (unglazed stoneware, hand-turned, approximately 10” diameter)
F27-32 S cup (over glazed hand painted copper luster, porcelain, approximately 4” diameter,

London urn shape)
F27-33 S plate/platter (edge decorated and molded, blue, whiteware, approximately 10”

diameter, scalloped edge)
F27-34 S plate (transfer print, dark blue, pearlware)
F27-35 S saucer (painted, polychrome, brown stemmed floral, pearlware)
F27-36 S plate (edge decorated, beaded, whiteware, rim only)
F27-37 S saucer (transfer print, green, whiteware, unscalloped edge)
F27-38 S cup (transfer print, polychrome, red interior/green exterior, whiteware)
F27-39 S saucer (transfer print, polychrome, green and red, whiteware)
F27-40 S cup (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 4” diameter, London urn shape)
F27-41 S cup (over glaze, painted, copper luster, polychrome, porcelain, handled)
F27-42 S saucer (over glazed, painted copper luster, porcelain, approximately 6” diameter)
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F27-43 S serving bowl? (relief decorated, porcelain)
F27-44 S cup (transfer print, polychrome green and brown, whiteware)
F27-45 S plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware)
F27-46 S plate (transfer print, red, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F27-47 S small pitcher (transfer print, red, whiteware)
F27-48 S cup (transfer print, red, whiteware, unscalloped edge)
F27-49 S cup (transfer print, red, whiteware)
F27-50 S waster bowl (annular decorated with mocha, whiteware, London urn shape)
F27-51 S plate (transfer print, green, whiteware, back stamp “[CONCH]OLOGY”)
F27-52 S indeterminate hollowware (annular decorated, with worm mocha, whiteware possibly

Chinese shaped waster bowl or small chamber pot)
F27-53 S bowl (redware, hand-turned, approximately 8” diameter)
F27-54 S saucer (transfer print, black, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F27-55 S waster bowl (annular decorated, yellowware)
F27-56 S saucer (over glazed painted copper luster, whiteware)
F27-57 S small plate (edge decorated, blue, approximately 7” diameter, scalloped edge)
F27-58 S cup (transfer print, green, whiteware)
F27-59 S plate (transfer print, dark blue, pearlware)
F27-60 S saucer (transfer print, purple, whiteware, unscalloped edge)
F27-61 no vessel assigned
F27-62 S large bowl (undecorated, pearlware, base only)
F27-63 S waster bowl (annular decorated, whiteware, London urn shape, unusual tan bands and

buff paste)
F27-64 S child’s cup? (canary yellow glazed, whiteware, rim only, very small sherd)
F27-65 S saucer (transfer print, red, whiteware, scalloped edge, burned)
F27-66 S cup (over glaze, painted, monochrome, red, porcelain, London urn shape)
F27-67 S saucer (transfer print, green, whiteware, unscalloped edge)
F27-68 S cup (over glaze, painted, copper luster, porcelain)
F27-69 S small plate (transfer print, brown, whiteware)
F27-70 no vessel assigned
F27-71 S small plate/saucer (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, rim only)
F27-72 S cup (transfer print, green, whiteware)
F27-73 S saucer (transfer print, brown, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F27-74 S small saucer/cup plate (transfer print, green, whiteware, printed on rim “SPEAK

NO…”)
F27-75 S cup (painted, polychrome, large floral, whiteware)
F27-76 S plate (transfer print, blue, whiteware, illegible back stamp)
F27-77 S saucer (transfer print, red, whiteware, unscalloped edge)
F27-78 S plate (edge decorated? whiteware)
F27-79 S saucer (transfer print, red, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F27-80 S saucer? (edge decorated, blue and black, whiteware, rim only)
F27-81 S small plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F27-82 S cup (transfer print, dark blue, pearlware)
F27-83 S bowl/jar (redware, hand-turned, approximately 12” diameter, rim only)
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F27-84 S whiskey flask (aqua, pint-sized, George Washington design, [see vessel F27-90]
[design GI-8] “F.L.” stands for Frederick Lorenz of Pittsburgh (McKearn and Wilson
1978: 524-528)

F27-85 S tumbler (clear/lead, round/unfluted, approximately 2½” diameter base, ground base)
F27-86 S tumbler (clear/lead, round/unfluted, approximately 2” diameter base, ground base)
F27-87 S vial (aqua, round, dip molded, ½” diameter base)
F27-88 S vial (aqua, round, dip molded, approximately 1” diameter base, pontiled)
F27-89 S olive oil? Bottle (aqua, round, 2¼” diameter base, dip mold, pontiled with kick up)
F27-90 S whiskey flask (aqua, approximately 1¼” x 3” base, minimally 7” tall, 2-piece mold,

folded interior lip finish, quart sized, George Washington style, design GI-8,
embossed “FL”, pontiled)

F27-90 S serving bowl (clear, pressed, lozenge-shape, Lacy-period, geometric design)
F27-91 S tumbler (clear, round/unfluted, 2½” diameter base, ground pontil and ground base)

Feature 28
F28-1 S cup (transfer print, blue, whiteware)
F28-2 S plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware)
F28-3 S cup (painted, polychrome, whiteware; unusual palette of ochre colors)
F28-4 S saucer (transfer print, red, whiteware)
F28-5 S saucer (transfer print, dark blue, pearlware)
F28-6 S desert plate/saucer (undecorated, porcelain, approximately 4” diameter base)
F28-7 S platter (transfer print, blue, whiteware)
F28-8 S cup (undecorated, porcelain, footed base approximately 3” diameter base)
F28-9 S cup (sponge decorated, monochrome blue, whiteware)
F28-10 S bowl or serving vessel (undecorated, whiteware)
F28-12 S saucer (transfer print, red, whiteware)
F28-13 S cup (painted, polychrome, burned whiteware)
F28-14 S saucer (?) (edge decorated, blue whiteware)
F28-15 S plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F28-16 S saucer/desert plate (Chelsea decorated, whiteware)
F28-17 S lid (transfer print, brown, Gothic shape)
F28-18 S saucer (painted, polychrome, burned whiteware)
F28-19 S saucer (painted, polychrome, whiteware)
F28-20 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 6” diameter)
F28-21 S plate (edge decorated, green, beaded rim pearlware?)
F28-22 S saucer (undecorated, porcelain)
F28-23 S cup (painted, monochrome, green, whiteware)
F28-24 S saucer (undecorated, porcelain)
F28-25 S whiskey flask (aqua, sheared lip, lip only)
F28-26 S lid (clear, knob handle only)
F28-27 S tumbler (clear/lead, fluted panels. body only)
F28-28 S whiskey flask (Kelly green, oval base, scroll type, base only)
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Feature 29
F29-1 S plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware)
F29-2 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, back stamp “ROYAL IRONSTONE

CHINA/ALFRED MEAKIN / ENGLAND”)
F29-3 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, back stamp “STONE CHINA / GEORGE SCOTT”)
F29-4 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, back stamp “TRADE MARK / IRONSTONE

CHINA / G. & F.”)
F29-5 P chamber pot (undecorated, back stamp “ROYAL IRONSTONE CHINA / AL [FRED

MEAKIN]”)
F29-6 P tureen lid (undecorated, ironstone, robe style handle oval 7”x 9” in size)
F29-7 P cup (undecorated, handled)
F29-8 S flowerpot (unglazed, red paste earthenware, base only)
F29-9 no vessel
F29-10 S jug (salt glazed stoneware)
F29-11 S bowl (undecorated whiteware)
F29-12 P ink well (unglazed stoneware)
F29-13 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, impressed back stamp “JOHN MADDOCK & SON /

BURSLEM STAFFORDSHIRE”)
F29-14 P cup (undecorated, unhandled)
F29-15 S saucer (undecorated, porcelain)
F29-16 P chamber pot (undecorated, whiteware, back stamp “TRADE MARK / IRONSTONE

CHINA / G. & F.” with distinctive American style Eagle emblem”)
F29-17 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, back stamp “TRADE MARK / IRONSTONE

CHINA / G. & F.” with distinctive American style Eagle emblem”
F29-18 P spittoon (relief decorated, Sydenham pattern, Rockingham glazed yellowware)
F29-19 S plate (undecorated whiteware)
F29-20 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, handled)
F29-21 no vessel number assigned
F29-22 P lidded “pitcher” (undecorated, ironstone, handled, screw top back stamp “GEO. S.

HARKER & CO. / TRADE MARK / IRONSTONE…” 6½” tall)
F29-23 P pitcher (undecorated, ironstone, oval, 5” tall, back stamp “IRONSTONE CHINA /

MEAKIN & Co.”)
F29-24 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, 8½” diameter, back stamp “TRADE MARK /

IRONSTONE CHINA / G. & F.” with distinctive American style Eagle emblem”)
F29-25 S jug (salt glazed stoneware)
F29-26 S bowl/jar (redware)
F29-27 P bowl (undecorated, whiteware, large sized, S-curved shape)
F29-28 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 1½” x 2¼” base, 7” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold applied

tool collard ring lip finish, unpontiled, picnic-shape)
F29-29 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1¼” square, 4 1/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “NORTH WESTERN
HOM[OE]OPATHIC PHARMACY / CHICAGO.”)

F29-30 P compote or pedestal bowl (clear, round, 5” diameter base, 9” diameter rim, 7 ¼” tall,
molded, pressed glass, large floral pattern)

F29-31 P jelly glass (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 3 1/8” tall, unpontiled)
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F29-32 P tumbler (clear, 9-sided base, 2” diameter, 3” tall, unpontiled, ground base)
F29-33 P vial (clear, round, ½” diameter, 2 1/8” tall, molded, improved tool patent lip finish

with long neck, unpontiled)
F29-34 S bottle (clear, oval, 1¾” x 3” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, unpontiled, base only)
F29-35 P jelly glass (clear, round, 1¾” diameter, 3¼” tall, unpontiled)
F29-36 P chimney globe (clear, hand-crimped top, 2¾” diameter rim, straight base 2½”

diameter base)
F29-37 P lamp globe base (clear, straight base, 2½” diameter base, approximately rim,

embossed “…ATOR PAT RETS APR 11 1882”; blow-over-mold)
F29-38 P lamp globe top (milk glass, flanged base, approximately 3½” diameter base, straight

rim, approximately 7” diameter, blow-over-mold)
F29-39 P vial (clear, round, ½” diameter, 2½” tall, molded lip finish)
F29-40 P vial (clear, round, 5/8” diameter, 2” tall, molded, improved tool patent lip finish)
F29-41 P vial (clear, round, 5/8” diameter, 2” tall, molded, improved tool patent lip finish)
F29-42 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1¼” x 2¼” base, 5½” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled, paneled face)
F29-43 S jelly glass or tumbler (clear, round)
F29-44 P tumbler (clear, round, pressed glass)
F29-45 P compote or pedestal bowl (clear, round, 4” diameter base, molded)
F29-46 P tumbler (clear, round, 2¼” diameter base, minimally 4” tall, starburst pattern on base,

unpontiled)
F29-47 P chimney globe (clear, hand-crimped rim, 2½” diameter rim, straight base, 2 3/8”

diameter base)
F29-48 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2½” diameter, 7½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

applied tool blop lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “JOHNSON & PETERSON /
SPRINGFIELD / ILLS)

F29-49 S liquor/ale bottle (amber, round, 3”-4” base, dip-mold, pontiled, embossed “…H.C.”)
F29-50 S liquor bottle (amber, round, 3” diameter, dip-molded, unpontiled)
F29-51 S mug (clear, round, 3” diameter, molded, handled) [beer mug]
F29-52 S medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, approximately 7/8” x 2” base)
F29-53 S bottle stopper (clear, molded)
F29-54 P condiment bottle (aqua, round, 2½” diameter, 8¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

applied tool grooved ring lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “HALFORD /
LEICESTERSHIRE // HALFORD / TABLESAUCE”)

F29-55 P chemical bottle (aqua, round, 2¼” diameter, minimally 6” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool ring lip finish, unpontiled)

F29-56 P condiment jar (clear, French Square, 2” square, improved tool patent lip finish, 3
piece plate bottom mold, unpontiled, wide-mouthed)

F29-57 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 7/8” x 1¾” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool patent lip finish with ringed neck, unpontiled, embossed “GILLETS /
CHEMICAL WORKS / CHICAGO”)

F29-58 P shoe polish/glue jar (clear, round, 1 5/8” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved
tool patent lip finish, unpontiled, wide-mouthed with tapered body)

F29-59 P tumbler (clear, round, 2¼” diameter base, 3¾” tall, molded, decorative flutes)
F29-60 P condiment jar (clear, round, approximately 3” diameter, minimally 5½” tall, threaded

lip, unpontiled; blow-over-mold)
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F29-61 P chimney globe (clear, round, hand-crimped, 2½” diameter rim, straight base, 2½”
diameter base)

F29-62 S chimney globe (clear, round, hand-crimped, 2½” diameter rim, straight base, 2½”
diameter base)

F29-63 S footed serving bowl (clear, round, 2¼” diameter base, molded, pressed glass, floral
design)

F29-64 S bitters bottle (amber, oval. molded, embossed “…OCHESTER, N.Y.”) [SAFE
BITTERS BOTTLE]

F29-65 S jar (clear, round, rim only; large, approximately 6” diameter)
F29-66 S medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1¼” x 2¼” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled, paneled face)
F29-67 S chimney globe (clear, round, hand-crimped rim, rim only)
F29-68 P vial (clear, round, ½” diameter, 2½” tall, molded lip finish)
F29-69 S bottle (aqua, folded finish, lip only)
F29-70 S whiskey flask (aqua, applied tool lip finish; unidentified Eagle design)
F29-71 S medicine bottle (amber, French Square, approximately 2¼” square, unpontiled)

Feature 30
F30-1 S plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, approximately 10”diameter, scalloped edge)
F30-2 S plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, approximately 10”diameter, scalloped edge)
F30-3 S flowerpot (unglazed/unglazed red paste earthenware)
F30-4 S sagger (unglazed/unglazed red paste earthenware)

Feature 31
F31-1 S bowl (undecorated redware)
F31-2 S flowerpot? (unglazed, red paste earthenware, base only)
F31-3 S bottle (aqua, graphite pontil, base fragment only)

Feature 34
F34-1 S porter/ale bottle (dark green/black, applied tool; brandy finish, lip only)

Feature 36
F36-1 P small plate (painted and gilded, lined rim, alternation, blue and gold bands, 7 1/8”

diameter with scalloped edge, porcelain, multiple painter’ marks, embossed “L” on
base)

F36-2 S imported wine bottle (salt/salt glazed, stone ware, 3” diameter base, illegible
impressed writing)

F36-3 S wine bottle (dark green/black, dip molded sheared applied string lip finish, lip and
neck only)

F36-4 S wine bottle (dark green/black, dip molded approximately 3” diameter base, sheared
applied string lip finish, pontiled with kick-up)

F36-5 S porter/ale bottle (dark green/black, applied string, brandy lip finish, lip only)
F36-6 S bottle (aqua, round, approximately 2” base diameter, molded, unpontiled, base only)
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F36-7 S tumbler/jelly glass (clear, 2 7/16” diameter base, large graphite pontil)
F36-8 S tumbler (clear, fluted sides, body sherd only)

Feature 38
F38-1 P chamber pot (undecorated, whiteware, 8¼” rim diameter, 5” tall, handled, back stamp

“IMPERIAL / IRONSTONE CHINA / HENRY ALCOCK &”)
F38-2 P chamber pot (over glaze, painted band, whiteware, 9” rim diameter, 5½” tall, handled,

back stamp “STONE CHINA / K. T. & K.”)
F38-3 P saucer (undecorated, porcelain, heavy-bodied)
F38-4 P saucer (undecorated whiteware)
F38-5 P small platter (undecorated, whiteware)
F38-6 P small platter (undecorated, whiteware, 5” x 7½” rim diameter, back stamp embossed

“V & B. R. O. / IRON STONE CHINA”)
F38-7 P soap dish (undecorated, 3½” x 5” rim diameter, ironstone, back stamp “IRON

STONE CHINA”)
F38-8 P soap dish (undecorated, whiteware)
F38-9 P soap dish (undecorated, whiteware, 3¾” x 5½” back stamp “ROYAL IRONSTONE

CHINA / ALFRED MEAKIN / ENGLAND”)
F38-10 P saucer (ironstone, undecorated, 5¾” diameter, back stamp “ROYAL IRONS [TONE

CHINA] / ALFRED [MEAKIN] / ENGLAND.” embossed “24”)
F38-11 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, rim only)
F38-12 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, rim only)
F38-13 P plate (undecorated, ironstone, 9” diameter, back stamp “WARRENTED /

IRONSTONE CHINA” with British coat of arms)
F38-14 P large pitcher (undecorated, porcelain, 4¾”base diameter, back stamp “QUEENS

WARE / CHARLES MEAKIN / BURSLEM ENGLAND”)
F38-15 S whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1¼” x 2½” base, 6 1/4” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

applied tool straight brandy lip finish, unpontiled)
F38-16 S liquor/beer bottle (clear, round, 2½” diameter, 10” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

applied tool ground ring lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “4”)
F38-17 S liquor/beer bottle (amber, round, 3” diameter, minimally 11”tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, unpontiled)
F38-18 S medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, approximately 1” x 1½” base, improved tool

ring or oil lip finish)
F38-19 S stemware (clear, round, 3” base diameter, 6 1/8” tall, molded, Hob-Knob pressed

glass)
F38-20 S small pitcher (clear, round, 2 7/8” base diameter, 5” tall molded, pressed glass with

floral pattern, footed, handled
F38-21 S mug (clear, round, 2 5/8” base diameter, 6¼” tall, molded, fluted panels, ground base,

handled)
F38-22 S mug (clear, round, approximately 2½” diameter, minimally 5” tall, ground base,

handled)
F38-23 S stemware (clear, round, 2 7/8” diameter, minimally 5½” tall, molded, fluted sides)
F38-24 S chimney globe (clear, hand-crimped rim, straight base, blow-over mold, 3” base

diameter)
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F38-25 S lamp globe (milk glass, flanged base, 4 3/8” base diameter, fluted)

Feature 39
F39-1 S cup (transfer printed, purple, whiteware)
F39-2 S serving vessel? (transfer print, polychrome purple and blue, relief decorated body

whiteware)
F39-3 S jar (salt glazed/salt glazed, 2 strap handle, 8” exterior rim diameter, impressed 5

gallon mark on rim top and shoulder)
F39-4 S pitcher (undecorated/relief decorated, beaded banded, whiteware, 4” rim handled)
F39-5 S cup (relief decorated, Gothic style, paneled/fluted, whiteware)
F39-6 S chamber pot (undecorated, whiteware, 7” rim diameter, child’s size)
F39-7 P cup (painted, polychrome, small floral design, whiteware, London Urn shape) [similar

pattern to F39-82]
F39-8 P plate (edge decorated, green, whiteware, approximately 8” diameter with scalloped

edge)
F39-9 S plate/dinner plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, with scalloped edge)
F39-10 S cup (painted, polychrome red and blue swag design, pearlware) [see F39-65]
F39-11 S saucer (painted, polychrome green and black, leaf design, small floral whiteware,

approximately 6” diameter)
F39-12 S chamber pot (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 9” exterior rim diameter un

beaded handled)
F39-13 S plate (transfer print, blue, floral pattern, scalloped edge, full size?)
F39-14 S plate (transfer print, dark blue, pearlware, approximately 9” diameter, lightly

scalloped edge)
F39-15 S saucer (transfer print, blue, floral pattern, whiteware, approximately 7” diameter)
F39-16 S serving bowl? (painted, monochrome blue, approximately 11” diameter; Oriental

hand paste porcelain)
F39-17 S small plate/plate (transfer print, purple, whiteware, approximately 7” diameter,

scalloped edge)
F39-18 S saucer (transfer print brown, and painted, polychrome pink and yellow highlights,

floral pattern, whiteware approximately 6” diameter) [same pattern as F39-23 and
F39-28]

F39-19 S cup (painted, polychrome, floral porcelain, London Urn shape)
F39-20 S saucer/small plate (transfer print, dark blue, small floral, pearlware, scalloped edge)
F39-21 S saucer (sponge decorated, red and blue, whiteware approximately 6-7” diameter)
F39-22 S cup (transfer print, red, floral pattern, whiteware, London Urn shape)
F39-23 S saucer/small plate (transfer print, brown, floral pattern, whiteware) [same pattern as

F39-18 and F39-28]
F39-24 S pitcher (annular decorated, slip trailed distinctive body sherds only)
F39-25 S waster bowl (annular decorated, London Urn shape, distinctive body sherds only)
F39-26 S cup (painted and gilded floral design pattern, porcelain, 1¾” diameter foot ring, non

London Urn shape) [pattern matches F39-29]
F39-27 S plate (yellowware, undecorated, approximately 9” diameter, no foot ring, impressed

mark “H…/WAR…”
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F39-28 S saucer (transfer print brown and painted polychrome highlights floral pattern,
whiteware, no foot ring) [same pattern as F39-18 and F39-23]

F39-29 S saucer (painted and gilded polychrome, floral and banner pattern, porcelain) [possibly
same pattern as F39-26]

F39-30 P jar (redware, approximately 11” rim diameter, approximately 7” base diameter)
F39-31 P cup (transfer print, green brown and yellow, exterior woodland scene with buildings

and bridge interior floral pattern in green only, whiteware, approximately 4” rim
diameter London Urn shape)

F39-32 S indeterminate/serving vessel (transfer print and relief decorated, blue, small floral
pattern, whiteware, scalloped edge?)

F39-33 S small plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, approximately 9” rim, scalloped edge)
F39-34 S saucer (painted, polychrome, floral pattern, lined rim, whiteware, approximately 3”

foot ring, approximately 6” rim diameter)
F39-35 S large bowl (transfer print, purple, whiteware, scalloped base) [wash basin size]
F39-36 S plate? (transfer print, blue, bird and tree, pearlware, base fragment only)
F39-37 S pitcher? (transfer print, red, floral pattern, whiteware)
F39-38 S jar (redware, undecorated, approximately 8” interior rim diameter, approximately 8”

base diameter)
F39-39 S serving bowl (transfer print, red, transfer print tree pattern and molded floral pattern

around interior rim, whiteware, scalloped rim, double curve shape)
F39-40 S plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, approximately 9” diameter)
F39-41 S saucer (printed polychrome, brown stemmed floral pattern, whiteware, approximately

4” diameter foot ring)
F39-42 P cup (transfer print, blue, 4½” rim diameter, 2” foot ring, scalloped edge, impressed

“ADAMS”, double curve cup shape)
F39-43 S serving bowl (relief decorated, beaded rim, pearlware, approximately 9” diameter)
F39-44 S pitcher (annular decorated, whiteware, approximately 7” rim diameter)
F39-45 S cup (transfer print, brown, whiteware, approximately 4” rim diameter) [same as F39-

46]
F39-46 S cup (transfer print, brown, whiteware, approximately 4” rim diameter)
F39-47 S saucer (transfer print, red, whiteware, approximately 6” rim diameter, burned)
F39-48 S saucer (gilded, lined rim, porcelain, approximately 6½” rim diameter)
F39-49 P? lidded bowl? (transfer print, green and blue floral pattern, whiteware, approximately

5” exterior rim diameter, approximately 4” interior rim diameter)
F39-50 S bowl/small jar (redware, approximately 9” rim diameter)
F39-51 S bowl/small jar (redware, approximately 9” rim diameter)
F39-52 S saucer/small plate (transfer print, brown, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F39-53 S plate (transfer print, red, whiteware, approximately 9” rim diameter)
F39-54 S plate (transfer print, green, whiteware)
F39-55 S plate (transfer print, red, beaded edge, whiteware, approximately 8” rim diameter,

scalloped edge)
F39-56 S small plate/plate? (undecorated, creamware?)
F39-57 S plate (transfer print, red, beaded edge pattern, whiteware, approximately 9” rim

diameter, approximately 7” foot ring, scalloped edge)
F39-58 S plate (transfer print, red, Caledonia pattern)
F39-59 S small plate/plate (transfer print, dark blue, pearlware)
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F39-60 S pitcher/serving vessel (transfer print, black, floral pattern, whiteware, 4” diameter
foot ring, base paneled/fluted)

F39-61 S small plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, approximately 6”-8” diameter rim with
scalloped edge)

F39-62 S plate (transfer print, black, beaded edge, whiteware, approximately 8” rim, scalloped
edge, Clew’s Picturesque View)

F39-63 no vessel assigned
F39-64 S indeterminate/hollowware (transfer print, black over blue background, scene with

trees, cows, and building, whiteware, distinctive body sherds only)
F39-65 S small plate (painted, polychrome blue and red swag pattern, whiteware, 3” foot ring,

approximately 6” rim) [same pattern as F39-10 and F39-87]
F39-66 S jar/bowl (salt glazed/no glaze, stoneware hand-turned? 8” interior rim diameter)
F39-67 S waster bowl? annular decorated, yellowware, white and blue, distinctive body sherds

only)
F39-68 P waster bowl (annular decorated, whiteware, 3” foot ring, London Urn shape)
F39-69 S pitcher (annular and mocha decorated, with worm and cat’s eye details, engine

turned, handled)
F39-70 S serving bowl (transfer print, blue, whiteware, approximately 10” rim, S-curve shape)

[same pattern as F39-71]
F39-71 S serving bowl (11” rim with scalloped edge)
F39-72 S small lid (transfer print, blue, oval, whiteware, approximately 2” interior rim

diameter, approximately 3” exterior rim burned)
F39-73 S plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, approximately 8” rim with scalloped edge)
F39-74 S jar/bowl (redware, approximately 5” diameter base)
F39-75 P child’s cup (clear glazed and slip decorated red paste stoneware, beaded rim,

approximately 2½” diameter rim, 2¾” to 3” tall)
F39-76 S pitcher/serving vessel (transfer print, brown, whiteware, 5” diameter base, base only)
F39-77 S handled jar/chamber pot (redware, hand-turned, approximately 8” exterior rim

diameter handled)
F39-78 S plate (transfer print, black, whiteware, 9” diameter rim)
F39-79 S saucer (transfer print, blue, whiteware, approximately 5” diameter rim, scalloped?)
F39-80 S plate (transfer print, green, whiteware)
F39-81 S saucer (transfer print, blue, pattern, whiteware)
F39-82 S cup (painted, polychrome, small floral pattern, whiteware, approximately 4” or 5”

rim) [same pattern as F39-7]
F39-83 S plate (transfer print, blue, large floral pattern, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F39-84 S saucer (transfer print, blue, geometric pattern, whiteware)
F39-85 S saucer/small plate (transfer print, purple, floral pattern, whiteware, scalloped edge,

burned)
F39-86 S small plate (transfer print, red, geometric border pattern, whiteware)
F39-87 S saucer (painted, polychrome red and blue, swag pattern, whiteware) [same pattern as

F39-10 and F39-65]
F39-88 S small plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F39-89 S saucer (painted, polychrome, small floral pattern, lined rim, whiteware)
F39-90 S plate (transfer print, green, whiteware)
F39-91 no assigned vessel
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F39-92 S large pitcher (transfer print, blue, thistle pattern, whiteware)
F39-93 S cup (transfer print, dark blue, indeterminate pattern, pearlware)
F39-94 S plate (transfer print, blue, floral pattern with ships, whiteware, uneven scalloped

edge)
F39-95 S cup (transfer print, black, whiteware, approximately 2” foot ring)
F39-96 S serving vessel (undecorated, whiteware, multi-sided, Gothic style shape) [possible

tureen/pitcher]
F39-97 S jar/bowl (redware, hand-turned, approximately 8” rim diameter)
F39-98 S wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 2 3/8” base, dip molded, with kick up)
F39-99 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, round, approximately 2¼” base, pontiled, with kick up

[olive oil or wine?]
F39-100 S cup/plate (clear, press molded, scalloped edge, diamond and dot design)
F39-101 S household indeterminate (milk glass) [possible lamp base?]
F39-102 S tumbler (clear/lead, round, unfluted, 2¾” base, smoked/burned, rough pontil, dip

molded)
F39-103 S vial (aqua, round, ¾” base, dip molded pontil)
F39-104 P whiskey flask (aqua, oval? approximately 3” long base, applied tool string lip finish,

scroll style, pint sized)
F39-105 P drawer pull (white/mild glass, 1 5/8” diameter, press molded)
F39-106 S tumbler (clear, round, unfluted, approximately 3” base, rough pontil)
F39-107 P drawer pull (white/mild glass, 1 3/8” diameter, press molded)
F39-108 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, round, approximately 2½” base, pontiled, with shallow

kick up [olive oil or wine?]
F39-109 S chemical/medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 1 7/8” x 1 ¼” base, 2-piece mold,

pontiled)
F39-110 S tableware/ cup plate (clear, press molded, diamond designs)
F39-111 S tableware (clear, pressed glass, linear design) [potential cruet or decanter body]
F39-112 S wine bottle (dark green/black, round, approximately 2¼” base, dip molded,

pontiled)
F39-113 S chemical/medicine bottle vial (aqua, round)
F39-114 S whiskey bottle (aqua, oval, 2-piece mold, applied string lip finish, pint size;

Eagle-style similar to G11-2 to G11-5) (McKearin and Wilson 1978: 558-559)
F39-115 S Demi John (dark green/black, distinctive body fragment only)
F39-116 S liquor bottle (amber, applied tool brandy lip finish, finish only)
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APPENDIX IV

FEATURE DESCRIPTIONS
LINCOLN PRESIDENTIAL LIBRARY AND MUSEUM

LIBRARY INVESTIGATIONS
BLOCK 12, ORIGINAL TO WN PLAT
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Presidential Library Complex, Library Project Area

Feature Number: 1

Feature Location: Feature 1 was located in the center of Lot 3. The feature was located
slightly to the south and west of Feature 20.

Feature Super-positioning: Feature 1 was an isolated feature without any super-positioning.

Feature Excavation Strategy: The feature was exposed by removing the parking lot’s
overburden with a backhoe. The feature was shovel scraped, and mapped in plan view. The
feature was then sectioned by excavating the north half in a single arbitrary levels. Upon
completion of the excavation of the north half, the profile wall was drawn and photographed
followed by the excavation of the south half of the feature. All feature fill was screened.

Feature Description: This feature was an irregular oval in plan, measuring approximately 2’ in
diameter. It was shallow and basin shaped in section.

Feature Artifact Content: Although the artifact density from Feature 1 was very low, it
contained a distinctive redware tableware assemblage dating from the circa 1830-32 occupation
of this lot by John Neff Ebey.

Suspected Date Of Construction, Use and Abandonment: This pit feature was probably dug
and filled during the Ebey occupation of this lot, circa 1830-32. The location of the pit in
relationship to the suspected house and industrial pottery component is not known.

Potential Family Association/Context: John Neff Ebey and family

Feature's Suspected Function: Although the original function of this small pit is unknown, it
apparently functioned as a trash disposal receptacle upon abandonment. It is doubtful that the pit
was dug initially for disposal of trash.
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Presidential Library Complex, Library Project Area

Feature Number: 2

Feature Location: Feature 2 was located on the mid-section of Lot 3, in close proximity to the
lot line separating Lots 3 and 4. This pit was centrally located along the east/west property line
that separated Buildings D (124 North Sixth Street) from Building E (122 North Sixth Street).
The feature was located slightly to the north of this lot line and associated with Building D.
Immediately across the lot line to the south—and associated with Building E—was Feature 4.
Feature 2 was located approximately 110-115’ to the east of the Fifth Street frontage, and
approximately 45’ from the rear of Building D.

Feature Super-positioning: Feature 2 is, more-or-less, an isolated feature without any super-
positioning. Having said that, though, it appears as if the adjacent brick foundation wall
identified as Feature 47 was constructed immediately adjacent to—and abutting—Feature 2. In
plan, Feature 47 cuts through the builder’s trench of Feature 2, and Feature 47 clearly post-dates
Feature 2.

Feature Excavation Strategy: The feature was exposed by removing the parking lot’s
overburden with a backhoe. The feature was shovel scraped, and mapped in plan view. The
feature was then sectioned by excavating the north half in arbitrary approximate 10-20cm levels.
Upon completion of the excavation of the north half, the profile wall was drawn and
photographed followed by the excavation of the south half of the feature in natural stratigraphic
zones using the information gained from the excavation of the previous half. All feature fill was
screened.

Feature Description: At the scraped surface, this feature was oval in plan view and measured
approximately 4’1” (1.25m) wide by 5’3” (1.60m) long. The walls of the feature are vertical and
lined with a single course of brick work laid without mortar. The majority of the bricks used in
the construction of the walls were fragmentary half bricks (not whole). The inside dimensions of
the oval pit were approximately 3’5” (1.04m) by 4’6” (1.37m) in size. The flat base of the
feature, which was not lined with brick, was located approximately 5’6” (1.68m) below the
scraped surface (which corresponded to the circa 1860 ground surface). The upper fills of this
feature (Zones I-V) were separated from the lower fills (Zones VI-IX) by a brick “pavement”.
Zones I-V consisted of mixed black and purplish colored coal ash and cinder fills, without any
fecal material. The upper fills located immediately below the brick pavement (Zones VI and
VII) consisted of mixed topsoil and coal ash fills that capped a lower fecal zone (Zone VIII).
Zone IX—which was located immediately on the base of the feature—consisted of a thin lens of
“clean” brick fragments in a shallow basined out area that extended slightly beneath the base of
the brick walls, and represents a clean out episode potentially associated with the rebuilding of
the shaft’s upper surface (or other construction activity). The fecal zone was a loamy fill with
substantial seeds and egg shell and primary artifacts.

Feature Artifact Content: Artifacts from this feature were relatively numerous and consisted
of a high percentage of primary artifacts. The assemblage contains a relatively high glass to
ceramic ratio and probably documents a non-domestic component—potentially associated with a
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nearby bar and/or saloon. One interesting artifact recovered from this feature was a whiskey
flask that had been utilized as a “cutting board” to cut a series of rectangular-shaped items with a
knife—or potentially was an effort to cut a rectangular piece of glass from this flask.

Suspected Date Of Construction, Use and Abandonment: This feature was constructed prior
to the construction of the addition onto the adjacent building, and thus probably was associated
with the early occupation of Building D (circa 1865-70). It probably was contemporary with the
adjacent Feature 4, which was associated with nearby Building E to the south. Based on the
primary artifacts recovered from Feature 2, this feature was probably abandoned during the latter
years of the nineteenth century (circa 1870s or early 1880s?). Feature 8B may represent the
privy that replaced this privy.

Privy fill documents several distinct episodes of activity. The sequence of events associated with
this pit include 1) the construction and use of the pit as a privy, 2) the disposal of household
debris in the lower fecal zone, 3) the disposal of male and/or bar-related artifacts, 4) the
deposition of cinder rich topsoils and yellow clays to cap the fecal deposits, 5) the construction
of a brick floor or pavement over the capped pit fill (at about mid-level), 6) the disposal of coal
ash, 7) the final capping and filling of the pit (with sands and cinder ash ).

Potential Family Association/Context: unkown

Feature's Suspected Function: Based on the feature's size, shape, location and the presence of
fecal material in its lower fill, this feature has been interpreted as a privy pit that was abandoned
and converted into a coal ash disposal pit.
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Figure 63. Plan and profile of Feature 2, Block 12, Original Town Plat, Springfield.
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Figure 64. Primary artifacts from Feature 2.
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Figure 65. Tableware and/or bar glass from Feature 2 included small tumblers or shot
glasses (left), tall beer mugs (center), and heavy stemware or wine glasses (right)—typical
of a bar assemblage.

Figure 66. Although this feature appears to have been associated with a tavern or saloon,
liquor bottles were poorly represented in the assemblage. This whiskey flask is the only
primary liquor bottle recovered, and it appears to have been utilized as an “anvil” or
“pad” for cutting out a rectangular object (note score marks on side of bottle).
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Figure 67. Representative “table” setting from Feature 2 did not contain any dinner or
dessert plates—only cups, saucers, and associated bar glass.

Figure 68. Mucilage bottle from Feature 2.
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Figure 69. Food glassware from Feature 2 included canning jars (left) for home processing
of foods, as well as commercially prepared mustards (center) and potential hot sauces
(right). Mustard is illustrated as a “barrel” mustard in 1906 Illinois Glass catalog.

Figure 70. Chemical and/or medicine bottles from Feature 2.
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Figure 71. Ceramic backstamps from Feature 2 were few in number.

Figure 72. Small finds from Feature 2 included this door knob (top; actual size) and
carved soapstone stamp of a leaf (?) (bottom, enlarged 200%).
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Presidential Library Complex, Library Project Area

Feature Number: 3A

Feature Location: Features 3A and 3B were located on the N100’ Lot 3, approximately 10’
from the south boundary of that parcel of land. Feature 3A was located approximately 45’ to the
rear of Building E (122 North Sixth Street) near the northern property line separating the
landholdings of Buildings D and E. Feature 3A was located approximately 12-14’ west of
Feature 4.

Feature Super-positioning: Feature 3A cut through an earlier feature identified as Feature 3B,
and in turn, was cut through by a later brick foundation wall (Feature 47).

Feature Excavation Strategy: Features 3A and 3B were was exposed by removing the parking
lot’s overburden with a backhoe. The features were shovel scraped, and mapped in plan view.
Initially the east half of Features 3A and then 3B were excavated in arbitrary approximate 10cm
levels. Upon completion of the excavation of the east half of these two features, the profile wall
was drawn and photographed followed by the excavation of the west half of the two features in
natural stratigraphic zones using the information gained from the excavation of the previous half.
All feature fill was screened.

Feature Description: In plan view, Feature 3A was rectangular with distinct sharp corners. It
measured approximately 5’4” (1.63m) wide by 6’0” (1.83m) long. The long axis of the feature
was oriented north/south. The walls of the feature were straight, vertical, and exhibited no
evidence of slumping. The base of the feature was flat and was located approximately 4’4”
(1.32m) below the scraped surface. Evidence of a wood lining was present. This lining
apparently was constructed with vertical planks attached to an exterior nailer that had been set
into a recess carved into the sterile subsoils of the feature’s sidewalls. The wood box rested on
brick set in the corners of the pit. The fill within the feature consisted of approximately four
discrete fill zones. The upper two fill zones (Zones I and II) consisted of capping fills consisting
of compacted silts with coal, clinkers and structural demolition and construction debris (brick,
sand, and mortar). Zone II contained a considerable amount of bone. Zone III was a dense
concentration of whole brick and mortar representing demolition debris from an undisclosed
structure. Zone V, located on the base of the feature, consisted of a dark brown humic soil that
represented fecal deposits.

Feature Artifact Content: Artifacts from this feature were fairly numerous and consisted of a
large number of primary artifacts. The artifact assemblage consisted of a high glass to ceramic
ratio with the glass artifacts including a variety of alcohol bottles and bar tableware. The bar
glass includes a fair number of beer mugs—which are similar to the low and squat variety found
in the lower fill of Feature 20. A small blue-glazed salve jar with an overglaze printed design
with a hunt scene was found in this feature. This salve jar had an English registration mark
indicating it was made in 1856.

Suspected Date Of Construction, Use and Abandonment: This feature was probably
constructed sometime shortly after the construction of Building E (122 North Sixth Street)—and
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may represent the first privy associated with that building. Although the relationship of Feature
3A to Feature 4 is unclear, it appears that Feature 4 probably pre-dates Feature 3A. Both
features appear to have been associated with non-domestic and/or bar contexts. Feature 3A may
represent the replacement of Feature 4? There is some thought that Feature 4 may actually have
been associated with the earlier Francis residence—and if so, would have represented the
remains of an interior privy associated with the large wing constructed onto the rear of the
residence. Based on the primary artifacts recovered from the feature, this feature was probably
abandoned during the middle nineteenth century years, circa later 1870s?

What’s difficult to reconcile is that Buildings D and E do not appear to have been constructed
until sometime after circa 1867. The 1867 Bird’s Eye View clearly does not illustrate these
buildings. The buildings first appear conclusively on the 1876 city map—and all indications are
that the parcels are not developed until sometime in the early 1870s. Yet the 1866 Fire
Underwriters indicate that Oliver Sheldon occupied two buildings—one a saloon—between the
Journal office building and the Rudolph Opera House. Although it is suspected that this is
Buildings F and G (120 and 118 North Sixth Street), it may indicate the presence of two small
brick buildings located on land associated with Buildings D and E? Yet we know that Sheldon is
located in Building F by 1859. This privy (and Feature 4) may have been associated with
Sheldon’s use of this land during the 1860s—from his Building F location.

Potential Family Association/Context: This feature appears to have been associated with
Building E (122 North Sixth Street) and/or Building F (120 North Sixth Street).

Feature's Suspected Function: Based on the feature's size, shape, location and the presence of
fecal material in its lower fill, this feature has been interpreted as an abandoned privy pit.
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Figure 73. Plan and profile of Features 3A and 3B, Block 12, Original Town Plat,
Springfield.
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Figure 74. Primary artifacts from Feature 3A.
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Figure 75. Table setting from Feature 3A was very Spartan in character consisting of only
the basics—a plate, cup, and tumbler (drinking glass).

Figure 76. Non-tableware ceramics from Feature 3A included an odd assortment of items
such as this porcelain soap dish (left), traditional salve jar (middle), and highly decorated
ointment jar (right).
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Figure 77. Two views of the hunt scene on the blue-glazed salve jar from Feature 3A. This
jar had a printed English registration mark for 1856.

Figure 78. Two views of a glass serving bowl found in Feature 3A. Decorated with a floral
motif.
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Figure 79. Tumblers from Feature 3A were mostly of the plain, non-fluted variety.

Figure 80. Beer mugs were relatively plentiful in Feature 3A, and attests to the feature’s
association with a nearby saloon. Three different forms of mugs were present—all with an
applied handle and ground base. These included undecorated mugs that were barrel
shaped (right) or tapered (left). The middle mug had short ground (?) flutes on its base.
These short mugs are similar to mugs recovered from the lower levels of Feature 20.
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Figure 81. Alcohol from Feature 3A consisted of a great variety of containers, but was
dominated by wines and whiskey.

Figure 82. Soda water bottles from Feature 3A.
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Figure 83. Food related glassware included commercially prepared condiments (such as
these mustard barrels to the left) and home canning jars (such as that located on the right).

Figure 84. Miscellaneous glassware from Feature 3A.
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Figure 85. Medicine and/or chemical bottles from Feature 3A.
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Figure 86. Medicine bottles from Feature 3A are consistent with the 1860s and/or earlier
1870s.
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Figure 87. Chamber pots from Feature 3A.

Figure 88. Glass breast pump from Feature 3A suggests the presence of a nursing mother
at this site—potentially a mother separated from her child due to work.
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Figure 89. Ceramic hallmarks from Feature 3A.
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Presidential Library Complex, Library Project Area

Feature Number: 3B

Feature Location: Features 3A and 3B were located on the N100’ Lot 3, approximately 10’
from the south boundary of that parcel of land. When originally constructed, Feature 3B was
located very near to the southeast corner of the rear kitchen wing and work porch for the Simeon
Francis residence. Feature 3B was located less than 5’ from Feature 34 (an early privy).

Feature Super-positioning: Feature 3A cut through an earlier feature identified as Feature 3B,
and in turn, was cut through by a later brick foundation wall (Feature 47). Feature 47 was
constructed sometime after 1896 and prior to 1917.

Feature Excavation Strategy: Features 3A and 3B were exposed by removing the parking lot’s
overburden with a backhoe. The features were shovel scraped, and mapped in plan view.
Initially the east half of Features 3A and then 3B were excavated in arbitrary approximate 10cm
levels. Upon completion of the excavation of the east half of these two features, the profile wall
was drawn and photographed followed by the excavation of the west half of Feature 3A in
natural stratigraphic zones using the information gained from the excavation of the previous half.
The west halves of Features 3A and 3B were not excavated. All feature fill was screened.

Feature Description: In plan view, Feature 3B was circular with an approximate 6’6” (1.98m)
diameter (measured near the base of the pit). The outer walls of the pit, which were straight and
slightly inward sloping, consisted of soft mortar applied directly to the subsoil. The base of the
pit is located 2’ 9” (0.84m) below the scraped surface. Along the outer edges of the feature, the
base stepped up 3” (8cm) forming an L-shaped platform along the south and west sides of the
pit—which corresponded to the location of the edges of intrusive Feature 3A. This stepped base
may have been excavated when the pit for Feature 3A was excavated—as it appears that the fill
in Feature 3B was backfilled against the wood lining of Feature 3A. No evidence of the mortar
lining was left intact on the base of the pit. It is believed that the outer raised “platform”
represents the base of the original feature with the mortar lining removed. Fill within Feature 3B
consisted of mixed topsoil, subsoil fills with light amounts of crushed demolition brick debris
and mortar—particularly within the upper levels of the feature.

Feature Artifact Content: Artifacts from this feature were not very numerous and consisted
predominately of small, fragmentary secondary items.

Suspected Date Of Construction, Use and Abandonment: This feature was probably
constructed sometime after circa 1835 during the early years of the Francis occupation of his
residence on this lot. The feature may have been abandoned sometime prior to the abandonment
of the house, as a much larger cistern appears to have replaced it during the early 1850s (circa
1853-55; see discussion of Feature 14). Evidence suggests that Feature 3B may have remained
open for some time, not being filled until the construction of Feature 3A during the circa 1860s.
If this is true, then Feature 14 may represent a supplemental water supply—and not a
replacement water supply.
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Potential Family Association/Context: This feature appears to have been associated with the
Simeon Francis residence.

Feature's Suspected Function: Based on the feature's size, shape, and construction
characteristics, this feature has been interpreted as an abandoned cistern.
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Presidential Library Complex, Library Project Area

Feature Number: 4

Feature Location: This feature was located on the mid-section of Lot 3. It was centrally
located along the east/west property line that separated Buildings D (124 North Sixth Street)
from Building E (122 North Sixth Street). The feature, which was set at a slight angle to the
property line, was located slightly to the south of this lot line and more associated with Building
E. Immediately across the lot line—and associated with Building D—was Feature 2. Feature 4
was located approximately 110-115’ to the east of the Fifth Street frontage, and approximately
65’ from the rear of Building E.

Feature Super-positioning: Feature 4 may have cut through a shallow linear trench, very little
of which was preserved. The north end of Feature 4, was in turn cut through by a later brick
foundation wall (Feature 47), which was associated with a later nineteenth century addition
constructed onto Building D.

Feature Excavation Strategy: The feature was exposed by removing the parking lot’s
overburden with a backhoe. The feature was shallowly buried beneath approximately one foot of
gravel and asphalt. The feature was shovel scraped, and mapped in plan view. The feature was
then sectioned by excavating the east half in arbitrary approximate 10-20cm levels. Upon
completion of the excavation of the east half, the profile wall was drawn and photographed
followed by the excavation of the north half of the feature in natural stratigraphic zones using the
information gained from the excavation of the previous half. All feature fill was screened.

Feature Description: In plan view, at the scraped surface this feature was rectangular and
measured approximately 2’7” (0.79m) wide by 4’0” (1.22m) long. The long axis of this feature
was oriented roughly north/south but distinctively askew from the street grid. The base of the
feature was located approximately 2’3” (0.68m) below the scraped ground surface. The walls of
the feature were straight and vertical. The floor of the feature was flat. Remnants of an interior
wood box, which measured approximately 2’3” (0.68m) wide by 4’11” (1.04m) in size, was
present. The wood lining of this interior box exhibited evidence of having been burned. The fill
within the feature consisted of four primary zones. The upper capping fill (ZoneII) consisted of
a dense concentration of brick, sand and mortar demolition debris. Zone III consisted of a dark
brown silty clay fill with few artifacts. Zone III, located on the base of the feature, consisted of a
laminated yellow clay and brown silt fill. Zone VI represented the filled builder’s trench.

Feature Artifact Content: Artifacts from this feature were fairly numerous, but consisted of
predominately secondary artifacts. A large number of bar related items—particularly glass bottle
fragments and smoking pipes were recovered from this feature and the surrounding midden.

Suspected Date Of Construction, Use and Abandonment: The fact that the interior box
exhibited evidence of burning suggests that this feature may have been abandoned in 1876 at the
time of the Chatterton Opera House fire. Based on its location behind Building E, it would
appear that this feature was probably constructed sometime in the middle-to-late 1860s, and
probably was associated with the Sheldon and Eck wholesale liquor business and/or saloon.
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Potential Family Association/Context: This feature appears to have been associated with the
Sheldon and/or Eck business.

Feature's Suspected Function: Based on the feature's size, shape, location and the presence of
fecal material in its lower fill, this feature has been interpreted as an abandoned privy pit.

Figure 90. Plan and profile of Feature 4, Block 12, Original Town Plat, Springfield.
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Presidential Library Complex, Library Project Area

Feature Number: 5

Feature Location: This feature was located on the N100’ Lot 3 along the south property line of
the parcel of land once associated with the Francis residence. The feature is located immediately
to the west of Feature 6.and abuts the east end of Features 24 and 25. Features 5, 6, and 34 were
all located along the rear property line immediately outside the suspected back door location of
the early Francis residence.

Feature Super-positioning: Feature 5 is an isolated feature without any super-positioning

Feature Excavation Strategy: The feature was exposed by removing the parking lot’s
overburden with a backhoe. The feature was deeply buried beneath approximately four feet of
overburden. The feature was shovel scraped, and mapped in plan view. The feature was then
sectioned by excavating the east half in arbitrary approximate 10-20cm levels. Upon completion
of the excavation of the east half, the profile wall was drawn and photographed followed by the
excavation of the north half of the feature in natural stratigraphic zones using the information
gained from the excavation of the previous half. All feature fill was screened.

Feature Description: In plan view, at the scraped surface this feature was rectangular with
slightly rounded corners. At the scraped surface, the feature measured approximately 2’9”
(0.84m) wide by 5’0” (1.52m) east/west. The base of the feature was located approximately 2’8”
(0.80m) below the scraped surface (which corresponded fairly closely to the circa 1830 ground
surface). A small rectangular area centered within the east end of the pit measured
approximately 1’8” (0.51m) by 2’0” (0.61m) in size and extended an additional 4” (0.10m)
below the base of the feature. Within the lower portion of the feature, the walls of the pit were
straight and vertical. The floor was flat. No evidence of a wood lining was noted. The fill
within the feature consisted of approximately five discrete fill zones. The upper two fill zones
(Zones I and II) represent topsoil and subsoil capping episodes that contained few artifacts. Zone
III consisted of a humic fecal zone with substantial seeds and primary artifacts. Zone IV was a
dark colored silt loam with few artifacts (and potentially represents a decomposed fecal zone).
Zone V consisted of a thin lens of fecal material (predominately humic fill and seeds) located on
the base of the feature.

Feature Artifact Content: Artifacts from this feature were relatively few in number—due in
part to the shallow depth of the feature as well as to the early time period of the feature.
Nonetheless, a fairly substantial domestic artifact assemblage from the 1830s was recovered
from this feature. The artifact assemblage appears to document an upper class domestic
component. Ceramic tablewares included dark blue transfer printed pearlware plates
manufactured by Clews (1818-1834). An unusual aquamarine colored hand blown bottle was
also recovered from this feature. This bottle probably represents a European manufactured—
and/or non-American manufactured—glass container imported into this country. The most likely
contents of this bottle was an imported wine—or more likely—an imported olive oil. The lack
of tableware glass in this feature is of note.
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Suspected Date Of Construction, Use and Abandonment: Based on the primary artifacts
recovered from the feature, this feature was probably constructed for use by the Francis family.
The feature appears to represent one of the first privy pits associated with the Francis
residence—and probably pre-dates the adjacent Feature 6. Feature 34 may pre-date this privy.
The feature probably was filled sometime during the middle to late 1830s. As such, it would
appear that this feature was in use from circa 1835 to 1840.

Potential Family Association/Context: This feature appears to have been associated with the
early years of the Simeon Francis family.

Feature's Suspected Function: Based on the feature's size, shape, location and the presence of
fecal material in its lower fill, this feature has been interpreted as an abandoned privy pit.
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Figure 91. Plan and profile of Features 5, 24, and 25, Block 12, Original Town Plat, Springfield.
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Figure 92. Primary artifacts from Feature 5 consisted predominately of ceramics with very few glass artifacts.
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Figure 93. Plates from Feature 5 were manufactured by Clews. The pattern, although it is
currently unidentified, appears to represent an English church scene.
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Presidential Library Complex, Library Project Area

Feature Number: 6

Feature Location: This feature was located on the N100’ Lot 3 along the south property line of
the parcel of land once associated with the Francis residence. The feature is located immediately
to the east of Feature 5. Features 5, 6, and 34 were all located along the rear property line
immediately outside the suspected back door location of the early Francis residence.

Feature Super-positioning: Feature 5 is an isolated feature without any super-positioning

Feature Excavation Strategy: The feature was exposed by removing the parking lot’s
overburden with a backhoe. The feature was deeply buried beneath approximately four feet of
overburden. The feature was shovel scraped, and mapped in plan view. The feature was then
sectioned by excavating the east half in arbitrary approximate 10-20cm levels. Upon completion
of the excavation of the east half, the profile wall was drawn and photographed followed by the
excavation of the north half of the feature in natural stratigraphic zones using the information
gained from the excavation of the previous half. All feature fill was screened.

Feature Description: In plan view, at the scraped surface this feature was roughly
rectangular—albeit with one end slightly narrower than the other, giving it a slightly trapezoidal
shape. The corners were ever-so-slightly rounded. At the scraped surface, the feature measured
approximately 2’0” (0.61m) wide at its small end, and 2’8” (0.81m) wide at its wide end. The
feature measured 5’0” (1.54m) long. The base of the feature was located approximately (0.40m)
1’4” (0.40m) below the scraped surface (which corresponds closely to the circa 1840 ground
surface). The fill within the feature consisted of approximately six discrete fill zones. Zone I
consisted of a relatively sterile clay cap with a couple of fragments of kiln brick and waster
sherds from the Ebey pottery component. Zone II consisted of a dark colored, organic-rich fill
that contained numerous primary artifacts and lime. Zone III was a dark colored organic-rich fill
with substantial seeds. Both Zones II and III probably represent fecal deposits. Zone IV
represents a dark loamy fill that lacks seeds and artifacts (and probably represents redeposited
topsoil. Zone V is a laminated light-colored silt and clay fill without seeds and artifacts
(probably representing water deposited fills?). Zone VI represents a thin lens of dark colored,
organic-rich fills and seeds (fecal deposits) located directly on the floor of the pit. The feature
morphology documents several activities, which include 1) the excavation of the original pit and
use of the pit as a privy, 2) the cleaning out of the privy pit, 3) a potential period of inactivity and
deposition of water deposited fills. At this point in time, one of two things occurred—either the
pit was completely filled and then re-dug out for re-use as a privy, or a wood (?) lining was
installed in the pit and backfilled around with topsoil for use as a privy. At any rate, the pit was
modified and re-used as a privy. Finally, the privy was abandoned and capped with subsoil fill
containing some artifacts from the earlier Ebey component.

Feature Artifact Content: Artifacts from this feature were relatively few in number—due in
part to the shallow depth of the feature as well as to the early time period of the feature contents.
Nonetheless, a fairly substantial domestic artifact assemblage from circa 1840-45 was recovered
from this feature. The ceramics from this feature were dominated by transfer printed
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whitewares. Two whole plates (one black and the other brown) decorated in the Pagoda pattern,
and manufactured by Enoch Wood and Sons, were recovered from this feature. Additionally,
large fragments of two other plates were recovered from this feature. Of interest in this feature
was the abundance of tableware glass. Several lead glass tumblers were present. Although a
single press-molded fluted tumbler was present in the assemblage, the majority of the tumblers
were hand blown tumblers with wheel engraved decoration. The hand decoration consisted of
ground flutes at the base of the tumbler with small circles near the rim. One of the more
interesting artifacts from this feature was a lead glass lamp shade. This shade was of the “turban”
shape and decorated with a floral wheel engraved pattern. Other artifacts included alcohol
(predominately wine), food, and medicine containers. Also present were a couple of large, lead
glass canisters, wide-mouth glass jars.

Suspected Date Of Construction, Use and Abandonment: Based on the primary artifacts
recovered from the feature, this feature was probably constructed for use by the Francis family
during the later 1830s or very early 1840s. The feature appears to represent the second or third
privy pit associated with the Francis residence—and probably post-dates the adjacent Feature 5.
(and Feature 34). The feature probably was filled sometime during the early to middle 1840s.
As such, it would appear that this feature was in use from circa 1840 to 1845. Morphologically
(due to its trapezoidal shape and shallow nature), it would appear that Feature 6 should pre-date
the adjacent Feature 5. Nonetheless, based on the artifacts, it would appear that Feature 6 post-
dates Feature 5.

Potential Family Association/Context: This feature appears to have been associated with the
early years of the Simeon Francis family.

Feature's Suspected Function: Based on the feature's size, shape, location and the presence of
fecal material in its lower fill, this feature has been interpreted as an abandoned privy pit.
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Figure 94. Plan and profile of Feature 6, Block 12, Original Town Plat, Springfield.
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Figure 95. Primary artifacts from Feature 6. These artifacts were, more than likely, associated with the Simeon Francis
family during the later 1830s or early 1840s.
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Figure 96. Primary artifacts from Feature 6 consisted of ceramic plates and glass tumblers.
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Figure 97. Plate from Feature 6. Both black and brown printed versions were recovered.
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Figure 98. Miscellaneous ceramics recovered from Feature 6. Actual size. Secondary
context. Top: gilded porcelain saucer. Middle and Bottom: unidentified transfer print
patterns.
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Figure 99. Tumblers from Feature 6. All were lead glass. The left tumbler is round with
short ground flutes at the base, and small ground circles beneath the rim. The right
tumbler is press molded with panels or flutes rounded tops. The ground tumbler at left
was, by far, the most common form in this feature.

Figure 100. Medicine bottles from Feature 6.
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Figure 101. Glass food containers from Feature 6 included two food jars (top) and a couple
of potential olive oil bottles (bottom).
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Figure 102. Alcohol bottles from feature 6 appear to have been represented solely by wine
bottles. Having said that, the aqua bottles at left are difficult to assign to a wine function.
As noted above, the two lower aqua-colored bottle necks may represent imported olive oil
containers. The upper bottle is difficult to determine its function.

Figure 103. Present in Feature 6 were two large glass “apothecary” jars of slightly
different size. These jars would have had a sheet metal cover or lid, and probably
represent food containers—maybe similar to what we think of as countertop “canisters”?
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Figure 104. One of the more spectacular artifacts from Feature 6 was an ornately
decorated lead glass lamp shade. This shade is of a “turban” design which was in use
during the pre-Civil War years. The decoration is wheel engraved.
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Figure 105. Redware waster sherds associated with redware pottery production which
were recovered from within Feature 6. These sherds within this feature suggests that this
feature was filled during, or after, the circa 1830-32 Ebey occupation of this lot. Actual
size.
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Presidential Library Complex, Library Project Area

Feature Number: 7

Feature Location: This feature was located within the center of Lot 3, immediately north of the
east-west property line separating Buildings D and E. The feature was situated approximately
130’ east of the Fifth Street frontage, and 55-60’ from the rear (east) of Building D. The pit was
located within close proximity to the south property line associate with this Building. Feature 7
was located a few feet to the west of Features 8A and 8B.

Feature Super-positioning: Feature 7 is an isolated feature without any super-positioning.

Feature Excavation Strategy: The feature was exposed by removing the parking lot’s
overburden with a backhoe. The feature was deeply buried beneath approximately four feet of
overburden. The feature was shovel scraped, and mapped in plan view. The feature was then
sectioned by excavating the east half in arbitrary approximate 10-20cm levels. Upon completion
of the excavation of the east half, the profile wall was drawn and photographed followed by the
excavation of the north half of the feature in natural stratigraphic zones using the information
gained from the excavation of the previous half. All feature fill was screened.

Feature Description: In plan, at the scraped surface, Feature 7 was rectangular with very sharp
and distinctive corners. It measured approximately 4’2”” (1.26m) wide by 7’3” (2.21m) long.
The long axis of the feature was oriented east-west with the long axis of the lot. The base of the
feature was located approximately 2’4” (0.70m) below the scraped ground surface—which
corresponded with a depth of approximately 5’0” (1.52m) below the surface from which the pit
was excavated. The sides of the feature were straight and vertical. The floor of the pit was flat.
The sides walls of the feature were lined with vertical wood planks placed immediately up
against the pit edges. The planks were nailed to a horizontal 2” by 4” nailer at the base of the pit.
The fill within the feature consisted of approximately six discrete fill zones. Zones I-IV consist
of varying amounts of cinder, coal ash, clinker, and sooty topsoil fills. The base fill (Zone V)
consists of a loose mottled yellow clay. No fecal material was noted within these fills. An upper
fill zone located along the west end of the pit’s fill (Zone VI) appears to represent a re-opening
or digging out of this feature. Zone VI, the base of which had a concentration of lime, contained
a small amount of seeds and fecal material. No evidence of wall slumping.

Feature Artifact Content: Artifacts from this feature were fairly numerous, and appears to
document a non-domestic assemblage (potentially associated with a bar or saloon). The primary
artifacts in the feature were represented by a high glass to ceramic ratio. Much of the glass
consists of bar-related items (tumblers, stemware, and liquor bottles). The stemware from this
feature is believed to have been associated with the Chatterton Opera House. Ceramics in the
assemblage were predominately undecorated whitewares represented by cups, saucers and
serving bowls. Few plates were present.

Suspected Date Of Construction, Use and Abandonment: The character of the fills in this
feature suggests that it may have been constructed as a large wood-lined box for the temporary
storage of waste from a coal-burning furnace, and after it had been abandoned it was re-opened
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for a short time for use as a privy. The date of construction is not known, but it appears to have
been constructed sometime at the turn-of-the century (circa 1895-1905), and filled during the
early years of the twentieth century (circa 1905-15).

Potential Family Association/Context: This feature appears to have been associated with the
Building D and/or the adjacent Chatterton Opera House. The feature seems to represent a
replacement for nearby Feature 8A.

Feature's Suspected Function: Based on the feature's size, shape, location and character of the
fill within the pit, this feature probably was constructed as an ash disposal pit. It later functioned
for a short time as a privy.

Figure 106. Plan and profile of Feature7, Block 12, Original Town Plat, Springfield.
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Figure 107. Primary artifacts from Feature 7.
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Figure 108. Ceramics from Feature 7.
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Figure 109. Bar glass from Feature 7.
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Figure 110. Glass from Feature 7.
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Figure 111. Glass tableware or bar setting from Feature 7.

Figure 112. Kitchenware bowls from Feature 7.
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Figure 113. Alcohol included whiskey and beer bottles.

Figure 114. Soda bottles, although present, were limited in number.
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Figure 115. Medicine and/or chemical bottles from Feature 7.

Figure 116. Miscellaneous glass from Feature 7.
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Figure 117. Tableware setting from Feature 7.
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Figure 118. Ceramic hallmarks from Feature 7.

Figure 119. Red-paste earthenware door knob from Feature 7.
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Presidential Library Complex, Library Project Area

Feature Number: 8A

Feature Location: Feature 8A was located in the N100’ Lot 3 approximately 145’ from the
Sixth Street frontage. The feature was located near towards the rear of the “lot” and along the
south property line once associated with Building D (124 North Sixth Street).

Feature Super-positioning: Feature 8A cut into an earlier privy pit identified as Feature 8B.
Sometime after 1896 and prior to 1917, Feature 8A was incorporated into the fabric of the
enlarged dressing room complex associated with the Chatterton Opera House.

Feature Excavation Strategy: The feature was exposed by removing the parking lot’s
overburden with a backhoe. The feature was deeply buried beneath later century fills, demolition
debris and gravel/asphalt. The feature was shovel scraped, and mapped in plan view. The
feature was then sectioned by excavating the south half in arbitrary approximate 10-20cm levels.
Upon completion of the excavation of the south half, the profile wall was drawn and
photographed followed by the excavation of the north half of the feature in natural stratigraphic
zones using the information gained from the excavation of the previous half. All feature fill was
screened.

Feature Description: In plan view, at the scraped surface this feature was rectangular with well
rounded corners and it’s west end—where it impacted Feature 8B—was not discernable. The
collective Feature 8A-B measured approximately 4’9” (1.45m) north/south by 11’4” (3.46m)
east/west. Upon excavation, Feature 8A defined itself as a rectangular pit that measured 3’9”
(1.15m) wide by 6’10” (2.08m) long. The remains of a well preserved interior wood box was
present. It measured approximately 3’6” (1.07m) wide by 6’0” (1.85m) long. The base of the
feature was located approximately 4’0” (1.22m) below the scraped surface—which was slightly
lower than the suspected surface from which this feature originated. The surface from which this
pit originated was located approximately 5’0” (1.55m) above the base of the pit. The fill within
the feature consisted of distinctive capping fills (Zones I-IV) that contained a variety of mixed
fills with heavy concentrations of brick, mortar, coal ash, clinkers, and artifacts. Zone IV
consisted of a thick deposit of predominately coal ash, clinkers, and primary artifacts. The lower
fills (Zone V) consisted of an organic and seed rich deposit representing fecal material capped
with lime.

Feature Artifact Content: Artifacts from this feature were fairly numerous and consisted of a
moderate number of primary artifacts. The glass to ceramic vessel ratio was extremely high,
with few ceramic vessels being present. The ceramic vessels present consisted of a plate and a
jigger molded mixing bowl. In contrast, the glass vessels were extremely numerous. The glass
artifacts appear to document a non-domestic (bar and/or saloon) assemblage. Differences in the
artifacts assemblages between Feature 3A and 8A are major in terms of bar glass assemblages.
Feature 3A contains predominately beer mugs and tumblers. In contrast, Feature 8A contains a
larger number of stemware—both large, medium, and small sized. Based on the bar glass
present, it would appear that the alcohol consumption patterns were very different between the
two establishments associated with these features. Perchance Feature 8A was associated with
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clientele from the Chatterton Opera House? A bit more refined than the saloon next door to the
south and represented by Feature 3A?

Suspected Date Of Construction, Use and Abandonment: Based on the primary artifacts
recovered from the feature, this feature was probably abandoned during the very late years of the
nineteenth century, or very early years of the twentieth century (circa 18985-1905?). The feature
was capped when the new dressing room for the Chatterton Opera House was constructed
sometime after 1896 and prior to 1917.

Potential Family Association/Context: This feature appears to have been associated with the
Chatterton Opera House or the bar located immediately south of the Chatterton (in Building D;
124 North Sixth Street). Feature 7 probably replaced this privy.

Feature's Suspected Function: Based on the feature's size, shape, location and the presence of
fecal material in its lower fill, this feature has been interpreted as an abandoned privy pit.
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Figure 120. Plan and profile of Features 8A (right) and 8B (left), Block 12, Original Town
Plat, Springfield.
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Figure 121. Primary artifacts from Feature 8A.
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Figure 122. Tumblers and stemware from Feature 8A.
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Figure 123. Alcohol from Feature 8A.

Figure 124. Soda water bottles from Feature 8A.
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Figure 125. Medicine and chemical bottles from Feature 8A.
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Presidential Library Complex, Library Project Area

Feature Number: 8B

Feature Location: Feature 8B was located in the N100’ Lot 3 approximately 140’ from the
Sixth Street frontage. The feature was located towards the rear of the “lot” and along the south
property line once associated with Building D (124 North Sixth Street).

Feature Super-positioning: Feature 8B was cut into by a later privy pit identified as Feature
8A. Sometime after 1896 and prior to 1917, Feature 8A was incorporated into the fabric of the
enlarged dressing room complex associated with the Chatterton Opera House.

Feature Excavation Strategy: The feature was exposed by removing the parking lot’s
overburden with a backhoe. The feature was deeply buried beneath later century fills, demolition
debris and gravel/asphalt. The feature was shovel scraped, and mapped in plan view. The
feature was then sectioned by excavating the south half in arbitrary approximate 10-20cm levels.
Upon completion of the excavation of the south half, the profile wall was drawn and
photographed followed by the excavation of the north half of the feature in natural stratigraphic
zones using the information gained from the excavation of the previous half. All feature fill was
screened.

Feature Description: In plan view, at the scraped surface this feature was rectangular with well
rounded corners and it’s east end—where it was impacted by Feature 8A—was not discernable.
The collective Feature 8A-B measured approximately 4’9” (1.45m) north/south by 11’4”
(3.46m) east/west. Upon excavation, Feature 8B defined itself as a brick-lined oval pit that
measured approximately 3’6” (1.07m) wide by 5’0” (1.52m) long. The brick lining was
constructed with handmade, softmud brick without mortar. The base of the feature was located
approximately 3’8” (1.12m) below the scraped surface—which was slightly higher than the
adjacent Feature 8A. The surface from which this pit originated was located slightly less than
5’0” (1.55m) above the base of the pit. The fill within the feature consisted of distinctive
capping fills (Zones VIII-IX) that contained a variety of mixed fills with heavy concentrations of
brick demolition debris intermixed with coal ash and clinkers. The lower fills (Zone X-XI)
consisted of an a dark brown relatively organic-rich silt mixed with some sterile yellow subsoil.
Although limited, fecal material was present in this lower fill.

Feature Artifact Content: Artifacts from this feature were considerably less numerous than the
adjacent Feature 8A—and contained few primary artifacts. The glass to ceramic vessel ratio was
high, with few ceramic vessels being present. The primary glass artifacts recovered from the
feature consisted of French Square medicine bottles.

Suspected Date Of Construction, Use and Abandonment: This feature was probably
constructed when Feature 2 (another oval brick-lined privy) was abandoned. Relationship
between Feature 2 and 8B is unclear—perchance Feature 8B pre-dates Feature 2? Based on the
primary artifacts recovered from the feature, this feature was probably abandoned during the
later years of the nineteenth century (circa later 1870s or 1880s). Although this feature clearly
pre-dated Feature 8A, it is not known whether there was another privy in use prior to the
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construction of Feature 8A. It seems odd that the individuals who constructed Feature 8A would
have constructed the new privy so close to—and disturb—the earlier privy. The profile of
Feature 8B clearly indicates that the pit was filled, and compacted, prior to the construction of
Feature 8A—which suggests that there may have been another privy in use prior to the
construction of Feature 8B.

Potential Family Association/Context: This feature appears to have been associated with the
use of Building D (124 North Sixth Street).

Feature's Suspected Function: Based on the feature's size, shape, location and the presence of
fecal material in its lower fill, this feature has been interpreted as an abandoned privy pit.
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Figure 126. Primary artifacts from Feature 8B consisted solely of medicine and/or
chemical bottles.
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Figure 127. The re-deposited midden within Feature 8B was associated with a relatively
early component associated with a relatively well-to-do and/or high-status family—such as
the Francis family. These artifacts included transfer printed wares (top left and top
right—F8B-49 and F8B-1, respectively), molded shell edge wares (top center, F8b-8), and
gilded porcelain cups (bottom right, F8B-2). Also present in the assemblage was an
undecorated creamware saucer (bottom left, F8B-6). Actual size.
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Presidential Library Complex, Library Project Area

Feature Number: 10

Feature Location: Feature 10 is located in the center of Lot 3, approximately 140’ from the
Sixth Street frontage and less than 5’ from the east/west property line separating Buildings E and
F. The Feature is situated on the back lot of Building E (122 North Sixth Street). The pit
appears to have been located approximately 10’ from the back of a large addition that had been
constructed on the rear of this building sometime between 1896 and 1917. Feature 10 is located
immediately to the west of Feature 11 and 29.

Feature Super-positioning: Feature 10 is an isolated feature without any super-positioning.

Feature Excavation Strategy: The feature was exposed by removing the parking lot’s
overburden with a backhoe. The feature was shallowly buried beneath approximately one foot of
gravel and asphalt. The feature was shovel scraped, and mapped in plan view. The feature was
then sectioned by excavating the south half in arbitrary approximate 10-20cm levels. Upon
completion of the excavation of the south half, the profile wall was drawn and photographed
followed by the excavation of the north half of the feature in natural stratigraphic zones using the
information gained from the excavation of the previous half. All feature fill was screened.

Feature Description: In plan view, at the scraped surface, this feature was rectangular with
slightly rounded corners and measured approximately 3’5-9” (1.05-1.13m) wide by 6’6” (1.98m)
long. The feature was oriented with its long axis east/west—parallel to the adjacent property line
and similar to nearby Features 11 and 29. The base of the feature was located approximately
3’3”” (1.00m) below the scraped ground surface. The base of the feature was located
approximately 4’ (1.22m) to 5’ (1.52m) below the surface of origination. The remains of a well-
preserved vertical planked wood-lined box was present in the feature. The vertical planks were
attached to a 2” by 4” nailer located approximately 10-12” above the floor of the pit. A fairly
wide builder’s trench was present. This box measured approximately 3’0” (0.92m) by 5’6”
(1.67m) in size. The fill within the feature consisted of approximately five discrete fill zones.
The upper fill (identified as Zone I) was a loose organic-rich deposit with lime deposits at its
base. Materials in this fill included ash, brick, metal, wire mesh, and a fair amount of egg shell.
This deposit appears to represent fecal deposits. Zones II and III represent capping fills that
included a substantial amount of cinders, clinkers, coal and brick. Zone IV, which rested on the
base of the pit, represented a compact, organic-rich fill that also contained a large amount of
coal, coal ash, and clinkers. Zone V consists of slumped wall material.

Feature Artifact Content: Artifacts from this feature were fairly numerous and consisted of a
high percentage of primary artifacts. The artifacts contain a relatively high glass to ceramic ratio
and appear to document a non-domestic assemblage. The glass includes a variety of alcohol and
soda water bottles, as well as other glass food containers (fairly diverse variety of food container
items). The assemblage is distinctively different from the bar assemblage associated with nearby
Feature 7. Several large stemware glasses similar to those believed to have been used in the
Chatterton Opera House, and common within many of the surrounding features, were recovered
from this pit. A whiskey flask with Illinois Glass Company mark on its base is unusual.
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Tableware assemblage appears to be dessert-oriented. Food remains were atypical of a domestic
urban household and included fox squirrel heads, snapping turtle (with lots of knife-cut marks)
and soft shell turtle—reminiscent of southern bar food (i.e. burgoo). In contrast, the capping fill
deposits contained high quality beef cuts. The beef cuts are from a series of ilium and sacrum
cuts (sirloin steaks) many of which can be refitted. This is unusual in that most times steak cuts
are individual elements purchased from a butcher. In this case, it looks like the pelvis and sacrum
were obtained as one piece and the butchering into individual steaks may have occurred on-site,
or at the butcher shop at the order of the purchaser. Also present are sawn lumbar vertebrae
(short loin) and some large segments of ribs from large cattle. [Thought about “free lunch” of
burgoo to draw worker into saloon to drink. More expensive beef and/or steak meals for pay.
Reminds me of Sinclair Lewis’ discussion in The Jungle about the Free Lunch and the
detrimental affect it had on workers in Chicago at the turn-of-the-century.] Is there much pork
or fowl in this assemblage?

Suspected Date Of Construction, Use and Abandonment: This feature seems to have been
constructed close to the back of a large addition constructed onto Building E (122 North Sixth
Street) during the very late nineteenth or early twentieth century (sometime between 1896 and
1917). With this in mind, and based on the primary artifacts recovered from the feature, this
feature was probably constructed circa 1900-05 and abandoned during the early years of the
twentieth century (circa 1905-15). The fill sequence suggests that the feature set open and/or
unused for a short while allowing for some slumping of the walls to occur. It then was used as a
privy and/or ash disposal pit. After it had been substantially filled, it was re-used again for a
privy prior to its final capping. This feature probably replaced Feature 11. Attached profile
suggests that Feature 10 post-dates Feature 11.

Potential Family Association/Context: This parcel of land was associated with a middle
nineteenth century individual named Oliver Sheldon. He was an upscale liquor dealer. We have
also excavated his mid-century house site on the Parking Lot East Half project area (which has
some very interesting mid century features). Sheldon was eventually in partners with a guy
named Eck, who took over the business. By the circa 1890s, the lower story of the building was
being used as a "saloon" and by the 1930s it was being used as a "restaurant". I suspect it's a
natural progression in the naming of the business—from saloon to restaurant—and both
businesses may have been very similar in appearance, just named differently. It appears that the
faunal remains document a shift from a working class bar or saloon to a more upscale downtown
restaurant. The beef remains seems consistent with this, in that large quantities of quality beef
cuts were being purchased at one time--which is very different than what would be expected with
a typical family ordering (or purchasing) smaller quantities at a time.

Feature's Suspected Function: Based on the feature's size, shape, location and the presence of
fecal material in its lower fill, this feature has been interpreted as an abandoned privy pit.
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Figure 128. Plan and profile of Feature 10, Block 12, Original Town Plat, Springfield.
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Figure 129. Plan and profile of Features 10, 11, 12, 14, and 29, Block 12, Original Town Plat, Springfield.
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Figure 130. Primary artifacts from Feature 10.
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Figure 131. Tableware glass from Feature 10 included stemware (left), bar glasses
(middle), and jelly glasses (right). This stemware is identical to stemware recovered from
the overlying midden and suspected as originating from the adjacent Chatterton Opera
House.

Figure 132. Redware teapot from Feature 10. This teapot was an earthenware—not a
stoneware typical of more refined wares.
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Figure 133. The table setting from the wares from Feature 10 was relatively Spartan. [Is
this a dessert plate?]
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Figure 134. Soda water bottles were fairly numerous in Feature 10.

Figure 135. Glass food and/or condiment bottles from Feature 10 included a milk bottle,
and several catsup and sauce bottles.
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Figure 136. The alcohol containers from Feature 10 were both varied and numerous.

Figure 137. Single serving sized bottle for whiskey.
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Figure 138. Medicine and chemical bottles from Feature 10.

Figure 139. Perfume and ink bottles from Feature 10.
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Presidential Library Complex, Library Project Area

Feature Number: 11

Feature Location: Feature 11 is located in the center of Lot 3, approximately 150’ from the
Sixth Street frontage and less than 5’ from the east/west property line separating Buildings E and
F. The feature is situated on the back lot of Building E (122 North Sixth Street). The pit appears
to have been located approximately 25’ from the back of a large addition that had been
constructed on the rear of this building sometime between 1896 and 1917. Feature 11 is located
immediately to the east of Feature 10 and west of Feature 29—all three features having been
constructed in a line along the south property line.

Feature Super-positioning: Feature 11 cuts into the earlier, and considerably deeper, Feature
12.

Feature Excavation Strategy: The feature was exposed by removing the parking lot’s
overburden with a backhoe. The feature was shallowly buried beneath approximately one foot of
gravel and asphalt. The feature was shovel scraped, and mapped in plan view. The feature was
then sectioned by excavating the south half in arbitrary approximate 10-20cm levels. Upon
completion of the excavation of the south half, the profile wall was drawn and photographed
followed by the excavation of the north half of the feature in natural stratigraphic zones using the
information gained from the excavation of the previous half. All feature fill was screened.

Feature Description: In plan view, at the scraped surface, this feature was rectangular with
relatively sharp and square corners. At the scraped surface, it measured approximately 4’4”
(1.32m) wide by 6’2” (1.87m) long. The feature was oriented with its long axis east/west—
parallel to the adjacent property line and similar to nearby Features 10 and 29. The base of the
feature was located approximately 3’5” (1.03m) below the scraped ground surface. The base of
the feature was located approximately 4’0” (1.22m) below the surface of origination. As
originally constructed the walls were straight and vertical, and the floor was flat. Substantial
slumping of the feature—due in part to it having been constructed on the edge of feature 12—
was evident. The remains of two relatively well-preserved interior wood-lined boxes were
present. The lower and/or original box was the larger of the two. It measured approximately
4’0” by 5’8” in size. The upper and later box—which was much more shallow in depth—
measured approximately 3’2” wide by 5’8” in length. A fairly narrow builder’s trench was
present. The fill within the feature consisted of upper capping zones (Zones I-II), which
contained a high percentage of cinder and coal ash (black) and brick/mortar demolition debris.
Located on the base of Zone II—and or on top of the fecal deposits represented by Zone III—
was a substantial deposit of thick window or plate glass (demolition debris from a commercial
plate glass window or display shelf?). The lower fills (Zones III, IV, and VI) consisted of fills
with fecal material (organics deposits and seed concentrations) and high artifact density. It is
interesting to note that the upper fecal zone (represented by Zones III-IV and VII) were separated
by a fill episode consisting of cinder ash and clay (represented by Zone VI)—with the majority
of the artifacts associated with the upper fecal zone. These two fecal deposits probably
correspond to the two separate wood boxes noted above.
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Feature Artifact Content: Artifacts from this feature were fairly numerous and consisted of a
high percentage of primary artifacts. The artifacts contain a relatively high glass to ceramic ratio
and appear to document a non-domestic assemblage. The glass includes a variety of alcohol and
soda water bottles. Similar to Feature 10, but lacks the glass food containers and bar glass found
in Feature 10. Except for chamber pots, few ceramics present. The assemblage is distinctively
different from the bar assemblage associated with nearby Feature 7. Like adjacent Feature 10,
the faunal remains were atypical of a domestic urban household and included turtle remains—as
well as lots of egg shell. Presence of picnic flasks.

Suspected Date Of Construction, Use and Abandonment: This feature seems to have been
constructed close to the back of a large addition constructed onto Building E (122 North Sixth
Street) during the very late nineteenth or early twentieth century (sometime between 1896 and
1917). Based on the artifacts, this feature appears to pre-date Feature 10—and probably post-
dates Feature 29. With this in mind, and based on the primary artifacts recovered from the
feature, this feature was probably constructed prior to the construction of this large addition,
sometime during the 1880s or 1890s, and abandoned during the later years of the 1890s? The fill
sequence—and two interior boxes—suggests that this feature was rebuilt during its lifetime.
Feature 11 may have replaced the earlier Feature 29. After abandonment of this feature, it may
have been replaced with Feature 10.

Potential Family Association/Context: This parcel of land was associated with a middle
nineteenth century individual named Oliver Sheldon. He was an upscale liquor dealer. We have
also excavated his mid-century house site on the Parking Lot East Half project area (which has
some very interesting mid century features). Sheldon was eventually in partners with a guy
named Eck, who took over the business. By the circa 1890s, the lower story of the building was
being used as a "saloon" and by the 1930s it was being used as a "restaurant". I suspect it's a
natural progression in the naming of the business—from saloon to restaurant—and both
businesses may have been very similar in appearance, just named differently. It appears that the
faunal remains document a shift from a working class bar or saloon to a more upscale downtown
restaurant. The beef remains seems consistent with this, in that large quantities of quality beef
cuts were being purchased at one time--which is very different than what would be expected with
a typical family ordering (or purchasing) smaller quantities at a time.

Feature's Suspected Function: Based on the feature's size, shape, location and the presence of
fecal material in its lower fill, this feature has been interpreted as an abandoned privy pit.
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Figure 140. Plan and profile of Features 11 and 12, Block 12, Original Town Plat,
Springfield.
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Figure 141. Primary artifacts from Feature 11.
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Figure 142. Very few ceramics were present. Isolated tureens are relatively unusual.

Figure 143. “Tableware” glass included decorated drinking glasses (or tumblers) (left) and
a small beer mug (right).
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Figure 144. Medicine and/or chemical bottles from Feature 11.

Figure 145. Soda water bottle from Feature 11.
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Figure 146. Alcohol bottles and/or containers from Feature 11 were extremely varied in type, and included beer, wine,
whiskey bottles—as well as a bulk whiskey container (earthenware jug; left). Typical bar assemblage.
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Presidential Library Complex, Library Project Area

Feature Number: 12

Feature Location: Feature 12 is located in the center of Lot 3, approximately 155’ from the
Sixth Street frontage and less than 5’ from the east/west property line separating Buildings E and
F. The feature is situated on the back lot of Building E (122 North Sixth Street). The pit appears
to have been located approximately 25-30’ from the back of a large addition that had been
constructed on the rear of this building sometime between 1896 and 1917. Feature 12 is located
immediately to the east of Features 10 and 11. Feature 12 is located immediately to the west
of—and connected to—Feature 14.

Feature Super-positioning: The western edge of Feature 12 is cut into by Feature 11.

Feature Excavation Strategy: The feature was exposed by removing the parking lot’s
overburden with a backhoe. The feature was shovel scraped, and mapped in plan view. The
feature was then sectioned by excavating the north half in arbitrary approximate 10-20cm levels.
Upon completion of the excavation of the south half, the profile wall was drawn and
photographed. The south half of the feature was not excavated. No feature fill was screened.

Feature Description: At the scraped surface this feature was circular in plan view with a
diameter of approximately 5’0” (1.52m). The base of the feature was located approximately 5’6”
(1.68m) below the scraped surface. The walls of the feature were straight and belled slightly
outward. Although the original brick lining was missing, the walls had originally been lined
with brick. The last course of brickwork, located at the junction of the floor, was still intact.
These brick were laid in a running bond, but laid on their narrow sides. This brick exhibited
evidence of having had two thick coats of mortar applied to the interior surface of the brickwork.
The base, which was lined with a thick coat of mortar, was basin shaped. A rectangular (32cm
by 42cm) depression or “drain” approximately 40cm deep was located in the eastern side of the
base. At the base of this “drain” was a stoneware drain tile that connected the base of Feature 12
to the adjacent Feature 14. A copper flange ringed the end of the drain tile. The floor and walls
of the “drain” were lined with a thick layer of mortar. The “drain” was filled with charcoal
(which would have functioned as a filter). A large fragment of drain tile elbow was located in
the fill of the base of the feature. The fill within the upper reaches of Feature 12 consisted
predominately of mixed topsoil and subsoil with brick demolition debris, which appears to have
been deposited in a single episode. Two thin fill deposits were located on the base. Resting
directly on the base of the feature was a deposit of demolition debris (predominately brick with
some stone) that had been consolidated with mortar. The base of the feature contained a thin
zone of subsoil mixed with coal, clinkers, sand, and pea gravel. The sand and pea gravel may
represent remains of materials used in this pit for filtering water prior to its deposition into the
adjacent Feature 14.

Feature Artifact Content: Artifacts from this feature were few in number.

Suspected Date Of Construction, Use and Abandonment: See discussion, Feature 14.
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Potential Family Association/Context: This feature was probably constructed by the Francis
family. See discussion, Feature 14.

Feature's Suspected Function: This feature represents a filter for the adjacent cistern (Feature
14).
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Presidential Library Complex, Library Project Area

Feature Number: 13

Feature Location: Feature 13 is located in the center of Lot 3, approximately 160’ from the
Sixth Street frontage and very near to the lot line separating Lot 2 and Lot 3.

Feature Super-positioning: Feature 13 is an isolated feature without superpositioning

Feature Excavation Strategy: The feature was exposed by removing the parking lot’s
overburden with a backhoe. The feature was defined at the surface of the circa 1830 ground
surface. The feature was laid out to excavate, and during the shovel scraping of the “pit” the
feature disappeared. The feature was excavated by shovel scraping.

Feature Description: At the scraped surface this feature was circular in plan view with a
diameter of approximately 4’0” (1.22m). The feature was an irregular basin that extended less
than 10cm below the scraped surface (and/or 1830s ground surface). No plan or section drawing
is illustrated.

Feature Artifact Content: Artifacts from this feature were few in number.

Suspected Date Of Construction, Use and Abandonment: Although the date of this feature is
unknown, its association with the original ground surface suggests that it probably dated from
the circa 1830s-40s.

Potential Family Association/Context: unknown

Feature's Suspected Function: This feature probably represents a depression in the original
ground surface, filled with surrounding midden. It was located immediately inside a property
line fence. It may have been a cultural depression, or potentially created by animals—such as
dogs or hogs.
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Presidential Library Complex, Library Project Area

Feature Number: 14

Feature Location: Feature 14 was located in the far southeastern corner of the property
associated with the Francis residence (N100’ Lots 3 and 4) after his acquisition of the W1/2W1/2
Lot 2. This feature was located in the center of Lot 2, approximately 170’ from the Sixth Street
frontage and very near to the lot line separating Lot 2 and Lot 3. This feature is located less than
5’ from the east/west property line separating Buildings E and F. This east/west lot line is the
same line that separated the S57’ Lots 3 and 4 from the northern portion of the two lots. The
feature is situated on the back lot of Building E (122 North Sixth Street). Feature 14 is located
immediately to the east of—and connected to—Feature 12.

Feature Super-positioning: Feature 14 cut through both Features 30 and 31, and thus post-
dates these two features. Similarly, Feature 14 was cut into by Feature 29, and thus pre-dates
that feature.

Feature Excavation Strategy: The feature was exposed by removing the parking lot’s
overburden with a backhoe. At that time, Feature 14 was identified as one of several overlapping
features (consisting of Features 14, 29, 30, and 31). This feature complex was shovel scraped,
and mapped in plan view. With that accomplished, the north half of Features 29 and 14 were
excavated, the profile walls drawn, and the subsequent south halves of these features were
excavated. Upon completion of these two features, the exposed profile of Features 30 and 31
was cleaned off and recorded. Upon completion of this profile, the south “halves” of Features 30
and 31 were excavated. All feature fill was screened.

Feature Description: At the scraped surface this feature was circular in plan view with a
diameter of approximately 8’0” (2.45m). The base of the pit was located approximately 9’0”
(2.77m) below the scraped surface. The walls of the pit had originally been lined with a single
course of brickwork. The brick were handmade, softmud variety laid in a soft lime mortar. The
exterior surface of the brick had been covered with a mortar lining. The base of the pit was
approximately 7’6” (2.30m) below the scraped surface. The walls of the feature were straight
and belled slightly outward, like adjacent Feature 12. The base, which was lined with a brick
floor and a thick coat of mortar, was basin shaped. A 4” outside diameter stoneware conduit
connected the base of Feature 12 with the base of Feature 14. It is interesting to note that the
stoneware conduit dumped into the base of Feature 14, which would not have allowed Feature 12
to work very effectively as a filter—as it would have needed to be raised. Located on the base
of the pit, immediately in line with the drain opening, was a 1” by 10” plank that was raised off
the floor of the pit by two bricks. The plank was a vertical sawn white pine board. This plank
was positioned so as to diffuse the power of the running water dumping into this pit from the
adjacent Feature 12. The fill within Feature 14 consisted of a variety of episodes characterized
by mixed topsoils, cinders, coal, demolition debris (brick, mortar) and sterile subsoil. Located
on the base of the feature was a deposit of cinders, sawdust and wood chips.

Feature Artifact Content: Although the artifact density within this feature was fairly high, the
number of primary artifacts was very low. The glass to ceramic ratio was high, with many of the
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artifacts from this feature representing broken whiskey flasks and stoneware jugs—typical of an
association with an early bar or saloon.

Suspected Date Of Construction, Use and Abandonment: This feature was probably
constructed sometime shortly after circa 1852—when Simeon Francis purchased this property
and attached it to his landholdings. .

Potential Family Association/Context: This feature was probably constructed by the Francis
family (see discussion, Feature 14).

Feature's Suspected Function: This feature represents a cistern with an adjacent filter (Feature
12).
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Figure 147. Plan of Features 14, 29, 30, and 31, Block 12, Original Town Plat, Springfield.
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Figure 148. Profile of Features 14, 29, 30, and 31, Block 12, Original Town Plat, Springfield.
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Figure 149. Primary artifacts from Feature 14 were few in number, and included primarily whiskey flasks, bar glass, and
stoneware jugs—all typical of a mid-century barroom assemblage.
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Figure 150. Glass from Feature 14.
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Figure 151. Stoneware jug from Feature 14.
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Presidential Library Complex, Library Project Area

Feature Number: 16

Feature Location: Both Features 16 and 17 are centrally located within the N100’ Lot 3, within
the east side of Lot 3 (near the property line edge associated with Lot 2). They would have been
located behind Building D (124 North Sixth Street).

Feature Super-positioning: Feature 16 is an isolated feature without superpositioning.

Feature Excavation Strategy: The feature was exposed by removing the parking lot’s
overburden with a backhoe. The feature was shovel scraped, and mapped in plan view. The
feature was then sectioned by excavating the east half in arbitrary approximate 10-20cm levels.
Upon completion of the excavation of the east half, the profile wall was drawn and photographed
followed by the excavation of the north half of the feature in natural stratigraphic zones using the
information gained from the excavation of the previous half. No feature fill was screened.

Feature Description: In plan view, this feature was rectangular and measured approximately
1’5” (0.43m) wide by 2’8” (0.81m) long. The long axis of the feature was oriented east/west—
unlike the nearby Feature 17. The base of the feature was located approximately 2’8” (0.81m)
below the scraped surface. At the base, the feature was only 1’0” (0.31m) wide. The fill within
the feature consisted of a single fill zone that consisted of predominately limestone “chips” or
“flakes” which represent waste from stone-working activity. This construction activity may have
been the laying of the substantial stone foundations located beneath the Rudolph/Chatterton
Opera House and located only a few feet to the north of this feature. Little soil matrix was
present between the stone fragments.

Feature Artifact Content: Except for stone, no artifacts were recovered from this feature.

Suspected Date Of Construction, Use and Abandonment: If this feature was associated with
the construction of the Rudolph/Chatterton Opera House, it probably was constructed in either
1866 (at the time of construction of the Rudolph Opera House), or in circa 1877-78 (at the time
of rebuilding after the fire). The extent of the rebuilding after the 1876 fire is not known.

Potential Family Association/Context: unknown

Feature's Suspected Function: Although this feature is suspected as representing the remains
of a robbed pier or post, the original function of this feature is unknown. It may represent a
structural pier associated with an outbuilding once present on this lot. Similarly, the presence of
the stone in the feature may suggest that it was a feature associated with the construction of the
Rudolph/Chatterton Opera House (such as the remains of a demolished construction scaffold
pier).
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Figure 152. Plan and sectional views of Features 16.
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Presidential Library Complex, Library Project Area

Feature Number: 17

Feature Location: Both Features 16 and 17 are centrally located within the N100’ Lot 3, within
the east side of Lot 3 (near the property line edge associated with Lot 2). They would have been
located behind Building D (124 North Sixth Street).

Feature Super-positioning: Feature 16 is an isolated feature without superpositioning.

Feature Excavation Strategy: The feature was exposed by removing the parking lot’s
overburden with a backhoe. The feature was shovel scraped, and mapped in plan view. The
feature was then sectioned by excavating the east half in arbitrary approximate 10-20cm levels.
Upon completion of the excavation of the east half, the profile wall was drawn and photographed
followed by the excavation of the north half of the feature in natural stratigraphic zones using the
information gained from the excavation of the previous half. No feature fill was screened.

Feature Description: In plan view, this trench-like feature was rectangular and measured
approximately 1’0” (0.30m) wide by approximately 5’ (1.52m) long. The south end of the
feature was located beneath a later brick foundation wall associated with the turn-of-the-century
Chatterton dressing room expansion—and thus the length of the feature is unknown. The base of
the feature was located approximately 8” (0.29m) below the scraped surface. The fill within the
feature consisted of a single fill zone that consisted of mixed topsoil fills with minor amounts of
brick. Located on the base of the feature was the impression of several bricks that had been laid
together to form a brick wall, and later removed.

Feature Artifact Content: No artifacts were recovered from this feature.

Suspected Date Of Construction, Use and Abandonment: The date of construction of this
feature is not known. This undocumented building may have been associated with a small
outbuilding once located on the rear of the “lot” associated with Building D

Potential Family Association/Context: unknown

Feature's Suspected Function: This feature represents a robbed brick segmental wall
associated with an unknown building.
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Figure 153. Section of Features 17, Block 12, Original Town Plat, Springfield.
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Presidential Library Complex, Library Project Area

Feature Number: 18

Feature Location: Feature 18 is located within the center and along the eastern edge of Lot 3
(near the property line edge associated with Lot 2). It is situated within that vacant area once
located between the Rudolph Opera House and the Illinois State Journal office building to the
south. This feature was located immediately to the north of the property line separating
Buildings D and E. Surrounding this feature were numerous posts.

Feature Super-positioning: Although this feature cuts through the early midden B (Feature 41),
it is an isolated feature without any superpositioning.

Feature Excavation Strategy: The feature was exposed by removing the parking lot’s
overburden with a backhoe. The feature was shovel scraped, and mapped in plan view. The
feature was then sectioned by excavating the south half in arbitrary approximate 10-20cm levels.
Upon completion of the excavation of the south half, the profile wall was drawn and
photographed followed by the excavation of the north half of the feature in natural stratigraphic
zones using the information gained from the excavation of the previous half. All feature fill was
screened.

Feature Description: In plan view, this feature was rectangular with slightly rounded corners
and bulging sides. It measured approximately 3’5” (1.04m) wide by 4’10” (1.47m) long. The
long axis of the feature was oriented east/west. The feature had vertical and straight walls with a
flat floor. The base of the feature was located approximately 3’3” (0.99m) below the scraped
surface. This feature appears to have originated from the surface of Midden C (Feature 41). As
such, the feature originally was approximately 3’6” (1.06m) deep. The fill within the feature
consisted of approximately seven discrete fill zones. The upper fills (Zones I-VI) consisted of
capping fills that contained a variety of construction and demolition debris (including brick,
mortar, and sand). Zone VII, which was situated on the base of the feature, was a dark-colored,
organic rich fecal zone (that included a variety of seeds). Evidence of a wood lining was also
noted near the base of the feature. This wood-lined box measured approximately 2’6” (0.76m)
wide by 4’6” (1.37m) long.

Feature Artifact Content: Feature 18 contained an interesting assemblage of mid-nineteenth
century artifacts that appears to document an early commercial bar and/or saloon. The
assemblage, which consisted of few primary artifacts, contained a variety of black glass liquor
bottles. [Of interest to compare with Feature 4—which may post-date Feature 18 by a few
years.]

Suspected Date Of Construction, Use and Abandonment: There are two potential
interpretations for Feature 18. One interpretation is that it was a privy once associated with the
early Rudolph Opera House (and thus dates from circa 1867-1876)—but land on which this privy
is located were not owned by the Rudolph family. More likely interpretation is that this feature
represents a privy once associated with the Francis residence—but from a time after the
departure of the Francis family and during the City of Springfield’s ownership of the property
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(circa 1859-1865). If so, it suggests that this property may have functioned as a bar and/or
saloon during these years. Placement of Feature 18 within the far eastern edge of Lot 3 is very
different than the location of the earlier residential privies associated with the Francis family
(which were located along the south property line). May represent a shift in orientation with the
house—from a primary orientation to Jefferson (on the north) to Sixth Street (on the west).

Potential Family Association/Context: It is suspected that Feature 18 was associated with the
circa 1859-65 use of the Simeon Francis residence as a commercial structure—potentially a bar

Feature's Suspected Function: Based on the physical features of this feature, and the presence
of fecal material in its base, it is interpreted as a privy.
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Figure 154. Plan and profile of Feature 18, Block 12, Original Town Plat, Springfield.
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Presidential Library Complex, Library Project Area

Feature Number: 19A and 19B

Feature Location: Feature 19A and 19B are located in the center of Lot 2, approximately 170’
from the Sixth Street frontage and very near to the lot line separating Lot 2 and Lot 3. Feature
19A was located approximately 7’ north of Feature 19B—with both features being located
approximately 10’ from the approximate western boundary line of Lot 2.

Feature Super-positioning: Feature 13 is an isolated feature without superpositioning.

Feature Excavation Strategy: The feature was exposed by removing the parking lot’s
overburden with a backhoe. The feature was defined at the surface of the circa 1830 ground
surface, mapped in plan view. No further excavation was conducted. No plan or sectional views
are presented.

Feature Description: At the scraped surface, Feature 19A measured 2’0” square and Feature
19B measured 2’3” square. The depth of these features is not known. These features were
defined at the circa 1830s ground surface.

Feature Artifact Content: Artifacts from this feature were few in number.

Suspected Date Of Construction, Use and Abandonment: Although the date of this feature is
unknown, its association with the original ground surface suggests that it probably dated from
the circa 1830s-40s.

Potential Family Association/Context: unknown

Feature's Suspected Function: These features probably represent structural piers or large posts
associated with an unidentified building on Lot. 2.
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Presidential Library Complex, Library Project Area

Feature Number: 20

Feature Location: Feature 20 was located within the N100’ Lot 3 approximately 112-115’ from
the Sixth Street frontage and behind Building D (124 North Sixth Street). The feature is situated
approximately 45’ east of the rear elevation of this building, and in line with Feature 2—a privy
associated with the use of this structure. This feature lies immediately south of the stone
foundations wall of the Chatterton Opera House (Feature 44).

Feature Super-positioning: Feature 20 is an isolated pit without superpositioning.

Feature Excavation Strategy: The feature was exposed by removing the parking lot’s
overburden with a backhoe. The feature was shovel scraped, and mapped in plan view. The
feature was then excavated in approximate 20-40cm levels, by hand, to its base. As the feature
was a small-diameter shaft feature, it was not possible to create a profile during excavation.
Major stratigraphic changes in soil morphology was simply noted during excavation. All fills
were screened.

Feature Description: This feature was circular in plan view, and brick lined.

Feature Artifact Content: The upper fill zone contained a number of soda water bottles (clear
and aqua) as well as a large seltzer water bottle with an acid etched front marked “M. A. Fischer
/ Springfield, ILL.” Although few liquor bottles were present in this zone, several mismatched
wine glasses (stemware) and a single beer mug base were present. Primary ceramic artifacts,
although few in number, were represented in Zone I by a cup, saucer, and an unusually shaped
cup (perchance a child’s cup or a small shaving mug; F20-14).

Zone II contained wine bottles, predominately of the German-style hock wines. Whiskeys,
cordials, and bitters were present, as well as a single champagne-style wine bottle. Bar glass
consisted predominately of beer mugs. These were tall mugs with molded handles typical of late
century use. Most likely associated with lager style beers. No beer bottles present, suggesting
use of keg beer. Ginger beer bottles were numerous. One bottle was marked with an impressed
mark from Scotland. Clear whiskey bottles. Single bar tumbler.

Zone III contained round bottomed seltzer bottles from Belfast. Wine bottles were typical
burgundy style bottles typical of American usage. Amber whiskey bottles, and several medicine
bottles were present.

Zone IV represents the base of the well, and contained numerous salt glazed stoneware jugs.
Although mostly salt glazed, a couple of Albany slipped jugs were present. Several sizes noted.
Shapes were predominately beehive and/or straight-sided varieties, but earlier globular-shaped
jugs were also present (albeit much more fragmentary in nature). All jugs found were hand
turned. Additionally, numerous whiskey flasks were present. Bar glass was characterized
predominately by small tumblers, and very limited number of beer mugs. The beer mugs from
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this lower zone were short and/or squat varieties typical of consumption of heavier, non-lager
ales and stouts.

Suspected Date Of Construction, Use and Abandonment: The fills from Feature 20
accumulated over many years, and appear to date from the middle nineteenth century (circa
1860?) through the early years of the twentieth century (circa 1900-1910). This feature probably
was constructed—as a well—during the Francis’ domestic occupation of the property—and may
have been abandoned as a well when the property was converted into a commercial property
during the very late 1850s or early 1860s. With the construction of the Rudolph Opera House in
circa 1866, the Francis residence was demolished, and this well would have been associated with
either the Opera House or an adjacent structure. Archival research does not suggest that
Building D was constructed until sometime later in the 1860s or early 1870s [does not show up
illustrated on the 1867 Bird’s Eye View of Springfield]. As such, it would appear that the well
was constructed early in the occupation of this lot (circa 1830s) and remained in use as a well
through circa 1858-60. It was subsequently used as a trash disposal pit from debris tossed from a
bar or saloon.

Potential Family Association/Context: This well was probably constructed for use by the
Simeon Francis family, and was associated with the large frame residence occupied by this
family. The fill in the feature represents artifacts associated with a commercial enterprise—and
appears to have been discarded from a nearby tavern or bar. Potentially argues for the use of the
Francis residence, after it was vacated by the family, as a bar or tavern during the period circa
1858-65. After the circa 1866 construction of the Rudolph Opera House, this well may have
been used by the bar located in the south bay of the structure (Parcel C)—or within another
structure located on Parcel D. At any rate, the well was sequentially filled from circa 1860
through circa 1930 with debris from a nearby tavern.

Feature's Suspected Function: Feature 20 was a well.
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Figure 155. Primary artifacts from the upper most fill from Feature 20 (Zone I). This collection of materials probably was
deposited during the early years of the twentieth century (circa 1915-1930), and may represent the closing of the tavern and/or
the beginning of Prohibition in January 1920?
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Figure 156. Soda water (top) and seltzer water (bottom) bottles from Zone I of Feature 20.
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Figure 157. Soda and seltzer water bottles from M. A. Fischer and Company, Springfield,
Illinois (Zone I, Feature 20).

Figure 158. Medicine bottles from Zone I, Feature 20.
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Figure 159. Ceramic tablewares and/or teawares from Feature 20 were very limited in
number. Primary artifacts from these categories were found only in Zone I of the feature.

Figure 160. Although alcohol bottles were limited in number (and more-or-less absent
from) Zone I of Feature 20, several mismatched bar glass items (stemware and beer mugs)
were recovered from the upper fill of this feature.
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Figure 161. Primary artifacts from Zone II, Feature 20. These artifacts were probably deposited in this well during the late
nineteenth and very early years of the twentieth century (circa 1885-1915).
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Figure 162. Not unexpectedly, the artifacts from Zone II were dominated by a variety of
alcohol containers.

Figure 163. Whiskey bottles were relatively sparse from Zone II, but included this picnic
flask and traditional late-century whiskey bottle.
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Figure 164. Bitters bottles were considerably more common than whiskey bottles in this fill
zone.

Figure 165. Similarly, wine bottles were relatively sparse also. The two relatively whole
wine bottles recovered include a traditional champagne style bottle (left) and a rose/reddish
amber colored German-style Hock bottle (right).
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Figure 166. Traditional beer bottles were not recovered from this fill zone, and indicates
the predominance of keg beer at this location. Nonetheless, ginger beer bottles were found
in relatively high numbers from this fill zone. Three varieties of these bottles were
recovered. One was marked “H. Kennedy / Barrowfield Pottery / Glasgow”—which was
not in production until 1866.

Figure 167. Bar glass was very common within Zone II and was dominated by beer mugs.
Very few glass tumblers were recovered from this fill zone.
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Figure 168. Three varieties of beer mugs were present in this zone (Variety A, B, and C—
left to right). All beer mugs from this zone had molded handles.

Figure 169. Variety A, which had a simple unfluted body, was represented by mugs of only
one size.
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Figure 170. Variety B had a fluted base with distinctive pointed handle, and was
represented by mugs of three sizes. [Need to redo this picture; middle mug needs swapped
out.]

Figure 171. Variety C had a simple fluted base with a distinctive flat handle, and was
represented by mugs of two sizes.
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Figure 172. Glass tumblers were extremely uncommon from Zone II—and reflects the
more common consumption of beers during this later period of time.

Figure 173. Glass stemware was slightly more common than the fluted tumbler, and came
in a variety of sizes.
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Figure 174. Simple food service may have been part of the bar’s business, as the two condiment (catsup and/or sauce) bottles
(left) attest. The function of the bottle at right is unknown.
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Figure 175. Chemcial bottles from Zone II, Feature 20.

Figure 176. Medicine, chemical and polish bottles from Zone II, Feature 20.
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Figure 177. Primary artifacts from Zone III, Feature 20. This assemblage probably was associated with a relatively short
time period, circa 1875-85. Some overlap with zones above and below it.
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Figure 178. Distinctive, round bottomed seltzer water bottles from Zone II, Feature 20.
These were manufactured and/or imported from Belfast, Ireland.

Figure 179. Alcohol bottles from Zone III were distinctively different from those in Zone
II, and included amber bottles (presumably whiskey) and wine bottles (predominately
Bordeaux/Burgundy style bottles). German-style Hock bottles were not present.
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Figure 180. Bar glass from Zone III was relatively sparse, but consisted predominately of
short beer mugs with applied handles.

Figure 181. Relatively speaking, medicine and/or chemical bottles were well represented in
Zone III. The low percentage of alcohol bottles and high number of medicine bottles may
indicate a non-bar related function during these years of deposition. Potentially represents
a mid-to-late nineteenth century city prohibition?
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Figure 182. Primary artifacts from Zone IV, Feature 20. This assemblage was probably associated with a circa 1855-75 time
period.
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Figure 183. Stoneware jugs represent one of the more common vessels recovered from the
lower fills of Feature 20. These more than likely held corn-based alcohol (whiskey and/or
bourbon).

Figure 184. Jug forms were predominately the beehive (left) and straight sided (right)
varieties.
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Figure 185. Nonetheless, Jugs from Zone IV were also represented by older ovoid shaped
jugs—all of which were extremely fragmentary and probably represent the earliest jugs
used at the site.

Figure 186. Liquor bottles from Zone IV included unmarked bitters bottles (left), xxxx,
whiskey flasks (predominately stirrup ovals), and dark green/black ale or brandy bottles.
Few wine bottles were present. Heavy emphasis on whiskey.
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Figure 187. Bar glass was not overly abundant and included predominately small fluted
tumblers (as illustrated to the left). Beer mugs were less common and consisted of this
small tapered variety with applied handles. Bar glass reflects the heavy consumption of
whiskey over beer. Beer glasses were typical of English-style glass ware associated with
heavy ales and stouts—unlike the beer mugs from the upper levels.

Figure 188. This ink well was recovered from Zone IV, Feature 20—and documents
writing activities associated with the early bar.
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Figure 189. Saltglazed 5-gallon stoneware jar from Feature 20. The top of the rim has an
impressed “5” on it—indicating the capacity of this large jar. Large jars were relatively
rare from the urban domestic assemblages investigated during this research. Distinctive
angular rim probably is indicative of western Illinois stoneware production, circa 1870s.
Top image is actual size. Bottom image is reproduced at 75% actual size.
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Figure 190. Niagara Bitters from Feature 20. [Check which zone this goes with]
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Figure 191. Stylistic difference in beer mugs from Zone IV (right) and Zone II (left)
document a switch from heavy ales and stouts (served in shorter mugs) typical of an
English or American palette towards lighter lager beers (served in larger, taller mugs)
typical of the German immigrant during the later nineteenth century. Additionally, the
dramatic decline in the presence of bar tumblers at this time reflects the shift away from
whiskey consumption to beer.
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Figure 192. Ceramic hallmarks from Feature 20.

Figure 193. Architectural artifacts from Feature 20 were few in number but did include
this swirled red-paste earthenware door knob—potentially from the Francis residence.
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Presidential Library Complex, Library Project Area

Feature Number: 21

Feature Location: Feature 21 was located within the S57’ Lot 4, approximately 35’ from the
Sixth Street frontage and less than 5’ from the adjacent alley. This feature would have been
centrally located within the southern bay of the Illinois State Journal office building (Building H;
116 North Sixth Street).

Feature Super-positioning: This feature cuts through a corner of an early pit, identified as
Feature 22.

Feature Excavation Strategy: The feature was exposed by removing the parking lot’s
overburden with a backhoe. The feature was shovel scraped, and mapped in plan view.

Feature Description: In plan view, this feature measured approximately 6’6” (1.98m) wide by
10’8” (3.25m) east/west. This feature consisted of a perimeter foundation of soft mud brick
completely infilled with similar brick—which created a solid pad or support foundation. Four
courses of brick work were laid within a pit that extended below the circa 1830 ground surface
approximately 11” (0.28m). The brick were an early, hand-made, soft-mud variety laid in a soft
lime mortar. The original height of this pad above the circa 1830 ground surface is unknown, as
it appears that brick had been removed from the top of the feature. Remains of a poured concrete
pier were resting on the southeast corner of the feature, and had caused the corner to compress
and crush under the weight of the pier and its unknown superstructure.

Feature Artifact Content: Although no artifacts were recovered in association with this
feature, lead printer’s type were recovered from the surrounding midden.

Suspected Date Of Construction, Use and Abandonment: This feature was probably
constructed in circa 1854 when the Illinois State Journal office building was constructed.

Potential Family Association/Context: Francis brothers and their newspaper business

Feature's Suspected Function: The feature probably functioned as a foundation and/or support
pad for the Illinois State Journal’s printing press, or steam engine which operated the press.
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Figure 194. Plan of Features 21 and 22, Block 12, Original Town Plat, Springfield.
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Figure 195. Profile of Features 21 and 22, Block 12, Original Town Plat, Springfield.
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Figure 196. Two views of Features 21 and 22.
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Presidential Library Complex, Library Project Area

Feature Number: 22

Feature Location: Feature 22 was located within the S57’ Lot 4 approximately 40’ from the
Sixth Street frontage—and within close proximity to contemporary Features 23, 27, and 39.

Feature Super-positioning: This feature was cut into by a large brick foundation identified as
Feature 21. A large post also cut into the eastern edge of the feature.

Feature Excavation Strategy: The feature was exposed by removing the parking lot’s
overburden with a backhoe. The feature was shovel scraped, and mapped in plan view. The
feature was then sectioned by excavating the north half in arbitrary approximate 10-20cm levels.
Upon completion of the excavation of the north half, the profile wall was drawn and
photographed followed by the excavation of the south half of the feature in natural stratigraphic
zones using the information gained from the excavation of the previous half. All feature fill was
screened.

Feature Description: In plan view, this feature was rectangular with slightly rounded corners
and measured approximately 4’11” (1.49m) north/south by 6’4” (1.94m) east/west. The base of
the feature was located approximately 1’8” (0.51m) below the scraped surface—which
corresponded closely to the circa 1830s ground surface. The walls of the feature were straight
and ever-so-slightly inward sloping. The base was flat. Cut into the base of the feature were
several oval depressions, which appear to represent shovel divots from the original excavation of
the pit. The fill within the feature consisted of several fill episodes of mixed topsoil, subsoil,
wood ash, and a “scoria” like material. The upper fill had some sand and brick from
construction activity—probably associated with Feature 21. No fecal material was present. Part
of the walls had been coated with mortar [??].

Feature Artifact Content: Except for a relatively whole redware jar/bowl sitting on the floor of
the pit (the top of which had been truncated by the construction of Feature 21), the artifact
content from Feature 22 was very low, and consisted predominately of secondary items
redeposited from the surrounding midden. The artifacts represent a domestic component.

Suspected Date Of Construction, Use and Abandonment: This pit was probably constructed
sometime during the 1830s by the occupant of the house that was located on this parcel of land.

Potential Family Association/Context: unknown

Feature's Suspected Function: This feature probably functioned as a small, under-the-floor
storage cellar associated with a domestic component dating from the 1830s through early 1850s.
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Figure 197. Detail of Feature 22 prior to excavation. Feature 21 is the brick feature that
cuts into the southwest corner of this small cellar.
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Presidential Library Complex, Library Project Area

Feature Number: 23

Feature Location: Feature 23 was located within the S57’ Lot 4, approximately 38-40’ from the
western lot line (and the Sixth Street frontage). The feature was in relatively close proximity to
Features 22 and 27 (both located to the south).

Feature Super-positioning: Feature 23 was an isolated feature without any superpositioning.

Feature Excavation Strategy: Upon removal of the overburden during the Phase III mitigation,
the feature was shovel scraped, mapped in plan view and immediately recognized as representing
the remains of a well. The upper portion of the feature was excavated by hand, with all soil
being screened. At that point, the artifact density dropped to nearly zero and the difficulty in
excavating the feature by hand became great—and the hand excavations were terminated. A
backhoe was used to section the feature to determine its depth.

Feature Artifact Content: Although the artifacts within this feature were small in size—with
no primary artifacts being present—they were relatively numerous and associated with a short-
term domestic component dating from the circa 1830s and 1840s.

Suspected Date Of Construction, Use and Abandonment: This feature was constructed
sometime during the initial years of occupation—potentially during the late 1820s or very early
1830s. The well may have been dug by or for John Ebey. The well was replaced by a second
well—Feature 27, which may have been constructed during the 1840s. Both wells (Features 23
and 27) were abandoned and filled by circa 1854 when the Illinois State Journal office building
was constructed.

Potential Family Association/Context: unknown

Feature's Suspected Function: This feature was a stone lined well dating from the early years
of occupation on this site (circa very late 1820s or early 1830s). It was filled with re-deposited
midden from this early component when it was abandoned in circa 1840.
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Presidential Library Complex, Library Project Area

Feature Number: 24

Feature Location: This feature was located on the N100’ Lot 3 along the south property line of
the parcel of land once associated with the Francis residence. The feature is located within a
cluster of early privies and is immediately to the west of Features 5 and 25. Features 5, 6, 24, 25,
and 34 were all located along the rear property line immediately outside the suspected back door
location of the early Francis residence.

Feature Super-positioning: This feature is cut into by Feature 25.

Feature Excavation Strategy: The feature was exposed by removing the parking lot’s
overburden with a backhoe. The feature was shovel scraped, and mapped in plan view. The
feature was then sectioned by excavating the east half in arbitrary approximate 10-20cm levels.
Upon completion of the excavation of the east half, the profile wall was drawn and photographed
followed by the excavation of the north half of the feature in natural stratigraphic zones using the
information gained from the excavation of the previous half. All feature fill was screened.

Feature Description: At the scraped surface this feature was circular in plan and measured
approximately 3’3” (1.00m) in diameter. The pit was basin-shaped and extended only 6”
(0.15m) below the scraped surface. Three discrete fill zones were present in the feature. The
upper most fill (Zone I) consisted of a dark colored clay fill that probably represents a capping
episode. Zone II consists of a thin lens of white lime. Zone III consisted of a loamy, organic-
rich dark fill with lots of seeds. It represents a deposit of fecal material.

Feature Artifact Content: Few artifacts were recovered from Feature 24.

Suspected Date Of Construction, Use and Abandonment: This pit was probably associated
with the Simeon Francis residence during the very late years of the family’s occupation of this
property. As such, it probably was constructed sometime shortly after the abandonment of
Feature 6 (or potentially Feature 5?) in the middle to late 1840s. The life of the feature was
probably short-lived. It was replaced with the adjacent Feature 25.

Potential Family Association/Context: This pit was probably associated with the Simeon
Francis family.

Feature's Suspected Function: Although the morphological characteristics of this feature
(circular, basin-shaped, shallow) does not lend itself to being interpreted as a privy pit, the
presence of the fecal material and the capping of lime argues strongly that this shallow pit
functioned as a privy.
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Figure 198. Plan and profile of Features 24, and 25, Block 12, Original Town Plat,
Springfield.
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Presidential Library Complex, Library Project Area

Feature Number: 25

Feature Location: This feature was located on the N100’ Lot 3 along the south property line of
the parcel of land once associated with the Francis residence. The feature was located within a
cluster of early privies, and was situated immediately to the west of Features 5 and to the east of
Feature 24. Features 5, 6, 24, 25, and 34 were all located along the rear property line
immediately outside the suspected back door location of the early Francis residence.

Feature Super-positioning: This feature cuts into an earlier feature identified as Feature 24.

Feature Excavation Strategy: The feature was exposed by removing the parking lot’s
overburden with a backhoe. The feature was shallowly buried beneath approximately one foot of
gravel and asphalt. The feature was shovel scraped, and mapped in plan view. The feature was
then sectioned by excavating the east half in arbitrary approximate 10-20cm levels. Upon
completion of the excavation of the east half, the profile wall was drawn and photographed
followed by the excavation of the north half of the feature in natural stratigraphic zones using the
information gained from the excavation of the previous half. All feature fill was screened.

Feature Description: At the scraped surface, this feature was circular in plan and measured
approximately 2’7” (0.78m) in diameter. The pit was straight sided with a flat bottom which was
located approximately 2’6” (0.76m) below the point of origination—which was from the surface
of the pottery midden identified as Feature 40 (Midden A). Set within the greater diameter pit
was an interior pit which probably corresponded to a secondary container set into this wider
builder’s pit. This interior “container” was perfectly circular with straight sides, flat bottom, and
slightly rounded corners at the base. It’s was approximately 2’4” (0.71m) in diameter. The
straight-sided character of this container is unusual for a wooden barrel or similar wooden vessel.
No physical evidence was found for either a metal or wooden container, even though the profile
strongly suggests that the feature was lined. The fill in the feature consisted of three primary fill
zones. The upper fill (Zone I) consisted of a cinder rich topsoil. Zone II consisted of a wide
variety of decomposed metal containers (“cans”), brick fragments (demolition debris), and
artifacts. The fill on the base of the feature (Zone III) consisted of an organic-rich, dark colored
soil with lots of seeds (fecal material).

Feature Artifact Content: Although the artifacts in this relatively small feature were not very
numerous, they contained an unusual assemblage of items. The primary artifacts included a
glass tumbler and beer glass, a Rockingham-glazed spittoon, a hand-turned flower pot, a cup, and
a small salt-glazed churn (potentially representing a toy or salesman’s sample). Unusual
assemblage that is difficult to interpret—potentially representing a bar or saloon assemblage.

Suspected Date Of Construction, Use and Abandonment: This feature was constructed
sometime shortly after the abandonment of Feature 24. It may have been constructed during the
very late years of the Francis occupation of this lot—sometime during the later 1850s. The
character of the feature makes one question if Francis was not experimenting with new types of
privies? The pit may have been filled after the sale of the property by Francis, and subsequent
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rental of the property to an unknown tenant during the late 1850s and early 1860s. There is some
thought that this feature may have remained open through the middle 1860s? If so, it is difficult
to determine the relationship of Feature 18 to this sequence of privy pits.

Potential Family Association/Context: unknown

Feature's Suspected Function: The presence of the fecal material in the base of this pit
strongly suggests that it functioned as a privy. The type of lining present is unknown.
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Figure 199. Primary artifacts from Feature 25.

Figure 200. Tumbler (left), beer mug (center) and cup (right) from Feature 25.
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Figure 201. One of the more interesting artifacts from Feature 25 was a small, salt-glazed
stoneware churn. Whether this is a salesman’s sample, or simply a child’s toy is not
known. It is interesting to speculate that this may have been an early example of John
Ebey’s stoneware production?

Figure 202. Class stopper from Feature 25.
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Presidential Library Complex, Library Project Area

Feature Number: 27

Feature Location: Feature 27 was located within the S57’ Lot 4, approximately 38’ from the
western lot line. The feature was in relatively close proximity to Feature 22 (to the south) and
Feature 23 (to the north).

Feature Super-positioning: Feature 27 appears to have been abutted by Feature 42 (the
perimeter foundation wall for the Illinois State Journal office building)—with Feature 27 lying
immediately inside the structure represented by Feature 42. It is possible that Feature 27 was
open—or only recently filled—at the time the Illinois State Journal office building was
constructed.

Feature Excavation Strategy: Upon removal of the overburden during the Phase III mitigation,
the feature was shovel scraped, mapped in plan view and immediately recognized as representing
the remains of a well. The upper 2’9” (0.85m) of the feature was excavated by hand, with all soil
being screened. At that point, the artifact density dropped to nearly zero and the difficulty in
excavating the feature by hand had become great—and the hand excavations were terminated. A
backhoe was used to section the feature to determine its depth.

Feature Description: At the scraped surface, Feature 27 measured approximately 4’11”
(1.50m) in diameter. The south edge of the feature had been truncated by Feature 42.
Approximately (0.40m) below the scraped surface—which corresponded closely to the circa
1830 ground surface—the remains of a stone-lined shaft were exposed. The stone wall of this
shaft was approximately (0.20m) wide, giving the stone shaft an inside diameter of
approximately (0.78m) and an outside diameter of approximately 1.18m). The fill within the
feature consisted of approximately a variety of fill zones. The upper hand excavated zones
included mixed topsoil and subsoil fills with concentrations of crushed brick, wood ash,
charcoal, sand, and artifacts.

Feature Artifact Content: Although the artifacts within this feature were small in size—with
no primary artifacts being present—they were relatively numerous and associated with a short-
term domestic component dating from the circa 1830s and 1840s.

Suspected Date Of Construction, Use and Abandonment: This feature was constructed after
the abandonment of the earlier well (Feature 23) but prior to the construction of the circa 1854
Illinois State Journal office building. This well was probably constructed sometime during the
1840s.

Potential Family Association/Context: unknown

Feature's Suspected Function: This feature was a stone lined well dating from the early years
of occupation on this site (circa 1830s-40s). It was filled with re-deposited midden from this
early component.
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Figure 203. Plan and profile of Feature 27, Block 12, Original Town Plat, Springfield.
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Presidential Library Complex, Library Project Area

Feature Number: 28

Feature Location: Feature 28 was located within the S57’ Lot 4, approximately 75’ from the
western lot line.

Feature Super-positioning: Feature 28 appears to have been abutted by Feature 42 (the
perimeter foundation wall for the Illinois State Journal office building)—with Feature 28 lying
immediately inside the structure represented by Feature 42. It is possible that Feature 42 was
constructed around the open well identified as Feature 28.

Feature Excavation Strategy: Upon removal of the overburden during the Phase III mitigation,
the feature was shovel scraped, mapped in plan view and immediately recognized as representing
the remains of a well. The upper 5’0” (1.55m) of the feature was excavated by hand, with all soil
being screened. At that point, the artifact density dropped to nearly zero and the difficulty in
excavating the feature by hand had become great—and the hand excavations were terminated. A
backhoe was used to section the feature to determine its depth.

Feature Description: At the scraped surface, Feature 27 measured approximately 3’6” (1.07m)
in diameter. Feature 42 was constructed around the eastern edge of the feature. Approximately
3’9” (1.15m) below the scraped surface—which corresponded closely to the circa 1830 ground
surface—the remains of a brick-lined shaft were exposed. The brick in this wall were hand made
soft mud brick typical of the early nineteenth century. They were laid up without mortar. The
interior of diameter of this shaft was approximately 2’6” (0.77m) wide, whereas the outer
diameter of the shaft was approximately 3’2” (0.97m) in diameter. The fill within the feature
consisted of a variety of fill zones that included mixed topsoil, subsoil, wood ash with limited
construction debris and artifacts.

Feature Artifact Content: Artifacts from within this feature were fairly limited, especially
when compared to Features 23 and 27.

Suspected Date Of Construction, Use and Abandonment: This feature was constructed after
the abandonment of the earlier two wells (Feature 23 and 27—and may have been constructed at
the same time that the Illinois State Journal office building was constructed in circa 1852-54.
This well was abandoned fairly early in the life of the building, and was probably replaced when
the rear wing was constructed onto this building (see Feature 43) and one of the adjacent exterior
wells (Features 32 and 33) was constructed.

Potential Family Association/Context: This well was probably constructed by, or for, the
Francis brothers and their Illinois State Journal office building.

Feature's Suspected Function: This feature was a brick lined well dating from the middle
nineteenth century commercial occupation of this lot.
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Figure 204. Profile of Feature 28, Block 12, Original Town Plat, Springfield.
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Presidential Library Complex, Library Project Area

Feature Number: 29

Feature Location: Feature 29 was located within the N100’ of the W20’ Lot 2. It was centrally
located along the western edge of Lot 2 on land that was incorporated into the Francis
landholdings (consisting of the N100’ Lots 3 and 4) within the 1850s. This feature was located
approximately 162-4’ east of the Sixth Street frontage, approximately 10’ east of Feature 11.

Feature Super-positioning: Feature 29 cuts into the large cistern identified as Feature 14,
which had earlier cut into both Features 30 and 31. The fact that this pit was originally
constructed completely within the fill of another pit clearly resulted in the mixing of materials
from these two features.

Feature Excavation Strategy: The feature was exposed by removing the parking lot’s
overburden with a backhoe. At that time, Feature 31 was identified as one of several overlapping
features (consisting of Features 14, 29, 30, and 31). This feature complex was shovel scraped,
and mapped in plan view. With that accomplished, the north half of Features 29 and 14 werer
excavated, the profile walls drawn, and the subsequent south halves of these features were
excavated. Upon completion of these two features, the exposed profile of Features 30 and 31
was cleaned off and recorded. Upon completion of this profile, the south “halves” of Features 30
and 31 were excavated. All feature fill was screened.

Feature Description: In plan view, this feature was a large oval that 5’6” (1.68m) wide by 6’9”
(2.06m) long. The pit had relatively straight walls—albeit exhibiting evidence of extreme
slumping, as the majority of the feature had been constructed in the fill of Feature 14. The base
of the feature was located at approximately 4’5” (1.35m) below the scraped surface. The upper
fills (Zones I-II) represented capping episodes. Zone I was a mixed topsoil and subsoil fill with
minor amounts of crushed brick. Zone II was a topsoil fill with coal and crushed brick
inclusions. Zone III was an artifact-rich fecal zone with lots of eggshell and decomposed tin
cans. Lining the base of this fill zone—or the top of the underlying Zone IV—was a thick
deposit of seeds. Zone IV was a loose fecal zone with lots of eggshell , clinkers and crushed
brick. The artifact density from Zone IV was considerably less than Zone III. Zones III and IV
represent an upper fecal deposit. Zone V consisted of a lower capping fill of brown silt with
light brick and mortar. Zone VI represents a lower fecal zone with low artifact density. Some
lime, mortar, and brick construction debris was noted in this fill zone.

Feature Artifact Content: Artifacts from this feature were fairly numerous and consisted of a
high percentage of primary artifacts. Artifact assemblage looks very domestic—even though the
feature is located behind this commercial structure (Building E). Very minor amount of bar
glass—and a spittoon. Lots of ceramics. Is it domestic? Lamp chimneys (hand crimped) typical
of the later 1870s through 1890s. Faunal remains were of interest with lots of chicken, moderate
amount of beef cuts, a mink, bobwhite "quail," and northern pike. It is unusual to have pike as
the only fish in an assemblage—not your typical fish of choice. The mink remains consist of a
cranium, mandible, a scapula, and both front legs (humeri and a radius and an ulna). Also
recovered were the remains of a single pre-natal human infant—approximately 28 weeks of age.
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Level 5 included mink bones and the human infant postcranial remains. Level 7 contained mink
remains. Level 14 had the human infant temporal bone. It is assumed all of the human bones
were from the same individual because they all looked to be on the same biological age.
Perchance, the infant had been wrapped in a mink stole prior to being deposited in the privy pit.
Also recovered from this feature was a U.S. military belt buckle (Civil War Era)—believed to
have been recovered from Zone IV. The belt buckle may represent re-deposited material from
Feature 14—which this feature had lots of.

Suspected Date Of Construction, Use and Abandonment: Based on the primary artifacts
recovered from the feature, this feature was probably abandoned during the latter years of the
nineteenth century, possibly during the 1880s. As such, it would appear that this feature was in
use during the 1870s and early 1880s.

Potential Family Association/Context: This feature appears to have been associated with the
commercial Building E (122 North Sixth Street).

Feature's Suspected Function: Based on the feature's size, shape, location and the presence of
fecal material in its lower fill, this feature has been interpreted as an abandoned privy pit.
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Figure 205. Primary artifacts from Feature 29. Is this a domestic assemblage, with a small amount of bar/saloon material
mixed into it?
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Figure 206. Small ceramic pitchers from Feature 29.

Figure 207. Somewhat unusual table setting. Minimal basic items (plate, tumbler, cup and
saucer) but much variety in support items (pitchers, serving bowls, tureens).
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Figure 208. Tumblers and/or bar glasses from Feature 29.

Figure 209. Jelly glasses from Featuer 29.

Figure 210. Small footed pressed glass serving bowl from Feature 29.
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Figure 211. This pressed glass compote represents a fairly upscale item for this
assemblage.
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Figure 212. Glass food containers from Feature 29.

Figure 213. Medicine and/or chemical (left) and extract (right) bottles from Feature 29.
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Figure 214. Liquor and soda water bottles from Feature 29. Both were sparse from
Feature 29.

Figure 215. Rockingham-glazed spittoon from Feature 29.
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Figure 216. Stoneware ink bottle from Feature 29.

Figure 217. Lamp chimneys were predominately of the hand-crimped variety, typical of
the circa 1875-1900 period.
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Figure 218. Ceramic hallmarks from Feature 29.
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Presidential Library Complex, Library Project Area

Feature Number: 30

Feature Location: Feature 30 was centrally located along the western edge of Lot 2 (within the
N100’ of the W20’). This land was incorporated into the Francis landholdings (consisting of the
N100’ Lots 3 and 4) within the 1850s.

Feature Super-positioning: Feature 30 is cut into by Feature 31—and both features are cut into
by Feature 14.

Feature Excavation Strategy: The feature was exposed by removing the parking lot’s
overburden with a backhoe. At that time, Feature 31 was identified as one of several overlapping
features (consisting of Features 14, 29, 30, and 31). This feature complex was shovel scraped,
and mapped in plan view. With that accomplished, the north half of Features 29 and 14 werer
excavated, the profile walls drawn, and the subsequent south halves of these features were
excavated. Upon completion of these two features, the exposed profile of Features 30 and 31
was cleaned off and recorded. Upon completion of this profile, the south “halves” of Features 30
and 31 were excavated. All feature fill was screened.

Feature Description: In plan view, this feature measured approximately 3’9” (1.13m) wide by
4’2” (1.27m) long. Although nearly square, the slightly longer axis of the feature was oriented
north/south. The feature walls were vertical and straight, with a flat floor. The base of the
feature was located approximately 2’1” (0.64m) below the scraped surface (which corresponded
fairly well with the circa 1830 ground surface. The fill within the feature consisted of
approximately xx discrete fill zones. The upper fill zones (Zones I and II) consisted of mixed
clay and ash capping fills. Lower fills consisted of two fecal zones (Zones III and VI-VII)
separated by non-fecal capping episode (Zones IV and V) which consisted of yellowish colored
subsoils, topsoils, and brick fragments. The accompanying profile exaggerates the length of
Features 30 and 31, as it was drawn on the curvature of Feature 14’s outer wall, making the
profiles slightly elongated. Nonetheless, the dimensions given above accurately reflect the
dimensions of the feature.

Feature Artifact Content: The artifact content of Feature 30 was very low and included very
few primary artifacts. Several redware kiln waster sherds and kiln furniture, presumably from
Ebey’s redware pottery, were found in this feature. Additionally, impressed into the base of the
feature was a heavily fired and glazed brick suspected as originating from the Ebey redware kiln.

Suspected Date Of Construction, Use and Abandonment: This feature was constructed
sometime during the early to middle nineteenth century years—sometime between 1830 and
1845, prior to the construction of Feature 31 and well before the attachment of this land onto the
Francis property in 1852.

Potential Family Association/Context: This lot (Lot 2) was owned by the Elizabeth and Hiram
Trainer family from circa 1830 through 1852 (at which time it was incorporated into the Simeon
Francis landholdings).
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Feature's Suspected Function: This feature represents the remains of a privy.

Figure 219. Profile of Features 30 and 31, Block 12, Original Town Plat, Springfield. The
accompanying profile exaggerates the length of Features 30 and 31, as it was drawn on the
curvature of Feature 14’s outer wall, making the profiles slightly elongated. Nonetheless,
the dimensions given above accurately reflect the dimensions of the feature.
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Presidential Library Complex, Library Project Area

Feature Number: 31

Feature Location: Feature 30 was centrally located along the western edge of Lot 2 (within the
N100’ of the W20’). This land was incorporated into the Francis landholdings (consisting of the
N100’ Lots 3 and 4) within the 1850s.

Feature Super-positioning: Feature 31 cuts into the earlier Feature 31—and both features are
cut into by Feature 14. Additionally, the south end of Feature 31 was truncated by the
construction of a turn-of-the-century brick foundation wall.

Feature Excavation Strategy: The feature was exposed by removing the parking lot’s
overburden with a backhoe. At that time, Feature 31 was identified as one of several overlapping
features (consisting of Features 14, 29, 30, and 31). This feature complex was shovel scraped,
and mapped in plan view. With that accomplished, the north half of Features 29 and 14 werer
excavated, the profile walls drawn, and the subsequent south halves of these features were
excavated. Upon completion of these two features, the exposed profile of Features 30 and 31
was cleaned off and recorded. Upon completion of this profile, the south “halves” of Features 30
and 31 were excavated. All feature fill was screened.

Feature Description: In plan view, this feature was trapezoidal. Unfortunately, only the mid-
section of this feature was intact, as subsequent later features had truncated both the north and
south ends of the feature. Minimally, the narrowest side measued approximately 3’3” (1.0m)
and its widest side measured 4’0” (1.22m). At the scraped surface, a distinctive round interior
compartment was noted within this larger trapezoidal pit. This circular compartment had a
diameter of 3’5” (1.05m). The walls of the pit were straight and vertical. The floor of the pit,
which was located at 1’6” (0.46m) below the scraped surface (which corresponded fairly closely
to the circa 1830 ground surface), was flat. The junction of the walls to the floor was fairly well
rounded—and unlike what one would expect with a wood lined box. The circular central
“compartment” was clearly lined—and although a wooden tub is the most likely candidate for
this lining, the curved nature of the base of the walls questions this interpretation. Fill within the
pit consisted of four discrete fill zones. Zone I (the upper most fill) consisted of mixed topsoil,
subsoil, and relatively large brick fragments. Zone II consisted of a capping episode of subsoil
clays mixed with wood ash. Zone III consisted of a dark brown to black blocky clayey silt with
inclusions of mortar, brick, and mortar. It appears to represent debris associated with a
construction episode. Zone IV consists of a solid mass of brick rubble and mortar consolidated
together. A substantial concentration of wood charcoal was located on the base of the feature.
Although no evidence of insitu burning was noted, the charcoal on the base and the evidence of
construction activity overhead raises the question as to the destruction of this feature by fire.
The accompanying profile exaggerates the length of Features 30 and 31, as it was drawn on the
curvature of Feature 14’s outer wall, making the profiles slightly elongated. Nonetheless, the
dimensions given above accurately reflect the dimensions of the feature.
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Feature Artifact Content: The artifact content of Feature 30 was very low and included very
few primary artifacts. The artifacts that were recovered suggests a pre-1860 [or earlier] date of
abandonment.

Suspected Date Of Construction, Use and Abandonment: This feature was constructed
sometime during the early to middle nineteenth century years—sometime between 1835 and
1850, after the construction and abandonment of Feature 30 and probably before the attachment
of this land onto the Francis property in 1852.

Potential Family Association/Context: This lot (Lot 2) was owned by the Elizabeth and Hiram
Trainer family from circa 1830 through 1852 (at which time it was incorporated into the Simeon
Francis landholdings).

Feature's Suspected Function: Although fecal material was not noted in the feature, it
probably represents the remains of a privy.
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Presidential Library Complex, Library Project Area

Feature Numbers: 32 and 33

Feature Location: Features 32 and 33 are located within the far southwestern corner of Lot 3.
These two features are located approximately 10-20’ from the adjacent alley. The features were
associated with the early use of the Illinois State Journal office building (Buildings F, G, and H)
located on the S57’Lots 3 and 4. Feature 33 is located slightly to the north of Feature 32.

Feature Super-positioning: Both features are isolated features without any superpositioning.

Feature Excavation Strategy: Feature 32 was discovered during the initial Phase II
investigations. Upon removal of the overburden during the mitigation work, both features were
shovel scraped, mapped in plan view and immediately determined to be wells. It was clear that
the features were filled with relatively sterile looking fills, and no effort at hand excavations
were undertaken. The features were sectioned with a backhoe to determine their depth and
methods of construction.

Feature Artifact Content: The artifact content of both features was very low. A champagne
style wine bottle and a Rockingham-glazed spittoon were recovered from Feature 32.

Suspected Date Of Construction, Use and Abandonment: The earlier of these features was
probably constructed in circa 1852 when the Illinois State Journal office building was
constructed. The date of abandonment of these wells is not known.

Potential Family Association/Context: The earlier of these wells was constructed by or for the
Francis brothers.

Feature's Suspected Function: Both of these features represent wells.
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Figure 220. Plans of Features 32 and 33, Block 12, Original Town Plat, Springfield.
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Figure 221. Primary artifacts from Feature 32.
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Presidential Library Complex, Library Project Area

Feature Number: 34

Feature Location: This feature was located on the N100’ Lot 3 along the south property line of
the parcel of land once associated with the Francis residence. The feature is located in close
proximity to Features 3A-3B and Features 24 and 25. Features 5, 6, and 34 were all located
along the rear property line immediately outside the suspected back door location of the early
Francis residence. Unlike Features 5 and 6—which has their long axis oriented east/west with
the south property line—Feature 34 had its long axis oriented north/south.

Feature Super-positioning: Feature 34 is an isolated features without any superpositioning.

Feature Excavation Strategy: The feature was exposed by removing the parking lot’s
overburden with a backhoe. The feature was deeply buried gravel and asphalt. The feature was
shovel scraped, and mapped in plan view. The feature was then sectioned by excavating the
north half in arbitrary approximate 10-20cm levels. Upon completion of the excavation of the
north half, the profile wall was drawn and photographed followed by the excavation of the south
half of the feature in natural stratigraphic zones using the information gained from the excavation
of the previous half. All feature fill was screened.

Feature Description: In plan view, at the scraped surface this feature was roughly
rectangular—albeit with one end slightly narrower than the other, giving it a slightly trapezoidal
shape. The corners were ever-so-slightly rounded. At the scraped surface, the feature measured
approximately 1’8” (0.51m) wide at its small end, and 2’0” (0.61m) wide at its wide end. The
feature measured 4’4” (1.32m) long. The base of the feature was located approximately (0.40m)
0’7” (0.18m) below the scraped surface. This would have been approximately 1’2” (0.36m)
below the circa 1830 ground surface. The feature’s walls were relatively straight and the feature
had a flat bottom. No evidence of a wood lining was noted. The fill within the feature consisted
of approximately three discrete fill zones. Zone I (the upper most fill zone) consisted of a
relatively sterile black silty clay cap. Zone II consisted of a loamy mottled topsoil with some
subsoil mixed in. Zone III consisted of a thin lens of seeds located on the base of the feature.
Zones II and III represented fecal deposits. Morphologically, this feature is very similar to
Feature 6.

Feature Artifact Content: Few artifacts were present in this feature. Secondary artifacts
consisted of a couple of machine cut nails, a black glass container fragment, a redware shere, and
a couple of soft mud brick fragments. No primary artifacts were present. The lack of redware
waster sherds in this feature suggests that it may pre-date the Ebey component?

Suspected Date Of Construction, Use and Abandonment: Although Feature 34 is clearly
early, it is not known how early it might date. Although this feature probably dates to the earliest
Francis occupation (circa 1832), it may pre-date the Francis occupation and date to the earlier
Ebey occupation.
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Potential Family Association/Context: As noted above, this feature was probably associated
with the Francis family. This feature may represent the Francis family’s first privy, which may
have been replaced by Feature 5 (or potentially Feature 5).

Feature's Suspected Function: This feature represents the remains of a privy.

Figure 222. Plan and profile of Feature 34, Block 12, Original Town Plat, Springfield.
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Presidential Library Complex, Library Project Area

Feature Number: 38

Feature Location:

Feature Super-positioning: The feature is cut into by Feature 31.

Feature Excavation Strategy: The feature was exposed by removing the parking lot’s
overburden with a backhoe. The feature was shallowly buried beneath approximately one foot of
gravel and asphalt. The feature was shovel scraped, and mapped in plan view. The feature was
then sectioned by excavating the east half in arbitrary approximate 10-20cm levels. Upon
completion of the excavation of the east half, the profile wall was drawn and photographed
followed by the excavation of the north half of the feature in natural stratigraphic zones using the
information gained from the excavation of the previous half. All feature fill was screened.

Feature's Suspected Function: This feature represents the remains of a well.
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Figure 223. Primary artifacts from Feature 38.

Figure 224. Alcohol containers from Feature 38.
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Figure 225. “Tableware” glass from Feature 38 included stemware (left) and tall beer
mugs (right)—typical of a commercial saloon context.

Figure 226. Also present in Feature 38 was a small pitcher. Such pitchers—filled with
water—were often served with shots of whiskey.
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Figure 227. Ceramic hallmarks from Feature 38.
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Figure 228. Two views of transfer printed backstamps from Feature 39.
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Presidential Library Complex, Library Project Area

Feature Number: 42

Feature Location: Feature 42 was located within the south end of Lot 4.

Feature Super-positioning: Feature 42 was a large feature that cut through several features
(including Feature 27).

Feature Excavation Strategy: The feature was exposed by removing the parking lot’s
overburden with a backhoe. The feature was defined at the surface of the circa 1830 ground
surface, and mapped in plan view. No further excavation was conducted.

Feature Description: At the scraped surface, Feature 42 was a stone foundation wall
constructed with quarried tabular limestone. The wall measured approximately 2’ 3-4” (0.68m-
0.71m) in width. The perimeter stonework consisted of a large rectangle with two interior
crosswalls, forming three bays--one each associated with Buildings F (120 North Sixth Street), G
(118 North Sixth Street), and H (116 North Sixth Street). The stone wall was laid up with an
early lime mortar, and constructed at or near the circa 1830 ground surface. No builder’s trench
or spread footing was present.

Feature Artifact Content: No artifacts were found with this feature.

Suspected Date Of Construction, Use and Abandonment: This feature was probably
constructed in circa 1853-54.

Potential Family Association/Context: This foundation was for the Illinois State Journal office
building which was constructed for the Francis brothers in circa 1853-54.

Feature's Suspected Function: This feature represents the perimeter foundation wall for the
Illinois State Journal office building.
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Presidential Library Complex, Library Project Area

Feature Number: 43

Feature Location: Feature 43 was located within the southeastern corner of Lot 4, extending
into the southwestern corner of Lot 3.

Feature Super-positioning: Feature 43 was a large feature that cut through several features
(including Feature 53).

Feature Excavation Strategy: The feature was exposed by removing the parking lot’s
overburden with a backhoe. The feature was defined at the surface of the circa 1830 ground
surface, and mapped in plan view. No further excavation was conducted.

Feature Description: At the scraped surface, Feature 42 was a brick foundation wall
constructed with hand-made softmud brick. It consisted of three sides of a perimeter rectangle
that abutted the east side of the earlier stone foundations identified as Feature 42. The “addition”
identified as Feature 43 had two interior crosswalls that created three bays. The brick was laid
up with an early lime mortar, and constructed at or near the circa 1830 ground surface. No
spread footing was present.

Feature Artifact Content: No artifacts were found with this feature.

Suspected Date Of Construction, Use and Abandonment: This feature was probably
constructed sometime during the later 1850s or early 1860s.

Potential Family Association/Context: This foundation was for an addition constructed onto
the rear of the Illinois State Journal office building sometime after the middle 1850s.

Feature's Suspected Function: This feature represents the perimeter foundation wall for an
addition constructed onto the Illinois State Journal office building.
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